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Billboard Plans

Business Swings
By

The International
Music-Record-Tape

Disk, Cartridge

Mfrs Press for
LP Price Rise
By CLAUDE

PAUL ACKERMAN

YORK -The independent distributor, whose de-

from
competition
resulting
multiple distribution, giant con-

mise was freely predicted about
six months ago as a result of

glomerates and rackjobbers, is
proving a tough cookie. A spot
check indicates many independent distributors are thriving and
are optimistic about the future.
There are several reasons for
their attitude:
resurgence
retail
stores
which
of full -line
are traditionally serviced by indisenchantment of
dies; 2
many labels over collections
and poor service rendered by
giant wholesalers and the consequent dependence of such
labels upon independent dislrib(Continued on page 10)

NEW

AST in Dolby
Cassette Bow

NEW YORK -Ampex Stereo
Tapes (AST) is releasing its
Dolbyized prerecorded
cassette tape product beginning Oct. I. Initial releases will
include the operas, " Tosca,"

first

and "Norma."

(Continued on page 16)

1

TV Conference
NEW YORK -Billboard, in
association with Record Retailer and Discografia Interna zionale, will sponsor the world's
first international conference on

-a

disk television
France, April 1/3-

and

cartridges
in Cannes,
23, 1971.

-

(Continued on page 6)
THE VENTURES'
DECADE
See Center Section

-A

HALL

wave of
NEW YORK
record manufacturers are pressing for an album price increase.
Several feel that a price increase
is urgent because "we're a victim of inflation like everyone
else."
Smaller labels feel it would
take a move first by one of the
major labels. Eleklra President
Jac Holzman was slated to meet

and

RADCLIFFE JOE

with Mo Ostin, president of
Warner Bros. Records, last
weekend, and this was to be one
of the discussion points.
lack Loetz, executive vice
president of MCA Records, said
a price increase is "conceivable'

of business are
not decreasing. The liabilities
of putting out product-espe because the costs

(Conrinued

ora page 70)

Black Acts Gain on Campus
As White Bookings Slide

-

By BOB GLASSENBURG

There has
been a rise in booking black
talent on campuses for the upcoming fall semester, while
agencies which deal mainly
with white groups say that
their booking has slowed down
compared with the same period
last year. Marty Klein of Crea-

NEW

YORK

Management
Associates
pace
in colhas seen a slower
lege bookings this year. "This
is
speculative," said
purely
Klein, "but I think it could be
due to the college administration wishing to see how the
students will act in the up/Conriaued on page 10)
five

DGG to $ -Back MGM?
MIKE HENNESSEY
MGM and this figure
LONDON -Deutsche GramBy

mophon has received the green
light from shareholders to con tinue talks on long -term cooperation with the MGM com-

approved.

plea.

Stevens' Masters
Sold to Barnaby

understood that DGG
management has indicated to
shareholders the financial range
of the investment it is prepared
to make in a partnership with

It

Brownsville Station -Palladium Records both new, bol
aggressive, both really different. What's different could onl
be answered If you've seen the Brownsville Station in concert
or stock the "NO B.S." album in your store. Brownsvill
Station is a Rock & Roll show that has torn up Cincinnat
Gardens, Eastown Theatre, Freedom Palace (K.C.), Mammout
Gardens (Colorado). Aragon Ballroom, and festivals such e
nice
Atlanta Pop, Goose Lake, and Peoples Fair (Wis.)
yo
haven't
made
it
out
to
these
places
beginning! If you
could always pick up Brownsville Station "NO B.S." Palladium
Records.
I Advertisement)

-a

"Gravy" b/w "Cheer Me Up" (6350061
from

the

KES -10E1).

upcoming

"Globetrotter"

is

the leadoff singl

album

(Kirshner label,

This is the sensational new pop sound featured in

has been

is

the new Saturday morning animated cartoon adventure series

based on the famous basketball team. Produced by Hanna -

LIBERTY /UA

Barbera; debuting September 12 on CBS -TY. ,Advertisement)

SALES MEETING

See Page 3

will inelude the affiliated publishing
(Continued on page 57)
Whether

By

the

deal

BILL WILLIAMS

NASHVILLE- Barnaby

Rec-

ords has purchased from Monument the 46 existing masters
of Ray Stevens' songs for
$200,000, it was learned by

Billboard.
(Continued on page 4)
(Advertisement/

The New York
Rock Ensemble
Roll Over

a,,,l.,

set

C

30033 Also available on tape

Three

different ways
to make a hit.
On Columbia and Epic Records
1

uu
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Charley Pride's last single: #1
Charley Pride's last album: 1

Charley Pride's new single:
Need we say more?

CHARLEY PRIDE

H, II & Range
Songs Inc Blue

Crest Mus
Inc

CAN'T BELIEVE
THAT YOU'VE STOPPED
I

LOVING ME

.
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A&R Studios Setting

Hyman, Garisto

Up Small Satellites

L;á1 UA Shows

Bros. Form Co.

LP's, Tape Product

By RADCLIFFE JOE

NEW YORK -A&R Record-

ing Studios is decentralizing its
operations.
The
Manhattan based company is setting up
a
number of small satellite
studios in areas where there is
a
concentration of creative
people- writers, arrangers, artists, musicians -who prefer to
work in an environment close
to their homes.
The first of these wholly
owned subsidiaries swings open
its doors early next month when
Brooks Arthur takes control of
a 38 ft. by 40 ft. facility in a
converted gas station at Blau velp, Rockland County, N.Y.
The 16 -track studio with film
facilities will be named 914
SRS. 914 is the area code for
Rockland County, while SRS
are the call letters for Sound
Recording Studios.
The second facility, located
in Jacksonville, Fla., is scheduled for an Oct. 4 opening and
will be known as Vincent SRS.
The 8 -track facility was formerly owned by Norman Vincent Associates Inc. Studios are
also planned for Pittsburgh,
and Toronto, Canada.
According to Don Frey of
A &R Recording, many artists
are moving out to suburban and
rural districts, and A &R is
moving out alongside them.
A&R's move to decentralize
its facilities does not mean it
intends to discontinue use of its
New York facilities. "These,"
revealed Frey, 'hill be main -

Brinker Named
Casting Director
NEW YORK -June Brinker,
president of Creative Casting,
has been named casting director

off -Broadway
musical 'Conspiracy," produced

for

the upcoming

by Wes Farrell.

will

commence
Saturday (19). The play is
scheduled to open in October.
The musical was conceived by
Jamie G. Jameson, and coauthored by Chester Fredrick
Meyer and 1. Arthur Long.

Auditions

tained and block leased to recordists for short or long -term
periods." At least one major
(Continued on page 8)

British Blues
Pkg on RCA
NEW YORK -RCA Records
next month will issue the first
volume in a new British Blues
Archives Series. More volumes
will be issued later in the year.
Tapes

quired

for the

series were acImmediate Rec-

from
British label no longer

ords, a
in existence.

Featured in the
series will be such young pop
blues artists as Eric Clayton,
John MayalI, Jeff Beck, Jimmy

Page, Nicky Hopkins and Jo-

Ann Kelly.
Volume 1 also has Mick Jagger on harmonica in three Clap ton numbers, with Bill Wyman
on bass, Ian Stewart on piano
and Chris Winters on drums.
Immediate was owned by Andrew Loog Oldham, who produced several Rolling Stones
hits, and Tony Calder.

-

Distribution of the package is
aimed at such personnel as independent and staff record producers, major recording artists,
ad agencies, premium product
producers, TV, radio and film
producers, libraries, and reference centers.
Cuts range from 10 to 20
seconds each, with material alphabetically arranged in segments of five cuts to a band.
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIN

For More Late News
See Page 70
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YORK -Hyman

&

Garisto Associates, a music
complex, has been formed here
by Dick Hyman, Lou Garisto
and Frank Garisto. Frank Gar isto will direct the firm from
an office at 850 Seventh Ave.
Hyman has been active in records and in radio-TV commercials as producer, writer, performer. He has produced and
performed for Command Records. His commercials, through
Herman Edel Associates, range
from Alcoa and American Gas
to Buick and Chevrolet. His
Citgo theme has been recorded
as a pop song by such as Tony
Mottola, the Mills Brothers,
Hyman, and the Brass Ring.
The
Garistos
have
been
successful in the commercials
field and recently did music for
an hour TV show for Blue
Cross and J. Walter Thompson.
Lou Garisto is now writing the
music for the Avco-Embassy
movie "The Steagles." Various
commercials by the Garistos
have been recorded as pop
tunes, including the Ford Torino theme and the pop song,
"Take Me Back." Several years
ago, the Garistos were active
for MGM Records with the
Metropolitan Jazz Quartet.

British Decca, Pub Firm's
Execs Visit U.S. and Canada

-

NEW YORK
Key executives of British Decca Records
and Burlington -Palace Music
are visiting the United States
and Canada on business. During their two-week trip they
will hold discussions with their
American colleagues from London Records and BurlingtonFoisted Music.
Among those making the trip
are Marcel Stellman, European
sales manager of British Decca;
and John Nice, general manager of the Burlington- Palace
publishing group.
Stellman will attend the London product conference in New

Chappell 2 -L P Package
Promotes Ca talog Tunes
NEW YORK
Chappell &
is
distributing
Co.
a two-LP promotional set containing parts of
244 songs from its catalog. Entitled "Chappell Story, Part I,"
the package, created by Al Altman, Chappell's head of professional activities, the audio catalog is the first in a series of
promotional pressings slated to
showcase Chappell material to
the entire entertainment indus-

NEW

The songs range from

"It's

York on Monday (14) and Tuesday (15), and will meet with U.S.
record companies British Decca
now represents, as well as with
those with whom it is negotiating
for representation outside the
United States.
Following these talks Stellman will fly to Montreal for
talks with Fraser Jameison and
Alice Koury who head London
Records of Canada.
two-week
itinerary
Nice's
Nashville,
will cover New York,
Los Angeles and Montreal,
where he will meet with heads
of several companies the Burlington-Palace group represents,
and artists whose copyrights his
company handles abroad.

Ex -KYA

Staffer

Forms Promo Co.
a

Long, Long Way to Tipperary"
to "If You Let Me Make Love
to You Then Why Can't I
Touch You," Ronnie Dyson's
latest Columbia Records hit.
Included are works of major
Chappell show writers, including Harold Arlen, Camden. &
Green, Noel Coward, Dietz and
Schwartz, the Gershwins, Oscar
Hammerstein, E.Y. Marburg,
Lorenz Hart, Jones & Schmidt,
Burton Lane, Alan Jay Lerner,
Frederick Loewe, Johnny Mercer, Cole Porter, Richard Rodgers,
Harold Rome, Stephen
Sondheim, Jule Stein, Kurt Weill
and DeSylva, Brown Be Henderson.

Contemporary writers also
are cited, including Bernstein and
Millrose, Courtney and Link,
Paul Leka, and Tom Springfield. The package, not intended for sale or airplay, has
a gold, black and pink cover.
Identical versions of all songs
contained plus other versions
are available at all Chappell
offices worldwide.

-

Gary
SAN FRANCISCO
Schaffer, former music director
at KYA, San Francisco, has
formed Schaffer Associates, an
independent promotion firm.
Pam Bums and Judy Levy, who
have functioned on the Cali-

fornia promotion scene for a
collective 14 years, join Schaffer. The firm plans to link efforts on accounts with other
men
independent
promotion
throughout the country.

Lesser, Goldes Co.

-

Seymour H.
Lesser and Sy Goldes have
formed Lesser- Goldes, Inc., to
provide financial and administrative services to the entertainment field, especially the music
and record fields.

NEW YORK

Amaret Distributor

-

Kenny
LOS ANGELES
Myers, Amaret Records president, has appointed Midwest
Distributors of Cleveland as the
label's new distributor in the
area.

NEW YORK

-

Twenty-eight

new albums, plus tape and cassettes, were introduced at the
first of three Liberty/UA, Inc.,
regional meetings here, Sept. 9.
The presentation also was made
at a Chicago stop Sept. I I with
another session slated for Los
Angeles, Wednesday (16).

Heading the session here were
David Picker, Liberty /UA president; Ron Bleds o e,
executive
vice president

featured the Damnation of
Adam Blessing, Wild Butter,
Music Asylum and Jody Grind,
the last of a new English artist.
Sunset albums introduced were
by Flip Wilson, Vikki Carr,
Sandy Nelson, Al Cailla, Jerry
Wallace, Mel Carter, Les McCann, and an addition to the
Talespinners children's line.
Spotlighted for the jazz Blue
Note label were sets by Horace
Silver, Joe Wiled

liams, Thad
Jones &

Mel
Lewis, Donald
Byrd, Jackie

and general
manager; Mike

Lipton,
president

PICKER

vice

assistant general manager, and
other key exec utives from Los

Angeles and New York offices.
Bledsoe and Lipton presided at
the Chicago meeting. Lipton
will conduct the Loa Angeles
session.

Picker, expressing great satisfaction with the organization's
new top management and progress in revitalizing Liberty/UA,
cited some upcoming film projects slated for soundtrack release, including "Fiddler on the
Roof' and "Man of La Mancha." Picker also said the firm
has original cast recording and
tape rights in its involvement
with the forthcoming Broadway
stage version of the film, "Some
Like It Hot."
Showcased were 13 albums
from Liberty and United Atli s t s,
including
sets by the Nit ty Gritty Dirt
Band. Ferrante
& Teicher, Bob b y Goldsboro.
the
tars

McLean, Art

a n d

Fifty Guiof Tommy

Garrett, Bobby
is Womack,
GorBLEDSOE
don Lightfoot,
jimmy Roselli and Ismael Quintana, the last on the UA Latino
label. A third volume of the
"Thirty-Six Motion Picture
Themes" series also was showcased.

Underground albums present-

Blakey & t h

Jazz Messengers,
and Jazz Wave,

Ltd. One of Lib LIPTON
erty /UA's heaviest merchandising campaigns
ever will support this album,
tape and cassette release. Consumer and trade advertising,
radio spots and contests, and an
unusual incentive plan for salesmen will all be part of the drive.

Number VIII,
Production Co.,
Set in Texas
McALLEN, Tex.

--has

production
Number VIII Produc-

dependent

firm

-A new in-

record

tions
been launched here,
according to Jay West. The firm
will specialize in local talent and
has already completed an album featuring the Playboys of

Edinburg, a group that was
previously on -2.3 Records and
Columbia Records.
An all - girl group, Little
Women, is now being produced;
the group (under the name
Teardrops) placed recently in
the top 50 groups in the nation
in Search for a New Sound
campaign conducted by the Tea
Council of the U.S.A. in conjunction with Billboard magazine. Publishing wing of Number VIII is the BMI firm of
Great Eight Music.
1

Foreign Reps to Attend
A&M Meeting in London
21

LOS ANGELES

-

A &M
hosted its fourth annual international affiliates' meeting in London Sept. 6.11. Twenty-one representatives from the company's
foreign affiliates joined with executives from the company owned offices in the U.S., Canada and England.
Planning the activities

Dave Hubert,

was

A &M's interna-

The keynote
speech was given by Jerry Moss,
label president, with other presentations by Lou Adler, representing his Ode 70 label; Abe
Sumer, company lawyer, and
representatives of the Canadian
and London offices and the Ron dor publishing operation.
Company artists who performed include Humble Pie,
Lambert & Nuttycombe, Super tramp, Mark -Almond and the
Strawbs. A film detailing A &M's
growth which includes cuts by
all its acts will be shown.
Larry Yaskiel, A &M's European director, and John Deacon.

tional

director.

of the London office, introduced
the new Mayfair medium priced
LP line via a film presentation.

Sight, Sound
Smell Coin

Unit Bows
-

LOS ANGELES
A new
min -operated audio /visual sensory machine utilizing three

dimensional motion pictures,
sound and aroma is being marketed by Sensorama, Inc. here.
The machine offering 2 -minute
films will be on display at the
Music Operators of America
(MOA) annual jukebox show in
Chicago Oct. 16-18.
The 25 -cent films feature
a high -speed motorcycle
ride
York
a
dune
through New
City,
buggy ride at the beach, a helicopter ride over Los Angeles,
(Continued on page 53)
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General News

BMI Playing Role in
16 B'way -Bound Shows

-

NEW YORK
Broadcast
Music Inc. (BMI) will be represented on Broadway this season

with 16 musicals.
Includd in the list of musicals announced for the 1970-71
season are: "The Rothschilds"
with a score by Jerry Bock and
Sheldon Harnick; "Out of the
Egg" with lyrics by Charles
Burr and music by Tom Shepard; "Alltogether" with a score
by Jack Holmes; "60 Girls 60"
with a score by Fred Ebb and
John Kander, "Stag Movie"
with music by Jack Urbant and
lyrics by David Newberg; "Measure the Valleys" with music by
Judd Woldin and lyrics by Bob
Britian; "The Survival of St.
Joan" with music and lyrics by
Gary and Henry Ruffin and
James Lineberger; "The Conversion of Patrolman O'Connor"
with lyrics and music by Carolyn
Richter; "Up Against the Inner
City" with music by Helen
Miller and lyrics by Eve Merriman; "Booth Is Back in Town"
with lyrics by Gretchen Cryer

Stevens Tunes

and music by Arthur Rubinstein;
"Jesus Christ Almighty" by J
Marks and John Kuhner, "The

Girl Who Cried Ole" with a
score by Lorenzo Fuller and
Walbert Morrison; "Love, Love,
Love" with a score by Johnny
Brandon; "The Shrinking Bride"
with music by William Bolcom,
written by Jonathan Levy; Smile
on Me" with music and lyrics
by Tom Sankey and the Bummers, and "Two for the Seesaw" by Fred Ebb and John
Kander.
BMI's theater activity also
also includes the Musical Theater Workshhop, under the direction of Lehman Engel, which is
now in its 11th season. In addition to the New York classes,
sessions will be held in Los Angeles, Nashville and Toronto.
For the 11th consecutive
year,

BMI will

sponsor

the

Varsity Show Competition, with
prizes to be awarded to the best
original
musical
production
staged by college producing
groups in the U.S. and Canada.

Ampex Pumps 150G Into
Campaign on Winchester
NEW YORK-Ampex Ree-

ords will spend an estimated
$150,000 between now and the
end of October to promote its
hottest act, folk -rock singer,
Jesse Winchester. Of the total
amount of money earmarked,
more than $17,500 has gone

into the building of giant bill-

boards in and around Los
Angeles proclaiming the artist
and his album.
The campaign, which will
also include specially prepared
handouts for retail outlets, and
disk jockey material, was bowed
in California and will move

Bell Distributes
Gordon Lobel

-

Bell RecHOLLYWOOD
ords will distribute Carousel Rec-

ords, a new label formed here
by Marc Gordon, president of
Marc Gordon Productions and
personal manager for the Fifth
Dimension and Thelma Houston. Dick Broder is general
manager of the label, Scott
Barnes is producer and a&r director, Bob Brock manages
sales and promotion. Leon Ware
will produce.
The label has signed the Outsiders, Wells Fargo, Al Wilson a
Bobby Lee Fears. Publishing
wings are Tunesmith and Caesars Music Library.

into every major city in the
country. A special program for
the college market, through
radio announcements, and col lege press print-outs will also
be a part of the overall projact.

According to Larry Harris,
Ampex president, the big promotion push was inspired by
unprecedented
consumer response to the artist's first disk.
Harris disclosed that similar
promotion
drives
are
also
planned for the label's other
acts, and said, "We intend to
give as much exposure as por
sible to all our artists."
The big Winchester drive
marks the first anniversary of
Ampex Records and commenting on its achievements Harris
said, "We have built a fine
marketing force by going the
route of the independent dir
tributor, and this has helped
our product considerably.
He continued, "We have got
over our growing pains, have
established a real degree of
professionalism at all levels of
staff and artists, and have
rounded out our artists roster.
So, all
things considered, I
think we have not done badly."
Ampex Records has a catalog
of 12 artists including the
original cast album of "Purlie,"
and Harris expects to boost it
to about 15 by the end of the
year.

In This Issue

To Barnaby
Continued from Page

1

The arrangement was worked
out between representatives of
Andy Williams and Allen Bernard and Monument's Steve Pon ico and Jack Kirby, with the
final decision by Monument
President Fred Foster.
The masters include such
tunes as "Unwind," "Mr. Businessman," "Isn't it Lonely Together," "Funny Man," "Have

Little Talk With Myself,"
"Gitarzan," "Ahab the Arab,"
"Harry the Hairy Ape," "Along
a

Came

Jones"

and

"Freddie

Feelgood"

It

is believed that many

of

combined into a
"greatest hits" album and will
be released soon by Barnaby.
It was also learned that at
least three major labels have
been bidding for the masters
of Tony Joe White, and that
White will sign with one of
these labels when his current
contract expires with Monument Nov. 1.
The Monument staff, meanwhile, is being further reduced,
in a streamlining effort. There
have been recurrent reports
that the label itself is for sale,
and that some offers have been
these

will

be

made.

Foster spent much of his life
building artists, but lost them
to other labels. Among the artists have been Roy Orbison,
Dolly Parton, and Billy Walker.
Recently the company auctioned some of its property. It
still, however, maintains its
building in suburban Hendersonville, and its large, successful studio in the Music Row
area.

Allied Creative
Forms Pub Co.

-

ANGELES
Brave
New World Publishing (BMI) is
the first publishing house to be
formed by Allied Creative Productions. First writer signed is
Pat Robinson, vocalist /songwriter from ACP's newly signed
LOS

three -man vocal group, Back
Pocket.
Robinson has composed 18
songs thus far for Brave New
World. Eleven will be used in
the group's

first LP which

is

currently being recorded in Hollywood. Final sessions take place
next Wednesday and Thursday
under the supervision of Robinson and Bob Keene, Allied's research and development head
and also the administrator of
the new publishing house.
Brave New World will concentrate on material of a "con-

temporary nature, with nearly
all "in the rock area," according to Keene.

Hatcher Will Score
& Conduct Track
ANGELES-composer.
producer Harley Hatcher will
LOS

score and conduct the thotion

HUBERT HUMPHREY, former vice president, is
Brothers promotion men Jerry Biz, left, and
autographing copies of Medierts Records' Orson
Begetting of the President." Humphrey is the
the gibes on the disk.

flanked by Heilicher
Kerry Knodle, after
Welles album, "The
target of some of

picture soundtrack for Burwalt
Productions' "Carry Me Home
Brother." The film which is being produced and directed by
Burt Topper (producer of "Wild
in the Streets'), will have IO
original tunes, including nine
vocals and one instrumental.
Hatcher and Topper previously worked together on the
soundtrack of "Wild in the
Streets."
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Filmation to Release 1st
Track, a Sequel to 'Oz'
LOS ANGELES -Filmation,
which teamed with RCA to
spring TV- berthed music groups
(the Archies), will release its
first soundtrack, "Journey Back
to Oz."
The animated film, a sequel

to the "Wizard of Oz," stars Liza
Minelli, Ethel Merman, Risa
Stevens, Danny Thomas, Milton
Berle, Herschel Bernardi, among
others.

There will be two soundtrack
albums, one with the original
score and the second a children's
LP with a storyteller and additional dialog.
Sammy Cahn and Jimmy Van
Heusen are writing 15 original
tunes for the feature- length film.
Walter Scharf is scoring the
project. Miss Minelli will sing
four songs and Miss Merman
three, with the remainder divided
among the cast.

Publishing will be split between Filmation's Sbermley Music (ASCAP) and Messrs. Cahn
and Heusen's publishing company.
Release date of the LP and a
single, "Far Away Land" /"That
Feeling for Home" by Miss Minelli, will be Easter 1972, when
the film is scheduled for release.
One of the two cast albums is
finished.
Distribution of the LP's and
the single will depend on distribution of the film, according to
Norman Prescott, president of
Filmation. If "Journey Back to
Oz" is released via a major film
studio, Prescott said, we are likely to give soundtrack rights to
that company.
But Filmation's parent company, Teleprompter, may dis prior to the singer's contract
with A&M Records,

Jukebox Ad Plan is Hit
By

EARL PAIGE

GREENSBORO, N.C. -That
few moments of silence between
records on the nation's more
than 500,000 jukeboxes may
represent golden "air time" to
advertisers but to the jukebox
industry it represents controversy. Gamut Productions here,
conscious of the 1971 moratorium on television tobacco commercials and the resultant loss
or shift of $200 million in annual ad revenue, will introduce
an advertising plan to the nason's jukebox businessmen at
tne Chicago Music Operators of
America (MOA) show Oct. 1618 where some experts expect
Gamut will encounter obstacles.
Gamut's plan calls for the
use of the short, 5- to 7- second
spot commercials recorded on
tape CARtridges to be aired
during the "search period" as
jukeboxes go from one record
to another. Gamut president
Tatum Sparger estimates this
could mean additional income
to operators of as much as $25
per jukebox per month.
One major obstacle, jukebox
experts say, is the unresolved
copyright legislation affecting
the use of records on jukeboxes.
Existing copyright laws exempt
jukebox operators from other
than mechanical royalties but
new legislation expected to be
passed next year could change
the picture.
Meanwhile, Wurlitzer adver -

tising and sales promotion manager A. D. Palmer questions the
use of advertising on jukeboxes
although he says jukeboxes do
have "great potential" as advertising vehicles:
"The basis for the copyright
exemption enjoyed by operators
now is that the jukebox can play
records royalty-free upon the inisertion of a coin for the personal enjoyment of the patron
only. If any other product is
(Continued on page 53)

Ode /'70's Adler
Opens U.K. Arms
LONDON -Lou Adler, president of Ode /'70 Records, will
open an office here later this
year as part of a talent search
for British and Continental acts
for his label. Adler was here
last week for the international
A &M
Ode /'70 convention.
His label is the only independent
one distributed by A &M in the
U.S. and Canada.
While in London, Adler met
with MGM European promolion personnel in connection

-

with 'Brewster McCloud's Flying Machine," his first feature
film. He also is working on
debut albums of Merry Clayton
of the Merry Clayton Singers
and Carole King.
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Featuring composer Nils Lofgren.
Their new single "We All Sung Together"
from the forthcoming album "Grin:'
Produced by David Boggs

Thunder Records

Distributed by Columba Records

Copyrighted mater
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with an original score provided
by Harold Bradley.
Produced by Hal Neeley, the
LP will cover the book, the first
time such an undertaking has
been completed. The score will
be basically guitars and flute,
although other instruments may
His musicians, Buster Smith,
Harold Gizell and Bud Pleasant,
are backing him on another musical album, also scheduled to
be cut here.
The last two lames Brown
LP's, also produced by Neeley,
were cut here at the Starday
King studios, and Brown's next
single, "Super Bad," was a Nashville cut. Neeley plans to bring
in, for recording, Johnny Ray,
Rosemary Clooney, Clara Ward,
and others.

-a

work."
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GLANCY

McKUNE

BURKHIMER

John F. McKone named vice president in charge of operations, Motown Record Corp., working out of the company's Los
Angeles offices. He has been with Motown for two years and was
previously with Touche Ross and Company, an accounting firm.
. Don Burkhimer named executive director of a&r, East Coast,
Paramount Records. He was formerly manager, popular agir
RCA Victor in New York and was also manager, pop album
planning and merchandising for the same company. .
. Jack
Mass joins The Richmond Organization to head up the company's
new West Coast division. He was previously
West Coast general professional manager, Warner Bros: Seven Arts...
Harold Hanson is
the new Eastern sales manager, Laurie Productions Inc., commercials division of Laurie Records.
.
Michael Hyland and Carol Strauss
joins Gershman and Gibson, public relations
firm, in the New York office. Hyland recently
ESPIE
started his own company in cooperation with
Atlantic Records. He will continue to work
with them while at Gershman and Gibson. Miss
Strauss was previously with Gifford -Wallace and
Dominic Sicilia.... W. L. Espie named assistant
sales manager, Automotive products division of
Canada, Motorola.... Jay B. (Buck) Munger
joins the sales staff at Billboard's Nashville
41
office, replacing Curtis Rucker who has left the
TOWNE
company to go into industrial real estate.
Munger's background includes independent record production
and magazine publishing.... Miss Terry Towne has left Sunn
Musical Equipment in New England to join Jazz and Pop as
advertising director.... Doug Lee, formerly with Decca Records,
named director of promotional activities, Heilicher Bros. Inc.
.

I
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be added.

Continued from page
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Moue,

Arthur Pry-

Ken Glancy, managing director, CBS Records, U.K., named
managing director, RCA Records, U.K. record division. The
appointment was announced in New York by RCA president
Rocco Laginestra and is effective immediately. RCA U.K. has
been without a managing director since Bernard Ness resigned
in June to join Plessey Electronics, handing over duties to former
RCA president, Norman Racnsina Glancy has been head of CBS
in Britain for the past five years and has been connected with the
industry for 20 years. "No immediate replacement for Glancy
is in sight," said Harvey Schein, head of CBS International, "We
feel the company is completely organized
tribute to Ken's

Harvey Averne appointed to head up the United Artists
Latino division. In addition to his own recording
activities, as writer and artist, Averne spent two
years with Fania Records in sales and promotion. .
. Clare Krepps named chief engineer,
Atlantic Records. He was previously associated
with Mayfair -Knickerbocker Studios, which he
built and operated. He was also chief engineer,
MGM.... Pat Luce will head publicity opera AVERNE
tions for all East Coast Fillmore ventures, including concerts, outside production and new television undertakings.

Billboard Plans TV Conference

Andre de Vekey, Regional Publishing Director

Johan Haogenhour

-

full- length LP recitation of "The
Prophet," the literary classic

SALES
OF

Prysock LP
On 'Prophet'
sock, King Artist, is doing a
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LOS ANGELES -On the eve
of their first U.S. tour, Birth
Control, newly signed rock act
of Prophecy Records, have won
the first annual joint radio /record buyer poll held in West
Germany. Berth Control, which
begins its U.S. tour on Sept 30
in New York, will be the first
contemporary rock group from
that country to tour in the
States. A six-week tour has been
lined up.
As a result of winning the
poll, the group will be the only
German group to perform at the
Waldbuhne in West Berlin. With
them on the bill will be Jimi
Hendrix, Ten Years After, Procol Hamm, Canned Heat and
Cat Mother. The concert will
take place a few days before
they embark for the U.S. The
arena seats 25,000.
Prophesy President Mickey
Shapiro is in New York con femoLg with Bell Records, distributors of the group's first LP,
"Birth Control," about arrangements and dates for the tour.

NASHVILLE

POLAND:

D

-

NEW YORK
Additional
stories on the distributor-retailer scene, notably Schwartz
Brothers' half -year volume and
Lee Hartstone's public offering,
are on the stock market page.
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The conference will be jointly
promoted by the Billboard
group and the Bernard Chewy
Organization, and will be held
in conjunction with the first international Video Tape Market,
VIDCA, which is being staged
in the Palais Des Festivals,
Cames, April 17 -23.
The conference will exhaustively cover all facets of cartridge and disk television including comparison of configuration, legal aspects, copyright
problems and the various applications of the new techno4
ogy.

Experts from all over the
world will be invited to address the international audience.

6

The VIDCA exhibition will oc-

cupy the first floor of the
Palais Des Festivals, location
of the annual MIDEM, during
the run of the International
Television Program Market.
The conference will be organized by James O. Rice Associates, the company which
stages the International Music
Industry Conference on behalf

of Billboard.
The third 'WC, again sponsored by Billboard, Record Retailer and Discografie Interna zionale, will be held in Montreux, Switzerland, June 6-12,
1971.

The IMIC meet will be held
at the centrally located Montreux Palace hotel with accommodatioos at the Palace and

four nearby hotels. the Excel sior, National, Suisse and Eurotai. IMIC travel arrangements
will be handled by the Mon treox official conference office.

New Awards to
'Nobody Knows'
NEW YORK -The musical,
"The Me Nobody Knows" -At-

lantic has the cast album -won
the Drama Desk Award for the
best musical score. The Off Broadway show won an Obie
award for the best musical
shortly after it opened.
Toronto and Cincinnati ver sions of the production are
being readied.

SEPTEMBER
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Headlining Troubadour Sept. 23rd
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Gimme Shelter

Rnandd News

CUC Arranges
Payout Delay

Hartstone Chain in
Bid to Go Public

WASHINGTON -Leon Hart
stone, president of Integrity Entertainment Corp. of California.

bandwagon (Billboard, Sept. 12,

-

1970).

Purchasers of the $600,000
in shares being registered will
acquire a 28.6 percent stock interest, with present owners holding 71.4 percent for their investment of $250.000 or 50
cents per share
Organized in January, the Los
Angeles -based firm told the
SEC it is engaged in establishing
and operating a chain of retail

wants to register 200.000 shares
of common stock, and 100,000
warrants (to be sold in units of
two shares and one warrant at
$6 per unit) with the SEC for
public sale. The California corporation has outstanding 500000 shares, of which Leon C.
Hartstone owns 49.2 percent,
and management officials as a
group 63.2 percent. The company is one of an increasing
number to jump on the in -depth
record and tape retail chain

-

stores,

primarily

in

California,

which well sell phonograph records, prerecorded tapes and related items.

VOISOL.
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$24 outside
U.S. 6 Canada

The newsweekly for mass entertainment and
facility managers. Covering fairs, funspots,
arenas, auditoriums, circuses, carnivals. Up-

totheminute reports

performing talent,
in promoting

on

grosses and bookings. Trends
artists as well as developments
ment facilities.

in

entertains

DISCOGRAFIA INTERNAZIONALE
I year
(24 issues)
__

$15 U.SA.

The Italian semi-monthly for merchandising
and marketing in the music industry. Reporting the international record scene to the
wide market throughout Italy.

MERCHANDISING WEEK
year
(50 issues
including
Annual Slab
Mal Report)
1

___

$8.00

The only newsweekly for the home electron
ics, housewares and major appliance indus tries. Serving manufacturers, distributors,
wholesalers and retailers throughout the industry. Reporting in -depth on audio- visual
equipment, tape hardware and software, statistics on shipments of key products, industry trends, merchandising techniques, sales
-

USA

Seeburg Corp. of Delaware, a
subsidiary of CUC, will receive
new financing totalling $27 million. This includes $6 million in
new funds plus the availability
of $2.4 million of deferred payments. It also refinances an existing indebtedness of $22 million
to the Prudential Insurance Co.
and Northwestern Mutual Insurance Co.

one full year.

AMUSEMENT BUSINESS
$15 U.S.A.
$16 Canada

been made to the trustees for
the holders of CUC debentures
totaling $55 million of debt.
Nicastro also announced the

Continued from page 3
record company has already
leased part of the facilities for

From talent to tape cartridges, merchandising records to manufacturing hardware and software goods. BILLBOARD PUBLIvering -all facets of the international
CATIONS specialise in
entertainment industry. cEach week, get the lull message, subscribe to the magazines of your specialty.

year
(51 Issues)

Commonwealth
United Corp. (CUC) announced
recently that it has arranged an
agreement in principle for an
18 -month moratorium on payment of interest and principal in
excess of $50 million to its
major domestic and foreign secured lenders. The announcement was made by Louis J.
Nicastro, chairman and chief executive officer of CUC.
Requests for a similar 18month moratorium have also

ASIR Satellites Set

%%IA
1

Meanwhile, Ed Barsky, president, A &R Records, has left
the U.S. on a 10-day business
trip to London, Paris, Spain,
Italy and Holland. Barsky is expected to finalize a number of
licensing agreements for his
company while on the trip.
A &R Records, formed just
over six months ago, is being
distributed in disk form throughout the nation by Mercury Records. Ampex Stereo Tapes is
releasing the tape product in
all configurations. Artists attached to the label so far include Keith Textor, Warren
Marley, Pat Williams, Marion
Love and John Blair.

Alltapes Sales Up

year
(52 issues)

ROYALTY

$20.50 U.SA.
& Canada

The weekly color newsmagazine for England's
pop /rock audience. Publishing exclusive photographs and interviews with recording artists. charts on top soul singles and albums.
top country singles and albums, to U.K. el.
bums, top U.S. singles and albums, radio
news, reviews, and all significant happenings
on the scene.

RECORD RETAILER
year
(52 issues plus
Year Book)
1

$40 U.S.A.
and Canada

airmail

The United Kingdom's leading business paper
serving the music-leisure industry.
Each
week, RECORD RETAILER issues the British
Market Research Bureau Charts -Top 50's,
Top LP's; dealer reports; talent coverage;
publishing news; singles releases; reviews;
studio happenings; and music industry reports from Ireland, Europe and the U.S. A
vital resource for the latest trends and in-

sights into the

British

recording

industry.

Please check off the magazines which you would like to receive
and mail coupon to:
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partmental operations largely
with impulse buying of top
tunes, sometimes jacked up by
heavy promotional efforts of the
containing store to bring more
traffic into the record and tape

of Closing, Thursday, September 10, 1970

As

3M

Accountant

But he expects the profits to
hit all -time highs in the last
six months of 1970 and keep.
right on going up in 1971 and
the years beyond. He foresees
unprecedented growth of popularity and profitability in his
new total -music stores and those
of other in -depth dealers now
on the rise around the country
(Billboard, Sept. 12, 1970).
The new era's record buyers,
kids and older customers, are
flocking to do their in -depth
buying in a fully stocked, total
service store. Schwartz Bros.,
experienced in rack and departmental operations, have found
that in-depth stocking did not
pay in the departmental situation. They found that the customers want to do their browsing in the total music service
store, leaving the rack and de-

Market Quotations

Metromedia

LICENSE

an

Schwartz
Bros., distributors and rackets
of this area, and owner of the
Harmony Hut retail record and
tape stores, report overall net
sales of $6,870,389 for the first
half of 1970, as against $5,117,600 in the some period of
1969. In line with new wave
of in- depth, full music store
selling, the firm indicates earnings were far above what they
had expected from their first
year's new venture into retailing, particularly in the mammoth New Jersey oudet.
Although sales volume was
more than a third higher, the
first -half income before taxes
in
1970 dipped slightly to
5200,328 from $207.629 in the
first half of 1969, and after tax profit slightly bettered the
1969 figure: $94,678 in first
six months of 1970 as against
$94.571.
James Schwartz, president of
the firm, said the "normal cost
of doing business" kept profits
from going higher. He observed that it has been "volume up and profits down" for
many others in the first half
of 1970.

lister,

Alltapes, Inc.,
registered a 38 percent increase
in sales over last year during
the first six months of 1970.
The tape distributor sales rose
to $3,275,855 from $2,371,551
for the some period in 1969.
Alltapes recently opened a warehouse in Dallas.
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"We've Only Just Begun"

- The Carpenters

J ck Daugherty) Paul Williams)
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(
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Wllllame)

- The Neighborhood
ryby
"Only You Know And Know" - Dave Mason
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(Produced
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Jack Conrad)
I

(Written by Dave Mason)
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(Written
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Almo Music Corp.
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General News

Epic Execs in Promo
Sales Swing on Singles
3

NEW YORK -Ron Alexenburg, vice president, Epic and
Customs labels, sales and distribution, Gene Settler, national
sales director for Epic and Mike
Kagan, national promotion manager for Epic are making an
extensive visit to cover personally over a dozen markets to
aid promotion and sales efforts
on Epic's current singles releases.
They will work with local distribution forces with Alexenburg
handling the campaign on the

West Coast, Settler working the
southwest and Kagan taking care
of six midwest cities.
Alexenburg terms the current
single release "the most powerful singles product in the history
of the label." It includes product from Donovan, Christie,
Spirit, Bobby Vinton, Poco,
Carp, and the Canadian group

Mashmakhan.
Thunder label's
"We All Sing
Grin, will also

Art

Linson's
debut release,
Together," by
be included in

the campaign.

NARAS Talks on Boulevard

-

The local
NASHVILLE
chapter of NARAS will discuss,
its second luncheon seminar
of the summer, the proposed
Music City Boulevard, with
Councilman James Hamilton
the principal speaker. Hamilton
has provided the principal opposition to the proposed construction of the wide complex
through the heart of the city's
Music Row.
The proposed boulevard has
become the center of consideras

able contention here because of
zoning questions, and because

of uncertainty of future building plans.

Hamilton, who will be making his first appearance to a
music group, will be joined by
other outstanding city leaders.
The seminar. is scheduled for
Wednesday (16) at noon, at the
Sheraton.

Output, Sales
Up in England
LONDON -Both production
and sales at manufacturer level
sustained a buoyant consistency
for the first five months of this
year, according to the latest
Ministry of Technology statistics.
Production at the end of May

We Sorrowfully
Record the
Passing of an

Esteemed Friend

JOHN

was running 10 percent higher
than in 1969, with home sales
showing a 23 percent increase.
With export sales up by 6 percent, the overall sales increase
amounted to 23 per cent more
than in the corresponding period of 1969.

DALLORSO
Known for His

Mixing and
Conversations
Behind the
Outstanding

During May itself, 8,234,000

Vesuvio Bar

TONY CASCIOLE
AND STAFF

records were pressed, 8 percent
more than in May last year,
equivalent to an increase of 10
percent on albums and 5 percent on singles.
Total sales in May, at 56,240,000 were 28 percent up,
with home activity receiving a
27 percent boost and exports
climbing by 31 percent.

HEADING FOR

NUMBER ONE
BOBBY SHERMAN's top ten single now
has every single top 40 station in the country
wailing with it and all GOING UP, The record
has just been certified a million seller by RIAA
as it reached top ten. It has to be his biggest
single and it'll be number one in two weeks
(or less),

metnlatw

Bookings on Campus
Continued from pogo I
coming term." Klein also said
that colleges and universities
were working on a limited
budget and could not afford to
risk that money on entertainment until they were sure they
could fulfill their end of a contract. "Everyone wants a super
group." Kline said. "The problem is that any group over the
515,000 mark has priced itself
out of the college market f0r
the most part. The big promoters are getting this type of
group. The super groups are
working less but making just as
much as always."
Murray Schwartz of Queen
Booking said that his agency,
which deals primarily with black
artists, has seen an increase in
bookings on the campus this
year. "I think it might be due to
increased pressure by black
student groups who want to
have their people exposed to the
public," Schwartz said. "Most of
the rise has occurred in the
South, where last year we did
little business due to the increase
in popularity of the rock groups
down there. This has changed
and we are doing well in the
South so far this year." He also
said that rock groups' prices were
high and in most instances too
high for schools to afford. "So

... Say

You Saw It in the Billboard

ment." Schwartz sees this trend
continuing because administrations and campus booking committees are becoming more
aware of the black student body.
"Also, there are a great many
white students who like soul
music better than rock music."
concluded Schwartz.
Jerry Heller of Chartwell Industries is also going through a
slow period. "I see things loosening up, though. On the West
Coast we are doing very well.
Our acts are selling out their
concerts, but before someone
might have attended two or
three concerts by the some artist they are now only. attending
one concert in the series. Money
is still tight for these people but
things are getting better gradually." Heller sees the situation
as one of social, political and
economic pressures. "The first
semester at schools will probably be slow. But the second
semester will pick up," he said.
As far as Heller is concerned.
the price for groups has leveled
off. "The acts feeling the
squeeze in my opinion,
said
which
ask
a
Heller, "are those
middle price. People are fed up

Indie Distributor
Business Swings
Continued from pace

-

J

utors; 3
the preference of
many consumers for in -depth
catalog stores.
Al Hirsch, of Malveme Distributors, New York, said that
his company's business has experienced a substantial increase.
He added: "It is becoming a
somewhat
different business.
Very few record shops are
closing these days and the
smaller man has a chance to
come out on top. The retail
store is in a better position than
ever, and if a dealer uses discretion and gives personal service he will draw a good trade."
Hirsch also noted that many
customers have become fed up
with large, impersonal stores.
"Catalog is a key item,"
Hirsch said. "It is now demanded by the public. We sell a
lot of catalog, and dealers find
it profitable." Hirsch stressed
that fast service to stores is essential- "even overnight service
if possible." Another important
aspect of good distributor operation is promotion, he added.
Hirsch concluded that he has
added to the company's executive personnel.
Harold Lipsius, of Universal
Distributors, Philadelphia and
Miami, said that those independent distributors who last
will be stronger than ever. He
commented that there is a
change in the retail scene, adding, "retailing will spurt. The
consumer wanted catalog and
now he finds it in stores. Catalog is a must for stores today."
.. In view of the better retailing
climate, Lipsius added:
"The rack jobber is now being
put into a more proper perspec-

tive."
Best Year Ever

when answering ads

the South, at least, and ie
schools in the North where
black students have a voice,
there is a new demand for black
groups. Their prices are lower
and they are good entertainin

Joe Martin, of Apex- Martin,
Newark, said that many distributors are having their best

to

year ever. Martin, who also is a
rack jobber, said that the distribution segment of his business
is at its peak. Martin noted that
many key labels, such as Atlantic, Mercury, Dot and others, are
essentially distributed by independents. Like many distributors, he has entered the retail
business and finds the new breed
of retailer a natural ally of the
independent distributor.
Johnny Halonka, of Beta Distributors, said that the independent distributor will remain

important industry factor.
"There will always be a place
for him," he said, adding, "the
smaller labels, in particular,
need him."
Another key East Coast independent distributor said that
with so many stores now carrying deep inventory, many rack
jobbers are in trouble with their
racks. He added, "You cannot
put music into Dallas from Bosan

ton and know what you are doing." He said that business is
good but could be much better

with rock festivals and

think

will see business going to
smaller auditoriums such as the
Fillntores or Carnegie Hall.
There is greater rapport with an
audience in a small place and
think this is what a lot of acts
are looking for these days,"
Delores Rosales of Universal
Booking, another agency dealing primarily in black talent,
also saw the trends switching
toward black talent.
At
International
Famous.
Abbey Hoffer said that there
was no set type of group being
booked on campuses. "We are
all over the board on this thing."
he said. "1 think acid rock is
leaving but I can't really say: It
is just very hard to pin down at
this moment, since colleges and
universities are just starting
again and the administrations
are being cautious until they can
feel the views and emotions on
the campus. Because of this,
things are slow at the moment."
Bill Hall of Associated Booking Corp., is booking 90 percent contemporary acts on the
campus. "This includes all types
of artists," said Hall. -Things
were slow for the summer and
early fall but they are beginning
to pick up. The administrations
on the various campuses seem
to be waiting for student reaction before they commit entertainment for the campuses. I
think there will be a sharp increase in bookings over the next
month. The question will remain, however, as to how long
the schools will remain open if
there are disturbances like last
year."
you
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if

product, particularly tape,
merchandised
correctly.
"Take it out of the glass cages,"
he said. He also added that retail stores in general were coming into their own and competing with chains "and the discount house doesn't go berserk
any more-all of which makes
it easier for the small outlet to
compete. It's a healthier business, he concluded.
was
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NEW YORK
Schroeder
Music Corp. has acquired world
rights to Mulet Background Music Library and will launch a
campaign to exploit the 200plus hours of music with emphasis on the audio -visual media. Catalogs, records, and cassettes of the music are being
prepared.
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STIGWOOD, CMA INTO
VIDEOTAPE -MAKING
LOS ANGELES -Two talent oriented companies are going
into videotape,
The Robert Stigwood Organization, involved in music publishing, record production and talent management, is planning to produce
videocassette software.
Rik Gunnel, president of the London -based company, said
it would be a natural move for his company, since it is partly owned
by N. V. Philips, which is manufacturing videotape players.
Another company, Creative Management Associates (CMA),
talent agency, is involved with rasettes by virtue of its equity in
Avco Embassy. (Auto introduced Cartrivision, a videotape player/
recorder).
Freddie Fields, president of CMA, said that when enough units
are in the marketplace "it (videotape) will become an important medium for us (CMA) to pursue."
111
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RCA Releases 1st

Vibrant Product
By

RADCLIFFE JOE

NEW YORK -RCA Magnetic
Products Division has released

initial product on its Vibrant
brand line of blank budget cassettes. The new line which has
been in development for several

months comes in color -coded,
blister packed lengths of 30, 60
and 90 minutes.
The 30- minute cassettes come
in green -coded packs and sell
at a $1.39 list price. Its 60.
minute counterpart is available
in a red -coded pack at a retail
price of $1.69, while the blue coded pack houses the 90- minute
cassette which sells for $2.49.

According to Arthur Fritog of
the RCA Magnetic Products Division, the line, which houses a
very good quality iron oxide
tape, was developed in an effort
to combat the growing problem
of poor quality cassettes that
may, if allowed to go unchecked,
do irreparable damage to the
entire industry.
He added, "at RCA we maintain the highest quality standards
throughout production of both
our Red Seal and Vibrant blank
cassettes and our stereo -8 blank

cartridges."
Commenting on the new con-

cept in merchandising used in
the color -coded blister- packs,
Fritog said it was designed with
the manic lover in mind.
He continued, "color excitement inherent in the package,
combined with the free association artwork, creates an appeal
which spans the spectrum of
music from classical through
jazz, pop and rock.
"The cards," he added, "were
designed to activate, at a glance,
a person's subconscious sense of
hearing the musical tones to
which he relates."
Reviewing the market development of the firm's stereo-8 blank
cartridges released just over two
months ago, Fritog said consumer response to it has been
tremendous.
The cartridges were originally
released in lengths of 32 and 64
minutes playing time, and pre priced at $2.45 and $2.95 each.
According to Fritog the response
by both dealers and consumers
has prompted his division to take
a closer look at the feasibility
of releasing blank 8 -track cartridges in longer lengths. Additional mileage considered has
not been revealed,

Free Cassettes by TDK

In Fall Promotion Drive
NEW YORK

-

TDK Elec-

tronics has mounted a special
consumer -oriented fall promotion campaign which will give
tape buyers two free blank Super
Dynamic cassettes for every
eight purchased.
The cassettes in 60 and 90minute lengths are being packed
10 to a carton for ease of handling by dealers. The package is
designed to serve as a self display and counter sales aid.

TDK

has also scheduled extensive advertising in leading
periodicals in the hope of pre-

selling the consumer market. In
addition there will be coverage
in regional and local newspapers
across the country. Selling aids
for deals include window streamers and mat ads.
The TDK offer expires at

ADVERTISING IN
SUS INE55 PAP ERR
MEANS BUSINESS

midnight on Nov. 30, 1970, and
according to spokesmen for the
company dealers wishing to gain
maximum benefit from the campaign are urged to contact their
TDK representatives or distributors as quickly as possible.

3M

Sales Up

-Tope

Dips

ST. PAUL, Minn. -Sales and
earnings of 3M should continue
to exceed 1969 results, however

slightly, but two product areas
are faltering: tape and tape
players.

Harry Heltzer, president of
3M, said several product lines
are trailing year -ago volume, including sales of magnetic tape
and tape player equipment.
"Sales of our Wollensak recorders are pretty flat," he said.
Over all, 3M expects very
slight improvement in the second
half, "but nothing very dramatic
as far as
can tell," Heltzer
1

said.

Fall Picture Bright for
Home Electronics Dealer

LOS ANGELES -For the aggressive home electronics retailer, the fall season will be a
,dynamic period of hard selling
aimed at counter -balancing the
negative results of the first three
quarters -and he's got plenty to

work with,
There is the increased versatility in 8 -track and cassette
tape equipment.
There is the expanded array
of low- to middle -priced units.
There are better styling, increased portability and improved
features.
As the tight- fisted consumer
catches the fall holiday spirit
and begins to loosen his grip on
some of that spending money,
hard hitting ad and promotional
campaigns, strong sales presentations and displays can turn these
new products and features into

profits.
The imaginative retailer will
take advantage of the many
possible gift ideas, to trigger the
buying impulse among his cus-

tomers, and he also will do his
best to step that consumer up
to higher price lines.
In an age when every person
between the ages of 10 and 25
is exposed to rock music each
day, the home electronics retailer can promote the perfect
youth item.
Portable tape recorders, both
in 8 -track and cassette, should be
big items for fall. Eight -track
portables are available for as
little as $49.95 and cassette
models are selling in the $20
range.
Tape units will be displayed
on shelves and under glass, but
will also appear more prominently in special displays than
ever before.
Retailers also will be keeping
the software as close as possible
to the hardware, since almost
everything available on record
is now available on cassette and
8-track tape.
No matter who buys the portables, the fall season promises
to be a good one, with new
products, lower prices and exciting displays almost guaranteed
to attract the consumer.
There will be some significant
changes in marketing strategies.
As the industry becomes more
complex, retailers have found
themselves
segregating
items
from other products on the tape

floor.
The 8 -track market has expanded rapidly during the past
year, particularly in the hardware area, but also in software.
Displays showing the 8 -track
unit in the home will appear on
many sales floors- displays emphasizing decor as well as sound
quality.
The greater variety in 8 -track
equipment will play a major role
in the fall selling season as well
the high quality sound produced
by most of these units.
Displays and demonstrations
of 8 -track auto units also will
become increasingly important
this year. Many retailers have
set up dashboard facsimilies in
their stores, and this has become
an important market for all consumers.
The cassette also has shown a
gradual improvement after a dull
start this year. The sound quality
has improved, with the Dolby showing
even
iced
cassette
greater promise for the future.
Displays emphasizing the low
price and compactness and con-

12

venience of the cassette unit will
be a must for the home electronics retailer, as well as port-

ability.
Software,

often overlooked by retailers, also will
play an important part in the
fall selling season. The variety
of selections available is on both
8 -track and cassette tapes has
mushroomed this year.
The retailer who wants to
make a double sale will place
his software as close to the units
themselves as possible and will
an area

units playing as much as possible, or have
his salesmen ready to demonstrate.
One other important development in tape has been the 4channel concept. Many retailers
will have at least one of these
units on the floor as a traffic
builder.
Whatever the home electronics
retailer decides to concentrate
on-8- track, cassette, home or
auto -the fall season promises
to he bright.
be sure to have these

Superscope Displays
On Economy Line
LOS ANGELES-Superscope

developing
merchandising
browsers and promotional tools
for its new economy tape line.
Super- Tapes, which will be
distributed via one -stop to about
5,000 Sony and Marantz equipment dealers, is available in
three configurations: 8.track, cassette and reel -to-reel.
John Borg, national sales manager, said the line will be offered
to dealers in two methods: 200
tapes in a maxi -bin for $2.16
and 60 tapes in a mini -bin for
$2.27. Superscope is not.recommending a suggested list. price
for its economy line.
The initial 72 -title line will be
available in 8 -track and cassette,
with a few titles "cherry picked"
for open reel. All duplicating
will be done in Superscope's Sun
Valley, Calif., plant.
Superscopé s initial entry with
duplicated tapes, a three -pack
in a long box at $9.98, will be
replaced by the new Super -Tapes
line. Also available will be the
company's Keyboard Immortals
Play Again series and a Opera
Hightlights line.

is

Ted Lindgren, Super -Tapes
merchandising manager, said the
company is putting together a
promotional package of browsers, catalogs. in -store aids to
kick -off the the line. Co-op advertising (5 percent) will be
available, with the company concentrating on "grass roots' exposure to inaugurate the tape
series. Plans include advertising
on radio, with special emphasis
on FM stations for the Keyboard Immortals line.
Two merchandising browsers
have been developed to display
Super -Tapes. One, a counter top
unit holds 60 titles, while a floor
model holds 100 tapes (with 100
tapes in storage). In development
is a floor mini -browser to hold
60 tapes.
The line will be offered in
two packaging methods: long
box (4x12) and the regular 8track slip case and cardboard
cassette box.
Equipment salesmen handling
the Sony /Superscope line and
manufacturer representatives will
sell Super- Tapes.

Joint EVR System to Hit
European Mart in March
By

RICHARD ROBSON

LONDON -The EVR system will be available on the
European market next March.
It is being jointly developed by
CBS in the U.S., ICI and

CIBA, and will be at least six
months

ahead of its closest
competitor in the miniaturized
videorecording
stakes,
Sony
Corp., whose rival cassette system will not be available until
the end of next year.
Initially, the EVR partnership will concentrate on the
education and industrial training markets, but expects to be
producing domestic units by
1975. Talks are under way
with the BBC and commercial
television for the transferring to
cartridge of all types of pro-

grams.
The consortium, particularly
CBS, which has a 50 percent
holding in EVR, sees its biggest opportunities in the manufacture and sale of the software and has licensed the
Rank /Bush /Murphy group to
make the players for U.K. market. Other licensing agreements
are being negotiated for Germany, Switzerland, Scandinavia, Italy and Japan.

The units will at first retail

for $864, although

production increases, the price is expected to come down "substantially," and are being assembled
at Rank's Plymouth factory.
The cartridges comprise a
750 -foot reel of 8.75 mm film
which comes enclosed in a container about lá -inch thick and
seven inches in diameter. It provides up to 60 minutes of black and -white viewing but only 25
minutes in color, a period which
EVR hopes to extend to 30
minutes by further miniaturization.
Each cartridge will cost beand the
frames a
second, can be stopped at any
point for closer analysis. The
cartridges are being manufactured at EVR's multimillion dollar plant at Basildon, Essex.
Because of the comparatively
high cost of the software, EVR
is setting up a cartridge library.
A catalog of 500 programs has
already been compiled, which
will have been extended to
1,000 films by the time of the
launch next year.
All marketing and promotional plans are being kept
(Continued on pare 16)
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IN -DASH MOUNT AM /FM
PUSHBUTTON RADIO

IN -DASH MOUNT AM
PUSHBUTTON RADIO

LIST

$79.95 LIST

WITH

B -TRACK STEREO
PROGRAM REPEAT

$96.95

LIST

DASH FM CONVERTER
$39.95 LIST

THE FIRST ENDLESS

-TRACK CAR STEREO; RECORDS
FROM THE BUILT -IN FM /FM MULTIPLEX RADIO
OR FROM STEREO MICROPHONES
$179.95 LIST
THE FIRST 8

$149.95 LIST

8M -910

CONTINUOUS

PLAY CAR STEREO CASSETTE

$99.95 LIST

PETITE 8 -TRACK CAR STEREO

SMALL ENOUGH TO FIT ALMOST ANYWHERE

$54.95

LIST

artrosoaix

A DIVISION OF CALIFORNIA AUTO RADIO, INC.

COLORFUL

9426 STEWART & GRAY RD. DOWNEY, CA. 90241 (213) 9239846 TELEX 67 7470
225 W. COMMERCIAL AVE MOONACHIE, NJ 07074 (201) 9352144 TELEX 13 3351
Offices In: Los Angeles Chicago. New Jersey. Hawai
Visit Our Booth APAA Show Chicago, IL Nov 9 -11 Booth No.s 4104 thru 4110
.

IN -D
RADIO & 8 -TRACK CAR STERE

8M -4000

8M -2900
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MOTIVATING DISPLAY PACKAGING
ALSO AVAILABLE ARE COUNTER AND
SELF

STACK DISPLAYS

Tape CARtridge

Belair Plant Pace
Is Picked Up Again
-

LOS ANGELES
Belair's
new Hawthorne. Calif.. plant is
going "full speed ahead" after
a production delay caused by a
move to new facilities and the
introduction of 11 new models
for the fall season.

Tape
Happenings
Stereo Magic. Main Hill. N.J.
division of Eastern Specialties
Corp.. is introducing two 8 -track
units. Motel RP- In00ST in an
R -track
for
and home a
5169.95. Model r CS -880 player i.
a three -piece unit at $119.95. with
out car or home speakers.
Hitachi Ltd. is offering a mini
cassette recorder (weighing 11
pounds) at 572
Liberty /UA s releasing
peasing
12 budge
titles on its Sunset line. The
marketing campaign for the fol
release includes a direct mailing
to 365 retail and automotive store
via a presentation kit. The line
offered in two packaging concepts:
long box (4x12) and slip case....
Teledyne Packard Bell has introduced a table top cassette stereo
recorder /player. model TRA -17,
and a 8 -track stereo player. model
TPA -27. The cassette unit lists at
5129.95, while the 8.track lists at
$69.95..
Rheem Califone, Los
Angeles, has introduced a portable
cassette recorder, model CR -5, for
educational markets at 5200. .
Talon Plastics, Norwalk, Conn.
is offering a styrene cassette pack
that fits standard cassette racks
and home storage units.
a

.

1

i

.

The new plant includes corporate headquarters. warehousing.

quality control inspection, engineering, research and development and shipping. The 25,M10square -foot plant will be enlarged to 45,000 -square -feet.
"Our move, new equipment
design and broadening of our
home, portable and auto lines
had caused a production delay."
said Ed Mason, Belair president.
"But, we're ready to prove with
ll new models in three areas:
home, portable and auto."
Belair also expanded its factory set -up in Japan. broadening
its representation there.
The new line includes four
units in automotive: model BA259. a 4 and 8-truck compatible;
model 284, an 8 -track with FM
radio multiplex; model 277, an
8 -track
with AM -FM radio;
model BA -261. a straight mini 8track.
The home line: model 810, a
2 -piece
8- track; model 812. a
2 -piece 8 -track with AM -FM/
FM multiplex radio; model 900,
an 8 -track deck.
The portable line: model 410,
an 8- track; model 412, an 8track with AM -FM /FM radio;
model 333. an 8 -track with AMFM radio; model 323, a straight
8- track.
All models are stereo.
"The new product line has
been previewed to Belair's network of representatives and dis-

tributors

in a series of dealer
shows across the U.S
said Rod
Pierce, executive vice president

of Belair.

LiblUA Tape Safes Up
Bledsoe Sees Growth
LOS ANGELES -There are
plenty of long faces among top
level businessmen these days,
but Ron Bledsoe, the Liberty/
UA vice president and general
manager, has something to smile
about: Tape sales are well ahead
of last year.
Bledsoe. who admits that cassette sales "are not what we
expected," is, however. bullish
about Liberty /UA's tape growth
in the next few years.
Tape accounts for between 30
to 35 percent of the company's
sales
and
is,
conservatively
speaking, 10 to 12 percent ahead
of last year's sales figure.
He still anticipates cassettes
doing well, but several things
have to change before the configuration will challenge 8- track.
which is a major seller at

Liberty /UA,

"Detroit

prices of records. Disk certainly
is the foundation for tape sales."
Since disk is the foundation
for tape growth. Liberty /UA

simultaneous
release situation. but prefers to
"cherry- pick" its release. "I'd
rather be late (in releasing tape
product) and right." he said.
Waits for Demand
Liberty waits until there's a
demand (chart action) for albums before turning its duplicating facility in Omaha loose.
"Only established artists -bestselling acts -receive an automatic tape duplicating order,". said
Bledsoe. "It's easier to cherrypick a release when you have
your own factory duplicating
product. Any outside duplicators
insist on lead time, graphics.
shipping, ete.'
He considers having your own
duplicating facility a necessity for
tape growth, "Tape independence is important, from duplicating to promotion to marketing,"
claims Bledsoe. "Why surrender
any rights -distribution, marketing, promotion, etc., if you're
able
to control
your own
destiny."
The Liberty /UA executive
sees two distinct growth areas
for the industry in general and
his company in particular; Ouadrasonic sound and the overseas
marketplace.
In 4- channel, Bledsoe, is willing to invest in the concept, but
year
sees the market between
and 18 months off. "In the
meantime, though, we will redoesn't demand

he said.

to accept cassettes (installed at factory level)
before it can cope with 8- track's
success," he said. "Before the
auto manufacturers give their
approval, though, cassette producers most perfect automatic
reversible units."
Bledsoe also sees sales improvement (in cassettes) when
changers become more available
and Dolby systems become more
of a mass priced item.
"Price, too, is a factor," he
feels, "but how can we significantly reduce the $6.98 suggested list on both 8 -track and
cassette repertoire? Perhaps, and
I'm merely thinking out loud,
we would he wiser to raise the
has

a

1

lease titles (in Quad -8) and per-

haps in cassette, when that configuration's state -of- the -art is
perfected for 4- channel." Bell &
Howell's tape- division has reel to -reel
duplicating rights to

Liberty's product.
(Liberty /UA already has released several quadrasonic 8track titles.)
Europe Mart
In the other growth area,
Europe, Bledsoe is traveling
there to increase the company's
tape penetration. "We see a
thriving business in Europe just
beginning to bubble," he said.
"Although most countries in
Europe are about two to three
years behind tape growth in the
U.S.. the market is wide open,
especially for American componies."
He lists key markets as
England, France, Germany and
Italy, with Scandinavian countries running well, too. In the
world market, Bledsoe sees
major tape growth in Canada.
Japan and Australia.
Tape areas that Bledsoe labels
"reluctant markets" are in 4 -tune
cassettes, twin packs and to a
degree, budget tapes.
"At $9.98 twin packs are too
expensive, although there is
great listening pleasure in the
variety pack. Four -tune cassettes
never really caught on. Frankly,
we're not excited about either"
While Liberty has enjoyed
offers
success in budget lines
have
been
a $3.98 series -sales
(Continued on page 16)
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Faithful

to the end.
You can bet your recording life on it.
Maxell Ultra Dynamic. The ultra+ stereo cassette tape with
one of the most impressive pedigrees a tape can boast.
It has a doubled frequency characteristic of 20,000 Hz. An
SN ratio 5dB higher than most tapes. A greatly decreased
distortion factor. Greater tensile strength. And like all Maxell
tapes, UD has such a high degree of mechanically trouble -free
operation, we guarantee it, unconditionally. All Maxell tapes
must perform to your standards or we'll replace them, pronto!
When you put heart, soul and sweat into a taping session,
nothing but the best can do. Maxell Ultra Dynamic. In 60- and
90- minute cassettes. It can easily become your best friend.

For details on the complete line of Maxell professional
tapes, write

maxell.

Maxell Corp. of America
Dept. B2, 501 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017
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Matt
Monro
well,
singing better
is alive,

and

than ever...

...and that's saying a lot!
"Close to You" is a superb collection of contemporary
classics; sung superbly by a favorite contemporary
performer, Matt Monro.

Cap
ST-546
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Joint EVR System to Hit Europe
Continued from page

12

national press advertising campaign broke last week.
program
director.
EVR's
Robert Heron, said: "The aim
is to make television viewing
regular
independent of all
broadcast timetables. The appli-

cation in both education and entertainment fields are enormous."
The Sony Video-cassette system, which like the similar unit
being developed by Philips, can
record as well as playback, is
scheduled to make its U.K.

autumn. RCA is
also working on a new video
player using a laser beam, which
will be available by the middle
of 1972 while earlier this year,
a consortium set -up by Decca,
AEG and Telefunken unveiled
in Berlin the first video disk.
debut

next

Push the

Lib /UA Topes Sale
Up; Growth Seen
Continued from page 14
sluggish and somewhat seasonal.
But budget product does accomplish several things; which in-

eludes cleaning out the product
line, said Bledsoe.
"There are specialists that do
well in budget," he said, "and in
the end it will be budget- oriented
companies that survive the press
to either dump or clean out

product lines."
Videotape
Only one subject has Bledsoe
without comment: videotape.
"It's just too premature to be
discussing long -range software
plans for an industry not yet
marketing consumer - oriented
product," he feels.
"Something will happen, and
there is very definitely a place
for the record manufacturers in
the videotape industry. Where?
It's too early to tell."
While he has little to say on
videotape, Bledsoe has much to
say on pirating.
"It's damn serious. And the
fight to eliminate the practice is
just beginning."
While state laws are fine, he
contends, they are grossly inadequate to combat tape pirates.
"The real answer rests with Congress and, of course, the courts.
Right now we're fighting a war
with limited weapons."
Liberty /UA has made it a
practice to make its legal department aware of violations and
has won several court injunctions here in Superior Court to
prevent illegal tape duplicating.

Profit Button

AST in Dolby
Cassette Bow
Continued from page

1

This move makes Ampex the
first major tape company to use
the system developed in England and designed to produce
a
selective electronic filtering
of signal to noise ratio. The
process, which minimizes tape

814 -S

hiss, is designed for use with
tape hardware which also utilizes the system. Ampex officials assure, however, that the
Dolbyized cassette can be used
on regular equipment with reasonably good results.
Ampex, which has been using Dolbyized tape for its pro-

8 -track recorder

with AM /FM stereo and
speakers

And You'll Hear More From Telex
Stereo 8 -track cartridge recorders meths, hottest thing going in tepe. We know. We
sold more 8 -track recorders than anybody. So we expanded the line. From systems
to decks. With AM /FM stereo -or without. With power amplifiersoriust pre -amps.
With speaker systems or without speakers. But each Telex recorder features four
logic circuits which control recording and playback totally. Automatically. Studio
quality recordings that sound as good as the original. That's why Telex 8 -track
recorders sell. And stay sold. And build a reputation that brings more sales.
Telex 8 -track recorders are made in the U.S. The only 8 -track recorders made
in the U.S. From 8169.95 to 5349.95.
And Telex 8-track play -only models range from complete AM /FM stereo consoles or compacts to playback decks. From 059.95 to 5599.95. Call, cable or fill in

7
Mail 5e: TELEX, 9800 Aldrich Ave. Se.,
Minneapolis, Mino.55420

I'm Interested in the following:
Track Stereo Cartridge Recorders
Stereo Headphones
Reel -to -Reel Recorders
Consoles- Phonographs, Portables
B

Name

the coupon.

TELEX

9600 Aldrich Avenue South

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420.

Addrew

cw

`

stets
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cassettes.

Recordex Two
Duping Units

Dealer

"You'll Hear More From Telexe"

fessional masters for more than
two years, plans to extend the
process to all its prerecorded
cassette tape product at no increase in cost to the consumer.
Meanwhile, Polydor Inc., has
disclosed that all product for
the
Deutsche
Grammophon
label is being recorded on Dolbyized mastering tapes and will
be available before the end of
year.
The
company does
not, however, have any immediate plans for using Dolby ized tapes in its prerecorded

CAT,
zi,

acing

Rtweo
c

onals duplicating

mach nes.
One i a eac
p unic model
GS -4000, which produces 100
C -60 cassettes per hour. It can
produce up to 800 cassettes per
hour with a slave addition.
The second unit is a 4 and 8track duplicator, models CD400
and CD -800. which produces
300 to 400 cartridges per hour.
The duplicator is a four -slave
system.
fe
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Hellermann Planning
$4.8 Mil Expansion
LONDON

-

Details of a
$4,800,000 expansion program
over the next two years was revealed this week by Hellermann
Data Packaging, the Crawley based cassette and cartridge case
manufacturer. With installation
of new equipment and doubling
of moulding facilities, Heller mann hopes to increase production capacity from the present
250,000 units per month to four
million.
Coinciding with the announcement came a call from the company's director and general manager, Graham Griffiths, for all
segments of the tape industry
to combine in an all -out campaign to increase public aware-

ness

of the cassette and cartridge

systems.
Said Griffiths:

"The general
public is totally unaware of tape.
It should not be beyond the
imagination of the industry to
get together to finance a massive
publicity campaign to promote
the whole concept of tape as a
sound carrier."
Griffiths, whose company is a
subsidiary of the American Data
Packaging Corp., said his cornpany had produced more than
two million cassette cases since
starting operations in February,
but at present 60 percent of production was going abroad. He
said there was a resistance to
(Continued on page 56)
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SAN FRANCISCO

Lee
Shapiro has six women managing his six -store tape chain in

Northern California.
And the No. 2 "man" in the
company is a woman, Jean
Lloyd. She does all the tape
buying for Tape Town, which
celebrates its third anniversary
in business by going franchise.
Shapiro started with $900 in
capital, no investors, partners, or
backers, and in three years built
six tape stores into the largest
independently owned chain store
in the West Coast area.
Still sole proprietor, Shapiro
will begin franchising the first of
next year in the western part of
the U.S.
Before opening Lee's Tape
Town, he operated the Muntz
Stereo -Pak stores in Hollywood.
He opened tape stores and
placed an emphasis on service.
"We give a life time guarantee
on all tapes," Shapiro said. "We
fix all tapes free, even if they
didn't buy the tape from us."

n4
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The six tape stores sell only
tape and related tape equipment.
The inventory runs the gamut
from classical to funky rock.
Popular tape equipment is 8track, but Shapiro said that cassettes are "coming on strong."
Craig, Automatic Radio and
Tenus are his best sellers.
"Part of our success lies in
our customer service. We will
special order any tape regardless
of price to accommodate our
customers. The cost of special
ordering doesn't matter. Competition is the least of our problems."
In addition to becoming a
franchise operation, Shapiro has
expanded. He opened up a warehouse and executive offices in
a separate building located in
Concord. "The purpose of a
separate warehouse is to have
the tape first for the public,"
explained Shapiro. "Other stores
in California get deliveries perhaps once a month. We have
deliveries to all of our stores
every two or three days."
Involvement in tape has led
Shapiro to form SF Productions,
which is a record production
company. He also manages three
music acts: Emily, Ebony Jan,
and vocalist Sylvia De Sayles.
Shapiro prides himself on staying abreast of current musical
trends.
Regardless of which way the
music industry goes we'll go with
it. If it's cassettes or videotape
we'll be right there. I'm certain
we'll be getting into videotape.
It's a long way off from having
a quality product that can be
put on the market, but when an

FlVn

tr

a

LAURA DÉNI

to 25 age group. The tape stores
all have female managers.
have all girls for three reasons:
they are a lot better to look at,
they are capable, and the kids
dig it."
Between 4,000 and 5,000
tapes are available in each of the
six stores. Primary stock is rock
and popular artists, but a wide
variety is offered in jazz, blues,
show tunes and classical. The
new warehouse stocks almost the
entire tape catalog.

acceptable product is available
to the public we'll stock it."

No Gimmldts
Shapiro has no special promotional gimmicks and runs the
six stores, including a store on
the University of California
Berkeley campus, identically.
The emphasis is on youth and
service.

He has faith in young people.
His employees range between 18
and 25 years of age. The bulk
of his customers are in the 16
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Is

Adding Int'l

Mfrs to Committees
CHICAGO

-

The International Tape Association (ITA)
in keeping with its projected
aims to become a totally interna-

tional organization, will appoint
several
manufacturers
from
Japan and other foreign countries to its working committees.
These internationally based
manufacturers will be included
in 10 additional company heads
ITA plans to add to its executive committee.
According to Oscar Kusisto,
chairman of the ITA executive
committee, the organization feels
it is necessary to expand its executive committee to 25 members in order to best serve its
members. "We feel," he said,
"there should be the thinking
of, not one, but several representatives from each of the areas
of the tape field."
Kusisto said that in addition
to giving assistance and guidance
to ITA executive director, Larry
Finley,
executive
committee
members will serve by having
their engineering staffs, as well
as membership engineers, take
an active role to formulating engineering committees to effect
a level of standardization of
both audio and video equipment
He continued, "We want our
committees to function in such
a manner that in order to receive

the ITA certification everything
in software, starting with the
making of the master, will be
covered.
Kusisto added, "Our executive
committee members are also being asked to head sub- committees dealing with proper and

meaningful definitions of warranty, programs for consumer
education, and a code of conduct which requires truth in advertising.
"We must eliminate the confusion in the marketplace that
has been spawned by inaccurate
and misleading advertising and
sales promotions;" he said.
In other news from the 1TA1
Atlantic, Elektra, Polydor, Scepter and Starday /King Records
have become members of the

organization. They join ten
other leading companies in other
areas of the tape industry who
are members of the committee
to help guide the activities of the
Association.
Representatives from the new
member companies are Bob
Kornheiser, vice president, tape
sales, Atlantic
Records; Mel
Posner, national sales manager,
Elektra Records; Jerry Schneebaum, president, Polydor, Inc.;
ferry Geller, vice president, Tape
Division, Scepter Records, and
(Continued on page 56)
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TAPE TOWN stores all are managed by women and cater to teen -agers
and young adults. One store is located on the campus of the University
of California at Berkeley.

and tape.
LEE SHAPIRO puts the accent on
youth in his six store tape chain
in Northern California.
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New Tape CARtridge Releases
BUCK

CAPITOL
Angel
SYMPHONY

DVORAK.
DANCE

IN

SC:lira);

A

NO.
FLAT

SLAVONIC

8;

Cleveland

(Stall.: t() 435 36043
SYMPHONY
N0.
(C) 4X5 36044

Ora,.

OWENS

A

SUSAN

Ilse

RATE

Great

White Hone; (81 6X1 558, (C) ¡XI 558
1U/110R PARER -The Outside Man: OR AXT

9-

Orren.

Cleveland

I;
ARTISTS Country Fair, Vol.
(C) 4XC 598
VARIOUS ARTISTS .ountry Fair, Vol. 2;
(C) 43C 599
TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD- Ch,iamas Special,
VOI. I, (CI 4XC 604
TENNESSEE ERNIE f0ß0- Ch,islmn Special,
Vol. 2: ICI en 605
RUCK OWENS ri HIS BUCKAROOS -A Merry
Hee Haw Christmas, Vol. I; (CI 4XC 606
BUCK OWENS N NIS BOCRARO S -A Merry
Mee Haw C rillma, Vol. 2: ICI 4XC 607
VARIOUS ARTISTS -Peace an Eanh Vol. Ir
XC 614
ICI
VARIOUS ARTISTS -Peace on Earth Vol. 2;
C
615
GREAT ORCHESTRAL MUSIC OF CHRISTMAS,
VOL. 1- N011ywnod Bowl Symphony Orth.;
(Cl 4X0 612
GREAT ORCHESTRAL MUSIC OF CHRISTMAS,
VOL. 2-Hollywood Bowl Symphony firths
ICI 4XC 613
GREAT
CHORAL
MUSIC
OF
CHRISTMAS.
vOL.
-Roger Wagner Chorale; IC) 4XC
610
GREAT
CHORAL
MUSIC
CHRISTMAS,
OF
VOL. 2 -Roger Wagner Chorale; ICI 4XC
VARIOUS

RCA

564, ICI 4XT see
QUICKSILVER MESSENGER SERVICE
Just
For Love; (E1 6X1 198, (CI 4XT 498
GLEN CAMPBELL- Original Soundtrack from
"Norwood":
the Paramount Production
(BI OW 475. (C) 4x00 475
CONCERTO
IN C
BEETHOVEN:
()RNA!, 005001, G. Richter, Karats,
ICI IRS 36727
STRAUSS. FIN NELDEHLEKEN- London SymphonY

Capitol

IVOIL ;rolhl:

4

271

RCA Red Seal
PREVIN

0

14-1U0111

10 mend 1:

ITape
WRITE FOR
YOUR FREE
CATALOG!

ASK THE MAN WHO KNOWS

(Licensee listed far labels which do not distribute awn lopes)

what's new in domestic and imported
cartridges
and how to identify what's
needed with Pfanstiehl's new cartridge catalog.
,

week
1

Last
Week
1

Weeks on
Cheri

TITLE. Artist, label A Number

COSMO'S
Creedence

8

FACTORY

2

WOODSTOCK
Soundtrack, Cotillion 3500 8 Ampex INS NN

3

3

CHICAGO
Celumha IF

4

..

.....

..

FACTORY -TO -YOU SALES REPS.

9

3

7

CLOSER TO NOME
Oland Funk Railroad, Capital 8X1 471

11

6

6

LIVE AT LEEDS

..

13

5

Pfranidield

3D

5

7

...

14

VASB

BO

BLOOD, SWEAT S TEARS
ColmnSI (n 30090

Who,

,

11,6,0aer Revival, Fantasy 88402 (Amgen)

2

4

cost

119.01 22nd Avenue, College Point, N.Y. 11356
(212) 353 -5701

8 -TRACK
this

N.D.

SALES OFFICE

Cartridges

611

-Low

freight from
plants in either Massachusetts, Cali.
lornia or Indiana. Same day shipments
-No long waiting time; reduces in.
ventory %" construction- Longer life -no sag. Accepts
Cartridge or Cassettes or mix of both.
Ships

BEST SELLING

1

NEWTON -Merry Christmas to you,
vol. I. ICI 4XC 608
WAYNE NEWTON -Merry Christmas to You,
Vol. 7: IC1 4XC 609
JOHNNY L 4011IE MOSBY -My HaPPinms;
181 BTU 556, 4XT 556
ANNE MURRAY- Snowbird; (81 BXT 579,
CI 4XT 579

REIS

Phil.Orch.

Rubinstein
M0.

OP

Im RES 1165, ICI RR 1165
NAVE A SALL WITH ARTHUR -Arthur Fiedler
8400n PAps; (BI RES 1166, (C1 RK 1166

NBa1sÁa07N:41S1hL

WAYNE

(Frey.,

STRAVINSKY: FIRERMD SUITE/PETRMICMKA
Burton Symphony Ores. (Seil: Orawe):
IN; RES 1164, IC) RK 1164
SAINT ,8

Melodiya /Angel
O'Y

Sloe
1163, ICI

STRAUSS. London

CONDUCTS

'Y163r[h.

RK

36764

XS

cesto
/MOnERv
DISPLAYS

KNOW all about cartridges and will
simplify your merchandising problem!

PFANSTIEHL

Dec. 64175

DEM VU
Crosby, Mills, Nash 8 Veun9. 411an1k TP 7200

w°4ouz

ra?-rrtISrièisB as

25
A

Amami 87200
8

8

Who, Decoy
9

15

JET

8001

R

4

ll

11

Ear.), Rare Eanh 1514
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Talent
Chicago Turns lt
On in Cleveland

Talent In Action
RANDY NEWMAN
Bitter End, New York
Accompanying himself on
ano, Randy Newman opened
Bitter End engagement Sept.
with a packed house, mast
which responded as devotees to
unusual material.

pihis
9

of
his

Like many songwriters and
whose
composers
works have
achieved fame through other performers, Newman's projection of
his own work is seemingly self effacing and plaintive, yet arresting, because the innate conviction
of his presence makes listening to
him
comparable
to
hearing
Shakespeare recite sonnets at the
Globe.
From his new Reprise album.
"12 Songs," Newman delighted
with "Mama Told Me Not to
Come" and "I Think It's Going
to Rain Today," while "Love

Story" and

"I'll

Home" were
also received with obvious affection.
ROBIN LOGGIE
Be

madness into prankishness, naughti
new and sentimentality -not a bad
dance band for hip shakers who
go with the evil flow.
Their first number was a long
solo of silence which occurred
when they were an hour late taking
the stage (part of their act ?), but
the agonizing anticipation, like biting the bullet, was well worth it
as the Straight Records troupers
drew out all the visual venom.
leaving a quite likeable, even pleasant groove of playful, often sensational psychedelics. And for all
their intense psychedelic slams and
slashes, Alice Cooper are musically
still rather tame and thin, clever
but forgettable as the early Beatles
( "I'm Eighteen" and "You'll
Never
Know Who 1 Really Am "), and
what remains most impressive,

ironically,

is that bad

ED OCHS

ALICE COOPER
Max's Kansas City, New York

DIANA ROSS

You listen to Alice Cooper with
one hand clenched, gripping the
safe solid reality of a chair, the
floor, a glass of beer. Like a lightning rod. Alice Cooper are both
terrible and terrific, and either
they pull you into their dark and
violent movie or you are repelled
as if from leprosy or self- contempt.
The group -two raving driven lead
guitars, bass, drums and organ and
Alice-were tightly into their tense,
preying pyrotechnics at their opening, Sept. 8, upstairs at Max's.
coming out the other side of their

Empire Roorn, New York
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Commercial Operations

for

Making her New York debut
minus the legendary Supremes,
the Motown recording artist allayed fears, doubts or scepticism
with an net that started where
most others leave off and built
from there to the plummeting
crescendo of a midnight special.
Miss Ross is not only a professional, she is credible. Her forte
lies in her charisma confidence
d seemingly inexhaustible exu-

I

per 1000

555

The question has been asked,
can Diana Rom make it as a solo
act? If her opening night show at
the Empire Room at the Waldorf Astoria is any criterion, the
answer is yes.

berance. She is aware of this and
uses it to advantage.
Her hour -long act included a
number of lunes from the Barbra
Streisand songbook, some nostalgic oldies from her association
with the Supremes and highlights
from her current hart -riding album, including the No.
tune
this week, "Ain't No Mountain

GLOSSY
PHOTOS
r
8x0
91/2CENN

RCA Records.

Diners' Club
American Express
Carte Blanche

-

left, while in
Miami for an Atco recording session at Criteria Recording Co.,
drops into Ace Music Center and
discusses a 30year -old Gibson
acoustic guitar with Dave Rubin
of Ace.
CLAPTON,

ERIC

-It

happened
almost before the audience realized it.
One minute Chicago's lead
guitarist -vocalist Terry Kath was
swinging into Stevie Winwood's
"I'm a Man" Suddenly, there
were four more men on the
Public Hall stage, members of
the Ateo group, Blues Image.
And for 40 minutes, until I
a.m., the 11 musicians pulsed
and pounded in a double -treat

jam session. Manuel Benematti
of the Blues Image was on an
extra set of drums, Joe Lala
slapped the congas, blond Kent
Henry played guitar and tower-

Alice Cooper,

band of the damned with a sound
as hard as Hitler and cancerous as
the cultural confusion it mirrors
to excess, is perfect to shuffle
numb to, kick out a few kinks or

question.

CLEVELAND

Enough."

RADCLIFFE JOE
BERT SOMMER
Bitter End, New York
Ben Sommer, armed with creative and performing talent, disarming audience contact, and even a
hit record, gave solid, warm first
set at Paul Colby's Bitter End,
Sept. 6. Hackamor Brick- another
Buddah Records act, was a fine,
promising opening group.
With only his own acoustic guitar accompaniment in "We're All
Playing in the Some Band :' his hit
on Buddah's Eleuthera label, and
with capable supporting musicians,
includinig pianist Mike Brown, on
other numbers. Sommer never
Ragged. "The Grand Pianist:" with
only Browns grand piano accompanying was one of the many
high spots.
Two songs from other sources
also glowed, including Paul Sim mon's "America," another top cut
on his Eleuthera album. The Rascals' "People Got to Be Free" was
another winner. Sommer has developed into a superior folk -pod
artist, who communicates naturally,

FRED KIRBY

Stones Open in Helsinki,
Freeloaders Crash Gate
HELSINKI -Eight thousand
people-only half of whom

-

the $4.50 admission
the Rolling Stones open
their European concert tour at
the Loympic Stadium here on
Sept. 2.
Soon
after
the
concert
opened a Vietnam Association

paid
saw

procession, numbering thousands
of people, began to march on
the stadium shouting slogans and
demanding free admission. Adding to the confusion were a few
dozen local Hell's Angeles on

motorbikes.
The 30- strong police guard
could not restrain the marching horde; the gates of the
stadium were flattened and
into the
thousands
poured
arena. Once in, however, the
freeloading audience behaved
itself well.
The Stones staged a 60minute program, playing mostly
tracks from their last album,
"Get Yer Ya Vas Out." A great
number of their fans were
clearly disappointed with the
repetition of this old material.
At the beginning of the evening -while the stadium gates
were still standing -the supporting acts of Junior Wells
and Buddy Guy warmed up

Rainbow Grill. New York
Jonah Jones conducts his quartet
quietly, palms downward, restrained
-and his music is like that. Low keyed and melodic and always
right on for dancing of the vintage
kind. It is, as he says, "music for
your dancing pleasure."
It is also crystal clear trumpet
playing, jazz -based and never crassly sentimental which is the usual
pitfall of this kind of playing. Ob(Continued on page 22)

Attention

complete
that not one cigaret light flickered in the 10,000 sellout audiThis was the Belkin Produclions -WIXY Minifestival Aug.
15, a 51 hour session with four
rock groups.
A .Cleveland -based group,
Glass Harp, took over handsomely for the canceled Crabby
Appleton. The Blues Image
clicked hardest with their chart
hit, "Ride, Captain, Ride." The
more polished Savoy Brown
soared and scored with their
blues -flavored pieces, including
their original "Pogo."
But it was the hard -hitting,
tight Chicago all the way.
Drummer Djn Seraphine kept
up an incredible pace for the
one hour and 45 minutes with
only short song breaks. Their
music was alternately hard and
tender in their seven -part "Ballet for a Girl in Buchannon."
There were new songs from
their upcoming Columbia LP,
old favorites such as "In the
Country" and a driving, rocking
wonderful "25 or 6 to 4," from
their second million -selling alJANE SCOTT
bum.

-

Czark Attractions is moving full steam into
the talent field, especially acts
oriented toward nightclubs. Begun in March by Anthony J.
Tolitoano and several backers,
Czark recently began to score in
this area.
"We started this management

CHICAGO

firm because we feel there is a
lot of talent in this area and
around the country who could be
hits if they were managed right,"
Tolitoano said. "We aren't
making

money
overnight, this is a long -term
investment and we intend to
stick with it. We try to take a
interested

in

group or artist and give them
every break possible." Tolitoano
pointed out that acts are being
sought from across the country,
and not just Chicago.
Czark has eight acts signed,
among them are the In Crowd,
currently appearing in various
Chicago area lounges, and Joy
Kendall, a singer along the line
of Vikki Carr. Czark has a
studio which it will use to make
demo tapes of the acts. The
studio has a 4- and 8 -track machine. The studio will also be
rented out as a rehearsal hall
when not in recording use. He
said the possibility of starting a
record label now is remote, although he did not rule out the
possibility for the future.

Signings

of the World
DOMESTIC
Main Point for four nights
beginning Thursday (171. .. Ivan
Mogul), music publisher, was in
Nashville last week visiting record
company executives and local mu'c publishers and writers.
Vanguard's Jean lacgees Betray is
back after doing European TV
spots. He is cutting a new single
the

.

Warner Bros. Crateful Dead
give one show a night with their
New Riders of the Purple Sage
at Bill Graham's Fillmore East for
four nights beginning Thursday
(17).
Octave's Erroll Garner
opens a two-week engagement at
Mr. Kelly's, Chicago. Monday
.
Steve Schulman, vice
(14).
president of promotion for Colossus Records, married Carol Michaels, a New York model, Sept.
12 at the Belmont Mansion in Philadelphia's Fairmount Park.
Norman Bergen will arrange an
album by Dawn for Bell.
Dacca's Karen Wyman, who becomes 18, Sunday (13), opera at
Washington's Shoreham, Nov. 8,

...
.

.

.

She also will be on
the "Ed Sullivan Show" Sept. 27.
Fairport Convention
A &M's

for one week.

plays the Main Point, Bryn Mawr,
Pa., outside of Philadelphia, Tuesday (15) and Wednesday (16).
Warner Bros. Erk Anderson closes
there Sunday (13) with Fraser &
DeBolt. Colombins Good News
and Roulette's Don Crawford play

.

for Vanguard.... Anthony Espy..

alto has joined Laurie Productions, Inc., Laurie Records' commercial division.
Flying Dutchman's Ornette Coleman opens a one -week stand at
Philips' Paul
Slug's, Sept.
Mortal opens a series of three
"easy listening" concerts at Philharmonic Hall, Oct. 6. Kapp's
Reger Williams is slated-for Nov.
9, while Fred Waring & the Penn sylvanians wind up the George
Schultz- promoted series.... Country artist Rex Allen plays three
days at Chicago's Farm Power
Show beginning Friday (18). He
also plays Fort Wayne's Farm
Progress Show, Sept. 29 -Oct. 1.
The Men of the West back him in
both shows. Allen also is set for the
(Continued on page 21)

29....

Odetta has signed with Polydor
where "Take Me to the Pilot" is
her first single. Also joining Poly
dor is Dave Van Rank, whose firs
album for the label will be out
.
Feather to
early next year.
.

Columbia....
Brian

www.americanradiohistory.com

.

Peggy Lee signed
as
her personal
Heads, Hands &

Panetta
manager.
Feet, British rock group, to Capitol.
Don McLean joined Mediarts,
where "Tapestry" is his debut disk.
.. Country singer Roy Gaines to
Bilmar Productions, new firm of
.

.

.

.

Billy Davis of Fifth Dimension
Otis Blackwell to Epic with "It's
All Over Me" and "Just Keep It
Up." his initial pressing..
Rio
Janero of Mallorca signed with
Leon M. Stern for personal management.. . George Nuedello to
.

,

Roulette....

Neon to Paramount,
with Tommy James Ventures, Inc.
producing.... Luau Porter signed
with Promotional Talent Management.... The re- formed Yang
Heaths to Hosea Williams'

ZEA

label.... Larry McNeeley signed
with Glenco Productions.
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Music Capitals
NEW YORK

was

Czark Scoring in Talent

From The

.

JONAH JONES

audience with good performances.
Earlier at Helsinki Airport,
the arrival of the Rolling Stones
brought out the worst in customs officers who subjected the
group's luggage to investigation by specially trained "drug spotter" dogs. Mick Jagger was
furious at the group's being
singled out for this special
treatment.
KART HELOPALTIO
the

ing Skip Konte, with hair to his
elbows, took over the organ.
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Talent

From The

Music Capitals
of the World
DOMESTIC
Continued Jram page 20
Arizona State Fair, Phoenix, Oct.
30 -Nov. 2..
Flying Dutchman
will record Leon Thomas' Town
Hall concert, Oct. 5, live.... Al
Gallico Music Corp. moved to new
offices at 65 W. 55th St.
Warner Bros. Small Faces with
Mercury's Rod. Stewart headline
Howard Stein's Capitol Theater.
Oct. 2 and 3 with Ateo's Cactus
and Blue Horizon's Chicken Shack.
Bell's Julie Budd is taping an
.

hour TV show

to promote her
appearance at Bostons
Music Hall.... Janus' Illustration
has been held over at Downbeat
until Oct,
Charles Fox has
formed the Charlie Fox Singers.
They will sing the theme for
ABC - TV's "Love American
Style.' when it resumes this fall.
Rick Greek, formerly with
Family, Blind Faith and Ginger
Baker's Air Force, has joined
Traffic. He will accompany them
on their next U.S. tour in November.
FRED KIRBY
Sept.

27

I....

concert Wednesday (16) at State
Fair Music Hall here...
Capitol's Qukksllver Messenger Service
had a show Sept. 7 at State Fair
Music Hall.
Concerts West
presented Dunhill's Steppenwolf
and ABC's James Gang in a Sept.
4 show at Memorial Auditorium.
Mercury artist Lesley Gore recently completed a successful engagement at the Fairmont Hotel's
Venetian Room.
Ranwood's
Lawrence Welk appeared Sept. 6
with his entire television show cast
at the Tarrant County Convention
Center Arena in Fort Worth...
Reprise Records artist Sammy
Davis will be the featured entertainer for Neiman -Marcus' Spotlight Event Saturday (19). Also up
paring with him, at the State Fair
Music Hall. will be Motown Records new star, Blinks,.
Columbia Records artist Ronnie
Dawson appeared recently at the
Tower Bamboo Club here.
MGM Records songstress Gloria
Loring is scheduled for an engagement at the Hyatt Home Monday
(14) through Sept. 28.
The
Broadway musical "1776" was presented for 20 performances at
State Fair Music Hall Friday
Vlldd Carr will make
a guest appearance Monday (14) at
the Texas State Democratic Convention fund -raising dinner, to be
held at the Apparel Mart.... Columbia's Santana will headline a
show Friday (25) at Houston's
Continental Showcase, Saturday
(26) at San Antonio's Hemisphere
Arena and Sept. 27 at Fort Worth's
Will Rogers Memorial Coliseum.
Appearing with them will be the
Elvin Bishop Group and Cold
Blood.
MARGE PETTVJOHN
.

.

.

.

.

.

-

.

.

DALLAS
Columbia Records hosted a dinner party Sept. 8 at the Fairmont
Hotel to introduce local radio and
press people to Burnaby Records
artist Ray Stevens, who is entertaining in the hotel's Venetian
Room through Wednesday (16).
Opening Thursday (17) is
O.C. Smith, also a Columbia artist,
who plays there through Sept. 27.
Reprise's artist Tiny Tim
is scheduled for a performance Friday (18) at the Colony Club...
Chess artist Wayne Cochran played
the Losers Club here Sept. IO
through Sunday (13).
Radio station KLIF presented a
"Family Portrait" day Aug. 28
when the regular staff moved aside
to make way for a full day of
previous KLIF personalities who
presented a format of the past. Returning to present their old shows
were Charlie & Harrigan (Ron
Chapman, now of KVIL here, and
Jack Woods, now with KNUZ in
Houston). Johnny Dark ( Johnny
Borders, now in sales at KFJZ
in Fort Worth), Jim O'Brien
(now with WFIL in Philadelphia),
Deane Day (now with KLAC
in Los Angeles), Russ (Weird
Beard) Knight (now with WCUE
in Akron), Jimmy Rabatt (now
with KABC -FM in Los Angeles and syndicated via ABC -FM),
the Coyote (now with WYSL in
.

Buffalo)

and

Talk

Show

host

Chuck Boyles (now with WIFE in
Indianapolis). Also returning for
the day were newsmen Gary DeLon and Richard Mock.
The Dave Bruheck Quartet featuring Gerry Mulligan is set for a

(25)....

MIAMI
Miami group, Tom & The CraftsMan, leaving the Newport for The
Sheik in Orlando (Fla.). Following
this engagement, they have a November booking at the Holiday
Inn in Boston. Wayne Cochran
opens at the Newport, Oct. (151.
Bob Archibald, president &
A &R man of the Music Factory,
released a new tune this week by
Sandy Toren° & the Nino Spliff
on Archibald's Platinum label. "I

Warms Know" b/w "A Year Ago
Today
Boston's High Street
Carnival played a limited engagement at the TIME discotheque in
the Barcelona. Singer Judy Messenger is a local gal. The group is
planning on a tour circuit next.
Bel Evans, pianist into the Vanguard Sept. Il for a nine -nighter.
.
Guitarist James Burrell starts a
stint Oct.
Tiny Tim at the
Airport Crossways Inn fora limited
engagement.
Frank Dubois

"....

9....
.

.

.

combo at the Bonfire also singer.
pianist Billy Martin in the Pinto
Lounge.... Jesse Ferguson & the
Jet Setters head go -go show in
Wreck Bar. Castaways.... Four
Bis and Scotch on Rocks held over
indefinitely at the Deauville Hotel's
Musketeer Room.... Singer Carlo
Dial in Club Gigi; Joey Ace & his
Heads of State, plus Johnny Rojas
in Boom Boom Room, Fontainebleau.... At the Harbor Lounge,
Guy Fasclui and Phil Reudy
combos. Lloyd Price revue closed
at the Newport.... On the revue
scene are Feemes de Fantasia, Eden
Roc and Roman Scandals '70 at the
Du Pont.
Leslie Hudeck, long-time pianist
who's been at the Plaza (now Playboy Plaza) almost since it opened,
has been picked by Bob Whelan,
general manager, to be musical
director.
Sleepy & the Red
Barons, musical combo, at the
Dolphin's Lounge in Hialeah.
Sloopy's the daughter of Kaye Si
Alrtch, veteran acrobatic and cous.
edy learn who played burlesque and
vaudeville.
News from Trip
Universal Records includes discs by
Spero Chrlstedolou, Carol Smalley,
and Wendy Fitzgerald. All are being released on the Trip label
within the next two weeks. Cot tillion's Brook Benton due at Criteria Recording Studio later this
month for a taping session.
More than $7,000 in tickets were
purchased to the Elvis Presley show
Saturday (12) on the first day the
boxoffice opened, before any advertisements were placed. .
Radio station WINZ switched its
programming from middle-of-theroad to emphasis on rock. .
WQAM, rock station, tops in Miami, according to recent poll...
The Carpenters into the Marco
Polo Tuesday (I5).... The Head
Rest, new discotheque, opened this
weekend with Broadway Park providing the music. Booked for next
week is the Ninth Floor Simfony.
SARA LANE
.

.

.

.

.

CHICAGO
Polydor's John Mayall headlined
at the Aragon Ballroom for American Tribal Productions Sept. 11.
It was fast ATP show since being
forced to close by police Aug. 21.
.. Bluesway's B.B, King gave his
first prison concert for the inmates
of the Cook County Jail Sept. 10.
An album of the performance will
be released. King has also been
giving Mr. Kelley's near -sellout
business during his three -week stay
at the club.... The Syndrome, to
be located at the old Coliseum,
is scheduled to open for rock concerts Oct. 2. Policy for the 10,000
capacity hall will be one top name
act and two minor acts. Howard
Stein of the Capital Theater in
Port Chester, N.Y., is helping to
secure hooking.
Alice's Revisited, complete with a cold food
license now, had the Otis Rush
Blues Band in recently.... Ateos
Livingston Taylor, James' brother,
was in for three nights at the Quiet
Knight recently.
Gibson
continuing at te Earl of Old
Town.
. Cadet's
Della played
two nights at the High Chapperal
recently.
Mercury's Second
Coming, a local group with an LP
due out shortly, just completed
several days at Rush Up, before
moving to the Whiskey in Los
.

.

.

.

Angeles.

GEORGE KNEMEYER

SAN ANTONIO
Kitty Wells, Johnny Wright and
the Tennessee Mountain Boys, Bill
Phillips and Ruby Wright will appear In Longview, Tex., during the
Greater Gregg Exposition and Live
Show, opening Monday (21).
VEld Carr will give her second
benefit for Holy Cross High School
at the HemisFair Arena, Oct. 30.
About 10,000 attended her May,
1969 benefit for the school, which
resulted in the school receiving
$20,000 in proceeds.... Anthony
Quinn, Thai Lopez, Ricardo MaataSnu and Jose Feliciano appear
at the University of Houston,
Wednesday (161 for La Raza
Unidea's legal defense fund.
Jimmy Dean performs at Ama.
rillns Tri-State Bair, and Homer &
Jethro will appear at the Masters
Festival of Music at Houston's
Music Hall, Friday (18) and Saturday (19).
GLADYS CANDY
.

ELTON JOHN, center, Uni Records artist, is feted at a luncheon at
Universal Studies, co- hosted by MCA Records and Uni, after John's
U.S. debut at Los Angeles' Troubadour. Celebrating with the artist
are, from left, Dee Murray, his bass guitarist; Nigel Olsson, his drummer; Russ Regan, Uni vice president; and Rick Frio, national sales

manager.
SEPTEMBER 19,
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CINCINNATI
Danny Engel, dean of local song
pluggers and right bower n the
territory for the Bill Lowery Enterprises, Atlanta, is getting big play
in the area on his firm's new acquisition, "Home of the Reds," via
WLW, the local baseball station.
Tune was chuffed by Timis McCabe.
Schetri St. James set by Pat
Kelly for a return stand al Harrah's, Lake Tahoe, for the Nov.
12 -25 period. Kelly also firmed the
Judy Lynn show for a four -weeker
at the Flamingo Hotel, Las Vegas,
beginning Sept. 10.
Steve Reece, of the local production company bearing his name,
is scouring the area for a location
to house a new recording plant
equipped for 16 -track taping. Steve
is sporting two new releases on his
S.R. label, both by singer Barbara
Howard. The first is a single,
"Welcome Home," and the second
an album titled "Barbara Howard
Centrons new
on the Rise."
comedian
Horny
laugh album by
Vonppuan, cut in Nashville in
July, is slated for release next
week, with Certron nabobs planning a big promo push to kick it
s

.

.

off.

Labo Brandon, Rockwood, Tenn.,
guitarist- songwriter, in town Tuesday (8) for a huddle with Harry
Carlson, Fraternity Record president. Luke brought with him a
finished master on a revised version of "Stay By the Phone," originolly penned by Tom Dooley,
program director at WORD, Spartanburg, S.C. Flip side is "Mr.
Bartender,' a Brandon item on
which Carlson has the publishing.
Publishing rights on "Stay By the
Phone" are held by Cheek Moore,

until recently promotioneer with
the local Columbia office. The
single is set for early release on
Fraternity. Brandon, who recently
concluded a road trek with David
Houston, was the producer of "All American Boy," a big winner on
the Fraternity label a few years
back.... Jade Larson, singer and
impressionist, formerly on Fraternity, is in the midst of a fortnight's stand on the Chase Hotel,
SL Louis, with his own group.
BH,L SACHS

playing the Backstage 500 Club in
New Orleans, has returned to the
recording scene after an absence
of three years. His first sessions
were recorded at Lyn -Lou Studios
with Larry Rogers and Ken Keene
producing. Ford previously had
such hits as "Sea Cruise." "Time
After Time," "You Talk Too
Much," "Alimony," and "I Can't
Face Tomorrow."
International
Famous Agency is booking Ford
while Keene is his personal manveer..
Los Domloks, Mexican
group, begin an extended appearance at the Holiday Inn Rivermonth River Restaurant after playing in Acapulco.... Larry Rogers
is completing an album on the
Caboose, to follow their single
recording "Black Hands, White
Cotton." .
Johnny Scott, star
of his own TV show, is moving
into record production field with
a new single by Memphis school
teacher Rialto Ruddick- The new
single is "Won't You Please Call,"
and "Would it Be Wrong."
JAMES KINGSLEY
.

NASHVILLE
Sohn Clevenger, of Soundville
Records in Houston. announced
their first release in about a week
The release will be on a group,
Sundance.... The Houston Oilers
recorded "Christmas Carols" at the
Soundville studios. This is part of
a program designed by the Mike
Taggege Agency which will include
similar recordings by professional
football teams across the country.
Prof. Lee Ofmaa has written,
"A Tribute to Rocky Marciano."
The song is being recorded by Ray
Freshay on Paramount. The song
will be performed on the "Ed
Sullivan Show" in October.
Clifford Carry has signed a contract with the SSS International
label. He will be produced by Buzz
Cason.
Dennis Yost and the
Classles IV will release a new
single, "Where Did All the Good
Times Go," in conjunction with a
tour.
Gary Walker and Associates have signed as the Nashville representative of the BUI
.

.

...

.

.

Lowery Organization..

.

Certron

has released a new single on the
Pose Seco Singers.

TOM WII.LJAMS

MEMPHIS
Songstress Bobbie Gentry spent
a few days relaxing, fishing and
horseback riding on the 300 -acre
farm of her grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. H. B. Streeter of near
Houston, Miss., last week before
departing foe London where she
well film several televsion shows
before returning to the United
States Oct. 22. When she returns

to America she will play the Waldorf Astoria Hotel in New York,
Oct. 26; Washington, Nov. 12;
Portland, Ore., Nov, 24, and Warren, Ohio, Dec. 12..
. Clarence
session
on
Nash has completed a
Larry Rades, who
Spooky.
was injured in an automobile -truck
accident near New Albany, Miss.,
in which two members of the
group titled the Electric Toilet were
killed, produced a single on Ray
Smith and Alvin Smith at Triangle
Sounds Studios at Tupelo, Miss.
They will join the Electric Toilet
composed of Larry Nichols, organ,
and T. J. Sperson, drummer. The
group is booked by Billy Adams
of Memphis Artists Attractions.
Chips Moman is completing
a single record on the Box Tops
for Bell Record at his American
Studios. He worked with Stax's
Carla Thomas and Moman and
Tommy Coghill are producing the
Masqueraders for Bell.
Torn Nixon, who previously
produced for Motown Records of
Detroit, has moved to Memphis
and formed his own Stripe Productions. He is now signing artists
including Oliver Johnson, Ardis
Harden, Freddie Jones, Lee Allen,
Soul Diplomats, the Temprees,
Harold Scott Vicki Newsom, Carol
Smith and David Hudson. He introduced several of the artists during a press party at Mebane Jackson's national headquarters.
Spooner Oldham, who is playing
the piano on sessions in Hollywood- is at Beautiful Sounds
Studios where he and his song writing partner- Dan Penn, president of the studio, are writing
songs for a motion picture and
Janis Joplin.
Frankie Ford, who is currently
.

DEAN MARTIN SHOW
AND THE

DORIS DAY SHOW

.

.

TOP QUALITY

8X10

PRINTS
LITHOGRAPHED OH HEAVY kROMEkOTE

UNDER 3C EACH

IN 1000 LOTS
500- 516.65 1000- -G29.75

Send for a sample 8X10 cola
print and black & white 8X10
plus prices for other sizes in
blank & white and full details

on ordering.

PICTURES
nr N. ROBBERSON
SPRINGFIELD. MO. 61906
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Talent

Chicago Coliseum Opens
For Rock Concerts Oct. 2

Do your

thing

CHICAGO -With plans for
reopening the gutted Kinetic
Playground killed, Dick Gassen
of 22nd Century Productions
will open the Chicago Coliseum
for rock music concerts on Oct.
2. It will be known as the Syn-

with
an AKG.

drome.
Gasson's plans to reopen the
Kinetic, destroyed by fire in
November of 1969, fell through
following pressure from people
in the surrounding area to keep
it closed.

In addition to concerts one
night a week, there may also be
films shown at the coliseum.
Admission will be $5.
Howard Stein of the Capitol
Theater, Port Chester, N.Y.,
will handle the bookings, and
Candace Brightman and Norel

GENE CHANDLER, Mercury Records artist, and several members of
the Mercury family, admire two of the Golden Mike Awards Chandler
was presented with at the recent NATRA convention. The awards are
for Best R &B Producer of the Year and for Best R&B Duo of the
Year (Mel & Tim). Flanking Chandler are Mercury President Irwin
Steinberg, left, and Herman Cats, director of product management

for Mercury at Philips Phonographic Industries in Beate, Holland.
Standing, from left, are Denny Rosencrantz, national LP promotion
manager; Lou Simon, senior vice president for marketing and sales;
and John Amain, national singles promotion manager.

Talent In Action
Continued from pare 20
viously discipline learned in the
Lunceford, Henderson, Wilson, and
Hampton hands is hard to slough

off.

As expected the Motown artist
sticks to the familiar items

-"l'll

Get By," "The Very Thought of
You "-and shuffles through some
of his hits ( "Just In Time; "On
the Street Where You Live"). He
effects a mild vocal on "Green
Grow the Lilacs" switches the spotlight to his drummer Cozy Cole

It will
sound
better!

for "Topsy" and then off.
IAN DOVE

JOHN ROWLES,
AL LOPAKA
Duke Kakanamoku's, Honolulu
John Rowley, 23- year -old partMaori sensation from New Zealand, is proving to he a popular
followup act to Don Ho, who
no longer is associated with Duke

For complete information on
AKG quality performance

at prices ranging from
$40. to $75. net. See your
qualified dealer or write to:

-

MICROPHONEBNEADPHONES

Kahanamoku's Waikiki Club.
Rowles is agile and mobile,
with a Dick Jensen -Tom Jones
brand of hurricane force. But it's
his voice that sells him: it's disciplined, forceful, vigorous and
virile. Duke's calls him "the mast
exciting Polynesian star of the
century," and he well might he:
he's the mast sexual performer

GENE & EDDIE

of
MON'CA RECORDS
THANKS ALL THE DJ'S
WHO HAVE PLAYED
THEIR LATEST HIT.
MON'CA RECORDS, INC.
808 Florida Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20001

when answering ads

...

Say You Saw

It in the Billboard

ever to appear on the club's stage

-Ho

included.
Rowley, a Kapp Records artist.
mixes aural emotions with visual
commotion. He gets to the core of
a lyric with his crystal -clear voice,
and brings down the house with
his perceptive bodily gestures. He
can be creamy -smooth on "Cheryl
Moans Marie," a composition of
his, or earthy -soulful on "Spinning
Wheel." He creates a lusty sandwich of Bacharach -David hits,
travels through "Hair" country.
and pauses in pop terrain with
"Bridge Over Troubled Water."
Al Lopeka and his Young
Heathens are the accompanying
act. Lopaka's dispensing more
Hawaiians. since Rowles' revue is
non- Polanisean and
the
island
singers informality and unpredictability make his portion of the
go.

WAYNE HARADA

Cincy Orch.

Concert Draws

Tetrev will be in charge of the
lighting. Allan LaMagna will
act as stage manager.
Plans for the Syndrome include a large sound system and
removal of all chairs so that the
perimeter of the floor area will
resemble
wooden
bleachers.
There is also a balcony. Capacity is about 10,000. The coliseum resembles a high school
gymnasium and has been sight
of several successful rock concerts in the past, including the
Doors, Cream and Jimi Hen-

drix.

Gasson will continue to hold
concerts in the Auditorium Theater when he feels it would be
a better place. Talent lineups for
the Syndrome and the Auditorium Theater will be an-

nounced

shortly.

.

Letters To The Editor
'Post Modem'
Thanks very much for your
kind words in the post mortem

WMCA (Billboard, Sept.

5).
While what you have said is essentially correct, it is nevertheless painful for me to have seen

on

the demise of this potentially
great facility, having put so
much of my work like into trying to make it what it never was.
In any case, as you know, I
am general manager -designate of
KRIZ in Phoenix, pending FCC
approval of the transfer to Doubleday. At the age of 30 I find
this a magnificent opportunity,
not to mention the delights of
a home and swimming pool in
such a lovely resort city.
More than that, however, I
see it as a logical extension of
my broadcast career, having gotten over the "expatriate syndrome," and look forward to
doing even greater things with
an already successful operation.
I look forward also to working
with you, as I know that Billboard and KRIZ have had a
continually good relationship.
We shall arrive in Phoenix on
Sept. 23.

Gary Stevens
Phoenix
Debate
Your Aug. 24 issue included
an article concerning country
music stations.
In that article you list percentages for nine country music
stations; you state that these figures are for men and women 18
years old an older. Actually,

the numbers you have quoted
are for women 18 years old and

older.
I am also concerned about
the headline and the lead sentence. The headline, I believe, is
misleading as it does not make
any mention that this is a come
rating analysis. I have had a
number of questions concerning
this from people who felt that
this was a reference in total persons delivered. I realize that the
article itself mentions that the
report is based upon Monday Sunday 24 -hour come ratings;
however, many people never
seem to read beyond the headline.

Your lead sentence talks about
special study. These data were
"hailed down" from Pulse surveys which are issued on a syndicated basis over the course of
a
year. These figures were
"boiled down" by the station
representative firm of Robert E.
Eastman Co. from data appearing in Pulse reports. Thus, there
are other stations than these nine
with higher figures than the stations listed in the report, with
the exception of WIRE. There
are modern country music stations in such markets as Dayton,
a

Ohio; Bakersfield, Calif.; Tucson, Ariz.; Knoxville, Tenn.,
etc., with higher Monday-Sunday
24 -hour come percentages than
many of the stations covered by
the analysis.

Laurence Roslow
Associate director
Pulse
New York

Record Crowd
CINCINNATI -The Cincinnati Symphong Orchestra, batoned by resident conductor
Erich Kunzel and with internationally famed concert pianist
Van Clibum as special guest,
played to an estimated 22,000 in
its Symphonic Spectacular at the
new Riverfront Stadium here
Sept. 7. It was the largest crowd
ever played to by the Cincinnati
in its 75 -year history.
The concert, sponsored by
Shillito's, local department store,
was an experiment to trim the
orchestra's season's deficit estimated at nearly 5200,000. Already there is talk of presenting
at least two similar events at
Riverside Stadium during the
next summer season. The cost
ono.. i ";tial event was estimated
at $15,000.
BILL SACHS,
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TEEING OFF at the fourth annual. Jimmy Bowen Amos International
Golf Tournament are, left to right,. Bobby Goldsboro, Andy Williams,
Glen Campbell and Tommy Roe...
SEPTEMBER
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With single

(

Stoned Cowboy,

#56190) and album (LST7643)* action breaking out all
over the country, it won't be

long before the entire U.S.A.

becomes FANTASYLAND.
With ever-increasing speed,
Fantasy is becoming

a

reality.
'8 TRACK CARTRIDGE;

9081

;CASSETTE: C-1081

Uberry/UA,Inc.
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Radio -TV programming
END OF THE LINE?
Dear Editor,

COLUMBIA RECORDS artist John Davidson, third from lett, met Dallas area radio personalities at a
luncheon held in Dallas recently. Pictured with him are, left to right. KVIL program director Ron
Chapman, KLIF music director Jim Taber, Davidson, Jack Schell and Hugh Lampman of EVIL, and Lee
Miller of KWXI -FM in Fort Worth.

U.S. Radio Is Ignoring Foreign

Play Exposure, Asserts Nathan
By

NEW YORK

U.S. radio

stations are not playing fair, according to John Nathan, president of Overseas Music Services

Inc.
"The so- called international
record business is mostly one
way," Nathan said. All you have
to do is look back and count
the number of U.S. hits the past
few years that were produced
overseas. The percent is very
small, he said.
The fault is two -fold, he said.
First, although radio stations in
Europe have a tremendous percentage of U.S. hits and British
hits on the air (so much so that
the government in many countries has had to step in and demand the stations play a definite
percentage of local product),
it's almost impossible for a foreign record to get airplay in the
U.S.

"I just got back from Italy
and I brought copies of the top
IO singles back with me. Most
of them were weak, but three
or four were very good and
should be played on U.S. radio
stations," he said.
International director of operations for MGM Records until forming his own firm. Nathan spent several years in
Europe, working out of Paris,
"In Europe, a radio station will
play U.S. or British records
even if the records haven't been
released in their area, merely
because the record is a hit in
the U.S. But if I went to a U.S.
radio station and told the program director that 'this Italian
record is No. t in Italy and I'd
like you to consider it for airplay', he'd laugh."

CLAUDE HALL

Nathan pointed out that
"Eloise" by Barry Ryan several
months ago sold more than 1.8
million copies in Europe and
the U.K., but nothing in the
U.S. This was a prime example
of the injustice done to foreign
records in the U.S., he felt.
He also felt that U.S. record
companies have to take a lot of
the blame. A good example, he
said, was the recent winner of
the "Un Disco per L'Estate" on
R.A.I., the Italian network.
This is a contest to find the best
record every summer and winning it assures you of several
hundred thousand sales. "Lady
Barbara" by Renato on CBS
Records won this past contest,
yet the record was never released in the U.S., Nathan said.

"I've got it at home; its
mendous record."

a

tre-

Language is not a barrier, he
felt. "Don't tell me that kids in
Europe understand what Mountain or the Led Zeppelin are
saying.
I have enough
trouble understanding the lyrics
myself. The kids don't care
most of the time about the
.

language."
Nathan, who represents CTI
Records, Anvil Records, and
Lionel Records in their overseas
licensing and distribution situations, felt that if a record
reaches No.
or even second
or third in France, Italy, or
Spain, it "must have something
commercial to it. Possibly 50
percent of these would have international scope and appeal
if they could just yet the
proper exposure on radio and
the distribution by the record
companies. But it would take a
long -term education process to
educate both record companies
and the radio stations. Record
companies won't release the
product over here because they
don't think the radio stations
would play it."
He said if he had money
enough, he'd start a campaign
to educate both the radio and
the record business to the value
of foreign product.
1

.

WCAP Shifts
To 15 -35 Yr.

Listener Goal
LOWELL, Mass. -WCAP is
phasing out its "loose -knit"
MOR format and will program
toward a 25-35-year-old target
audience, said program director
Eric Marenghi. The 1,000 -watt
station will program better than
50 percent non -abrasive Hot
100 chart oldies, blended with
current easy listening singles
and carefully selected country
and top 40 records, he said.
(Continued on page 25)

a

flurry of "diversion-

ary tactics" ranging from on- the -air promos
about "all- request" to "all- news" and "all- talk,"
WGAR set out this past weekend with a unique
blend of oldies and current records directed at
the 18 -40 age listener here.
The current records will be mostly softer sounding disks, but "Were going to break more
new records than any station in town," stated
new general manager, Jack Thayer, who unveiled his format Sept. 3 at a private meeting of
radio executives at Blair Radio in New York.
The diversionary tactics included an impromptu two -hour talk show by an air personality en
route to WMCA in New York.
One newspaper advertisement read: "Mike
Reinen, call WGAR, but please turn your radio
down." The ad resulted in several people calling
WIXY in Cleveland, where Reinen does a musictalk show each day, and asking him on- the -air

if

he

was joining WGAR.

WGAR actually went request for one day in
its "diversionary" period, in order to graph music

...

.

...

EDITOR'S NOTE: in a few days or weeks, the above air
ality will resign his present job at a "good" radio station in a
sited market because the radio industry is not paying him
to support his wife and children. flow many other skilled
sionals is the radio industry losing each week?

persondecent enough
profes-

LP's Stir Confusion in Top 40
NEW HAVEN, Conn. -Al-

bums are creating considerable
confusion in Top 40 programming, according to Bill Hennes,

program

director of WNHC.

WGAR 'Promo' Sparks New Play
CLEVELAND -Amidst

Tell me something? Where do old disk jockeys
go? It is with mixed feelings that I send you
this letter. On one hand, there are some good
things about this industry. On the other, there
is the fact that I have been in this business
for six years now and I woke up two weeks
ago and discovered to my shock and dimay that
that's
I am 30 years of age. Now I know
not old. But I made a promise to my family-and
above all to myself -that I would be in an important position in this industry by the time I
reached this age or get out. Now I have done a
little traveling around the country and listened
to some of the so- called powerhouse stations and I
find myself worried. Worried because I haven't
been discovered as yet. Sounds stupid? I hope not.
After listening to other jocks in major markets I
truly do not know why they are there and I am
here. No, it's not conceit. Kindly don't think me
an ass. I am, you see, my own worse critic. I
don't like the way I sound and never will. But ..
I do like it better than 90 percent of what I hear on
other stations. Funny, but listeners, even from far
off places such as New York and California, tell
me the same thing. Can they be wrong? Can I be
wrong? I guess so. So, here I sit with a firm decision made at last. I am getting out while I am
still young enough to find honest work. It's been
a blast while it lasted. Would you believe I have
been offered a job driving a lunch wagon in Los
Angeles
to tide us over until something else
comes up? Funny part is that it pays more than
the radio business has paid so far. Then, too, I
could sell motorcycles, which is what I am doing
here, to supplement my income.
A Disk Jockey

tastes and the audience flow of the market. This,
too, was spurred by a newspaper ad that read:
"Make WGAR total request radio and we'll
compute all of the requests to determine the
sound Cleveland really wants to listen to. That's
what the new sound of WGAR will be. And it's

up to you to create it."
WGAR checked the requests against the play lists of other Cleveland stations to find out where
the listeners were coming from. Early in the
morning, the majority of the phone requests came
from the older listeners, but the requests were
from the 12.24 age group by noon and from
11 -17 years old by 4 p.m., Thayer said.
Thayer explained the new WGAR format in
New York with the aid of his new general sales
manager, Dick Samisen, and morning air personality, Don Imus. Jansen had been a manager in
the Metromedia Radio operation, as had Thayer.
Imus comes from KXOA in Sacramento, where
Thayer was recently general manager. Thayer has
also brought Don Lund, program director of
(Continued on page 27)
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The confusion results from
two separate factors: First, record companies are sending albums and relying more and
more upon the radio station to
break out a single from it. But
even more confusion results as
an aftermath, Hennes said. He
pointed to a recent Simon &
Garfunkel album from which
Columbia Records has just released
another single. "The
sales of that single may be
slower because it's appealing
to different people. .
the album has already reached one
listener; the new single is for
a different segment of your
audience.
"You just don't have the
same guidelines on an album as
you do on a single, anyway.
In the old days, you could determine a large part of your
programming by the sales figures of singles records; with
albums, you have to go by the
sound of the cuts, choosing
those best suited for your format. You can research and research, but it's a very tough
situation at the moment."
For example, he said, "do
.

you play some of the cuts from
the
'Woodstock' soundtrack?
Most of those tunes are already
golden oldies."
WNHC had, for a period,
gone very heavy into album
cuts, but Hennes had to back
off. "I was finding more and
more that the record companies
were releasing singles of the
cuts I'd already worn out. But
for an equal number of times
I'd been right about which cut
to play, I'd also been wrong.
"I'm still playing album cuts
from time to time, like the
'Grapevine' cut from the recent
Creedence Clearwater Revival
album. But what am I supposed to do when the record
company releases it as a single
-play it again? How can you
keep the sound of the station
fresh that way?"
Wants Job Done
Hennes, who started out in
radio at VIBRO in Mount Clemens, Mich., said he "believes in
nononsense programming... I'm
interested in getting the job
done. I feel that you have to
be

SEPTEMBER 19,
www.americanradiohistory.com

percent

involved

in
(Continued on page 27)
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Radio -TV programming

Vox Jox

Radio -ru M8 RT
Jack Hayes will be leaving
KNEW, Los Angeles; Steve O'Brien
is joining WINZ in Miami; he'd
been at WNHC, New Haven; station is obviously going to be another WOR -FM, but I can't get
anybody to admit it yet.... New
staff at KAKC in Tulsa, Okla., in.
eludes Bob Scott, Jay Clark, and
Bill Terrl.
.
James Rorock
has been promoted to general manager of WAAB, Worchesler, Mass.,
replacing Gordon H. Hastings.
Liada McDonald has been promoted to station manager. John
(John Scott) Betteocourt from
KLIV in San Jose, Calif., has been
named program director.

-or

If you're a deejay searching for a radio station
a radio station searching for a deejay-Billboard is
the best buy. No other trade publication is read by
so many air personalities and program directors.
And all of the sharp programming -oriented general
managers read the magazine, too! Best of all, Billboard classified ads achieve better results than any
other publication in the field. General managers report that a Radio -TV Job Mart can draw five times
the results of the next leading radio-TV industry publication. The cost is $15-in advance -for two times.
Box numbers will be used, if you wish. Send money
and advertising copy to:
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Continued from page 24
Air personalities include Don
Hill, Frank Thompson, and
Paul Miller. Marenghi spoke of
the new direction in programming as "extending" the station's 17 -year supremacy in the
200,000 -plus metro market
which lies 30 milm north of
Boston. "We're trying to entice
local 'dropouts' from Boston
stations, young adults who are
bored with the predictability of
our tight -playlist competitors.
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John Catlett has been appointed
station manger of WBBM -FM,
Chicago; he'd been midwest manager of CBS -FM sales and prior to
that had been with Time -Life
Broadcasting and before that program director of KGW in Portland, Ore.
John Rook is joining programming db, the Chuck
Biore /Ken Draper programming
consulting firm. Draper says pro gramming db is "growing a little."
Rook will be vice president of programming. He'd been program director of WLS in Chicago until
recently and only left WLS to join
the Bill Drake organization, but
that move didn't work out. .
Clark Race finally went to KMPC
in Los Angeles and will do the
2-6 p.m. show; KMPC lineup goes
Dick Whitnnghlll, Geoff Edwards,
Jim Lange, Gary Owens, Roger
Carroll, Johmy Magnus, and Race.
,

.

.

* *

*

The lineup at KRSY in Roswell,
N.M., include Richard Van, music
director Greg Sooff, Jerry Walker,
and lobo Riley. It's a country staJoe Bogart, one of the
tion.
most distinguished musk directors

..
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WMAK

Fest

Music Host
3OO

To

10,000

A 13 -HOUR SHOW

NASHVILLE

SOUND OF SONN

WMAK
USIC FESTIVAL

4

featuring Big

Brother, the Illusion, Roy Orbi son, Clifford Currey, the Exiles,
and Ten Wheel Drive drew a total
of 70.000 to a free festival
sponsored by radio station WMAK
and the city Aug. 29, according to
show coordinator Joe Sullivan,
program director of WMAK.
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Fbmegao has been apoperations manager of
WWVA in Wheeling, W. Va.; he'd
. BW
been program director.
Ward has been promoted to vice
president and general manager of
KBBQ in Burbank, Calif.; he'd
been station manager.
The other day, Don Imus invited me over to hear his boss,
Jack Thayer, make a presentation
at Blair Radio here in New York.
I couldn't begin to mention everyone there (and anyway rm bad at
remembering names). Dick Jamsea
was there; he's now sales manager
of WGAR in Cleveland, where
(Continued on page 28)
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star Bert Sommer, left, talks
with WMAK program director Joe Sullivan On
glasses). and WMAK air personalities Scott Shannon
and Alan Nelson, right.
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PERSONALITIES Dick Kent and Mike
King with Gil Gilliam, festival production aide, in
the WMAK broadcast booth at the one -day festival
WMAK

AIR

site.

CLIFFORD CURRY, at left, an
SSS International Records artist.
on stage with John Young of
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THE CHARTS

director of Today Recorda, would
like pop stations to give his single
by the Odds & Ends--"Let Me
Try"
listen; says soul stations
KDIA in San Francisco and WLIB
in New York, among others, are
playing the record and that it could

Pittsburgh Symphony Syria Mosque
Concerts on WWSW -FM, Pittsburgh, beginning Sept. 22; the
weekly seasonal series started on
WWSW -FM back in 1941.

berger, who had been with
WMUW -FM in Milwaukee, is the
new manager down at WINZ in
Miami and they should be announcing it shortly.
.
John
Sullivan has been named general
manager of WHN in New York
and Roy Schwartz station operations manger. Sullivan, who will
soon be named president of Storer
Radio, has been a Metromedia
executive and was once manger
of WNEW in New York. Schwartz
has spent some 12 years with
Storer, holding positions ranging
from program manager of WIBG
in Philadelphia to general manager
of KGBS in Los Angeles; had
served as operations manager of
WHN back from 1962 to 1969.
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charts
tell the story

Boo Frazier, national promotion

go pop easily if given the exposure.
Ray Lehman will host the

in radio, has been named a production director with WMCA in
New York, a two-way talk station
as of Monday (21).. , . Ram Wtn-
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Tstage

ference Nov. 20-22 at the Century
Plaza Hotel in Los Angeles will be
Ken Dowe, national director of
McLendon
Willis
illis Duff, general manger of
KSAN -FM, San Francisco; and
Ralph Emery, ah personally on
WSM, Nashville. Dowe will deal
with recruitment and training of
radio personnel. Duff will cover
FM progressive rock radio, Emery
will deal with country music.
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Set to moderate sessions at the
Bib Gavin radio programming con-

Radio-TV Job Mart
Billboard
165 W. 46th St.
New York, N.Y. 10036
POSITIONS OPEN
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By CLAUDE HALL

(at mike).

WMAK AIR

PERSONALITY John

Young, at right, introduces MGM
Records artist Bobby Bloom,
right, to the audience.

Avenue,
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'A Good One'
Dear Editor:
Just wanted to say thanks for
the fine response to our ad for
a
new announcer in the Job
Mart section. We received about
60 applications before selecting
Joe Johnson, formerly of
WORD in Spartanburg. Joe
will join us in October after he
gets out of the service.
Bob Canada's article concerning breaking new records
was a good one, and l appreciate the plug he gave our music
director, Mike Randell. I think
Bob knew his name all along.
Mike is absolutely the best music director I know of and he
fully deserves any accolades he
may receive.
I thought your analysis of
the WMCA demise was one of
the best I've heard. We appreciate your setting the record
straight on what really happened to the station. A lot of
great programmers, like Terell
Metheny Jr., obviously got a
raw deal with the station and
never got a chance to do their

stuff.
Harley R. Drew
Program director
WBBQ
Augusta. Ga.
'Some Thoughts'

Dear Editor:
After reading with great interest your Sept. 5 section,
had
to
send
along
some
thoughts. Your comments on
the mess at WMCA, and the
line:
"WMCA continued
along in its vastly inconsistent
way with a talk show destroying the whole format at I I p.m.
The talk show was kept because R. Peter Strauss liked it.
and I suppose it made money.
but it didn't belong on a music
format station.' Fm sure that
statement hit home to a lot of
guys who have seen this kind
of thing happen at more stations than they care to remember. Some in small markets,
1

.

.

some in the big ones.
How many guys can name at
least a dozen stations where
they have worked or just know
about that have fantastic potential but are their own worst
enemy? Program directors simply have a name plate on a
desk. Music directors are not
allowed to direct music, but

36 -Hr Radio
Special Set
MEMPHIS

-

Thayer/ Bruce
Together Inc., a new radio
production firm, is compiling a
36 -hour radio special called
The History of Country Music." Hugh Cherry is writing
the show and will narrate. Don
Bruce is producer; he was formerly
with
Pepper -Tanner.
Thayer,
also
formerly with
John
Pepper- Tanner, is president of
the new production firm. The
radio show, besides featuring
all of the music, includes the
voices of various pioneers ranging from Art Satherly to Gene
Autry and Bob Wills.

Monti Rock Show

-

NEW YORK
Moonchild
Productions reports that Monti
Rock is completing negotiations for a daily half -hour syndicated TV show set for airing in January. Rock will present guest performers as well
as perform on the show.

everything's O.K. as long as the
manager or owner and their
wives like what they hear and
they can sell the 15- minute
farm report at S a.m. All this
with no idea of what the listeners think.
This ties in with something
in the same issue of Vox Jox.
The April /May Pulse from
Tom Mathis on Indianapolis.
I was born in Indianapolis,
lived there for 20 years and
worked there almost four years.
had the pleasure of working
with Tom back in the days
when WIFE was WISH and
under Jim Hillard when he first
programmed WIBC in 1965.
I believe most radio people
who know the market from
those years will agree things
were in pretty bad shape, with
a few exceptions. Then, in '64,
Star Stations bought WISH,
turned it into WIFE, and put
the market in their hip pocket
where it stayed quite a while.
And well they should have.
They caught everybody asking,
"What happened ?"
But today, if anyone wants to
see what can happen when a
market wakes, get some programers in, and let them program, just look at Indianapolis.
There am things happening
there programmers said should

Selling Sounds

Yesteryear's

Letters To The Editor

Hits

Whaa's happening among the major music horses. Items should
to Debbie Kenzik, Billboard, 165 W. 46th Street, New York.

be sent

N.Y. /0036.
from
Change -of -pace Programming
your librarians shelves, featuring the
disks that were the hottest in the land
ago and 10 years ago this
5
week, Here's how they ranked In Billboard's cheat at that time.

POP SINGLES -10 Years Ago

Sept. 19, 1960

1

have happened years ago but
they could do nothing about it
station
management
because
said, "Why change, we've been

doing this for years.'
Some good things are going
on now. WIRE, once MOR,
once good music, once rock, is
now the top -rated country music station in the nation. And
Pm told by friends they're doing a great job. Jim Hillard has
taken WIBC from sixth or
seventh place years ago to third.
Not to overlook WNAP -FM
(WIBC's sister station). Hillard
has it rocking, No. 6 in the
market and gives WIFE a real
run for the money with the
teens at night.
large
Indianapolis has a
Negro population but until
WTLC -FM and Tom Mathis
got together, that segment of
the audience did not have any
station they really could call a
true soul station. They've got
one now.
With WTLC -FM and WNAPFM, Indianapolis has to be one
of the greatest FM markets in
the country.
The long -lime leader with
the older audience (30 and up
would say) WFBM has alI
ways been up there its the numbers because they decided what
they wanted to do several years
ago after rocking for a time.
They did it and are still doing
it and doing it well. (By the
way, is Bernie Herman still at
WFBM? I remember Bernie
doing the night rock show back
farther than either one of as
care to remember.)
Some very talented people
have gone through Indianapolis
radio. Dick Summer, Bill Baker.
Don Abbott, Wally Thornton.
Larry Weller and how many remember Easy Guinn? He had
Indianapolis wrapped up for a
don't
long time with WIBC.
know what happened to Easy.
So those of us who say with
long faces, "I wonder what
would happen to this market if
it would get off its backside
look at Inand move'
dianapolis.
Dave Foor.
Program director
1

.

.

.

WMYR
Fort Myers. Fla.

Twist -Chubby Checker (Parkway)
Mind of Its Own2.
Heart Has
Francis
Connie
It's Now or Never -Elvis Presley
(RCA Victor)
4. Mr. Custer -Larry Verne (Era)
1.

5. Chain Gang --Sam Cooke
(RCA Vidor)
6. Walk Don't
7.

Run- Ventures

(Dolton)

IGddio -Brook Benton (Mercury)

-Im

Three (Shell)
Yogi
9. Volare (Nel Mu Di Pinto Di
Bobby Rydell (Cameo)
B.

10.

A

BM-

Million To One-Jimmy Charles

(Promo)

-5

Ago

Years
SINGLES
Sept. 18, 1965

POP

1. Help -Beatles (Capitol)

Destruction -Barry McQalne
(Dunhill)
3. Like A Rolling Stone -Bob Dylan
(Columbia)
4. You Were On My Mind -We Five
(A &M)
5. Caleb Us Il You Can -Dave Clark
2. Eve of

(Epid

Five

"In"

Crowd -Ramsey Lewis
Trio (Argo)

6. The

sloopy- McCoys
Ain't Me Babe -Turtles

(Bang)

7. Hang On
8.

It

(While Whale)
9.

Got You Babe -Sonny & Cher

I

(Attu)
10. Heart Full of

Soul- Yacdbirds

-5

SOUL SINGLES
Sept. 18,

(Epic)

Years Ago
1965

-

Papa's Got a Brand New Bag
James Brown (King)
2. It's the Same Old Song -Four Tops
1.

(Motown)

"In" Crowd -Ramsey Lewis
Trio (Argo)

3. The
4. The

Tracks of My

5. Since

I

Tears- Miracles

Lost My Baby -Temptations

(Gordy)
6. Unchained
7.

Melody -Righteous

Brothers (Philles)
Want To (Do Everything for You)
I

-Joe

Tea

IBa0

8. Nothing But

Heartaches-Supremes

(Motown)
00 -Soul -Edwin Start
(Ric -Tic)
10. Shake & Fingerpop-h. Walker
the All Stars (Soul)
9. Agent

COUNTRY SINGLES
5 Years Ago
Sept. 18, 1965
I.
2.

Is It
(RCA

Really Over

-lim

-

Reeves

Victor)

Only You (Can Break My
Buck Owens (Capitol)

HearO-

Mr. Peters -Roy Drusky &
Priscella Mitchell (Mercury)
4. Behind the Tear -Sonny James
(Capitol)
3. Yes,

5. Yekety Axe -Chet
(RCA Victor)

Atkins

6. The Bridge Washed Out

Warner Mack (Decca)
7.

&

-

Green, Green Grass of Home
Porter Wagoner (RCA Vidor)

8. Truck Dnsi,' Sonofa -GunDave Dudley (Mercury)

Tiger Woman -Claude King
(Columbia)
10. One Dyin' and a Buryin'Roger Miller (Smash)
9.

26

-

By BOB GLASSENBERG

National

Recording Studios
hosted Kermit Levinsky recording music for Chevrolet; Steve
Karmen recording music for
Chrysler, Crestmont Savings,
Delco, Wrigleys and Budweiser.
Duke Ellington has brought his
band in to make beautiful music. Infinity Products is recording jingles for Kenner Toys.
BBD &O is supervising music
for Burger King. Ted Bates
Agency and Arnold Eldus are
recording music spots for Chic lets and Carpet Bright. Telpac
is working with the Governor
Rockefeller campaign commercials. Rocky Graziano is in the
studio making commercials for
Penn Food through Firestone
Associates.

Soundview Studios reports the
recording of the first album by
Sum Pear, produced by Bob
Gallo for Louis Lofredo Associates, Inc. Engineers were Gallo
and Bob Donne, Uncle Chapin,
Polydor, is being recorded, coproduced by Gallo and Shadow
Morton and engineered by Gallo and George Stermer. Gallo is

"Mud in Your
Eye" for Louis IAfredo Associates, Inc. Engineers are Gallo
and Dorsa. Big Maybell is being
recorded for Jack Taylor and
produced by Gallo.
also producing

John Camas is in the A &R
Studios for the U.S. Post Office
Christmas Campaign spots, conducting arrangements of "Try to
Remember." Cacavas is also doing new BOAC music with Don
Woolf producing the spots for
Pritchard -Wood.
The Good Rats, Kapp recording artists, a new group with a
three -week -old album release,
are in the Echo Sound Studios
in Levittown, N.Y., creating a
second album of original tunes
in the newly opened 12 -track
studio.
Composer Larry Weiss is
heard singing on two new Clairol
spots entitled "Beach," and produced by Jim and Warren with
the agency producer Burns Patterson, of Foot, Cone & Belding.
Jules Chaikin is busy producing spots with Ian FreebairnSmith in Los Angeles. Smith will
arrange and compose four spots
for Continental Airlines for television. Needham, Harper and
Smith has the account and Dan
Bachman is the agency producer.
This will take place at Western
Recording Studios.
Smith will also arrange and
compose two TV spots for Italian Swiss Colony's new wine,
"Key Largo," for the Honig,
Cooper and Harrington Agency
with Randy Grochoske as agency producer and Chaikin producing. Smith will then move tu
the A &M studios in Los Angeles and arrange five TV and
eight radio spots for Italian Swiss

Colony Wine entitled "Take Life
Easy." This is also HC &H's account and Grochoske is agency
producer with Chaikin producing. Bill Furman did the composing. While at A &M, Smith
will do two radio spots for
Benevesl, a division of Beneficial
Finance, for the Hoofer, Dietrich & Brown Agency, and Neil
Harding, Agency producer. Chaikin is also producing this one.

Needham, Harper and Steers
has Smith composing and arranging two radio spots for Falstaff Beer, "I Like You." Bachman is agency producer and
Chaikin will again produce with
Morgan Ames writing lyrics.
This will be at Annex Studios.
After all that wine and beer,
Smith will do four TV spots for
"Clearasil," and Chan Hatcher
representing the Leo Burnett
Agency in Chicago. Chaikin will
again produce the spots.

* * *
At David Lucas' Warehouse
studio in New York, home of
David Lucas Associates, Inc.,
Vansandt Dusdale of Baltimore
with Arnold Blume as agency
producer and Lucas as producer, a spot for Junior Hot
Shoppes was completed. Musicians on the set included Randy Brecker, Mace Mainie i Ronnie Cuber, Amie Wise, Don
Payne, Charlie Brown, and Nat
Pavone. Also at David Lucas,
George Grand brought in a 25piece orchestra to make a Salem
commercial for William Esty.
Lucas produced a post -score for
Ideal Toys and Gray Advertising with Mate Cohen as agency
producer. Lucas also made a
Campbell soup post -score to the
most outrageous cartoon of a
soup can in the business. He is
also doing a free -score for Wink

with Grey Advertising's Mark
Malvin as agency producer. And
wait until Polydor releases the
new Charlie Brown single that
Lucas produced recently for his
Seta Fortes Attractions, Ltd.,
"Something's Coming On," and
"Lucille," with a group of tough,
together female voices backing
Brown on the former cut.

GUNN signs a recording
contract with Sugarhill records as
Lyle Miady, his backer, standing,
and Vance Bulla, Sugarhill manager, look on.
STAN

.itokl
GREEN GRASS MUSIC rolls out

the Green carpet to welcome
Johnny Carver. center, to its
staff of writers. Green Grass
president Curly Putman, right, is
assisted by the firm's professional manager, Jim Bowen.
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WGAR 'Promo' Sparks New Play 'Now- Explosion'
Continued from naze 24

KXOA, to WGAR ta serve as program director.
The music format of WGAR will hinge on
"age groups" of records. One group will be from
1955 -60, another from 1960 -65, the third from
1965 -70, and then current records. The current
records will be from both Billboard's Hot 100
chart as well as the Top 40 Easy Listening
chart. Out of the Hot 100 chart, lannsen pointed
to six records in the top 10 that WGAR would

tape played during the Thayer -Jannsen pleview of the WOAR format, such records
as "In the Ghetto," "Spinning Wheel," "Moon
River," "Light My Fire," and "A Boy Named
Sue" could be heard,

play. In

a

Very Expansive
WGAR will use a "very expansive" playlist,
said Thayer. "We will not be formatted to a
given number. But we will be breaking more new
records than any station in town. The local Top
40 station,

for example, tells the local record

promotion men they have to wait on a given
record until it's selling in other markets. We will
not; if we like a record, it'll go on the air immediately." He said that WGAR will not play
a cover record; it will play the hits.
All of the records will be slated for the air
personalities, some of whom were still being lined
up as of last week. "Every record must be a
favorite song," Thayer said. "We want to move
people emotionally through an exciting part of
their life with our music."
"We have compiled a list of records -the ones
that rang the cash registers for record dealers
going back to 1955 and set up a structure of
programming so people will feel young so that
when we play a current hit, they'll relate more

-

to

it,"

-

He said that the equipmept of WGAR was
being modernized, the news staff expanded, and
that "while other radio stations can operate from
a calendar, we're going to operate from a stopwatch
we're going to move this station
we're going to make you believe in radio again."

...

..

.

LP's Stir Confusion in Top 40
Continued from pope 24

week. Although the station features the Bill Drake
concept of programing, Hennes felt that "in a medium market, you can expose a few more
new records than on a major

each

radio and too many guys are
part-time radio men.
.
they
want to come in and do their
job and go home. But you
can't build a radio station that
way; at least, not in a market
as competitive as New Haven."
He credited a lot of his success with WNHC to general
manager Bert Sherwood.
"he's good to work with. First,
because he leaves you on your
own. Too, he's a former air
personality and it's much easier
to talk to him about programming or promotion because he
understands the principles behind them. It's much easier to
work with a general manager
Who came out of programming,
opposed to one whose career
is strictly from sales."
WNHC uses a playlist of 3540 records and adds anywhere
from five to seven new singles
.

.

.

market station, so we like to
break new records, though it's
tough to do here."
The air personalities pick
from a list of records; they
have a rotation pattern to follow in order to give the station's sound proper balance,
About four oldies are played
an hour except during housewife time when every third record is an oldie. In a four -hour
deejay show, nearly all of the
hit -bound (new records) would
get exposed, but no new records
are played before 9 a.m.
If WNHC plays a new record, it stays on it at least three
weeks. The reason, Hennes said,
is that "product is slow getting
into the market these days.

Campus News
By BOB

Too, the public seems to need
longer time to react today than
ever before. If you put on a
new record, say by the Three
Dog Night, you may get phone
requests early, but it takes
much longer to stir record
sales."

The criteria used in selecting
records is the sound and how
much "appeal I think it will
have to the listener," Hennes
said.

air
personality at WJEF in Grand
Rapids, WIBM in Jackson,
Mich.; WTRX in Flint, Mich.;
and WTAC in Flint before
moving to WKLO in Louisville.
It was Terrell Metheny Jr., program director of WKLO in
Louisville, who helped Hennes
get his first programming job.
"We'd talked about programming many times; he knew I
was interested in programming.
In his interview with Sherwood that got him his programming job, Hennes said he
talked about his programming
philosophies. "It's funny, isn't
it, that you always know more
about programming before you
get into the job ?"
Hennes

worked

as

an

MIAMI

"The Now Explosion" will go on four more
stations in October -WPHLTV in Philadelphia, KEMOTV in San Francisco, WPGHTV in Pittsburgh, and WXIXTV in Cincinnati. The deal
comes as an agreement with
U.S. Communications Corp.,
which owns the four proper ies, that cancels a $10 million
Productions against U.S. Com-

Expands

munications. "The Now Fzplosion" will be inserted in "The
Music Connection," a music TV
programming concept to be on
those four stations that is similar to "The Now Explosion"
produced by Telejockey Inc. In
Atlanta, `The Now Explosion"
competes against "The Music
Connection." Among stations
carrying "The Now Explosion"
are WPIX -TV in New York.

BOBBY SHERMAN'S

"Julie, DoYa Love Me"
CERTIFIED by RIAA

as a MILLION SELLER
the week before it

-

hits top 10
now, on to #1.
mtrsomtala

GLASSENBERG

Winners
The National Collegiate Music Festival is over and the national
champions for 1970 are the Drambuies from Rollins College and Funk,
crowded
Inc from Florida A &M University. More than 25,000 people
the Mississippi River Festival site on the Edwardsville Campus of
Southern Illinois University to see the new bands and guest appearances
by Bill Cosby, Jose Feliciano and Grand Funk Railroad.

Addition
Yorktown Talent Associates, management house for Josh White Jr.,
Earl Wilson Jr., the Saxons and Hod David, is expanding its staff and will

block booking service headed by new staffer Mire Seden, a
former buyer in the college concert market. The agency has serviced
more than 1,000 colleges with performers and hopes that the addition of
Sadev will greatly increase their capacity to handle the market.
Freshman Week
WNYU, New York University, Uptown, is sponsoring various
activities during freshman orientation week. Michael Gordon, music
director and co-rock director, said that the station has arranged to let
record companies like Elektra, Columbia and A &M give free product to
the students for the week. Also planned is a dance, a folk night, and a
jazz get -together in the coffeehouse at NYU Uptown. Also present will
be Dave Herman and Allen Shaw from ABC -FM. Zacherely, from
WNEW -FM, will host the traditional Ducking Dance at the university.
The purpose, according to Gordon, is to promote the station and show the
students that WNYU does more than play music.
Letters I receive indicate much unrest on the campus. A recent visit
to the Midwest indicates an atmosphere of repression balanced by a
polarization of the campus communities, with students on one side and
community citizens on the other. Where will the campus station fit in?

provide

a

COLLEGE PROGRAMMING AIDS
WNIU, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, Curt Stallheim reporting: "All Right Now," Free, A &M; "For Vasgur's Farrd," Mountain,
Windfall; "El Condor Pasa," Simon & Garfunkel Columbia; "Santa
Domingo," Sandpipers, A &M.... KRC, Rockhurat College, Kansas City,
Mo., Pete Modica reporting: "Up on the Roof," Layra Nyro, Columbia;
"Gas Lamps and Clay," Blues Image, Atce; "Anytime Is the Right
Time," the Vistitors, Tangerine; "Loving You Is a Natural Thing," Ronnie
Milsap, Chips.... WBGU -FM, Bowling Green State University, Bowling
Green, Ohio. Thomas R. Schoen reporting: "Keep the Customer Satisfied," Buddy Rich, Liberty; "Give Peace a Chance, Jazz Crusaders, Blue
Note; "Just Guitar," Sandy Nannson, Embryo; "Best of Nina Simone,"
Nina Simone, RCA Victor.. . WLUC, Loyola University, Mundelein
College, Chicago, Walter Peas reporting: "Peace Wilt Come," Melanie,
Buddah; "Heaven on Their Minds," Murray Head, Decca; "For Yasgar's
Farm," Mountain, Windfall.
SEPTEMBER
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DEL TROLINDER, Bill Anderson
and Carl Watson, left to right, at

Bradley's Barn following the first
demo session for the new writers
for Stallion Music, Anderson's
publishing company.

ANNOUNCING THE DISCOVERY OF A
LONGHAIRED REVOLUTIONARY ARTIST
product of the times. A noise maker. Ugly and half
crazy. A fun lover. Real. Super real. An agitator who
will move you to act. A classic case of a young
radical. But he is not. He is two hundred years old.
His name is Ludwig van Beethoven.
A

FRED SCOTT. general manager of
KECK Radio, Lincoln, Neb., congratulates RCA's Connie Smith
at the close of the stations first
Outdoor Country Music Festival.
The event staged in the city's
Pinewood Bowl, drew more than
20,000 people.

1970, BILLBOARD
www.americanradiohistory.com

October 3, 1970. Beethoven, his performance, his
potential, his power. In Billboard's Special Beethoven
Anniversary Issue.
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Soul
Billboard SPECIAL SURVEY

Soul Sauce
BEST

*
This
Week

"You Really

I

Didn't Mean II"

ten

3

Wet
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DON'T PLAY THAT SONG
Antha Franklin, Arland, 2751
lPrognuive, BMI)

ate,OB

MOUNTAIN NIGH

169

Diana

CAROLYN FRANKLIN

n;,

Weeks on

Tine Artist, Law, Ne. a Pell.

Week
1

Performer- 51..1e', registering greatest proportionate upward amines, this week.

STAR

4

CMESGner,

2

Atlantic 274e

m

6

6

(RCA)
By ED OCHS

-

SOUL SLICES: Well, Motown's fall release of 37 LP's
already underway with giant numbers by the Jason Five, Four
Tops, Supremas, et al.- should blow the top off the charts, soul &
pop. In addition to a Temptations greatest hits LP and live wires
from Martha Reeves & the Vandellas, Macvelettes produced by
Smokey, and the Spinners produced by Stevie Wonder, Motown will
introduce their new Black Forum label (Dr. King, Langston Hughes,
Margaret Danner, Stokey Carmichael) and a bunch of new soul names
to sample; Earl Van Dyke, Hearts of Stone, Gordon Staple & the
Strong Things, Letta and rock -soul offerings on the Rare Earth label.
Also deep in soul are disks by the Ruffin Brothers, Chuck Jackson,
Supremes & Four Tops with the Magnificent Seven and Jimmy Ruffin.
According to Phil Jones, Motown's average sales per singles release
during the past 12 months amounted to 615,000. Total percent of

1

7

7

6

10

38
23

9

DID1ttngA5016(Whale,

STILL WATER

12

9

8

13

*
15

14

*
21

18

4

28

26

YOU'RE

5

11

31

13

STAY AWAY FROM ME
(I Love You Too Much)
Maio, Lance, Corran 1953 (Cava ?, BMI)

(I Know) I'M LOSING YOU

34

LOVtis

19

22

36

36

HEY

16

23

12

4

50

24

15

TAKE YOU
Degrees, Roulette ]OBB
(Planetary /Make ASCAP)
STAND ACCUSED
Hayes, Enterprise 9017
lCurtom /lalynne, BMn

39

39

PURE LOVE
Betty Wright, Alston 4587
15herlyn, BMn

4

41

43

WONT CRY
Johnny Adams,
(Ron, BMI)

4

42

-

rector Bill Sheavrd

at

WIXY

in

Cleveland have got their work cut
out for them in next few months.
When you take into consideration
the fact that another friend of
mine -David Moorhead
now
of
WMMS-FM
in
general manager

-is

28

I

Intemanonel 809

WHERE ARE YOU GOING
Jerry Boller, Mercury 73101
(Cannonball, ASCAP)

2

49

A MESSAGE FROM THE METERS

2
4

2

Meters, (osi,

3

44

45

(024 (Rhinelander, BMI)
HEY BLACKMAN
Ed Robinson, Cotillion 44090
(Cotillion/9 Mila, BMI)

45

48

FAIRY TALES

5

172 (BIB Seven, BMn

6
BMI/
47

44

.

11

48
7

-

PAR
PESCrame

50

BMI)

I

-

LOVEE7e

NEED YOUR HELP
(I Can't Do It Mena)
Bobby Bend, Kirs 4323 ([tired, BMI)
DOUBLE LOVIN'
Spencer Wiggins, Fame 1470 (Fame, BM!)

49

7

,

rn
ICia/On,

LET ME TRY
Odds 6 Ends, Today 1001

1

1

1

IMardia /Bell Bay /Bradley, BMn
FUNKY MAN
Kool A the Gang ne -Lire 534
(Stephenye /Oelgktful, BMI)

that market and the fact that he's
a born winner (he built WOKY in
Milwaukee into what it is today
and tamed KMET -FM in Los Angela into a profitable venture),
you'd better believe that Cleveland
is going to be a very stimulating
market in the months to come.

Robert W. Morgan has resigned
from KID in Los Angela and
will do a morning show on WIND
in Chicago; says he goes with the
blessings of Kill and "everything's cool," but didn't want any
rumors starting.
Paul Todd,
program director of WNOR in
Norfolk, Va., reports that the Larry O'Brien show is doing quite
well. Most of you may remember
that O'Brien was on WGH in Norfolk and is now on one of the
Chicago Top 40 operations; he
custom -tailors the hour show especially for WNOR, so, in effect.
he's competing against WGH, the
station he helped build.

going to be much like WOR -FM in
format or, at least that's the way
I'd bet if I were a betting man.
Honest John Trotter is now
on the air in Minneapolis on
WMIN; he'd been on WJJD in
Chicago the past five years.
It's official now: Chuck Renwick
is national program director of
Storer Broadcasting; he had been
regional radio program director.
.

.

.

Steve O'Brien should be on the
air in Miami at WINZ by the time
you read this. 1 suspect WINZ is

There's

a

worm o!
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SSS

42

I

BM

11

40

12

Sea:/JacTASCU)

sionary tactics" in Cleveland. A
very good friend of mine who actually taught me a lot, whether
he realizes it or not, about radio
Harvey Glascock -once told me
that Thayer was a great radio man.
I'd never met Thayer. But, after
that meeting, I'm convinced that
Harvey, in his way, was being
conservative. This Thayer is a
wildcat among a world of chickem. He captivated that audience,
and me, and 3 came away with
the impression that those guys
were going to rush out onto Madison Ave. ( a block away from the
Blair office) and start selling like
crazy. I felt that WGAR could
only win some big numbers in
days to come. My old buddies
Norman Wain, Bobby Weiss and
Joe Zingare and their program di-

SOMETHING STRANGE IS GOIN'
ON
HOUSE
Renee 44 (Respect BMI)

40

(eohard/

You Let Me Make Love to You)
THEN WHY CAN'T I TOUCH YOU?
Ronnie Dyson, Columbia 4.45110
(Chappell, ASCAP(

weave a magical spell
about the market and his "diver-

1

I

(If

Thayer

2

DO
Three

12

SHE SAID YES
Wilson Pickett, Atlantic 2753
(Cotillion /ErvaMikim), BMI)

Bottom 404 IBl

Gold Star 101 (Orden, BMn

Isaac

WHEN YOU GET RIGHT DOWN TO IT
Delfon1cs, Philly Groove 163
(Screen Gemt .Columbia, BMI)

DON'T MAKE ME OVER
Tabulations,

4

1

7

LIKE YOUR LOWS'

YOURS LOVE
Joe Simon, sound stage 7
(Wilderness, BMI)

....

BMn

ROMEO

Mains,

WE CAN MAKE IT BABY/
I LIKE YOUR STYLE
Originals, Soul 35074 (Jober*,
Jobete, BMI)

(LwA At Me GAI)
à1 (Auen[?,

IN MY OPINION

10

(Bañy)aiTURNvON T05MEamad,

3

Vandals, 'Penh 923
(Triple Three, BMI)

HAVE LEARNED TO DO
WITHOUT YOU
s
Mavis Naples, Volt 404 (Groovesville, BMI)

21

UPRISING

LOONY LOOKY
0'laYS, Heplpne

35

I

24

5

fans 5017

Dakar 620 (Julio. /rian, IMO

BMI)

-

11

Di

the All Stars, Soul 35073

GROOVY SITUATION
Gene Chandler, Mercury 73083
Patcheal, BMI,

2

I

(lobate, BMI)

35

Chi LII.,, éUeeWiCk8)55420 Umiaariea,

17

7

Pacific lass 881á.5

BABY,
NEED YOUR LOVIN'
0. C Smith, Columbia 4.45206
(lebete, BMI)

34

SLEEPING

ASCAASCAP)

32

10

EVERYTHING'S TUESDAY
Chairmen of the Board Inyktn 9079
I

(Cola

30

4

Grouting)

BEEN

GONNA

BLACK FOX

31

(Gold Forever, BMI)

(Janus).
22

WANNA KNOW IF IT'S GOOD TO YOU
Funkadelio, Westbound 167
(Bridgeport, BMI/

Xo Wear 70oád(GoldFuorever, BMI)

*
17

I

46

ICGOTTA DO WRUNG

SOMEBODY'S

4

27

DO YOU SEE MY LOPE

lr. Walker a
(Jove, BMI)

STAND BY TOUR MAN
Candi statan, Fame 1172
(G*Ilico, BMn

3

WAR
Edwin Starr, Gordy 7101 ((oboe, BMI)

(For You

9

Rare Earth, Rem

GG

11

LOVE
Sepremes, Motown 1167 (Think Penman,
BMI)

27

(levee, BMI)

Motown

SEEMS ILIIIEI

EVERYBODY'S GOT THE RIGHT

37

32

5

Weak, en
Chen

a Puh.

TO

Freddy Robinson,
(Ayen!, BMn

ÇW.e er-

GET UPI FEEL LIKE BEING A
SEX MACHINE (Part 1 & 2)
lames Brown, King 6318 (OYnnone, UMt)

,,

Ho.

ttr

29
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ASCU)
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25
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EXPRESS YOURSELF

IF

25

Title Anis,. Label,

9

Tarle 5;196 (lobate, IMD12

Wonnder,
Wonder,

week

(Collage,

Bend,

(Cadet);

gramming of any of the Blair sta
lion, call Dave. He's very kaowl
edgeable in programming, especial
ly as it relates to sales.
To get back to the meeting (and
felt privileged to be there; the
only member of the press [actually, I take the viewpoint that I'm
a radio man most of the time, pro
or con»,
enjoyed hearing Jack
1

SIGNED, SEALED, DELIVERED

20

.

1

3

Did It"
Margie

Vox Jox
Don Isom does the morning show
and Thayer is the general man.
ager. Dave Klemm, an old friend
whom I consider one of the top
men in radio, was there, along
with about 15 others.
can't remember Dave's title, but if you
want to know anything about pro-

5

RyB:
W:m:Watts
Tamerlane, INS

.

Also disks from Buddy Miles, James Govan on Fame, Ray Charles,
Satisfactions, Okaysions, and Geraldine Hunt & Charlie Hodges on
Calla.... Don't overlook new quality LP's from Joe Simon ( "The
Best of'), Barbara Mason on Nat'l General, Ruby Andrews on Zodiac,
and hot Atlantic product by Clarence Carter, Wilson Pickett, /seethe
Franklin and Dee Dee Warwick. Due is a Happy Tiger LP from
Paul Kelly, hitting singly with "509." Hits are also breaking from
Pickett's LP, like "Engine Number 9," a Gamble-Huff gem.... Stax
is alive with Luther Ingram's "To the Other Man," Johnny Taylor's
"I Am Somebody" and Eddie Floyd's "Best Years of My Life," not to
mention hot disks by the Emotions, Margie Joseph and Poppa
Co-Breakouts of the week:
Stoppa's "Big Legged Woman."
Otis Leavill's "Love Uprising" on Dakar and the Meters' "Message",
on Josie. Moving into that circle are the Three Degrees, Mavis
Staples, Freda Payne, O.C. Smith and the Delfonics.... New
Presidents on Sussex: "5.10- 15 -20." Ron Mosley's really behind it.
The label's also got a Willie Bobo LP on the way.... The Jackson
Five is a runaway... , And remember, if you read SOUL SAUCE,
write SOUL SAUCE. It's your r &b thing, going pop.

Continued irons page 25

ITS A SHAME
Spinners, V.I.P. 25057 (JOwe, BMI)

6

...

.

5

Stevie

singles sales increase since 1960, said Jones, reached 2,400 percent.
Jones, the company's director of sales, added that 18 out of 24
singles released during the first six months of the year made the
charts, while Motown's 10 -year singles chart batting average was
357 out of 535, or a percentage of 66.7. Those are numbers!
.
New James Brown album titled "Sex Machine" and featuring hits like
"Mother Popcorn," "1 Got the Feeling" and "Lickin' Stick." And due
this week is James new single, "Super Bad." On DeLuxe, the Manhattans "From Atlanta to Goodbye" and Bobby Wade's "Blind Over
You."
At the Apollo till Tuesday (15): The Joe Tex Revue... .
Carl Proctor's new Right -On label debuts with "That's Not My Bag,"
by Heart & Soul, a group managed by Bobby Shiffman of the
Apollo Theater.... ABC /Dunhill's upcoming LP release features B.B.
Kings's "Indianola Mississippi Seeds," Pharoah Sanders' SummunBukmun-Umyun" and "The Best of John Coltrane," on Impulse....
SOUL SAUCE Picks of the week: Roberta Flack, "Reverend Lee,"
(Atlantic); Odds & Ends, "Let Me Try" (Today); Carolyn Franklin,
.
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Ending

Soul Singles

WEEK:

"You Really Didn't Mean If" (RCA); Barbara Addict, "I
(Brunswick); Darrow Fletcher, "When Love Calls" (Uni);
Joseph, "Punish Me" (Volt); Etta James, "Losers Weepers"
Cissy Houston, "Just Don't Know What to Do With Myself'

Week
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Jackson 5, Motown MS 709
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Weeks an
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THE ISAAC HAYES MOVEMENT
Enterprise ENS 1010

Week

26

16

..23
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Wed
26

31

BITCHES

2

2
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Title, Artist, Label, No. 8 Pub.

19

TOGETHER
ma 8 Tine Turner 8 the !kenos,
Liberty LST 7637

3

WALKING IN SPACE
Quincy lows, A&M SP 3023

44

5

SWISS

4

5

6

7

4

3

28

10

DIANA ROSS'
Motown. MS 711

5

T -

10

Raa
re Earth, Ram Earth 55 01d
5

4

DIDN'T

I

(Blow Your Mind This Time)

Ge!Tonics, PhiIly Groove

7

30

1155

PG

28

25

EXPRESS YOURSELF
12
Wams 103rd Snap Rhythm Bend, Warne
Eras. W5

6

..

THE UST POETS
nou9las 3

30

HOT BUTTERED

Ia.,c
7

8

SIGNED,. SEALED AND DELIVERED
Stevie Wondee, Tamia

Q10

9

10

inr
12

13

9

11

32

25

STILL WATERS RUN DEEP
four Taps, Motown MS 704

33

TURN BACK THE HANDS OF TIME
trenne Davis, Dakar SP 9027

12

7

PPEACE r
&

94e

Gs

15

13

BUCK TAU

Mila bari,.
15

20

38

35

BREW

41

19

Columbia OP 2A

40

PSYCHEDELIC SHACK
Temponone, Gordy GS 947

25

FUNKADELIC

26

40

41

45

19

DrMmes,

16

14

GET

43

7

Roulette

42050

SR

35

READY

Ran Earth

42

RP DOT

SCS

BLOOD, SWEAT & TEARS
Columbia K( 30090

KS

Of You Let Me Make Love to You)
THEN WHY CAN'T I TOUCH YOU?
CS

ITS

Jas,

TS

Is

NEW DAY

A

Brown, King KS 1093

36

EAT OUT MORE OFTEN
Rudy R. Moore, Kent ROT COI

6

46

46

GREEN

23

18

29

STAIRSTEPS
Five Stairsteps, Buddah nos 5061

17

I'LL NEVER FALL

21

IN LOVE AGAIN
Dionne Warwick, Scepter SPS 581

CDSMas

48

Fantasy 8402

27

WOODSTOCK
Soundtrack. Cotillion

50

14
SD

48

fit

nanrarnce Clearwater Revival,

25

Joe Johnson is joining WBBQ
Augusta, Ga., from military
service in October; he worked at
WORD in Spartanburg, S.C., once
upon a time.... My apologies to
WBLU in Salem, Va., for fouling
up the call letters. Lineup at
WBLU includes BID Cassidy, Don
(Big Don) Pugh; Chris Shannon,
a
Female: Lee Tracy, and Jima
(Jungle Jim) Dozier. The format
is a more music format and every
third record is an oldie; Tracy is
seeking
more oldies for the

library.

* * *
Ray KUcoyne, program director
of WSYB, Door Drive, Rutland,
VL 05701, needs three singles to
complete his file of the Billboard
All Time Top 1,000 Hit Parade
list (a list that is available from
Billboard; you dig up your own
records, though) --The Ballad of
Davey Crockett," by Tennessee
Ernie Ford and by Fess Parker,
and 'Teenage Crush," by Tommy

15

OLD SOCKS, NEW SHOES... NEW SOCKS, OLD SHOES
lace Crusaders, Chisa CS 804

2

16

18

KEEP THE CUSTOMER SATISFIED
Buddy Rich Big Band, Liberty IST 11006

3

-

THEM

...

CHANGES
Mercury

Buddy Miles,

1
SR

61200

MEMPHIS UNDERGROUND
Herbie Mann, Atlantic SO 1522

10

-

LAST POETS
Douglas 3

72

_

...

1

EXPERIENCE, TENSITY, DIALOGUES
Cannonball Adderley Quintet 6 Orch., Capitol

1

ST
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DOOTO NEW RELEASES!!!
RUDY RAY MOORE

7

IS :BEAUTIFUL
Green, Blue Hole SST 84342

Let's Come Together

3

DTL-850

CHAPTER TWO
Roberta Flack, Atlantic

SD

WILSON

PHILADELPHIA

Atlantic
50

ERIC
MGM

3.500

Sands. Can anyone help him? He
says he's willing to trade a tape
of any tunes you might be missing
for a tape of these three disks.

Fred Vail, who operates Brother
Records for the Beach Boys, recommends "See the Light." by the
Flame; says it's on KRIZ. KNUZ,
KMET -FM and WHEW- FM....
Ed Pleas ha, resigned as manager of KFMD in San Diego and
has
formed Peter's Production
Inc. to create radio formats and
consult automated FM stations.
. Philip Zoppi is the new general manager of WACE in Spring-

field, Mass..
Marty Brown is
now program director of WCSI in
Columbus. Ind.; he'd been with
WFIN in Findlay, Ohio, a sister
.

station.

2

PLAY IS FUNKY
Blue Note BST 14337

15

PICKETT
SD

Below The Belt

I

DTL-808

B270

BURNS
SE

IN

3
1569

DECLARES WAR

2

RICHARD AND WILLIE

4663

Funky and Filthy

Vox Jox
'n

I

ONLY FOR THE LONELY
Mavis Staples, Volt VOS 6010

s

FACTORY

EVERYTHING

GET READY
King Curtis 6 Nis Kingpins,
Aton SD 33-330

Gran!

16

19

2

301

45

22

14

28

WHATLOVEHAS... JOINEDTOGETNER.16
Smokey Robinson 8 the Miracles,

73

7301

COUNTRY PREACHER
Cannonball Addarley Qulotet, Capitol SILO 4W

3002123

STAND

ST

Chicano, Kapp KS 3632

3632

22

COLOrIW

8

VIVA TIRADO

14

Chicano, Kopp

25

HITS

13

20

4

VIVA TIRADO

20

OF

1569

13

9

..

44

BAND

8

18

OLD SOCKS, NEW SHOES
NEW SOCKS, OLD SHOES
ion Crusaders, Chisa CO 004

16

24

12

19

RIGHT ON
Supremos, Motown MS 704

!Pic PT 26453

12

17

3

17

Sly A the Family Slone,

SD

TIES MONTGOMERY'S GREATEST
k &M SP 4247

11

Lou Donaldson,

33800

1

19

44

2

17

MAD DOGS U ENGLISHMEN
to Cocker, ABM SP 6002

Tamia

43

CHAPTER TWO
Roberta Flack, Atlantic

8

2

Ronnie Oyson, Columbia

42

MAYBE

14

8

TURNING AROUND
Dee Dee Warwick, Atco 50 33.337

El

10

El

16
39

4

50 33 -353

GREATEST HITS
Filth Dimension, Soul City

Westbound 2000
17

TELL THE TRUTH

23

B

MUSCLE SHOALS NITTY GRITTY
Nerbie Mann, Embryo SD 536

81280

SR

35

37

62

11

7

HAPPY 6 IN LOVE
Gloria Lynne, Canyon 7709

3

EBONY WOMAN
Billy Paul, Neptuns NIPS 201

BITCHES

THEM CHANGES
Buddy Mila, Mercury

34

11

Charles Earland, Prestige PR 7758

14

33

8

9

63

34

36
WAwRn

32

-S6

4252

SP

HOT BUTTERED SOUL
Isaac Hayes, Enterprise ENS 1001

Reyes, Enorpriae INS 1001

Otis Redding, Atoo

LIVE AT LONDON'S TALK OF
THE TOWN
Temptations, Gordy GS 953

21

SOUL

3

304

TS

7758

7

&111y Caa,

13

31

11
PR

5106 472

Capital

6

ID

BAND OF GYPSYS
Simi Hendrix Buddy Mlles &

1037

8

8265

50

SD

BEST OF SERGIO MENDES B BRASIL

9

664

SPIRIT IN THE DARK
Arethe Franklin. Atlantic

41

MOVEMENT

BLACK TALK
Charles Earland, Presllge

6

AaM
3

6

3050

Nevis, Atlantic

3030

SP

.........

..
SP

22

1

4

GULA MATARI
Quitar lanes, ABM

..20

26
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THE ISAAC HAYES MOVEMENT
Enterprise ENS 1010

3
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Columbia
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Quincy Jones, A4M
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Bill Ward, general

This
manager of KBBQ, Burbank (Los
Angeles), picks "Youve Got Your

011.849

Troubles" by Blanchard /Morgan.
Wayside Records; Ted Cramer,
program director of KCKN in
Kansas City, picks "So Sad" by
Hank Williams Jr. and Lois Johnson, MGM Records; Dave Sturm,
program director of KFAY in
Fayetteville, Ark., picks "Let Me
Go, Lover," Karen Kelly, Capitol,
and states: "Met Johnny Darrell at
a local club two weeks ago. Very
friendly and warm."
Bob Oliver program director of
WHFM -FM,
Rochester,
which

OTHER BIG DOOTO SELLERS
Redd

Richard & Willie
Low Down and

Dirty

Willie and Rising Dick
The

5 Plus

1

Can't Tell

On TV

DTL-845

011 -842

Jokes

511.843

Shed House Humor

DTL846

Favorite Party Jokes

DTL-847

DTL -848

Race Track

Fox

j

I

Deal on LP Albures

features an automated Drake -type

format. Steve Sammons, formerly
of WHAM in Rochester, and
Gary Matthews are the air per-

sonalities....

Changes at

WKXR

in Exeter, N.H., includes program

director Leotard H.
ing to join WEMJ
N.H., Leo Marcotte
program director,
Mining the station
in Claremont, N.H.

Batty departin Laconia,
promoted Le
Bob Velosid

DOOTO RECORDS
13440 S. Central Ave., Compton, Calif. (213) 7740143

from WTSV

29
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Country Music
'Closed Door' Charge Is
Refuted by Top Producers
NASHVILLE

-

The major
record producers of this city
have an "open door" policy, and
the independent publishers who
think otherwise are generally
those with unsuitable material,
consensus showed.
a Nashville's leading producers,
in an unprecedented unity meeting
with
Billboard, refuted
charges made by a handful of
the independents that they were
being denied access to the offices of the producers.
On hand for the meeting, held
in the office of Mercury's Jerry
Kennedy, were Scott Turner of

Imperial- Liberty; George Richey
of Capitol; Billy Sherrill of Epic
and Columbia; Glenn Sutton,
also of Epic and Columbia;
Ronnie Light and Wally Cochran
of RCA; and Roy Dea, Rory
Bourke and Kennedy, all of
Mercury.
Individually and collectively
they took apart the contentions
of the publishers who claimed,
in addition to denial of access,
that certain a&r men were controlled by certain publishers, and
that the producers would not
listen to good "pop" material
which they felt could be utilized
in the country field.
"Nashville has a complete
open door policy," Turner said.
He said he feels it is foolhardy
to assume that simply because
a record is a hit in one field
it can he the same in the other.
"I've taken a bath that way in
the past." he said. "It can work,
but it all depends upon the
song."

Sherrill said that anyone in
town "with a good song will get
it listened to." He said that,
naturally, publishers with the
best track records will get a
preference. "i can't give preference to the guy who comes by
20 times in a row with bad
material," Sherrill said.

Junk
Sutton said he spends 60 percent of his time "listening to
junk." and producers get to
know those song pushers who
consistently come along with

trivia.
Richey produced some figures
to refute the accusations. He
pointed out that, since he has
been at Capitol, he has cut 234
songs from 92 different publishers. "This," he said, "certainly does not indicate any
closed doors."
"The guys writing the hits are
not complaining," Sherrill interjected. "lt's the writers and
the publishers who just don't
have the material,"
Kennedy, who has every credential going, defended his con-

Brite Star's Pick Hits

*

sistent use of Tom T. Hall material. "I cut a lot of Tom because he is hot. Nobody is going
to throw his material out because it's the best thing going.
Naturally I'll listen to him first."
Sherrill suggested that, if Kennedy did throw any of Hall's
material out, he should throw it
his way.
The conversation continued.
Sutton: "Time after time these
publishers, the gripers, will bring
old material by. It's already been
run through all of us before, and
they keep pitching the same old
stuff. It blows a producer's

mind."
Sherrill: "They play us tapes
of rejects from their pet producers who have already heard
the material. I have never yet
found a hit song from something
left on a tape."
Kennedy: "Some of them
pitch us a song, and we reject
it. Then the next time we have
a session with a different artist
they bring the same song back."
Sutton: "In addition, they
bring in at least 10 or more at a
time, hoping to score with one.
If they'd bring in just one good
one maybe they'd get some-

where."
Sherrill: "Today, from noon
until 3:00 p.m., I did nothing
but listen to songs of people I've
never heard of. There wasn't a
good one in the hatch."
Light: "I do the same thing.
I listen to several hundreds of
songs every week, and then wish
I hadn't. The people writing the
great songs number only a handful, and some of them are right
in this room. l'll take a song
any time from Billy (Sherrill),
Glenn (Sutton), Tom T. (Hall),
Larry (Butler, of Capitol) or
George (Richey). What a lot of
publishers don't realize is that
most producers have a better
ear for a song. They know what
constitutes a good country record, and they know what to
look for. The net result is that
they write a better song."
Kennedy: "A publisher, or his
representative, also has to have
enough talent to know who he
should pitch a song to. There
are certain singers who just can't
do certain songs, but they don't
bother even to find that out."
Turner: "I'll give you an idea
of just how open the policy in
Nashville is. One of my artists is
Jerry Chesnut, who has all sorts
of talent. But he's an independent writer, and he works with all
the labels. He's my man, and l
don't even get first crack at his
songs."

Cochran:
simple for

a

"lt's really made
publisher here. A

... Brite Star's P ck Hits ..
i

.

l'm So Lonely -Steve Safes (Carrousel)
Heart Over Mind -Mel Tiflis (Kapp)
Penitentiary Blues -David Alan Coe (SSS)
There's More to Life-George Riddle (Monitor)
No Arms Could Ever Hold You -Bobby Vinton (Epic)
Mathilde -John Henry Ill (Monument)
Pillar of Salt -Fro be announced)
You' There -Larry Edwards (Circle E)

You Broke a Blind Boy's Heart-Jimmy Jones (Jody)
Who's To Blame -Jaw Harp John (Ground Hog)
Days and Nights --Paul Coleman (Roost)
Dallas Is the City for Me -Milos Bradley (Geauga)
for Promotion, Distribution, oeeiay Coverage, Press Release Service, Major Label
Contracts, Movie Promotion see anusurs Ad io Billboard's Class. Mart Tode,:
ear Prat -aegis, 725 161\ Arex37203.
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he has to do is call a record
company. All of us put out a
sheet telling who is going to
record in the weeks or days
ahead. He can find out who's
going to record, and then get
the material to that person's producer. The producers are always

looking for good material."
Sherrill: "But there are some
guys who will come into the
middle of a session, or just before a session, and try to push
their material. They want us to
drop everything and listen.
There's no time for the artist
to learn the material under those
conditions anyway."
Turner: "It doesn't really do
much good even to come a day
ahead. All of this has to be
planned."
Sherrill: "Let me talk a little
more about our open door
policy. Tammy Wynette is a good
example. Her material keeps
going to the top. Yet she is re(Continued on pace 31)

MEMBERSHIP in the exclusive CMA Country Club was given to Hiroshi
Kenai, Columbia Records representative from Japan, by Mrs. Jo
Walker, executive director of the Country Music Association. The
membership was sponsored by Frank Jones, left, a Columbia executive in Nashville.

York Unveils Label,
World of Sound Pkg
LOUISVILLE

Anderson to
Pay AFTRA

-

NASHVILLE
The Bill
Anderson syndicated television
show, already in fall production,
will be among the first of the
country shows to pay AFTRA
scale for guests.
The scale of $165 per appearance will be paid instead of the
standard $60 fee paid to artists
in syndicated shows.
There also will he format
changes. The new show will fea-

ture total audience participation
with the entire production filmed
live before an audience surrounding the performing area.
The show is seen in 100 market
areas in addition to Armed
Forces Television network airings. It is sponsored by Home lite and Stanback.
The show will be taping only
one segment per day instead of
the previously scheduled two.
Tickets also are being issued because of anticipated overflow
crowds.
In addition to his own television show, Anderson has been
booked by Hubert Long on the
Mike Douglas Show, the David
Frost Show, the Johnny Cash
Show and Hee Haw.

-

Col. Bob
York, former manager of Blue
Angel Records, has unveiled
World Sound Records and a
show called "Country World of
Sound."
The label's first artist, Robbie
Robbins, already has sold 3,000
of a release written by John
Slate of Tree Publishing, according to York.
York, now general manager
of World Sound, said "Country
World of Sound" is a new concept, a television series to be

filmed in several cities around
the nation, utilizing the local
artists in that locale. It will be
headed by a "name" country
artist, as yet unselected.
York operates a studio here,
but only for demos. "We will
continue to cut all of our masters in Nashville," he said. He is
utilizing the Music City Recorders studio, and Tommy Hill has
been doing the producing.
The label's second artist,
Frank Hobson, is due to be cut
soon.

Gallion, Booker, Managing
Wheeling Talent Agency
WHEELING, W. Va.

-

Bob
Gallion, former booker in Nashville, Atlanta and Los Angeles.
is now managing the Wheeling

Talent Agency, placing country
talent throughout the northeast
and in Canada.
Gallion also is handling talent for the WWVA Jamboree,
a task once handled by Mac
Wiseman, who sold the agency
to Gallion and moved to Nash-

ville.
Prior to the purchase. Gallion
worked for a time with Wiseman. In Nashville he ran the
Acuff -Rose agency for a number of years. The Wheeling

agency is located in the Hawley

Building.
In addition to Wheeling artists, Gallion is booking Nashville
talent through agents in the
Tennessee city. He has 18 artists of his own under contract,
including such rising talent as
Freddie Carr, Patty Powell, Kay
Kemmer and Darnell Miller.
Wiseman, longtime RCA artist and onetime Jamboree director, terminated that directorship
last fall. He moved to Nashville
to be closer to the recording industry, but retains his record
shop show following the Jam -

(Continued on pane 31)

Lou -Nefta
Expansion
ATLANTA -Lou -Neita Records, now operating in 35 states,
has formed a booking agency in
support of its recording studio,
production company and record
labels.
One of the first artists signed
was Dave Russell, a country
singer from Ohio. The firm is
seeking new talent.
Russell's first session for the
label was cut in Nashville, with
strings and voices added in Lou Neità s Southside Sound Studios. Other artists on the various
labels are Gina Hall, the Bishop,
Jimmy Myers and the Kinsmen
Quartet. Lou -Neita, operated by
Jeff Brannon and Martin Haley,
maintains a staff band, arranger
and producer, and is open, for

auditionsn.

30.

PETE DRAKE, owner

of Stop Records, goes over material with Jeannie
Kendall, who, in- addition. -to recording herself -for -the .label, recently.
sang beak. upwaeads[mnttro reeord'mg dates of- Ringo'
,r.. ire Nashville.:
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'Closed Door' Charge Is
Refuted by Top Producers

Nashville Scene
Hank Locklln, who long ago
moved to Nashville and took a
new bride, now plans to dispose
of his Florida cattle and to rent
his prosperous McClelland, Fla.,
ranch. He can be reached at RCA.
His producer and close friend,
Danny Davis, played Hank's new
club at Pensacola this past weekend.
Tree International has
announced the addition of Larry
Henley to the post of talent coordinator and creative director,
and Johnny Slate to the position
of professional manager.... Leon
Ashley and Margie Singleton and
their show appeared at the Darlington 5110 speedway for an all day show in connection with the
famous race. At the show, Ashley
introduced a new group called the
Country Music Revival, and released a first release by the group
on the Ashley label.
Shelby Singleton's Plantation
artist, Harlow Wilcox, recently
headlined a community concert in
his hometown of Norman. Okla.,
his first for the home folk. Wilcox
was a Grammy nominee last year.

Linda Menders, a dynamic
new talent for Mercury, has come
under the guiding wing of BMS.
Inc., the group of Bean, Murphy
& Soetberg, Inc., which handles
such acts as The Stoneman'. Linda is produced by affable Rory
Bourke..
David Rogers' new
Columbia release, "1 Wake Up in
Heaven," is due out immediately.
.

.

.

He sang it on a recent "Opry"
appearance and got great response.
David, by the way, did the Friday
night "Opry," two Saturday shows,
and then hosted the "Ernest Tubb
Record Shop" show. .
Enron
Young will sing the title song
"Guns of Johnny Rhonda" on
.

"High

Chaparral" on NBC -TV
Friday (II). Faron also is featured
as the top attraction at the Iowa

Minnesota State Fairs.
Bill Clossey and the Western Edition have signed long -term contracts to appear weekly at the CPO
Club in Alameda. Calif. The other
nights are reserved for Dick's
Tower in Brisbane, also in California..
Bob Yorey of Musicanra Records (Forest Hills, N.Y.)
and

,

.

.

('Bubbling Under The

HOT

Sergio Mende' A Brasil '66, AMA 1209
Blue Mink, Philips 40686 (Mercury)
George Baker Selection, Colossus 124

101. FOR WHAT IT'S WORTH
102. OUR WORLD

WANNA LOVE YOU
104. LOVIN' YOU BABY
103.

I

White Plains, Derain 85066 (London)
Pacific Gas 8 Electrk, Columbia 4 -95221
Robbs, Dunhill 11270
Boys in the Band, Spring 106 ( polydorl

10S. FATHER COME ON HOME

106. I'LL NEVER GET ENOUGH
107. MONEY MUSIC

108. ANIMAL ZOO
109. CIRCLE GAME
110. GAS LAMPS AND CLAY
111. ALL I WANT TO BE IS YOUR WOMAN
112. REVOLUTION IN MY SOUL
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.

FARM..
YOU'RE GONNA MAKE
FUNKY MAN

00

1

Spirit, Epic 5.10648
'toffy Sainte -Marto, Vanguard 35108
Blues Image, Atco 6777

Carolyn Franklin, RCA 74.0373
Reiven, White Whale 360
Mountain, Windfall 533 (Bell)

FOR YASGUR'S

Festivals, Colossus 122

IT

Kool 8 the Gang, De-Lite 534
Charade, Epic 5 -10644 (Columbia)
Honey Cone, Hot Wan 7005 (BUddah)

AND YOU DO

WHEN WILL IT END
118. BABY DON'T TAKE YOUR LOVE.... Faith, Hope 8 Charity, Maxwell 808 (CGC)
119. WHY DON'T THEY UNDERSTAND
Bobby Vinton, Epic 5.10851 (Columbia)
120. UP ON THE ROOF
Laura Nyro, Columbia 4-45230
121. JUST LET IT COME
Alive 8 Kicking, Roulette 7087

Records
*
*

Singles
NATIONAL BREAKOUTS

...

YLL BE THERE

Jackson 5, Motown 1171 (Jobete, BMI)

REGIONAL BREAKOUTS

THERE ARE

NO NATIONAL BREAKOUTS THIS WEEK.

Albums
*

NATIONAL BREAKOUTS

NEIL YOUNG

...

After the Gold

Rush, Reprise R5 6383

...

OTIS REDDINO(JIMI HENDRIX EXPERIENCE
Close to You, ASM SP 4271
CARPENTERS
.

AL ROOFER

*

-

...

Reprise MS 2029

.

Easy Does IL Columbia C 30031

ACTION ALBUMS

...

Happy Tiger HT 1009
MASON PROFIT
HERBIE HANCOCK
For Albert Rotunda, Warner Bros. WS 1834
JACK WILD
Capitol SKAO 345
Mercury 5R 61294
URIAH MEP
Elektra EKS 74074
TIM BUCKLEY
LULU
Melody Fair, Also SD 33.330
MOTHERS OF INVENTION
Weasels Ripped My Flesh, Birarn(Reprise MS 2028
Dunhill DS 50086
BUSH
RAY CONNIFF
Concert in Stereo, Columbia C 30122
Soh Sea, Warner Bros. WS 1839
SAN SEBASTIAN STRINGS
Leftover Wine, Buddah BDS
MELANIE

...

...

...
...

...

...

...

...

...

...
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off in Nashville to

stopped

help
promote Johnny Desmond's new
country-pop
song.
Red
"Red
Roses" on that label.... Danny
Davis and the Brass, George Hamilton IV, Bob Lumen, and a sot.
cial mystery guest comprise the
lineup for the 20th WHOO pre

sentation set for this coming Friday

at the

City Auditorium

in

Orlando.

Bergen White, SSS international
artist -arranger, currently has two
of his arrangements on the charts.
by Joe Simon and Elvis Presley.
WSLV Radio in Ardmore.
Tenn., has changed frequency from
1520 to 1110 and increased power
to 1.000 watts. It's a country sta-

tion.
Conway Twisty Day
took place at Knoxville Sunday
(5), sponsored by WIVK. Among
those taking part were Don Gibson, Johnny Darrell, Snuffy Miller, and Carl and Pearl Butler.
Conway's Twisty Bird Music Publishing Co. has had recent material recorded by Billy Walker,
Hank Locklau, Lynn Anderson,
Loretta Lynn, Wanda Jackson,
Charley Rich, George Morgan,
Compton Brothers, Ray Sanders,
Jack Green, Anthony Armstrong
Janes, Carl Smith and Connie
lack Greene and JeanSmith
nie Seeley have split as an act.
Welsh Pierce's activities in a
60.day period include stops in
California, Texas, Mississippi, Virginia. New York, New Hampshire,
Ohio. Bermuda and Alaska..
Buddy Blake of Shelby Singletons
organization has another clever
promotional gimmick on the market, replete with a face mask.
. "Nashville. Connecticut- USA"
will be one of the many features
during Grange Day at the Eastern
States Exposition in late Septem.

.

.

.

ber. Behind it again is WWCOFM. the powerful regional FM
which serves all or part of four
states in the northeast.
Dottie West has 15 dates set
in September. ranging from Tennessee to Vermont.... The nominating for the annual CMA Coun-

try Music Awards program for

1970 has been completed, according to Jo Walter, It's also been
announced that the second International Seminar sponsored by
CMA will be held during the 45th
birthday celebration of WSM's
Ralph
"Grand Ole Opry."
Emery announces that plans are
completed for the interview and
taping session between artists and
disk jockeys at the convention.
A special pan has been written into the daytime soap opera,
"The Best of Everything," to feature Connie Eaton. The young
Chart artist sings the theme song
to the show, and the part shows
her doing the theme song in a
nightclub. While in New York.
Connie also did a special spot for
.

Monitor on NBC.
The Willis Brothers celebrate

their 10th anniversary with 5tarday Records this month. Ten consecutive years makes them the oldest recording act with the label....
The appointment of Skip Rogers
as public
relations director of
Buddy Lee Attractions was announced by Buddy Lee.
Abnak's Stanime country music
label has signed a new artist named
Clayton Ford of Decatur, Ill. He
will be produced by Ray Winker.
Jimmie Riddle, who has
worked with Roy Acuff since
1943. has a new recording contract with Decca, a personal management contract with Vic Willis,
and an exclusive booking contract
with Top Billing.
Dub All britten's One Niters, Inc.. has set
Jeannie C. Riley for guest spots on
two upcoming special segments of
the "EA Sullivan Show." The first
.

.

will be taped

.

the Hollywood
Bowl, the second in Germany and
at

England
Producer Louie Innis
has returned from the StardayKing studios in Macon, Georgia.
where he recorded that city's
mayor, Ronnie Thompson. The
Mayor elm wrote one of the sides
of the record, called "Downtown
Jody West is
Country Girl."
guesting Friday and Saturday (I8
and 19) with WEEP and Don
The
Evans in Pittsburgh.
Compton Brothers, after a week of

...

.

cording songs by Jerry Chesnut,
Bobby Braddock, Curley Putman, Dan Hoffman and others,
and dealing with many publishing companies. The publishing
representatives from either the
coast or New York aren't making it because they don't get
the material here. One West
Coast firm even presses the
things on disks, one-hundred-one
cuts of a few bars apiece, and
we're expected to listen to all
that. It just can't be done this

way."
Bourke: "One of the few guys
who really took time to find out
what country music is all about

Al Gallico. He came from
New York, and he made a study
is

of it. Then he put good people
in his office here. So no one
could criticize anyone because a
lot of Gallico songs are being
cut."
Sutton: "If a publisher or
songwriter comes to me with a
song, and it's right for a certain
artist, I won't cut it with someone else just to get it cuL insteed I'll hold it until this particular artist cuts his next session, in three or four months.
By the same token, if a song
comes to me and I know it's
right for another producer's artist Ill send it to him. I won't
tie up a song I know my artist

cant do. All of

as here do it.
We help each other work with
each other, even though it's coln-

petitive. It benefits all of us.
light: "Things actually got so
bad that only five or six publishers were calling on me. I
had to sit down and write about
50 letters to major publishers,
asking for material. Things like
that should never happen."
personal appearances in the Midwest, left for their first overseas
tour.... Jim Ed Brown's itinerary
takes him this month everywhere
from Ohio to Texas. He has 20
scheduled dates..
Billy Deacon
.

just

returned from Stonewall,
Texas, where he attended the dedication of the Lyndon B. Johnson

Park..
Holly Garrett, a
Tom Compton discovery, has been
signed to a recording contract by
Mega Records, a division of RPM.
Mega also has signed Bobby Harden and Diane McCall, and has
appointed Curley McIntyre assistant coordinator for the country
and western product promotion.
He'll work with terry
Sandwiched into an already busy
schedule for Bill Anderson are TV
appearancm on the "Mike Douglas
Show" and the "David Frost
Show."
.
K -Ark Records has
opened new offices in St. Louis,
where the company started in 1955.
In charge of management there is
Virgil Carr.... Jimmy Kish did a
guest spot at the Ernest Tubb Record Shop show last week.
Huey P. Meaux has helped many
in his time. Now he has signed
Latin- American artist Rocky Gil
to an exclusive recording contract.
The young man is already an established artist in the Spanish market.. . Cousin Richle Zack of
Providence is in town doing some
speculation work. The one -time
Columbia artist is being helped by
Vaughn Horton, another ready
Pete
helping hand to many.
Sayers played a concert at Vanderbilt with Norman Blake and BM
Humble, and then wens on to
Wesleyan et Athens. Tenn., for
more concert work. He continues
to be a favorite of the college set.
Hank L.oekile, who already
has moved to Nashville, now plans
to sell his Florida cattle and rent
his 300 acre ranch. Dianne Petty
of the ABC publishing office here
was named Woman Executive of
Month by the Nashville
the
Stale

.

.

.

Cochran: "The publisher
should never waste the time of
a producer, particularly at the
studio rates of today."
Sutton: "Another point: when
I'm cutting a record, I don't
want 18 or 20 people around.
I don't want the publishers, the
writers, their families and their
dogs there. And I don't want
anyone there to try to tell me
how to cut the song. All of these
things work against certain publishers."
Bourke: "A great writer like
Curley Putman never brings in
10 or 12 songs at a time. He
has one or two or three which
he knows are good, and he
doesn't duller up our time with
a lot of junk."
Sutton: "If most songwriters
wrote two or three songs a
month instead of 50 they'd he
a lot better off, and so would
we."
Turner: "The thing people
don't seem to understand is that
most of us cut very few songs
by publishing companies which
either own the label, or are
owned by the label."
Light: "The greatest trouble
today is finding material for
girl singers -good material, that
is. Anyone who has some would
be welcome to talk to me."
Cochran: "The same is true of
finding good duet material. Most
of what we see is old."
The producers agreed unanimously that Nashville is an
"open door" city as for as song
material is concerned,
and
denied allegations by independent publisher representatives two
weeks earlier.
"Our interest is not in ourselves," Kennedy said, "but in
the image of Nashville. It's the
greatest recording miter in the

world."
Women's Executive Club. She's a
champion in many fields. . .
Barbara Mandrell is an honorary
fireman of Springfield, Ill. However, she starts more fires than
she puts out.... One of the four
largest crowds ever to witness a
show at the Du Quoin State Fair
in Illinois were there at the opening day country spectacular which
included Sonny James and his
Southern Cemlemen, Carl Smith
and the Tunesmiths, Bob Lumen,
Weyton Jennings and the Waylors,
Jeannie C. Riley and the Harper
BiFf Collie
Valley Express.
points out that United Artists has
a string of hits going.
.

We

Va. Talent Agency

Continued Irons page 30
boree on Saturday nights. It currently is hosted by Gus Thomas,
and still utilizes the WWVA address. His mail -order operation
still is handled through that station.
In Nashville. Wiseman's bookings are now handled by the Hubert Long Talent Agency.

.

.

JOHNNY SLATE (left) and Larry
Henley receive an official welcome to the Tree Publishing
staff from Buddy Killen, (second
from right) and Jack Stapp,

(right).
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Country Singles
*
This
Week

Last
Week

1

2

2

Weeks en
11119,

1

Artist, Label,

Chan

No, b Pub.

THE GOOD TIMES/
GRAZIN' IN GREENER PASTURES
Ray Price, Columbia 4 -45)18
(8uckho99. BALI /Combine, BMI)
FOR

*
5

7

8

16

5

14
7

9

18

10
11

6

4

12

3

33

17

36

32

37

8

38

errrrNRFLee HLwis

Mercury 79009
(DeCapo/Yaria /fh)mneyv,IIe, BMI)

5

SUNDAY MORNING COMING DOWN
Johnny Cash, Columbia 4 -45211 (Combine,
BMI)

3

HEAVEN

9

Mel Ti

EVERYDAY
Ilia, MUM 14148 (lack &

HOW

I

0111,

,

Ittr

29

45

40

8

ANGELS DON'T LIE
Jim Reeves, RCA Victor 47 -9880
(Acclaim, BMI)

Ittr
44

7

56

trfr

34
53

36

48

30

Anne

9

4

11

2849

10

21

22
23

8

13
23

25

19

27

24

28
41

42

50

27

LIFT!
IL

o,

NASV)

9oñut

52

67

Victor 474887

8

11

10

THE KANSAS CITY SONG
Buck Owens, Capitol ST 476

4

12

12

JUST PLAIN CHARLEY
Charley Pride, RCA Victor LIP 429D

SAME OLD STORY, SOME OLD LIE
Bill Phillips, Deco 32707 (451ar, BMI)

5

13

14

BEST OF JERRY LEE LEVAS

BUME

8

14

16

ON STAGE- FEBRUARY 1970
Elvis Presley, RCA Victor LSP 4367

13
MOUNTAIN
Hickory 1571 (ACUHRase, BMI)

15

15

ONCE MORE
Poney Wagoner 6 Dolly Parton, RYA Victor LSP 4380

3

20

FOR THE GOOD TIMES
Roc Price, Colombia C 30106

3

DO IT TO SOMEONE YOU LOVE
Howe Wilson, Mercury 73077 (Hewkeys,

12

TAE BIRTHMARK HENRY THOMPSON
TALKS ABOUT

52

39
74

IT ON ROSEY
Sanders. United Antlers 50689

A

PERFECT

JOLIE GIRL
Marty Robbins, Columbia 4-4915

2

BALI)

61

73

2

MY HAPPINESS
Johnny 6 Janie Mosby, Capitol 2865

31

....

21

_.

12

58

47

M

64

61276

21

HELLO, I'M JOHNNY CASH
Colombie KCS 9943

32

20

13

LOVE IS A SOMETIMES THING
Bill Anderson, Decca DL 75206

12

21

18

A 7.931E OF

CUTRY
O N

fer ry Lee Lewis,

3
22

22

S

21

un SDN 114

WORLD OF TAMMY WYNETTE

15

...

Epic BN 503

4616

YOUR SWEET LOVE LIFTED ME
Perlin Husky, Capitol 2182
Gallico, DM))

SR

19

2

WHO SHOT JOHN
Wanda Jackson, Capital 2072
(Little Street, ASCAP)

29

MGM

2

24

HANK WILLIAMS JR.'S GREATEST HITS
SE

4656

24

23

BABY BABY
David Houston, Epic BN 26539

25

25

24

ONZE FROM

MUSKOGEE
Merle Haggard, Capitol IT 384

35

26

26

OH HAPPY DAY
Glen Campbell, Capitol

19

I'VE LOST YOU/

ne

0mMeS

Á

R'S ONLY

6

ry(pled's,

615-0001 (Two

MAKEi1BEL9EEVE

4

3

28

8

ALL MY HARD TIMES
Roy Drusky, Mercury 73111
(Lowery, BMI)
LETS THINK ABOUT
WHERE WERE GOING
lawanda Lindsey B Kenny Vernon,
Chad 5090 (Tonal, BMI)
ALL DAY SUCKER
Liz Anderson, RCA Victor 474570

1

65

69

OH HOW

66

46

TILL

I

WORLD OF RAY PRICE
Columbia GP 28

11

25

TAMMY WYNETTE'S GREATEST HITS

55

WAITED

Epic BN 26466

12

HOME TO ME
Bobby WAgght, Decca 32705
(Forrest Mlls, BMI)

HURRY

1

29

28

THE mWwYS TO ÉOVEB MAN

32

30

30

BEST OF EDDY ARNOLD, VOL II
RCA Victor LSP 4320

18

36

JACK GREENE'S GREATEST HITS
Decca DL 75208

7

27

WE'RE

32

20

GONNA GET TOGETHER
loser Raye, CaVIal

Buck Owens 6

6

ST

448

33

35

ELVIS' WORLDWIDE 50 GOLD AWARD HITS, VOL
Elvis Presley. RCA Victor LPM 6401

34

32

HANK WILLIAMS JR. SINGING SONGS OF JOHNNY CASH
MGM SE 4675

7

44

WONDERS OF THE WINE
David Houston, Edo 6N 30103

2

5

Lowry, Republic 1415 (Regent BMI)
I CANT TAKE IT ANYMORE
Dottie Wed A Don Gibson,
RCA Victor 479867 (Enden, BMI)

441

31
1

Marielle, BMI)
REMOVING THE SHADOW
Hank WIIllams Jr. 6 Lois Johnson,
MGM 14136 (Williams Jr., BMI)

ST

I

4

Ron

4

CRIED
(TThaeaBlry Right

IA

NO LOVE AT ALL
Lynn Anderson, Columbia

I

68

n -wee

4

54

-

Eyes)

ALL AMERICAN HUSBAND
..
Peggy Sue, Dalai 32698 (Sure41H, OM!)
AWFUL LOT OF LAPIN'
Penny Donavan, United Artists 5C003

70

70

I'LL PAINT YOU

A SONG
Mac Davis, Columbia 445192

12

_14

71

72

66
75

-

(Tree, BM))
S

2

tit

THIS IS DIRE COUNTRY
Bobby Ban, Mercury SR 61290

38

41

YOU WOULDN'T KNOW LOVE
Ray Price, Columbia CS 9918

39

39

ONE MORE TIME
Mel Tills, MGM SE 4681

40

42

GEORGIA SUNSHINE
Jerry Reed, RCA Victor

4

41

6 Range, BMI)

32

34

2

42

38

STAY ATHERE TILL
Lynn

-

...

19

5THERE

17

1025

Capitol sw

45

..

LSP 4391

n5

7

WHEN A MAN LOVES A WOMAN
Billy Welker, MGM SE 4602
STANDING ALONE
Eddy Arnold. RCA Victor

LOP

4390

MAN
ROSSSY

ERIC

E

30214

SEPTEMBER
www.americanradiohistory.com

3

2

A6G GET

NORWOOD

1

43

IT AIN'T NO BIG THING
Tex Williams. Monument 1216
(Central Tongo. BMI)
LET ME
LOVER
Kann Kelly.
0003
(Hì11

37

1

SANTO DOMINGO
7
Buddy Alan, Capitol 2852 (Blue Book, BMI)
SILVER WINGS
Hagen, Capitol 2887 (Blue Book, BMI)
MY WOMAN'S LOVE
Johnny Duncan, Columbia 4.45201

37
11

(Ensign, 8MI)

TELL ME MY LYING EYES

1

30099

C

1

(Passkey, BMI)

7

BMI)

SOMEDAY WE'LL BE TOGETHER
Bill Anderson 6 Jan Howard,
Desto 32689 (lobate, IMO
WAKE ME UP EARLY IN
THE MORNING
Bobby Lord, Dacca 32718
(Contention, SESAC)

My
Out2or
a

Gayle,
(SUre.Fire.

6

SHUTTERS 6 BOARDS
Slim Whitman, United Artists 50691

RUN WOMAN RUN
Tammy Wynette, Ede 110651
(Alge,, BM)

9

(Greenback, BMI)

SOUTH /DON'T WE ALL HAVE
THE RIGHT
Roger Miller, Menton 73102
(Pia Ru,. ASCAP/TM, BMH

019Hr

LIVE FOR THE GOOD TIMES
Warner Mack, Deese 32725

Riven, ASCAP)

8

11

FREE
Jean Shepard, Capitol 2847
1Gellico, DON'

1Ü

60

15

WANT YOU

LOOK AT MINE
Jody Moller, Epic 510641
IWelbeck, BM))
BACA WHERE,)

SUGAR IN THE FLOWERS
Anthony Armstrong Jones, Chart 5003

THE NEXT STEP IS LOVE
Elvis Presley, RCA Victor 47.9870
ASCAP /Gladys, ASCAP)

LIVE

SALUTE TO A SWITCHBLADE
tom T. Nall, Mercury 73078
(Hewkeys, BMI)

8

Smash SRS 67131

BMI)

(Happiness, ASCAP)

61

Victor 4]4853

LORETTA LYNN WRITES 'EM AND SINGS 'EM
Doua DL 75198

5

THE WHOLE WORLD COMES TO ME/
IF THIS IS
Jack Gwen, D0a 32699
(Contention, SESAC/Blue Crest, BMI)
I

11

10

(

BMI)

WONDER COULD
THERE ANYMORE

6

259E10

OLP

D

THE POOL SHARK
Dave Dudley, Memory

BM))

thinking)

PICKED COTTON

NEVER

19

13
,

I

Roy Clark,

2

9

19

7

George loner 6 the Jones Boys, MusiLOr
1408 (Blue Crest, IMI)

25

11

MT LOVE /YOU KEEP ME HANRIN' ON
Sonny James, Capitol ST 478

3

57

ARE WRONG

33

9

(

THIS NIGHT

(Vogue,

32

B

17

WIFE

WHISKEY WHISKEY

60

LAC fl'rose, BMI)

36

3ME

9M7Y

uWMAN

58

EVERYTHING A MAN COULD
10
EVER NEEDD
G
C
Capitol 2843 (Ensign, BM))
YOU WANNAp
GIVE
Loretta Lynn,

M

51

10

GEORGIA SUNSHINE
Jerry Reed, RCA Victor 479370
(Vector, BMI)

I

2

NAA,

ON

3

71

Kenny

(Aell Clemaant. BM)
26

W
MYer cy

LIVE AT THE INTERNATIONAI, LAS VEGAS
Jerry Lee Lewis, Mercury SR 61278

10

Tom,

(Hewkeys,
21

7

4223

LOP

17

72

(AIDA FA

24

ód902

IT'S A BEAUTIFUL DAY
Wynn Stewbn, Capitol 2866
(Return, BMI)

Victor

RCA

4

CRYING

47

THE BEST OF CHARLEY PRIDE

17

9

Price, RCA Victor 47.9369
(Window, BMI)
26

6

26549

BH

5

Cash, Epic 5.10630
(House of Cash, BM))

19

Rice, Royal American LE 18
BobbyyBABE

(Page Boy, SESAC)

ONE SONG AWAY

13

18

(Sue -Mirl, 65CAP1

Peanut

75209

DL

WATERMELON TIME IN GEORGIA
Lefty Frisull Columbia 445197
(Wilderness, 4M1)

54

Capitol

BMI)

HELLO DARLIN'
Conway Twitty, Decce

55

Anderson, Columbia 4 45190
Contention, SESAC/Olue Crest, BMI)
GRAY

451

lit

5

Bilit

8

FIGHT IN' SIDE OF ME
Merle Haggard, Capitol UT

TAMMY'S TOUCH
Tammy Wynette, Epic

7

n

9

3

(86ío,

FOUND YOU

An

LSP 4367

victor

5

2

Hat Stuckey, RCA Violon 47.9884
(Combine. BMI)

I

PRIDES

RCA

(Singleton, BMI)

FROM HEAVEN TO HEARTACHE

Don Gibson,

62

4

/

10th ALBUM

CHARLEY

a

Ebert

16

(Arrt,

GREAT WIRE NORSE
Bock Owens a Susan Rage,
Capitol 2871 (Blue Book, ONO

NO LOVE AT ALL

Weeks

THE WORLD OF JOHNNY CASH
Columbia GP 29

Ray

13

moored this week.

TITLE, Artist, Label b Number

(Blue Crest/Hill R6 Ranges BMI)

51

and

p

5

510831 ICederwood, BMI)

RCA

12

47

WHEN A MAN LOVES A WOMAN
(The Way I Lave You)
Billy Walker, MGM 14134
(Forrest Hills, BMI)

4

registering proportionate

4

49

12

BLUES
Victor 479863 (Peer

eylon Jennnnings, RCA Victer 47.9085
(Combine, BMI)

18

3

2

11

HONKY TONG MAN

ardin, Columbia
fA[vlf -Rose, BMI)

larTHE

22

IT'S DAWNED ON ME YOU'RE GONE
Dottie West, RCA Victor 47 -9872
(tree, BM))

8

TALI)

6

DON'T KEEP ME HANGIN' ON
Sonny James, Capitol 2834 (Manon, BMI)

JUST

7

(Acuff -Rose, BMI)

WONDERS OF THE WINE
salid Houston, Epic `-10643 ((Agee, BMI)

Lest
Week
1

HARD HARD TRAVELIN' MAN
Dick Curless. Capitol 2848 (Acuff -Rose,

Eddy Arnold, RCA Victor 47.9689

59

BMI)

15

No. b Pub.

This
Week

(leBill, BMI)

DM)) 7

DADDY WAS AN OLD TIME
PREACHER MAN
Potter Wagoner A Dolly Parton,
RCA Victor 479875 10w00, BMI)

RCA
BASH

40

ASCAP)

GOTMeOu MEMPHIS
Bare,
7 tiewbt

SKINNER

cn

Murray, CeplAl 2738 )eaan,w0od,

16

Title, Artist, Label,

Bob Lumen, ERic

THERE MUST BE MORE TO LOVE

Par

Week

37

AU. FOR THE LOVE OF SUNSHINE

MULE
Dolly

Week

Weeks on
Chart

STes Performer -57's

2

(Hastings, BMI)

*

last

13

Hank Williams Jr. with the Mike Curb
Congregalion, MGM 14152

12

TRH

*

amt.

Performer- Single's registering greatest proportionate upward progress His

STAR

Cbuntry LPG

19, 1970çp1ULOARM

a second

hit single

by

Roy Clark

from his hit album

4.

inched

DOS -259P'

_

iNMRlK<iO CNiiON__

r

Country Music hits
on

DOT RECORDS

DOT
RECORDS
AGNfiWE51FANCGNPRN!

Y COSMOS OF FAMOUS mu61C COPP.
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:74-94k3,...445

LIGHT L THE
LIGHT BRIGADE
Hit Movie Themes.
ENOCH

HUMBLE
AGM SP

-

Project

PR

S

50515D

(5)

Light has another
win
ediae favor with programmers l d bunees
alike, and prove a steady top seller. His
beautiful treatments of "3;' "Darling Lili,'
"Song From WILTS., and "Airport Love
st four of the many reasons
Theme" are
why.
The amazing
gem

fry_

POP

POP

Wo

Enoch
here

PIE-

Victor

RCA

IS)

Humble Pie concentrates on a herd rack
iota other related
style with
forms of music, nidemonstrating Muir ability
to
adapl as musicians to Ike various
trends
day's pop scene. The hard blues
such as "Red Light Mamma, Red Hen I" to
the soft folks tans of tunes such as
"Sucking on the Sweet Vine,' give em
thing le everyone, making this album ea
good thad prodort.
t

450

LSP

IM

CepOOf

Stewart

Wynn

with
a

This

(SI

561

ST

to

adds

package of

his

vocal

tuns -each

heartfelt message. Lead darn

"It's

single,

a

and

of them

is

the

hit

Beautiful Day." Others are

"Rainy Night in Georgia,"
Game"

appeal

"It's All

In the

"Heavenly."

Boot Hill.
Capitol Si

5`A

Capitol

sparked by

"Up

a

on

fitments'

wild (but countrified) version
Creek."

Cripple

sensational

Mel."

Ken

fiddling

Nelson
iobs

e

Hill,"

"Boot

called

Hlvh's

production

album,

has

this

on

done

is

an

good
and

In
Don

"Fishin'

excellent
excellent LP.
an

,me

a

'illiläüli!'¡ll

St1ilSil'

Seraphim
Seraphi

attractively

This

-

Artists.

CONCERTO

AnyS
ld

packaged 10.LP
moving from a

et

Is

very impressive
musical
sunray of the Middle Agee and Renato
sance to the 20th Century to now
Composons
represented
at
Monteverdi,
Mozart, Hindemith and Dvorak. Conde.
tors
gong others are Yehudi Menuhin,
Georges Prette, Carlo Giulini.

OI
5

balled
a d

top

dllyg

of

Sweet

the
M1

'

with Diane McCall. "Love's Gotta
Have a
Little Breathing Roan" is an
other standout.
he duets

(Szell.

better. And the Cleveland puts the
work Into locus with a density of put.
be

and

pack.

ois1tbumLlon
n er in
:s

SI

11.1101 l:

POS

listening

There

is

in

much

ST

well

as

and Downs,"
ory" are also

Superlative

Go

Back

his

his consistent

unison,

own

Mine)."

to

551

IS)

country

a

stations.

Its Little Ups
and "Running From a Mem-

god,

ARTISTSCountry Fair.
Capitol SWAB 565 IS)
VARIOUS

tip).

0.e())

Has

as

is

"Bog High."

LP.

Twenty hits by
hefty sales for
age.
Try

top selling artists spell
the potent country pack-

11

Campbell's

Little n Kindness," Merle Haggrrd's
"Wedeln' Man Blues," Sonny James' "It's
Just a Mader of lime." Perlin Husky's
ny more, this
"Nnvenly Sunshine" and
record
n
ses can't miss heavy sales and
chart anion.
a

string

unique

styla

straightforwardness

CLASSICAL

/-

SYMPHONY No.
Chicago Symphony (Giulinil.
Angel SF0 36040 (SI

ARMIMS:

(SI

and color, dealt by the orchestra.

skill.

RIMERS-

for the

"Fsolin' Around;' "Lila

9-

Ne.

of fine efforts with still another excellent
conducted

I'll

\11.T 1V1

SYMPHONY

Von Karaian continues

LP,

Lo"

COUNTRY

Recommended most highl
"I'm Not Even
Missing You." This i
one at the most
beautiful songs of the year -a smooth,
lush ballad that
n
he played on easy

Philharmonic IKeraianl.

nc

IS)

With their hit single "My Happiness" as
a
Gals incentive, this album can't do
nothing but win. Johnny and dome Mosby
are in their usually fine form and other
intriguing cuts on this LP include their
version of "By Bye
ve,
"l'm Welkin...
od"You Go Back M Your Wodd (And

CLASSICAL

139

556

MGSBY-

of,

Capitol

Nome"

Berlin

on

ST

JONIE

2

IS)

niters and

SCCLAHUBERTCAL :

Gilds and Sell ellebore. once again in
sparkling effort. Both display their
mastery in a tight and detailed version
of the concerto. Gilela' control couldn't

pese

..,

d
er
bag. Leon Huff's
Buddah n handles the label.

555

original

PIANO
No.

CIy

IS)

piano,

SSI

ONRTOM:

THE SERAPHIM ROIDE
TO
THE
CLASSICS

,.

soulful

Just
lust

Mama," hems
beauty, "Is Nome

CLASSICAL

CLASSICAL

hit

Charlie.

his
a

t

:

LgIVIN-

ST

Mitt BLITT:

19LOPRICE

rtrf

^SSSilYS!

ha sae

"Comelea9de"Get

trihe

rejuvenated Barbara
lo
strong soul felino, slipping
title tune, plus
Just a Little Loviñ,"
Raindrops Keep Pallin'," "Breaking Up Is
Hard to Do" and more smooth pop.wul
happy Bar that
up the
sounds
an of yesteryear
Barbara Masan, comfortable in any swinging.
some

Capitol

IS)

tIqkCOUNTRY

CHARLIE
Ten Times

(51

Buckaroos hava another smash

The

of

BUCKAROOS-

WCK

NG 3001

A

COUNTRY

COUNTRY

a

STEWART-

Beautiful Day.

a

National General

L

JOHNNY

You

MASe

make

Groovie Goolies

11Ji1:1ä41S11t111lilYÄ

WYNN

(5)

their television
debut this fall, and this tint LP from
the group should
ve an immediate top
seller.
The material is clever and infectious and is right in there with the bubble
gum
wd.
Especially
outstanding are
Save c Your Good Lein' for Ma,' "Cling,
Clang" and "Fist Annual Semi -Formal
Combination
Meet the Monster
Pacelebration
The

tf.i!liSS111SS13ili!l1fi
BdtltlfSSlSdSftSSdilHii

COUNTRY

KneA

600LIE5-

RCAOVi

4270

COUNTRY

POP

GOP

Angel

it all began with e
efitic who
suggested that Carlo Merle s Giulini's Miens etation of Brahms FouOh Svmphorry
x icing
il
hauts
ha
ndrd
result is this

excellent

production. Often
finest composition,

regarded
as
Brahma
Giulini and the Chicago Symphony Orchestra
new
a new dimension in miniadd a

BEETHOVEN: CONCERTO Na.
GBels /Cleveland Drib. (Steil).

lustre,

This

is

a

orchestra

artistry

S

36037

1-

IS)

powerful combination of artist,
and

Gilds'

repertoire.

tremendous

keyboard

perform
antes of these Beethoven concerti with the
is

and

his

Clnelend under the baton of Steil

must

capture the attention of all classical buffs.

á44

JOSe,2.lOSe
CLASSICAL

BMW

GOLDBERG

Wilhelm
DGG

to

Remote

work

s

CLASSICAL

139

his

and m colors

VARIATIONS

Kempff.
A55

with

hands

his

to

this

endedy,

rich and telling. He pursues each va

inion

Independently, giving to Mem tonal r color

artistically.

Various
OGG

masterful characterization, which makes It

transformed

STOCKHAUSEN:

(SI

artistic
it

-

OPUS

Artists.

139

461

1070

-

(SI

imaginative avant garde album, e.
corded lest December at the Godorf/
Cologne Studio, i
exciting as well as
ranking s with Karlheino Stock han n's finest. Hits of Beethoven, tape
This

and a brilliant group of speiel.
this faraut meterial combine for
event garde, electronic gem,

piety,
Isis In

n

1H00

INTERNATIONAL

ALICE

COLTRANEthe El Oesel.
Impulse AS 9196 (5)

JOSE-JOSE-

Ptah

RCA

The widow of John Coltrane. ptayfng piano
and ham has a
ympathetic

sidemen to help
ut
Joe Henderson, tenor
and
Pharoah Sanders, tenor. It's good
thinking fa
with more than a bow eastwards
e
e the title tune and "Blue
Nile." On ne track, Turlye" Mrs. Col.
trame pian
ilhaut the Noms -ve
ro
(lanice and dnplf' parsnal. An é Ibum

that

bears

repealed

listening.

34

Victor MKS 1810 IS)

1neJese, one of the most popular of
today's a
with special appeal
Latin market s has soother surefire winner
here. Each side begins with a song from
his
current hit medley pairing "Alguien
Vendra" and "Es. Cencion In Ayer." Md
there are 10 other fintrare cuts, Including,
"Llegrie," "Oh Gente" and "A Pedir
de Nov."

s

INTERNATIONAL

AMALIA MENDOEALa Novia Del
Sol.
RCA Victor MKS 1554 (5)

Mendota, biased with one of the
most interpretive voices
any Ileld of
musk, presents such treasures
s
"0111 dame," "Roche
Acapulco" and Me title
tune of "La Novia del SoL" Some once
of the greatest writers are featured on this
LP -Felipa
Jimenez. Armando Monomero,
and Antonio Valdes Herrera. Sue to sell.
Amalia

n
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SPECIAL MERIT PICKS

mtioei ñlaibÌ ealnlmá

VERDI:
RIbOLETTO
INighlightsl MacNeil/
Grist /Gedde /Various Anises /Rome Opera Or.
hestra (Molineri'Pradelli(. Angel 5 36730

POP
BEST

BLP

222 (S)
Meniscus

Van

MORRISON

RAN

OF

All of Verdi's aperas are outstanding works
art. His
the
dienta In this Angel` recording
the highlights of this truly fine opera,
Commit MacNeil plays Rigoletto, Reri Grist
is Gilds,
end Nicole; Gedde the Duke of
Mantua. Inetrumenteflon is applied by the

Bang

one.man superband
f
imwaY sounds. tripping tunes and soul.
scene 3f his
early disk
mggles ande
Bang offers the top
use from ° their norria

and

produced

directed

by

1

Belli.

®
0

South."

Down

appropriate

be

Johnny

The

for

Cash

MESSIAH Various

Philharmonic

don

Sunday
side, for

example. includes 'Goodnight teen
hile
the vintage Jerry Lee Lewis material Includes
"Carry Me Beek lo Old Virginia." The
formers
If the Good Lord's Willing" nd
Lewis'
"When the Saints Go Marching
In" are among the other top cuts.
,

Artists/Lun-

(Sunkind).

was

strong

hone with
tureen

him

a

alto

the

that was
w
Carter.

and
smell

Hodges

with

on

talent

style

a

midway be
heard

is

virtually

rhythm

is

I

@

°an

player playing d in
a
group.
beautiful
on
blues
and
with the Jimmy Lunaford "Uptown

accordion

Blues"

,

soprano;

Frederick Jackson,
lading
the
Lendeo
Philharmonic Choir,
the production is impressive.
Cohlelo,

and

br'u'ant
the fiendishly difficult a
pxielly
pelle meiremenrs here,
Meenicio
00911's
Hallelujah."
Dieter
Schnebel's avant gerd
pet s '
also superbly
rfomed, complete 1M1is contemporary pressing.
plate

SPANN

4

originally

ELVES Berne by

THE

IS

30246 (Si
Spann3 piano
xed On the

LEWIS Ole

LEE

Music,
Hem's

Sun

lot

SUN

Time

Country

(51

Lewis with sorne really old time
country sounds.
ndThese vault treasures from
Sun include winning Lewis treatments of
lassies as "lohn Henry,' 'Tus Are My
Sunshine" and You're he Only Star in
N aven."
A must for his many
fans.

will

d
voice
ablues
a

CLASSICAL

SIMMEREMN,

MUNICAZIONE Verios

ROMEO

/

Corelli

O

/

(NSahlighNl

JULIET

/

Omni
Various Artists
Paris
Opera Oreh. (Lombard). Angel 5 36731 (5)
The shirring names of Corelli and Freni
are enough to give this highlights album
pie sales impetus, whether the corm
Inns
t el the opera
is bought
The
reunion is captured
she `ees-

sential

dintact.

components

Artists.

107

DGG

ond

iUlsys KenlonlhySlp,enni
approach to instrumentation
the pieces by the enlists on e long

The

album

v0.

A0,°

of
waé

M1andngw

rads

1

epr

con

pNnellstic

on

Siegfried Fink. DGG 2530 034 (S)
Almost certain to become an immediate
ollector's item, his album features Sing.
fried Behreend with some of hi
murk,
but key
some rare musical elements
as
well
s
° ruments. The
percussion
works well en ise Pavans written
be Ooh Luis Milan and
also interesting
o
works written by
erard and Newsidler.

I've

SINGING PARKEES
GKS
1512 (II
Singing Parkers,

efforts,

dunio nra
like

behind

some

and

superb
lost

perform

Ready,"
version of the

People

to Go. Gospel

Got

U
O
(R¡
I`ll

In
this album the compositions of Gottfried Koenig, Ranier Riehn and others
are skillfully r.reared by the Sndlo for
Electronic Music at Utrecht Stag
University, In the Netherlands. The works range
e
mental ewer sise s In the pro-

and

transformer

d f

Chants

anddsophisticated
make for stimulating
and potential

Get

eon.

brlghl,

e

,

Ireshing
folk tune "Poor
Wayfaring
tronger" and
bright, toelapping "You Don't Know Like 11(now."
The trend is religious, but The beet varies
Iron pap to rock to country. Very good LP.

KERMIT SCHAFER The Weepy Awards, Vol.
1. Kapp VS 3631
(S)
D espite
the channeled.ln
electronic ap.
please that fends to be somewhat din.
'
th 3 le e hilarious album that
Gy,
Osti,allY
slips of the tongue
thadat have
roam a radio and TV per-

left

sonality

@
13

O
O

`others

Golden

LP

interesting album
hat
not o ly
educational in nature, but which provides
no
little amount
f
enterlainmene, The
LP traces the development of the guitar
and all its relations, including the lyre,
lute. banjo, and sitar, and demonstrates
the

muss

20

AMIILA

****
/

THE
CHALLENGERS
GNP Crescendo GNPS 2056 IS)
ACE COSTANOO /OERRI WOO Viva Tirado.
FUDGE

FOR

SOUND

Mark

ALPO

Unden end
3034 (51

FOUNDATION The

Ìs1

to

SOLO

VIOLIN

VIOLIN SONATA Gabriel Banat
Lawrence Smith. Cony Wren CLVR 102 (5
SECOND

Illusive

Lave.
Dream.

MRS

EDETE Pennagçrrem2

Los

10,003 (S)
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1958, AN EON AGO in
the music business, Don Wilson
was a hod carrier in Seattle. One
of his important possessions was
a $25 guitar purchased in Germany before his discharge from
the Army. While he had taught
himself several chords, music
was only a pleasant pastime -his
livelihood was in the construction business. By most random
chance, his foreman on a local
building project, Bob Bogle, also
played some guitar. The two in-

1

Old Ears Stalwart,
New Ears Exposed

dulged their mutual hobby with
nightly practice sessions until
they were proficient enough to
entertain local high school audiences.

mail piece. With characteristic
ambition and followthrough, she
started Blue Horizon Records
some months later.
In June 1960, Blue Horizon
released its first disk, "Walk,
Don't Run ". A Seattle disk
jockey magazine called the group
"the great American story-the
Cinderella theme without the
pumpkin" and noted their immediate acceptance throughout the
state of Washington. Thanks to
local airplay, Bob Reisdorff of
Dolton Records offered to take
the record and distribute it nationally through the vast promotional and distribution resources
of Liberty Records. "Walk,
Don't Run" was also released
internationally on the Top Rank

The high school audiences are
grown up now. Their affinity
for Don and Bob has never
label.
wavered, supplemented now by
While no one could predict
fans around the world, who have
their incredible longevity in the
altogether bought close to 30
music business, the success of
million records by Don, Bob, and
"Walk, Don't Run" was an imthree other gentlemen who call
mediate triumph for the boys.
themselves The Ventures.
Key trade publications called
And while old Ventures fans
them "The Most Promising Inremain stalwart, new ears are
strumental Group of 1960" and
t
constantly being exposed to those
their hit smash became "Favorite
inventive
electronic
sounds
Single Instrumental Record" of
E
which have indelibly left their
the year. Four years later an
mark on American pop music.
updated version of "Walk, Don't
tt
Following their smash success
Run" (with a far more subtle,
with the "Hawaii Five -O" theme
relaxed feeling) earned a second
last year, The Ventures have
gold record for the group.
signed to record the theme for a
Don Wilson was born in Tanew CBS -TV series, "Storefront
coma on February 10, the son of
Lawyers."
Josie and Woodrow William WilThey have also been invited
son. While music was always a
to make two appearances at
pastime, his early endeavors
Expo '70 in Osaka. No one need
ranged from selling autos to
be reminded just how fickle this
working in a mill. Before workbusiness is, yet after ten years,
ing with Bob Bogle, his only
The Ventura are a constant.
performing experience was at
Their appeal is constant, and
school dances and local talent
VENTURES working out on stage in 1970- through rock, underground, heavy, progressive, far out,
THE
their market is constant.
shows.
avant, the Ventures work, assimilate and add to their music.
A decade represents a lot of
Bob Bogle played a lot of foottime in anyone's life, and for
ball in his native Portland, OreThe Ventures, the years between 1960 and 1970 mean
sound -the years since their formation have shown that
gon and dabbled on the guitar in between jobs in the
a lot of things: recording 38 long -playing albums (1,112
the Ventures' innovative use of all -electric string instruconstruction business. His professional carrer began
hours in the studio plus close to 2000 additional hours
ments was adapted as the standard instrumentation for
with the Wilson -Bogle debut in Tacoma.
rock
groups.
of rehearsal), twenty million records sold in the U.S.,
Electric lead guitar, rhythm guitar, and
The Ventures' original drummer, Howie Johnston,
ten million sold in Japan, more than one million miles
electric bass guitar are now as much a part of rock
was injured in an auto accident, and at his doctor's adtraveled in successful tours of Australia, Hawaii, Mexico
music as the snare drum is to a marching band.
vice, forfeited the strain of one-night stands and retired
and the Orient. And after the upcoming Osaka concerts,
The Ventures began when Bob Bogle and Don Wilson,
from music. After auditioning several drummers, the
the group expects to embark for Europe.
both from Tacoma, Washington, met each other in 1958
guys chose Mel Taylor, a strong young percussionist
It may be hard for some to understand the phenomeon a construction project in Seattle. Several months later,
from New York, whose brother Larry played bass with
nal success of The Ventura in terms of record sales.
when Bob offered Don a ride home, they learned of their
Canned Heat. Mel is one of the most articulate members,
Album sales are often stimulated and supported by the
mutual interest in the guitar. They set up regular jam
and has recently begun managing the group's recording
strength of a hit single.
sessions on Sundays, and later, as music began to domiand booking activities. Nokie Edwards, the original lead
Yet with the exception of "Walk, Don't Run" (which
nate their leisure time, they worked out new ideas at
guitarist, left in 1967 to pursue other interests. The
earned two gold records, 1960 and 1964), The Ventures
the dinner table each night after work.
addition of Jerry McGee to replace Nolde was a wise
By the summer of 1959 they were interchanging pans,
have had no outstanding triumphs with 45 rpm releases.
one. A formidable guitarist, McGee has worked with
However, their album sales started strong, stayed strong,
either one able to take lead, rhythm or bass guitar
The Monkees, Rick Nelson, Trini Lopez and Herb
and are today strong, despite the lack of an omnipresent
chores. High school and college students in the area
Alpert plus extensive work as a freelance studio player
Top 40 image. It is as if the magnetic appeal of the
dug the duo immediately and frequently drafted them for
before joining the group.
Ventures' sound sought its listeners, oblivious to teenycampus dances.
Organ Added
bopper radio trends and fads.
During those early days, the guys felt somewhat in
Three years ago- an organist was added to the group,
limbo -music was by far a more rewarding effort for
Incorporate Influences
handsomely expanding their total sound, and adding a
Speaking of trends, the ten -year career of this dynamic
them, but they were not fully committed to it. Mindful
variety of textures that complement the basic electric
quintet precludes the strength and ability to weather
of the unreliable nature of show business, they kept
guitar sound. Johnny Durrill was born in Houston
folk, acid, English, country, and calypso fads, not to
their construction,jobs during the day, and played a
where he taught himself piano, organ, and composition.
mention a host of passing fancies which were really more
regular spot at a Tacoma nitery. Three hours sleep a
He holds a BA degree in English and was singer and
dance than music innovations (remember the madison,
night was luxury.
writer on several hits by the Five Americans before
frog, holly- gully, twist, etc. ?).
Meanwhile, Don's mother Josie Wilson, an unflinchjoining the Ventures.
Reflecting over the Venture discography, which ining Ventures supporter and president of their internaTogether, these five men have left their mark on
cludes close to 40 LPs, one sees that, rather than ignore
tional fan club, called, wrote or visited almost every
American and international pop music. Don and Bob
current influences, the boys often incorporated them into
existing record firm in the business. But record comare in no small way responsible for the unbelievable
their own idiom much like the well -dressed woman uses
panies had no time for a group that didn't sing, didn't
growth in popularity of the guitar in this country duract, offered nothing but the sound of electric guitars.
fashion to complement herself rather than sublimate her
ing the past ten years (they owned a guitar company
own identity to Paris dictates.
"If established companies don't want to listen, then we'll
which grossed $1,500,000 in 1966). Before the VenThey have been wise not to compromise their unique
start our own," Josie is quoted in an old Ventures fan
(Continued on page V -3)
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Thank you

VE\TURES
(Mel Taylor /DonWilson

Bob Bogle /Jerry McGee /John Durrill)

or

ten years of
greatness.
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THE FOUNDING fathers.
Wilson and Bob Bogle,

Don

who
started the whole thing off back
then.
.

.

formed- Wilson and Bogle are joined by Mel
Taylor and Nokie Edwards and the rock gear of those days....
THE GROUP is

.

AN EARLY "American Bandstand" appearance with Dick Clark -from left,
Howie Johnston, Clark, Don Wilson and Nokie Edwards.

Bob Bogle,

FASHIONS COME and go, but the
Ventures march on. During the days
when flower power boomed along
with the Ventures....

-

OLD EARS STALWART,

NEW EARS EXPOSED

Continued from page V -I
tures, most groups clung to the soft pulse of an acoustic
upright bass, rather than its electric solid body cousin.
The guitar itself, as a solo instrument, was largely
limited to its upper register before the Ventures'
use of low -octave single note melody lines. Indeed,
many of today's most respected guitar heavies acknowledge the Ventures as primary inspiration during their
formative years.
But by no means are the Ventures a thing of the
past. With the smashing success of "Hawaii Five -O"
last year, and the recent recording of the theme for
the new CBS -TV series, "Storefront Lawyers," plus continuous concert bookings and the release of their special
"Tenth Aniversary Celebration" LP with all new material, fans can look forward to at least another decade
of unique sounds from the group that a Mexico City
newspaper called "numero uno en la preferencia mundial"- number one in all the world -the fabulous Ventures!
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VENTURES

TODAY

-an

addi-

tional member and the group caught
onstage during their last successful
Japanese tour.

1968: BOB BOGLE smiles to an outdoor concert audience of 45,000 in Mexico City

Walk, Don't Run
Another Smash

BST -8003

Dance!
Beach Party
Telstar & Lonely Bull

BST -8010

BST -8019'

Surfing

BST -8022

I

AFTER A DECADE

THE

THE
VENTURES
DISCOGRAPHY
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BST -8006
BST -8016

Walk the Line

BST -8023
BST -8024

Let's Got
In Space

Walk, Don't Run, Vol.
Knock Me Outl

BST -8027

2

BST -8031
BST -8033

On Stage

BST -8035

Ventures a Go-Go
Christmas Album
Where the Action Is!
Batman Theme
Go With the Ventures
Wild Things
Revolving Sounds
Changing Times
Golden Greats
$1,000,000 Weekend
Flights of Fantasy

BST -8037

On the Scene

EST -8057

Underground Fire
More Golden Greats
Hawaii Five-0
Swamp Rock
Tenth Anniversary Celebration

LST -8059

BST -8038
BST -8040
BST -8042
BST -8045
BST -8047
BST -8050
LST -8052
LST -8053
EST -8054

LST -8055

EST-8060
LST -8061
LST -8062
EST -35000
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Congratulations

VENTURES
on your 10th Anniversary!
uwwkwelitoc&mg
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TO THE VENTURES
CONGRATULATIONS
AND BEST WISHES
FOR A HAPPY
10TH ANNIVERSARY

á
CHIANG
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MAT

IMPORTERS
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7
COMPANY

EXPORTERS

Sole distributor in Singapore, Malaysia & Brunei

Chiang Huat Company (Private) Limited,
195 -199, Outram Park, Singapore, 3. G.P.O. Box 1824. Cable: Chipmunks
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Toshiba and Liberty Salute
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JAPAN
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Toshiba Musical Industries is proud
to announce the best seller album
ever released in Japan.

VENTURES'sales keep
rolling on with their latest hit Single-it-XNttiYJïT/L!
And THE
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THE VENTURES

IN JAPAN
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KYOTO DOLL
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TOSHIBA MUSICAL INDUSTRIES LTD.
2 -2 -7 AKASAKA MINATO -KU TOKYO. JAPAN.
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THE START of an in -store promotion for the group during their 1970
tour of Japan. The store is in the Kausai area of western Japan.

Japan'
Super Group-

The T%Cntures
By

MALCOLM DAVIS

Despite unshakable convictions of a few to the
contrary, The Ventures are not a Japanese rock band,
though their phenomenal success here over the past
decade had led many to claim their music as originating
in Japan.
No single recording group or individual artist has
come even close to the popularity of the Ventures in
the Japanese market -not even the Beatles or the
giant of Columbia, Andy Williams. Their in- person
appearances here are always sold out weeks in advance
and the announcements of personal data about one or
another member set off waves of excitement in the
fan magazines and among their millions of devoted
Japanese fans.
Toshiba Musical Industries, who this year celebrate
their tenth year of association with both Liberty Records of the U.S. and with the Ventures, owe a great
deal of their growth to that partnership, and they
make no pretense of hiding the fact.
In round figures, Toshiba estimates that over the
years, the Ventures' recordings have grossed over $20
million in Japan.
By way of a peculiarly Japanese accounting system
in which an LP is counted as approximately six single
releases and an EP as two, Toshiba claims to have
sold just under 25,000,000 Ventures' recordings in the
last ten years.
Isao Atsumi, now assistant manager for Toshiba's
Liberty division, lists the configurations and approximate sales totals as follows:

Type

Long Play Disk (331/2)
Extended Play Disk (45)
Single Disk (45)
Tape Cartridge
Cassette
Mini -Cassette
PACKED HOUSES greet the Ventures on the Japanese tours
which began 1962 and are regular, successful events.
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sates to

Sale

No. Laced
50

40
60
19
13

Single Count

8,400,000
8,000,000
8,000,000

1,400,000
4,000,000
8,000,000

500,000°

500,000

7

rlop nenmiilion lby ek end or 1970.1

In 1969.

24,900,000
iwhlóa eapem

(Continued on page V -fi)
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THE VENTURES

10TH ANNIVERSARYALBUM

23 HIT SELECTIONS

A DELUXE
2 RECORD SET
FOR THE
PRICE OF ONE

SPINNING WHEEL
BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER
BY THE TIME GET TO PHOENIX
THOSE WERE THE DAYS
NEVER MY LOVE
DELILAH
STRANGERS IN THE NIGHT
EVERYBODY'S TALKIN'
I

RAINDROPS KEEP

FAUN' ON MY HEAD

BLOWIN' IN THE WIND
WHO'LL STOP THE RAIN
SWEET CAROLINE
LET IT BE
UP-UP AND AWAY
BAD MOON RISING
ELEANOR RIGBY
GOOD MORNING STARSHINE

MacARTHUR PARK
HEY JUDE
MICHELLE
SUGAR, SUGAR
THE SOUNDS OF SILENCE
DON'T THINK TWICE, IT'S ALL RIGHT

(REM

23 great hits in a deluxe two record set kw the
price ()f one.
The illtitl'llill('lltrll gi'(llj) of dl(' decade
plays the great hits or tlw decade on
album, cartridge :mil cassette:
bnorly/oa.iEc_
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The Ventures

Very best wishes

Years on Top
Japun uMOa
Festival Records, Distributors
of the Liberty /UA Product in
Australia& New Zealand salute
The Ventures
on their 10th Anniversary.

.

.

.

from a friend

Herds to another 10 years.

RECORDSB
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA- AUCKLAND,

V-8

NEW ZEALAND
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CONGRATULATIONS
TO

111F VENTURES
We are

proud to have been
associated with you on Liberty Records
over the past ten years.
We ujísh you

continued success in the future.
Oí7JOíl°

records

LONDON RECORDS OE CANADA (1967) LID.

DISCOS MUSART SA.
MEXICO
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JAPAN'S SUPER GROUP

-

and other huge

metropolitan areas but also to the
smaller cities of the island- nation, establishing a pattern
they were to follow on later tours.

THE VENTURES

Continued from page V-6

-

The continuing adventure in Japan of the four
now five -young American musicians began in the
early 60's with their first major Japanese release, "Walk,

Don't Run."
Toshiba, at the time relatively unfamiliar with
rock'n'roll music as was the Japanese public, did their
best to keep up with the overwhelming demand for
copies of the overnight hit. Production schedules were
turned topsy -turvy as their pressing facilities struggled
to put out enough wax to meet the snowballing response.
Radio stations, also unprepared for the reaction to
the driving beat and electronic overtones of the single,
began to program "Walk, Don't Run" every hour, or
more often if at all possible; program directors were
confused and cynical but pleased with the burst of
audience response.
In 1962, the Ventures made their first personal
appearance before their Japanese fans. With them they
brought and planted the seeds of a rock'n'roll craze
which, aided and enriched by the later trend toward
"surf in' " music, revolutionized the Japanese pop scene
down to even the smallest corner of traditional "enka"
pop /folk and ordinary "kayokoku" or local pop.
Don Wilson and Bob Bogle -the only two of the
1962 Japan tour who are still with the group, developed
a simple, easy -to-follow beat and melody line to which
Japanese listeners could and did relate more easily
than they could to the unintelligible lyrics upon which a
Little Richard or Buddy Holly hit depended.

No Language Barrier
The Ventures wielded their instrumental simplicity
as a fine sword to cut through the "language barrier"
which had so far entangled other American rock'n'roll
sounds in Japan.
In January 1965 the Ventures returned to Japan,
this time for a tour which took them not only to Tokyo

By this time, "Diamond," "Walk, Don't Run '64,"
"Pipeline" and other Ventures' singles released in Japan
had shattered existing sales records; not a teenybopper
in the land was without at least one Ventures' record.

The " surfin'" boom was at its crest in Japan and
its heroes were the Ventures, overshadowing The Beach
Boys and others by a wide margin to the amazement
of Toshiba and their Liberty affiliates in the U.S.

In July of 1965 they made a third visit to Japan,
during which the LP, "The Ventures in Japan" was
cut, packaged and released in an enthusiastic and successful attempt to stay on top of the excitement the
group was generating.
Toshiba pulled the stops on promotional expenses
and spent millions of yen in promoting the LP within
the industry and to the public via advertising and PR
campaigns in nearly every medium reaching the under 30 public.
Toshiba claims to have sold a third of a million
copies of that LP since it was issued and a few retailers still list it as a regular best -selling item.
The album, as well as the Ventures' 1965 hit singles
"Caravan" and "Slaughter on 10th Avenue," set off
yet another trend in Japan, the popularization of amplified guitars. The fact that the simple, all -instrumental
arrangements and the driving beat were extremely easy
to copy led to a phenomenal increase in sales of electric
guitars and, soon after, the appearance of countless
"group sound" bands who depended almost entirely
on note -for -note readings of the Ventures' records.
For a while, the Ventures were involved in a sales
promotion of electric guitars and amplifiers and their
fame spread even further as a result.
It was also in the mid -60's that young Japanese
began to show evidence of the growing prosperity of
the society. Increased mobility via the family or the
personal car, increased pocket money and the begin-

pings of a relaxation of strict parental control put millions of young Japanese in positions to patronize music
coffee shops, rock'n'roll "mammoth" bars and other
gathering places to hear the new electronic sounds. An
estimated 3,000 new instrumental groups were formed
in Tokyo alone between 1964 and 1968, most of which
featured the three- guitar -plus -drums format and the
basic, bottom -heavy sounds of the Ventures. Record
sales skyrocketed, fueled by the sudden increase in
spending money available to Japanese youth.

Jerry McGee replaced Edwards on lead guitar in
1967 in time for the Ventures' seventh Japan tour. The
group had made two visits here the previous year and
were well into the development of a series of musical
impressions of Japan. Among these, "Ginza Lights,"
"Hokkaido Skies," and the latest, "Kyoto Doll" are the
most popular, each chalking up remarkable sales in
the original Ventures' versions and even bigger results
ing covers, with lyrics added, cut by singers Ken Yamaguchi, Masako lzumi, Chiyo Okumura. Yuko Nagisa
and others.
Publishers of the Ventures' sheet music in Japan
Nichion, Zenon and Toshiba in the past and Taiyo
Music now -also attribute the Ventures' success in
Japan to the unique but easily- copied basic sound. Millions of Japanese amateur guitar players-and there
are, literally, millions -move into Ventures' arrangements as soon as they master three or four basic chords
on their instruments.
The latest Toshiba /Liberty LP release is "The
Ventures: More Golden Greats," selling at 2,000 yen
($5.56). It, and several other LP's, was released in July
this year to coincide with the group's eighth Japan tour.
Sales of the last few LP and single releases are reported by Toshiba to be as good or better than any
of the many others to date.
Organist John Durrill joined the group in its most
recent tour and seems to have made a favorable impression on the fans, both by his lyric, balanced style
and by the fact that he is now the only unmarried member of "Japan's" supergroup, the Ventures.

-

Intures.' Major Impact
By

The Ventures have had a major impact on musicians
and the sound of instrumental groups.

-

As the first rock instrumental group formed in 1960
consisting of four pieces -two guitars, bass and drums
the band has probably had more of an effect on influencing other musicians than any other rock aggregation.

"We keep running into musicians who come up to
us and say: 'Man, I learned how to play off you guys,'
boasts the Ventures drummer Mel Taylor. Ask Taylor
what is meant by musicians saying 'playing off you
guys' and he quickly says: They take our records home
and try to pick up the guitar licks..'"

At least 20 musicians have come up to the band and
revealed how much of an influence their playing has
been on their own careers.

Taylor, the group's spokesman and manager, cites
the significance of the Ventures being a four-man combo
in an environment in which most other bands were five
or six pieces. "There just wasn't any four -man combo
in the rock field when we started," he says, adding that
the Beatles developed around the same instrumentation
when they burst onto the scene.

ELIOT TIEGEL

Don Wilson, the group's rhythm guitarist, was at a
Buffalo Springfield recording session when one of the
musicians told him he learned how to get into music
by listening to Ventures' albums.
As a leading American instrumental band, the
Ventures have been in a constant state of expansion
musically and aware as artists. "We have gone along
with the music industry," Taylor explains. "But our bag
is doing instrumental versions of great hits in our own
style. Still, we stay right with what's happening."
As a result of all the testimony from musicians
about listening to their LP's for source information,
the Ventures devised the series of highly successful
"Play Guitar With the Ventures" LP's.
"That's what motivated us to put out the guitar
instruction system albums," notes Taylor. One of the
LP's hit the charts, marking the first time an instruction
album had rubbed elbows on a national LP survey with
commercial musical presentations.
There were four guitar and one bass LP's in the
series which is still in the Liberty /UA catalog.
As a result of the group's 10 tours to the Far East,
it creates special recordings of Japanese hits for that

market and they become hits there. There have even
been some instances of Japanese lyrics being put on
an instrumental track and the song becoming a new
born hit.
Three of the present band members are original
founding fathers. The group started off as a four -man
band and then two and one half years ago a new
guitarist, Jerry McGee, was added. A little over one
year ago organist John Durrill joined the band. "It's
the old story of five heads being better than four,"
Taylor points out. He, Don Wilson and Bob Bogle,
the bassist, are the veteran Ventures.
"When you have new blood you can get new and
different ideas. When you have guys who have been
together for a long time, you can get stale. It hasn't
happened to us because we've made some changes."
Recently returning to the United States after an
extensive Far Eastern tour, Taylor jokingly comments
that "it seems like we've travelled one and a half million
miles this month." Always listening to music wherever
it goes, the Ventures may very soon discover they have
brought back another new influence to add to their
repertoire.

President, Founder, Mother
(Note: Josie Wilson is a vivacious, outgoing woman
who looks like she spends her spare time baking cookies
and organizing community service groups. She doesn't.
She is president of the Ventures International Fan Club,
which she created after forming Blue Horizon Records,
the label that released the Ventures' first smash, "Walk,
Don't Run" in 1960. She has produced many of the
group's sessions, and is the mother of guitarist Don
Wilson.)
"Since our boys are an instrumental group, there
is no language barrier -we get letters from fans in
every country around the world. Every letter is special,
but some are especially heartwarming. One I've saved
was written in a childish scrawl from a youngster in a
school for the deaf.
SEPTEMBER 19, 1970, BILLBOARD

"She wrote, 'Oh, Ventures, 1 just love your music.
It is so big and has such a big sound!' I could just
imagine she and the other deaf children 'listening' with
their hands, absorbing the phonograph vibrations as
they held their hands on the stereo cabinet to 'hear'
the Ventures.

"Much of our mail comes from behind the Iron
Curtain. A guitar teacher in Romania wrote: 'My dear
Mrs. Wilson, God bless you in the new year and for
the next 100 years to come. I recei.ed your letter and
parcel with the Ventures music books on Dec. 23.
It was the most wonderful present for Christmas! My
pupils and
have framed the Ventures photos and
hung them on our rehearsal room wall.' He had sent
me a beautiful handmade doll dressed in Romanian
costume by way of appreciation for the music books.
1
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Money is not allowed to be sent out of the country.
"One of the most satisfying things our American
Fan Club has ever done is to adopt and support a small
Korean orphan through the Foster Parents Plan. The
older brother of our eight -year-old Ile Yung writes: We
feel that our family has become much happier and
sweeter in your care. Our family thanks you very
much for your support from far distance. We remember
you in our prayer to recompense for your favor, even
a little. We are very thankful to you, for you enable
us to lead a happy living. Signed with much love from
Ik Yung and elder brother Ik Soo.'
"If music is the universal language, there is no
better way to communicate the love between the Ventures and their fans, than by reading the letters of
little Ile Yung in Korea."
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"Thank you everyone
for making these first
ten years golden ones'.'
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CORPORATE
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'BIG BUSINESS' CREATES NEW LAS VEGAS IMAGE

A BILLBOARD SPOTLIGHT
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TONY
GENNETT

"THE NUMBER -ONE SINGER IN THE WORLD."
-ED SULLIVAN
"TONY BENNETT IS THE BEST AROUND."
-DEAN MARTIN

"FOR MY MONEY, TONY BENNETT IS THE
BEST SINGER IN THE BUSINESS, THE BEST
EXPONENT OF A SONG. HE EXCITES ME
WHEN WATCH HIM -HE MOVES ME. HE'S
I

THE SINGER WHO GETS ACROSS WHAT
THE COMPOSER HAS IN MIND...AND PROBABLY A LITTLE MORE. THERE'S A FEELING
IN BACK OF IT."

-FRANK SINATRA
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FROM OCTOBER 1ST TO OCTOBER 14TH 1970.
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...
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COUNTRY CLUB
LAS VEGAS
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Owns What in Vegas
By Laura Deni
Aong the two-and- one -half miles known as the Strip, 16 high rise resorts worth possibly billions juts skyward. Inside strobe lights shine, semi -nude girls are re-

flected in revolving mirrors while the music vibrates to ear shattering levels.
Names like Sinatra, Streisand, Presley and Jones command upwards of $100.000
weekly. Ninety-nine bars and 53 clubs offer live entertainment.
The slot machines whirl, the dice roll, the cards slap on the table. A casino
pit boss, dressed in a white on white shirt, white tie and sharkskin suit, glances over
e maze of crap tables and says: "The good days are gone. Most of the old crowd
is either selling out or dying off."
The good old days experienced abrupt changes in 1969. This year is no exception. Forty -two casinos changed hands, the Nevada Gaming Commission reported.
The city began to experience the "corporation take over," and with it a new image
for the hotel- casino -show business businessman.
New blood in the form of vast capital resources gave Nevada's unique legalized
gambling industry a transfusion which Gov. Paul Laxalt says will cause an economic

revolution.
All along the Strip and in the downtown Casino Center the corporate take over
moved ahead throughout 1969 and '70 and left clear -cut signs that 1971 will be
a year of even greater change.

The corporate take over of the Strip has resulted in expansion with ostentatious
grandeur, tight -wad measures on petty expenses, and a raging talent war resulting
in phenomenal entertainment salaries made possible through a seemingly un-

limited corporation talent budget.
Firms listed on the New York and American stock exchanges, along with a new
breed of gamblers in grey flannel suits, invested in Les Vegas casinos as if they were
giant conglomerates. The so- called individual or partnership casino ownerships dwindied to only a few.
The Del Webb organization actually launched the trend on Aug. 31, 1961 by
transferring 1.5 million shares of stock in the Sahara Nevada Corp. for the 600 -room
Sahara Hotel and the Mint Casino. The corporation subsequently built the 25 -story
Mint hotel in the downtown Casino Center area. Following the Mint, Webb bought

the Thunderbird.
Then Howard Hughes, through his solely owned Hughes Tool Co., arrived running and took over the lead in purchases. He has subsequently purchased the Desert
Inn. Sands, Frontier and the Castaways hotels. He tried to buy the Stardust, but
when the Dept. of Justice stepped in with an anti -trust probe, Hughes pulled out
of the deal.

Hardly taking time to catch his breath, the wealthy recluse, who reportedly lives
atop the Desert Inn, bought the Landmark Hotel, a white elephant which stood unopened for years.

Another publicly held corporation active during the past year is the Los Angeles restaurant supply firm of Parvin-Dahrman, previously owner of the Fremont
Hotel- Before getting involved in some questionable stock dealings, it added the
Riviera, Aladdin and Stardust to its hotel fold only to lose the majority of their
ownership due to stock problems.
In other dealings, the Tropicana Hotel was purchased by Trans Texas Airlines
in which Minnesota Enterprises owns about half of the stock. And Continental Connectors, an Eastern electronics firm, bought ownership in the Dunes Hotel. Lums,

restaurant chain, became the parent organization of Desert Palace, doing business
as Caesars Palace, with CP the operating company.
The size of the investments precludes any but the highest flying of wheeler dealer from participating. The
Landmark Hotel was purchased for $17.3 million, the
Stardust price was rumored
at $42 million, the Tropicana
changeover involved $8.75
million. None of the prices
for the timid.
But it was Kirk Kerkorian,
who after purchasing onefourth interest in Western Air
Lines, decided that flamboyant
Las Vegas needed a "second
Strip." Kerkorian bought the
Flamingo Hotel through his
wholly owned Tracy Investment Corp., sold the land he
a

owned on which Caesars Palace had been built, and then
bought and sold the Bonanza
Hotel.
Kerkorian broke ground two
years ago for the $80 million
International Hotel, which rises
30 stories. from a site adjacent to the Convention Center,
the start of his "second Strip"
along Paradise Road.
But the "second Strip" may

Entertainers like Bobby Vinton are the lure for keeping people in the
hotels. Here he works in the International's lounge theatre.
now be an afterthought. The Hilton Hotels

signed a definitive agreement to purchase a majority interest In International
Leisure Corp., Kerkorian's parent company which operates the International and
Flamingo hotels.
In short, the agreement means loss of
control of the hotels that made Kerkorian
a major figure in Nevada entertainment.
Merle Howard has been with Del Webb
since early 1956. He is a personable man
with a big ..job in charge of corporate tal=
ant buying. When interviewed he had seriously damaged his heel in an accident
near his swimming pool. He was lying
amidst a wheel chair, crutches, sedated
but alert and friendly. We talked about the
corporation take over.
"It's unfortunate in my opinion that
you have people now running the hotels
who aren't tuned in to the gaming indus
try .
. people who are really efficiency
experts from other cities. The accountants
have percentage figures. They make the
mistake of equating their figures with the
same size hotel in another city."
Howard adjusted his heavily bandaged
foot on the gold pillow atop the glass
coffee table and smiled. "The corporations
are causing the entertainment business to
go out of sight. The money they spend
is somebody else's money. In the old
days, if you owned the hotel you were
more cautious. In the long run this can't
survive. With the cost of land and the
cost of borrowing money so high, you
can't get it back. You can't keep tacking
it on to the public. They just won't pay
the tab.
"We have very few 'comps,'" Howard
says. "We only comp good players or if
the person is valuable to the hotel. Basically we are in a gaming business, not
in show business. The entertainment is
necessary for gambling.
"My interest is primarily in comics,
not singers," Howard relates. "The comics
are more expensive, but they draw better.
With music, people like one or two kinds
and dislike all others. With soul singers

America's fight money situation as seen in

Las Vegas:

40

empty tables.

you don't get customers, you make enemies. But, with comics 97 percent of the
people will like R.
"We look ahead and are after new talent all the time,' Howard emphasizes.
"I called Maria Callas in Paris and tried
to arrange a two -week engagement with
her here. The only concert she has ever
done in America was at Carnegie Hall.
At the moment we couldn't work anything
out with her because she insisted on a
100-piece orchestra.
"In our lounges we have found that
musical groups are useless. We have two
modest- budget musical groups. 'Girlie
shows are the best for us.

"Our hotel doesn't have computers,
but we are revamping with new sound
and lights for the show room and new
decor throughout the hotel."
Up until a few weeks ago, Bill Miller
booked talent for the International and

Flamingo from offices in the International.
As a result of some internal conflict with
the new Hilton people, Miller pulled out
physically from the International, but is
still booking acts for both hotels from his
own office.
He has these comments on the tight
money situation. "Summer isn't as important as fall, but this is the first time we
ever had a let down." However, even with
a let down Miller was emphatic that the
International was making money. "Six and
end a half million after taxes, so somebody is making money. We paid a dollar
dividend on stock this last time. That is
the first time any hotel In Las Vegas has
done that."

Miller

is

thoughtful about the salaries

Las Vegas stars are able to command.

"Ninety percent of the entertainers can't
draw enough to pay their own salary," he
laments. "They are supposed to be stars,
but they can't fill ringside. At the best
hotels in New York $25,000 is the top
limit. Everybody is overpaid. We need price
controls.
"Show business is killing itself. There
Isn't any show business left in the
United States except here. There are
one nighters which bring in big
money, but the work is back breaking. Stars ought to hold the salary
line for their own sake. or they will
price themselves out of the market.
"You can't use a pencil though
when you're talking about the hotel
business." Miller adds; "we're lucky
if we make a dollar profit per person on a dinner show. The unions
have had a 25 percent increase.
Sometimes you have to offer a little
more for entertainment, but it pays
off. Look at 'Hair,' 800 people can
get into the (hotel's) theater at
$7.50 per person. It's been running
for eight or nine months. Not even
a drink
is served. That's how to
make a profit.
"It's getting to be impossible to
predict what people want. This is a
strange city. We paid Bobby Vinton
the same as he made at the Sahara.
At that hotel he was in a big room,
but as a supporting act. I convinced
him to do it on his own. He came
over to the International's lounge
Continued on next page
SEPTEMBER
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There are indications that hotels will
start tightening up their showroom reservation policies when super stars are appearing, accepting reservations first from
their own registered guests and high rollers. Previously, the hotels had a wider
reservation policy in which other hotel
officials and casino bosses could use their
offices to obtain reservations at these
shows for their guests and important personages.
The intention seems to be to take care
of one's own guests first in the showroom,
thus keeping the patron within the facility
to gamble. Whenever a super name came
to town, his presence could be counted
on to increase business along the Strip,
with the other hotels calling up for reservations for their important contacts.

solicit acts, but if they
and did great.
get out of line then I let them go."
It may have been just a coincidence,
but in line with talk of a recession, Frank
Sennes, entertainment director for the
Frontier and Desert Inn hotels, this sumI

mer announced a major policy change
which would give new acts more exposure
while cutting down on talent costs. Name
attractions had been booked each week
supported by third and fourth billed acts
which costs $6,000 and $7.000. "We
found this to be a waste of money as
they actually bring in very few people.
We decided we would do as well using less
expensive acts," Sennes explains.
"We do not plan to do away with supporting acts, just cut down on the expense for these acts. This will give us
a chance to use some of the new acts
that may not be heard otherwise."
Across the street, the Riviera has instituted a $4.50 minimum per person
in its lounge. Barbara McNair, previously
a big room star, has headlined this room
and the people didn't seem to mind the
$4.50 tab. Up the street at the Aladdin
the opposite policy is in effect. "All
you can drink for $2.25 per show," is
the concept. The rest of the Strip hotels
vow to remain as they are with a two drink minimum. But there is talk at some
hotels of making the midnight show a
no cover -no minimum affair to draw in
customers.
The man who launched the power name
war is Dave Victorson of Caesars Palace.
The talent feud between Caesars and the
Sands involved such top acts as Steve
Lawrence, Eydie Gorme, the Smothers
Brothers, Jim Nabors, Carol Burnett, Leslie
Uggams, and Jerry Lewis. Frank Sinatra
left the Sands for Caesars two years ago
while Dean Martin went over to the RNlera
where he also purchased a 10 percent
ownership.
Jack Entratter, a former Sands owner
and entertainment kingpin, had built the
Sands into a super star mecca. After
Caesars Palace's raiding cue, Entratter
was returned to power at the Sands by
the Hughes people.
Lang a tough ticket showroom, the
Sands lost some of its status with the
advent of the International and Caesars
Palace.

Entertainers like Entratter. He is somewhat of a father figure for them, always
around if needed. The corporation takeover made the entertainers feel the cold.
ness of computer machines.
While entertainment costs are skyrocketing, the hotels have an economy drive
on in other areas as a result of the soft
economy, The Stardust Hotel has cut back
on help and keeps careful track of the
number of bars of soap left in rooms.
Hotels which have always bought food
by the carload offer less than a variety
and suddenly feature foods that are "in
season."
In order to bring in high rollers, a hotel
has to offer some incentive since gaming
tables are found all over town. Super star
entertainers bring in the gamblers. The
big game players may not want to see
the shows, but the girls they are with do,
so to please their dates, they see the
show and then gamble.
With this in mind, corporations moving
into town have enabled the hotels to offer
the entertainers better contracts. Money
is more important than personal friendship. Notes one hotel executive: "This
town is too big for an entertainer to play
some place because he has known some.
body for 10 years. That friendship may
enable you to talk to him on the phone.
But in the long run, it's who has the
money that gets the stars."
Tony Zeppi, an executive with the
Riviera, candidly admits: "We don't expect
our showroom to break even." It's more
or less an accommodation for the gamblers. Prices have increased because of
cost -of- living rises, so the hotel has increased its minimums.
Throughout town, as temperatures hit
their sweltering highs, corporate executives quietly discuss ways of combatting
an acknowledged slow season. The Dunes
eut members of its main orchestra. An

Because of the soft summer. the top
draw entertainers are being looked upon
by the hotels as a sure, surefire means of
filling rooms and the casino. The old joke
told on stage by an entertainer at the conclusion of his act for his audience to
watch out as they walked through the casino doesn't sit well this year with hotel

Frank Sinatra remains a heavy attraction, and the kind the corporations like.
intermediary act in its lounge was eliminated. A pianist in the Sultan's Table
room was let go.
The recession sweeping the country
caught up with the Strip this summer. The
gambling, glitter and showroom stars
seemingly had rendered the Strip impervious to the economy downturn, but that
immunity failed during the summer tourist
season.

Hardest hit have been the luxury hotels
catering to the high rollers and big spenders. However some of the Strip's low
priced establishments reported good business.

"I can tell you one thing, we are not
making a thin dime," admits Harvey Die derich, marketing director of the Tropicana
Hotel.

Catering to a well established and well
heeled clientele, the Tropicana had a 70
percent occupancy rate in August, according to the executive, compared to 90 per.
cent last August.
Even those hotels where occupancy
rates have held up are feeling the pinch
as people cut back on their showroom
and casino spending.
"From what
hear, business is down
quite a bit," says Earle Thompson, president of the Stardust, Fremont and Aladdin
hotels. "People are pulling in their horns.
They are more careful about spending
their money."
"We're just not getting the players we
used to get," laments Walter Fitzpatrick,
managing director of Howard Hughes'
Desert Inn.
"Only two of the DI's six crap tables
were operating after the late performance
in the showroom, an action time favored
by heavy gamblers. There was nothing but
$1 chips on five of the nine blackjack
tables that had players."
While the rest of the nation felt the
recession washing over it for the past 18
months, Las Vegas continued to ride a
boom despite slackening of business this
summer.
I

Las

The State reported a 31 percent increase in its revenue from gaming taxes
collected in Las Vegas during the final
three months of 1969 over the previous
year.
Stars like Nancy Sinatra, Elvis Presley,
Dean Martin, Buddy Hackett, and Liza
Minnelli, were doing standing room only
business. Benny Ashlemen, attorney for
the local musicians union, reports that
"even though some hotel orchestras were
cut in size, the musicians are the last to
feel the recession. If they are good, there
is plenty of work."
A strike by culinary workers, which was
honored by the musicians union, shut
down Strip hotels for four days this spring
and knocked the legs from under that
boom. But it has only been in the last six
weeks that a real slowdown surfaced.

survey for the Convention Authority
reveals that the total number of nights
spent here by visitors went down 4
percent from May to June, a time the
summer rush usually pushes room occupancy through the roof.
"The best that can be hoped for is a
quick end to the slump, says Robbins Cahill, director of the Strip Hotels Assn. "If
we don't pull out of it before fall, we will
really get hit when the tourists get off the
A

road."
The hotels responded to the slowdowns
in different ways. The Landmark dropped
the price of drinks from $1.25 to 75 cents
to attract customers. Several hotels cut
the hours and laid off casino dealers and
waitresses. Hotels which extended vast
credit to patrons are now lowering their
ceiling. Many hotels are trimming their
junket lists. Previously people on junkets
ate, saw shows, drank and stayed for free
in return for visiting the casinos.

Among the ideas planned to advertise
the city's entertainment values are inexpensive show rates with a greater emphasis being placed on exploiting star attrac.
tions-- especially in the southern California area.

officials.
Other ideas being discussed include
eliminating covers and minimums at midnight shows as a lure for people. In most
instances, visitors this summer had no
trouble getting into most shows. Seats
were plentiful. Remember how inexpensive
rooms used to be? There are reports that
rates will be increased.
With tight money, the major complaint
the casinos have found is that there are
a lot more gamblers who don't pay their
debts.
The 15 major Strip casinos reported $8
million in bad debts at the end of the
year or 3.8 percent of what they took in
from gross revenue.
"It's the tight money conditions, the
depressed stock market that has caused
people to have less disposable income,"
says Edward Bowers, executive secretary
of the Nevada Gaming Commission.
Bowers claims the growing number of
"bum markers" is centered only on the
Strip casinos and not in the rest of the
state. Last year all casinos in Nevada reported a total of $11.5 million in unpaid
checks.

During the current election year in Nevada the one topic every politician seems
to mention at least once is the corporation
take over. A pro and con battle is raging
with no specific solutions mentioned.
Regardless of how one may view the
corporate hue that has become the most
pronounced and publicized aspect on the
"New Strip" .
admiringly as Governor
Laxalt admittedly does, or with skepticism
the changes,
as some old-timers do
will
money
economy,
even with a tight
make this a successful and flamboyant
year.
.
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The Dunes computer helps the hotel analyze its operation. The pro-

duction shows, with their rozzle,
dazzle, help lure tourists into the
showroom- casino complexes.

Vegas tight money situation: peopleless slots.

Written by Laura Deni, Bruce Weber and section editor Eliot Tiegel.
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Erudite Executives Expedite Hughes Hotel Chain's Growth
By Eliot Tiegel
biggest gamble any day in
Las Vegas is how many times
you hear Howard Hughes
name. Or see it. Or feel it. Since
the reclusive, phantom billionaire
moved into this desert entertain.
ment capital three and one.half
years ago, his financial holdings
in Nevada have grown to the point
where he is now the largest employer and the top gambling magnate in the state.
Hughes Resort Hotels
the
identity
for
the
Desert
corporate
Inn, Sands, Frontier, Landmark,
Castaways -buy more talent than
any other operation in Las Vegas.
The company also owns the Silver Slipper, which is not a hotel
but does book talent shows and
recently expanded into the Northern Nevada area with its acquisition of Harolds Club.
"The Best of the Entertainment
Las Vegas Has to Offer" exclaims signs in the Hughes hotel
lobbies to promote their entertainment attractions. The Hughes
Resort Hotels are even advertised
on the back of matches placed
on tables in the showrooms to
further add to the corporate unity
campaign,
Everything seems cozy. And
they are. Only it drives performers to fits of discreet discomfort when working in a Hughes
Resort Hotel not to have met the
man whose name is overpowering in this image -conscious city.
Las Vegas continually fights the
battle of imagery, striving to improve itself as a famiy vacation
resort and striving to dissipate
the association with organized
crime which traditionally has
hung heavy over the gambling
industry.
Howard Hughes' "presence"
despite no one acknowledging
ever having seen him, has had
the effect of helping "cleanse"
Las Vegas and make the hotel gambling - entertainment triangle
a legitimate business endeavor.
Yet there's that "mystique"
which permeates the Hughes involvement. Employees acknowledge it privately. Artists working
in the hotel showrooms acknowledge it publicly.
Executives acknowledge
Hughes' penchant for concealment and once they have become
a member of the Hughes Nevada
Operations, they accept the fact
that they will in all eventually
never get to meet or talk with
Mr. Hughes as he is respectfully
called. The Hughes Nevada Operations is more a name than a
corporation. That's the name
you hear when you call the
Frontier Hotel where this facet
of Hughes' immense business
empire is headquartered.
Hughes Nevada Operations officials operate from a second
floor wing in the Frontier. While
there is na mania for security,
you do have to go through one
locked door (opened by a buzzer
activated by the switchboard op
erator on the other side of the
door) to get into the corporate
kingdom. The men who run
Hughes' hotel empire can look
out their windows at the swimming pool and get a fix on the
shape of things and who is visiting the city, usually on a two
and one -half or three day turn
over ratio.

which the Justice Dept. would not allow Hughes to
purchase); Jack Entratter at the Sands and Mo
Lewis at the Landmark.

TThe

-

Hughes Nevada Operations has
since its formation been publicity shy. This corporate attitude
is a reflection on MR. Hughes
himself. If the top man isn't out
to explain himself to the public,

Each Hughes hotel strives for its own entertain.
ment identity. The talent budgets are cleared each
year and each entertainment director has to get
permission from his managing director to exceed
his financial restrictions.

"We have to be individual hotels," says Walter
Fitzpatrick in his office at the DI. "It wouldn't
make any sense for all the hotels to be the same."

Although there is the corporate identity of a
Hughes Resort Hotel and the colorful showbill
signs in the various lobbies, no one can boast of
a dynamic image identity for all the Hughes hotels.
Their entertainment policies are individually separate.
The DI, which some classify as Hughes' home
and a palace of clean living, has presented the
production show "Pzazz" for several seasons and
The new image: Walter Fitzpatrick, a
this colorful spectacular is the city's only no nudity
Hughes Hotel executive, keeps the finanof any kind gala. The Hughes people generally
cial press close at hand at the Desert Inn.
don't like salacious shows. When the lounge review "Tom Jones" played the DI it was devoid of
"why worry" goes the attitude among the men
bare breasts. When it shifted over to Circus Circus (which originally started out
as a kiddies' paradise) bosoms became bared. The DI has been playing speccharged with building the hotel chain.
Since all the hotels were bought by the Hughes
taculars for seven years, interspersing name acts between shows like Bob
Tool Co., of which MR. Hughes is THE stockholder,
Newhart, Jimmy Durante, Phil Harris, Jerry Lewis, Andy Williams, Teresa Brewer,
his private ownership status protects him from
Jimmy Webb and Connie Stevens. Fitzpatrick expects to have name acts during
the fall once "Pzazz 70" closes.
filing public records or reports.
There is an unwritten law for executives of the
The Sands, purchased by Hughes in June 1967 for $15 million, is a star
Nevada Operations which guides them in not talkhotel and has been hit hardest by the fierce talent buying practices of Dave
ing about the man supposedly living in the eighth
Victorson at Caesars Palace and Bill Miller at the International. Jack Entratter,
floor penthouse at the Desert Inn, the first hotel
a former owner of the hotel, has had his problems with his bosses but now
he purchased in April 1967 for $14 million.
seems to be free to operate in a comfortable fashion as entertainment director.
The people who do see Hughes don't talk about
Louie Prima is the mainstay act in the lounge theater, with such music attrachim. The people who don't see him say they do
tions as Jack Jones working the main room.
because it has become a status symbol to boast
The Frontier, purchased in November 1967 for $13 million, is a solo headabout getting into the labyrinth of mystery and
liner advocate, booking Vic Damone, Jimmy Durante, Diana Ross, the Supremes,
intrigue which veils Nevada's number one business
Frank Sinatra Jr.
tycoon.
The Landmark, purchased in July 1969 for $17 million, advocates music
Despite this summer's soft money market, all
names like Trini Lopez or Bobbie Gentry or the Everly Brothers.
the Hughes hotels have continued to fulfill their
The Castaways, the smallest of the hotels with 230 rooms, purchased in
entertainment contracts and attempted to lure paNovember 1967 for $3 million, plays minor names like George Rock and his
trons into their showrooms.
Dixieland Band.
Inside, one gets to hear the variety of jokes
The Silver Slipper, a gambling hall -saloon, purchased in May 1968 for
about Howard Hughes. Singers as well as funny.
$5.3 million, this summer has been showing Barry Ashton's "World of Burmen are running down their own gags. To wit:
lesque 1970" but in the past has played some modern jazz small groups in its
"He's the only man in the world who keeps Swiss
lounge.
money in American banks." "Las Vegas is his
monopoy game." "And now ladies and gentlemen,"
Harolds Club, purchased in mid -May, for around $11 million, brings in
the off -stage voice begins, in an imitation of Ed
names to Reno and is the city's second largest gambling operation exceeded
Sullivan, "Jack Entratter and the entire Hughes
only by Harrah's Club.
Toot Co. proudly preWhat's next? That's the big question. The governsents . .
ment is cognizant of the Hughes organization's power
in Nevada. Gov. Paul Laxalt stated recently that he "had
In the showroom enno concern at the present time" that Hughes was bevironment it seems accoming too powerful a force in the gaming industry.
ceptable to jib fun of
Hughes' investments in the state are estimated at nearly
the man who Is never
$300 million.
there but is always
there. Within the enviWith the gross gambling take in Nevada in 1969
ronment of the busi$552.4 million, Hughes can earn a gross income of
ness world, all is somber
around $84 million alone from his casinos in one year.
seriousness.
In a Fortune Magazine survey last May, the total visible
assets encompassing all of Howard Hughes' interests
Hughes' hand-picked
came to a conservative $985,500,000. A liberal evaluachief executive officer
tion brought the figure up to $1,373,000,000.
Robert Maheu has himself brought into NevaUnder the executive structure of the Hughes Nevada
da key high -salaried exOperations, all hotel entertainment directors work with
ecutives for the Nevada
their managing directors. The managing directors in turn
r
Operations. Men
report to Al Benedict, who has the overall responsibility
Wafter Fitzpatrick who is
for all the hotels except their casino operations.
Howard Hughes, Mr. Las Vegas.
Robert Maheu is the key man. The former FBI agent
the Desert Inn's manhas been with Hughes since Hughes arrived mysteriously one evening.
aging director. He previously worked with Maheu
Maheu does not get involved in the running of the talent side of the hotels.
in Washington for three and one -half years as
Those
responsibilities are left up to each hotel managing director and his talent
Maheu
Associates,
a
troublehead of Robert A.
director. There is no corporate entertainment mogul.
shooting firm handling "corporate problems."
If any of the hotel managing directors has ever met with Hughes they'll
With a copy of the Wall Street Journal conspicnever
tell. Del Webb and Governor Laxah state they have talked with Hughes
uously present on his desk, Fitzpatrick represents
on the phone. Webb, who operates several hotels in Vegas and Lake Tahoe, Is
the new breed of businessman now running the
Hughes' closest thing to a competitor.
Vegas hotels.
Ask Walter Fitzpatrick, dressed comfortably in goldish sports clothes (a
The Hughes hotels are all operated on a deHughes invitational golf tournament emblem on his blazer pocket), if he's ever
partmental nature. Their previous owners might
met MR. Hughes. "I understand he lives with us," he answers with a smile.
have included as many as 80 persons with
Now what about that "mystique" which people mention
Fitzpatrick says
"points" in the hotel and their business procedures
there's always been a mystique connected with Hughes. No, it is not a strange
are a far cry from the sophiscated systems which
feeling not to know your boss, he says. How could that be? He, like the other
Hughes people have Instigated. There is central
hotel managing directors, has his direct contacts with other company executives
purchasing for supplies and insurance coverage.
so that he is never boggled down in the chain of authority. "I would be surA central computer oversees payrolls, gambling
prised if he did come in the door," Fitzpatrick admits.
records and other accounting functions.
Before the corporations came to Vegas, the hotels were operated successThe hotels also have formal personnel departfully, Fitzpatrick points out, by groups of individual owners. "Which means that
ments which are 60 percent Involved in Industrial
they had good men operating them. There was always talk that infamous characrelations since there are 13 unions with which
ters were associated with the casinos. The businesses were successful before. Tothey have to negotiate.
day, it's the people In management positions who have changed."
The entertainment budgets are a separate conFitzpatrick says the company is concerned about the pattern of escalating
cern for Frank Sennes, who books the shows for
talent salaries. One solution is the big spectacular production show which runs
the Frontier, Desert Inn (and Stardust, the hotel
(Continued on page 511
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Kirk Kerkorian and the International, his symbol of success.
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Kerkorian Turns to Hilton
For $ to Beat Vegas Odds

which are his only profitable ventures, to
Hilton Hotels Corp.
Hilton acquired 44 percent of International Leisure's stock from Trader Kirk
at $6.08 a share. (At that price, Kerkorian
stands to collect only $17.7 million. Last
year the 2.9 million shares that he sold to
Hilton were worth $193 million.)
Eventually, after audited financial statements for 1970 are delivered. Hilton will
make a tender offer to all International
Leisure stockholders for additional shares,
sufficient in number to make Barron Hilton
owner of 50 percent (plus one share) of
Leisure shares outstanding, or a majority
position.
"We have been interested in the development of Las Vegas as a convention and
tourist city for several years,' said Hilton.
"Our entry into Las Vegas is a logical part
of our expansion plans."
The original Hilton- Kerkorian agreement,
said Hilton, would purchase 371/2 percent
of International Leisure stock from Tracy
Investment Co., the principal shareholder
of International Leisure. and might purchase an additional 121/2 percent of
Leisure's shares through a public tender
offer in 1971.
Hilton will participate in management of
the Flamingo and International hotels, excluding casinos owned and operated by
Leisure's subsidiaries, and will rec
fee of 2 percent of the gross revenue from
moms. food and beverage sales of such
hotels.
The only comment from Kerkorian came
from a spokesman representing Intern.
tional Leisure who said: "Hilton's arrival

enthusiastically anticipated by the resort community not only
because of the link it provides with the
Hilton Hotel system but also for the im.
pets it gives to the improvement of Las
Vegas' image."
(Prior to talks with the Hilton Hotels
Corp., Kerkorian's organization had discussions with Hyatt Corp., Burlingame, Calif.,
looking toward possible sale to the motel
chain of a 50 percent interest in International Leisure.)
What happened to the 52.year.old multimillion -dollar financier?
Kerkorian's fortune is based largely on
the increase in value of his International
Leisure stock. (The stock is far below its
April 1969 high of $66.50 a share.)
His bank loans for his Metro- GoldwynMayer stock tenders, plus his sharp losses
in Western Airlines, and his inability to float
stock in International Leisure has brought
in Las Vegas has been

By Bruce Weber
upon a time there lived in Las
Vegas a wealthy, healthy and wise
desert baron named Kirk Kerkorian.
He had dreams of building an empire in the
shadow of his two neighbors: Howard
Hughes and Del Webb.
And while Hughes, the absentee billionaire, remains an enigma, and Webb divides
his time between Arizona and Nevada,
Kerkorian enjoys the money factories of
Las Vegas.
Although he has an affinity for privacy,
Kerkorian finds security around the turbo.
lent tourist mecca of posh hostelries, gaudy
gambling casinos and glaring neon winking
its welcome.
Behind the facade of building a business
empire in Les Vegas, he quietly finds time
to flirt with the international jet set, table
Orice

hops with show biz folk, entertains Well
Street analysts and mixes with world
bankers.
His friends include Barron Hilton, Cary
Grant. Del Webb. George Raft, Hughes,
Barbra Streisand and Aristotle Onassis. In
short order, he became the third party of
a Las Vegas triumvirate: Hughes, Webb

and Kerkorian.
But here is where the fairy tale ends.
Unlike Messrs. Hughes and Webb, Ker.
korian built his Las Vegas empire -Inter.
national Leisure Corp., operator of the Fla.
mingo and the International hotelcasinus
straw.
A few bill collectors are huffing and puff.
ing and threatening to blow in his empire.
To raise cash to prop up his world em.
pire, Kerkorian sold his Las Vegas holdings,
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Join the Cloud Crowd!
High above the lights of Exciting Las Vegas the
new Landmark Hotel offers discriminating
guests the view of a lifetime. The glass enclosed
dome includes 3 stories of dining, dancing
and entertainment.
Guests also enjoy the best in top -name
entertainment nightly in the Landmark Theatre
... including;
Jimmy Dean, Trini Lopez, Bobby Darin,
Jack Carter, Bobbie Gentry, Peggy Lee,
Everly Brothers, Dick Jensen, and many more...

LANDMARK
364 Convention Center Drive
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109
735.6275 (702)
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him to á reported fiscal bind. (The Securi.
ties & Exchange Commission failed to approve a prospectus.)
Stymied in his attempt at equity financing via the stock offering, Kerkorian withdrew the registration statement for a proposed secondary offering of up to 920,000
shares of International Leisure because of

"unsettled market conditions."
Up to 850,000 shares of the offering
were to have been offered by Tracy Investment Co., Kerkorian's personal corporation, which controls 5.4 million, or 83 percent of International Leisure's outstanding
shares.
The SEC objections centered on its refusal to waive a requirement for inclusion

the registration statements of certain
audited financial statements for the Fla.
mingo prior to Kerkorian's purchase of the
hotel in 1967.
International Leisure's principals and
Nevada Gov. Paul Laxalt had appealed
but to no avail
the SEC to reconsider
this decision, pleading that the required information could not be obtained from the
previous owners.
For Kerkorian the fiscal bind which
forced the sale to Hilton means loss of
control of the hotels that made him a
mejor figure in Nevada gambling. (He alin

-to

-

ready has sold his ranch -style Las Vegas
home to spend more time in California
tending other investments.)
And what about Hilton, the new desert
Barron?
Under Hilton's aegis, the International
Hotel's 2,000 -seat headliner room may be
divided Into two or more rooms, with only
one being used as a nightclub.
As a result, many believe, the era of the
super nightclub and super salaries for en.
tertainers may be over.
A spokesman for Hilton admits: "Rarely
has the room been filled- A room that size
Is a white elephant." Only Elvis Presley
filled the room, while Barbra Streisand,
Tom Jones, among others, averaged about
65 percent occupancy, the spokesman said.
The Hilton Hotel chain entertainment
policy has been set to avoid stiff tariffs to
entertainers. Hilton's Waldorf- Asorie pays
a maximum $25,000 in addition to fringe
benefits. Under Kerkorian, the Intern
tional paid $100,000 weekly salaries for
headliners with fringe benefits.
But the Kerkorian era is over, at least,
in Las Vegas. It lasted over two years.
Kerkorian, who used to gamble at the blackjack tables in Las Vegas (he gave it up
years ago), busted.
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Rock Gets Boost
From 3 Stations

DOOTO NEW RELEASES!
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is a glittering entertainment filled mecca, them is almost no form of entertainment offered
the under -21 -age group. Three local radio stations,
KENO, KLUC, and KVOV are striving to fill the void, with.
out filling their own bank accounts. Local churches are
swinging on weekends. while city and county officials are

hile this city

consistently vibrating to the tune of indecision.
KENO radio was the first staton this year to begin
sponsoring concerts which featured Everyday Hudson.
Terrocotta, Silroc, St. Clair and Steel Wool. Held in
Dusty's Playland, a converted bowling alley, the station
isn't profit motivated. If we make a profit, beautiful; if
we break even that's all right," the station manager explains. KENO imports talent from Los Angeles as well as
using acts currently appearing in the Strip lounges and
hotel skyre ems.
KLUC radio teamed with Dick Kanellis and Tarus
Productions to offer local teens Led Zeppelin and Jethro
Tull. According to Bill Thalen, one of the new owners of
KLUC. The station receives none of the gate receipts.
The concerts are done to promote the station and increase listeners." KLUC's teen happenings have been
held In the Convention Center with ticket sales exceeding
6,000.
Cy Newman, general manager of soul station KVOV,
who brought in James Brown in June and Steppenwolf
in July, notes: "Kids can't afford to spend $15 to see a
dinner show." Newman's concerts average $4 a ticket,
which he feels kids can afford. Newman is using both the
Convention Center and the lee Palace. In addition to
monthly concerts, Newman wants to back a teen center
which would offer a place for teenagers to come, drink
Cokes and dance. Local radio stations would provide
disk jockeys to spin records. Newman said that KVOV
would sponsor such a center and that he is looking for
a Suitable place.
One mile from the Strip at Griffith Methodist Church.
Friday nights take on an atmosphere of strobe lights.
black lights, posters and rock music blaring from a band.
stand. The church parking lot is filled with motorcycles
and mini bikes.
From 7:30 p.m. to midnight the church basement is
turned into a coffee house known as The Tribe" as the
room is called. It is the idea of Nellie AFB Airman
Thomas B. Smith and three of his Las Vegas friends.
We needed some place for the kids to go instead of the
streets," Smith explains. The Tribe offers an opportunity
for local musicians to obtain exposure. Rock group
Them. composed of David Craig, Jay Lennon, Mike Tay.
lor and Danny Svehdra, have received several job offers
since appearing at The Tribe.
"We play for nice people," Craig relates. Before each
performance the group makes an announcement asking
for no dope or booze. and imploring the kids to be cool."
Things began looking up for local teens when Janis
Joplin. B.B. King, Country Joe and the Fish, the Young.
bloods and Illinois Speed Press were signed for an out.
door concert July 16. Gary Masse!, the talent buyer, antic ipated 30,000 attending the six -hour concert at $7.50
per ticket. Promoted by Gana Productions. the talent
budget was $29.000 with an extra $12,000 for promotion
and preproduction.
Hot on the heels of Gana Productions, the Friedman
Brothers of Peacerock Productions in Ohio expressed
interest in staging a rock festival with a reported $500,000
talent budget.
Concerts
ncerts ere swinging ahead when county and city
officials got nervous. On July 1 the City Commissioners
took emergency action to halt the Joplin concert. The
city fathers feared that California publicity would result
in thousands of "undesirables" coming into town which
would present a law enforcement problem.
District Attorney George Franklin staunchly opposed
the rock festivals. The attorney for the rock enthusiasts
publicly declared that young potential voters would not
appreciate the DA's stance. Four days later Franklin re.
versed his opinion of rock concerts.
Downtown casino owners vehemently objected to the
expecting 30,000 under age youths descending upon the
city. It wasn't made clear whether the same objections
would have been made had the concert patrons been
over 21 and able to patronize the gambling facilities
offered by the city casinos,
Hall Miller, former operator of the Teenbeat Club for
six years, predicted the rock concert would "draw a lot
of people in here to sell narcotics." Miller labeled the
rock concert "a big promotion for somebody to make
e quick buck
When it was pointed out that Janis Joplin has fol.
lowing among the Hell's Angels crowd, promoter Jay
Sarno offered to post a $100,000 bond to protect private
property in conjunction with the festival.
The coy passed an ordinance similar to the existing
county law which restricts rock concerts. Undaunted by
the laws. 3,000 youths held a rock concert o state
property at the University of Nevada at Las n Vegas
(UNLV) on a Sunday afternoon.
The new regulations are general enough to restrict
almost all outdoor music. including traditional park concerts. In an effort to make the laws more flexible. the
youths drafted amendments and staged a city hall rally.
The UNLV campus lawn was covered with students
and youths enjoying music of five different groups: John
Sterling, Copyright 2000, Uprising, Who's the Father? and
Odyssey. All performed without charge. The concert
sponsored by the Legal Defense Office was free but da.
nations were collected to defray $20 in expenses.
To youths in Las Vegas. who are tuned into the pop
rock represents the most open channel they have
free expression. Much of their music carries messages
and communicates ideas; it is their form of expression
which they consider virtually free of censorship. Las Vegas
teens have had a taste of live entertainment within the
reach of their pocketbooks. They will not be content to
succumb back into the entertainment void they once
knew.
forr
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"Epic's Singing Sensation"
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MIDWEST T.V. TOUR
SMASHING SUCCESS!!
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more than you dreamed possible in one great resort complex!
Never anything like it before! At the International you enjoy the very greatest names in enter-

tainment

...

sleep in gorgeous rooms reminiscent of Rome, Madrid or Paris

...

any one of five colorful restaurants from Japan, Bavaria, Italy, Mexico or France

on
a
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magnificent

81/2

acre park on rooftop

...

.

their own in the International's unique "youth hotel."

Write or phone for

a

play outdoors

swimming, tennis, all the sun -drenched sports, plus

.. spend a thrilling evening at a "Broadway" show
first legitimate theatre ... or even bring the youngsters for a fun -vacation of

championship 18 -hole golf course

in Las Vegas'

...

dine excitingly in

colorful, fact- packed brochure.
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In Person Contrasts

Perry Likes to Sing; Dean Has a Comedy Fling

he Dean Martin you hear on records is not the Dean Martin you see in Las Vegas.
The Perry Como you hear on records IS the Perry Como you see in person in Las
Vegas. And that sets up this comparison of two performers, both basically singers,
but in the environment of a Las Vegas showroom they are two totally different com-

T

modities, attracting two totally different clienteles.
Como, "Mr. Sleepy Head" or "Mr. Cool" of television, consented to appearing at the
Intemational after Bill Miller, the hotel's entertainment director, worked some form of
magic spell on Como and his wife. His debut there in June marked his first night club
assignment in 27 years.
Since families now come to Vegas, there were plenty of mamas and papas and
some kiddies in the audience when he sauntered on stage last June, walking slowly,
showing not one iota of concern about getting anyplace swiftly or getting right into
his first number.
Como's gray hair glistened under the bright blueish spotlight. He looked impeccable
in his comfortably fitting tuxedo, and when he started to sing "I've Got You Under
My Skin" there was complete silence.
Como used a portable mike to walk around the gigantic stage, the 25 -piece house
orchestra seated a ways back, but very definitely keyed into what Mr. C planned doing.
And that was showing everyone that he was a saloon singer, not a frenetic, finger snap.
ping, body sashaying type, but just a gentle purveyor of words of love and good cheer
and confidence. And if along the way there was some humor. well fine.
From his opening number Como segued into "Hello Young Lovers,' another song
the
in
same register and one requiring clarity of expression and phrasing.
As the applause died down after these first numbers, Como stood silently at the
front of the stage tugging at his lip, a feeling of well did it folks and it didn't seem
like too hard a thing to do after all, so why are you acting so surprised that I'm here ?"
But indeed they were surprised that this clean cut, clean vocalist without the long
sideburns or bell bottom trousers was up there on the International's stage performing
under the same conditions that Barbra Streisand, Elvis Presley, Glen Campbell and
Tom Jones had all faced: a massive room and an audience generally considered among
the most hip show business wise in this country.
Como's third song retained the gently flowing pace established when he walked
out slowly. With a marvelously intriguing Latin arrangement behind him, he sang
"Everybody's Talkin'" and in fact everybody was listening to his sensitive way with
the words.
"If I Had a Hammer" changed the pace -but definitely. This piece of material
was probably the only one in his set which did not fit his musical image or gentleness.
It was just too up for Como.
So where did he go? Right into "Without a Song" and a woman up front was heard
audibly moaning "Oh Godl" in a way to indicate a secular pleasure had befallen her
spot in the room. The plaster of paris statues affixed to the room's walls were surely
smiling down on her. Como hadn't gotten beyond the title when the applause began
to build up. Instant recognition) Instant Karma) Instant Doodletown Pipers appearing
to join the star. Instant display of the richness in Como's voice, the restrained power
which is able to burst forth when demanded.
"I think broke something," he said upon completion of the song which ended
with a gusto of energy. That same applause broke out again when he Introduced
"Prisoner of Love," so you knew the audience had to be out of the pimples stage
and well into mortgage payments.
Como covered the topic of how people must be curious about his being in Las Vegas
in the original "I Can Almost Read Your Minds." He got into some very deep heady
material when he sang of the role of a father watching his girl grow up. "When you're
the father of girls you pray," he intonated many times and the fiddles played sweetly
and the daddies in the audience shook their heads in agreement.
There was one number in which Como and the 12 Doodletown kids stood at the
edge of the stage and without any mikes sang "Raindrops Keep Fallin' On My Head."
From this involvement with the group, he moved into their featured dance number.
As individual members went into their contemporary gyrations, Como asked "What's
he doing ?" The answers were the pop corn, the four corners, the funky chicken. So
I

I

Perry grabbed one of the gals on the end of the line and did his own contemporary
number: a slow foxtrot.
Once the laughter had died down, he went into his "request" specialty, and really
kept everyone's attention with beautiful readings of "When You Were Sweet 16,"
"Didn't We," "It's a Good Day" and a nerve stimulating "You'll Never Walk Alone"
with the Doodletowns adding fills.
Como is scheduled to play the hotel twice more within the next two years. It's
highly improbable that he will change his stance or his appearance. His act drew the
family audience which obviously has watched him on television and perhaps grown up
with his recordings.
Perry Como fulfilled an audience prerequisite: a balladeer of days gone by who is
still very much alive and working for people outside the freneticism and eclecticism
of hirsute rock bands.
Dean Martin, too, has his.own built -in audience, and his own image which he feeds
by walking on stage with a drink and brays: "Drink to me only, that's all I ask and
will drink to you." He reaches to the right; the mike is to the left. "How long I been
on?" he asks his pianist.
To the tune of 'When You're Smiling" he sings: "When you're drinkin' the show
looks good to you /when you're drinkin' you get stinkin' /sa keep drinkin' /that's what
I'm thinkln' /that's what f love to do."
To the melody of "Lady Is a Tramp" he sings: "I love Las Vegas /its carefree and
gay /I'd even work hare without any pay /l'll lay you odds it turns out that way."
Martin's "drunk act," his image in front of a saloon audience is the ideal of what
middle America wants to be: happy, boozing and totally free to say what it wants.
If someone came into the Riviera to hear Dean Martin sing those lovely country
flavored songs or gush forth with saccharine phrases, he's in for a shock. Martin's act
is full of blue material.
He jokes about his singing ( "I got time for one more?") about his busted marriage ( "Jeannie got the house. That's OK. I could never find It ") about his large family
( "I got seven children." Applause from the audience. "Hold it, don't make no hero
out of me. It took me seven minutes. ")
"I gonna do a song now for you," he continues. "Let's Get Out of the Wheat
Fields Mabel, We're Going Against the Grain." It turns out to be a lead.in for "Every.
body Loves Somebody" and we get the feeling that he's about to sing something
had it in my power," Dean sings "If
straight. Well almost. Instead of the line "If
had you in the shower."
Martin is in constant motion, walking and "tripping" on stage. It all creates
laughter. His finger gets "stuck" in the mike stand. Laughter. But there are legit interpretations. "Welcome to My World" is one. "That's Amore" is another, although he
asks "What am shouting about? got the job" after he's pushed out some loud lines
on the second go- around. After telling a heckler to cool it he mutters: "I don't care.
don't need this.
got $340 in four different banks."
The showroom is full. Other hotels are feeling the pinch of the tight money situaation. Dean Martin, friend of Frank Sinatra, television personality, men of virile images,
draws patrons.
"It's so cold in the hotel, they keep the butter in my room."
"You made me love you /you woke we up to do it."
"Hello young lovers/you're under arrest." The crowd roars with laughter. "See
what they want," Dean says to Ken Lane, his pianist. "Smut. They won't get it from
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

this

cat"

When Martin sings, and he does break up the funnies with some good vocalizing,
he moves slowly (maybe he belongs to the Perry Como fan club), his right hand going
into the air for emphasis, his second finger acting as a pointer. He sings "By the
Time
Get to Phoenix" with genuine sadness and his version of "Houston" has a
happy air. His "Little Green Apples" is a serious understanding of a broken love affair.
Than it's back to such lines as "It's 115 outside. The last time I was this hot
had a kid."
Martin works hard at singing and playing comic. For a former straightman to Jerry
Lewis, he is a good laugh getter himself.
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Jazz Gains Foothold
On College Campus
yu

foothold in Las Vegas -not in the
hotels, but several windswept miles away at the University of Nevada's Vegas campus.
For the second consecutive year, the local campus
was the scene of a famous Arrangers Clinic covering a
two -week period under the direction of Marty Paich, one
of Los Angeles' most in demand recording studio arrang.
ers. The clinic is a jointly sponsored event of the university and the National Stage Band Campus, an organization devoted to offering two -way discussions between
professionals and students.
For the second straight year, around 40 students
from all aver the country came to Las Vegas to rub
elbows with the top jazz arrangers in the West.
Among the "faculty" participating this year were
Billy Beyers, a Hollywood based writer for recordings and
films; Paich, conductor and arranger for Glen Campbell's
television orchestra; Wes Hensel, lead trumpter in the
Flamingo Hotel's stage band and a former member with
the Les Brown organization; Dan Haerle, head of the jazz
department at Monterey Peninsula College, and Keith
Moon, an assistant professor of music at the college and
Rouvaun's conductor at the Dunes.
Among the guest instructors with whom students
hoped to rub elbows were Dee Barton, Louis Bellson, Don
Ellis, Neal Hefti, Quincy Jones and Oliver Nelson.
"Our program has developed more into playing than
writing," Keith Moon explains as one of the resident professionals involved in the program. The local program
combines playing compositions written by the students
themselves with professional guidance from the instructors.
The Vegas jazz workshop is an outgrowth of a program developed by Ken Morse. head of the National Band
movement in South Bend, Ind.
Learning from last year's initial cedes of meetings.
this year's go- around provided for more individual con
ferences between students and instructors. Students
were paired off by ability and worked up their materials
which wem then played by a laboratory band comprised
of registrants in the two -week course.
"There's some pretty good writing being turned out
by young people," Moon says. "We found quite a variance. Some were just starting. Some had done some
writing, and for some it was the first time they had ever
heard their material played by a band of any kind."
For the educator, the program brings him in contact
with such professionals like Paich. For the underling
undergrad, it allows him to ask such questions as "How
do you get started in writing arrangements for records ?"
"When you're not writing professionally," Moon offers,
"you can experiment. Now there's no place where you
can be bad; there's no real training ground. This program allows us a chance to be bad and make mistakes
and talk with music people of the caliber of Quincey
Jones and Henry Mancini."
The Las Vegas campus of the University of Nevada
was chosen to participate in the summer workshop program for two reasons, according to Moon, a soft spoken
man who waves a mighty baton when he's conducting a
large orchestra.
First, the campus could draw from the many outstanding musicians residing in Vegas and working in
hotel orchestras. Second, the city is 45 minutes away
from Los Angeles by jet which allows that city's jazz
oriented composers and arrangers to be within jetstream
of the program.
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Trombonist Billy Byers, right, works out a chart
with students at the Arrangers Clinic lab band.

Howard Hughes
Continued from page 42
for several years and eliminates the headaches of negotiating every couple of weeks for a headliner.
Into the fusillade of corporate dealings in Vegas has
come the Hilton operation with its purchase of the International. Fitzpatrick feels the Hilton name will help the
city because it will attract new people who are its loyal
patrons all over the world.
Has the Hughes name affixed to Las Vegas hotels
drawn new people here? No one admits that. One entertainer who has worked for the previous management at
one hotel now owned by Hughes candidly charges that
the Hughes people are less of a family than the other
management was. "They're more computerized. There's
the aura and image that Hughes is never seen. It's easy
to say to your audience: 'On behalf of our boss The
Shadow, we thank you for being here tonight.'"
One performer feels the corporate muscle in not
being able to negotiate and play one hotel against the
other for top dollar.
Jack Jones, who has worked for the previous Sands
management, says he feels the difference in terms of a
lack of human contact with the Hughes people. But, he
quickly emphasizes: "I'm not complaining. They pay
the money and they don't give you any trouble. I guess
it's just the mystery behind the whole Hughes operation
that makes it seem cold."
Cold or hot, the Hughes stamp, irreconcilable and
ironclad, has given Las Vegas another charisma: the
mystique of the hotel empire held together by someone
named Howard. Howard, where are you?
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Laura Deni, Billboard's Las Vegas correspondent,
heads for an interview in the show business capital.

Each instructor brings to the program his specialty,
like Louis Bellson speaking on percussion techniques and
writing for drums. Or Dee Barton discoursing on expanded jazz arrangements much in the manner he has
written for Stan Kenton's Neophonic Orchestra. Or Wes
Hensel discussing strings and counterpoint. Or Moon explaining how the conductor operates. Or Billy Beyers

discussing writing for recording session voicings.

"Voicings seem to draw a lot of questions," Moon
notes, "like how do you voice chords to get a certain

sound"
This kind of program draws the serious music student
who probably has eyes for a professional career. And
the music educators in increasing numbers are recognizing jazz as a legitimate art form and offering credit for
its study. "While music educators have been arguing
about Beethoven, the kids have invented their own
music and it blends material from many sources."
There was one student who wrote a 12 -tone jazz
work, working two weeks on the composition. He started
out with eight bars and then moved into 12 tone. Moon
recalls it sounded pretty good.

The university program seems stable in what is normally a pop music city. There are a few annual jazz concerts sponsored by the local musicians union, and the
Tropicana's Blue Room continues to propagate jazz
through fine bookings. But the university gig -well that's
something else.. Esthetically and musically rewarding: In
other words, the closest thing to a winner In this gambling town,
SEPTEMBER 19, 1970,. BILLBOARD'
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the fun places of Nevada, the fine hotels are Del Webb
hotels. At a Del Webb hotel we pamper you. Treat you like
a guest, not just a customer. We provide the little things that
make your stay a great stay. Like hot water when you want it,
free ice and fast friendly services. In a Del Webb hotel you'll
find fine restaurants and superb food. Above all, you'll find
people who care about your comfort. Next time you visit one
of the fun places
Las Vegas or Lake Tahoe, Nevada,
Scottsdale or Phoenix, Ariz.; Fresno, Newport Beach or San
Francisco, Calif., Be Our Guest.
In

Las Vegas
Hotel Sahara
Las Vegas

...

Mountain Shadows
Scottsdale

_

Del Webb's

we Phoenix

- CALL 581 -7766.

For Reservations: Sahara, Las Vegas; Thunderbird, Las Vegas;
Sahara Tahoe, Lake Tahoe
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Coin Machine World
Sensorama Amusement Unit
Offers Sight, Sound, Smell
Continued from page
or

a

3

boy and girl scene in the

same California city
sounds and smells.

-all

with

Other films will be utilized,
too, but these four were developed for the prototype Sensorama
Simulator (SS). The motorcycle
film, for example, gives the
viewer the dining visual simulation of a high speed ride, the
sounds of the 'rumbling engine
and the smell of burning rubber.
One of the key features of
the machine is that it does not
interfere with the "environment"
around it. It is entirely enclosed
through use of a hood -type device isolating the player.
"In this way," says Mort
Heilig, the inventor, "it differs
from other types of amusement
machines because the people
around it don't get a 'free ride'
from your quarter."
The unit is 21/2 feet wide;

Werby, have already test -marketed the SS in several locations.
It was placed in Universal Studios, Movieland Wax Museum
(Buena Park, Calif.), and a
penny arcade in downtown Los
Angeles. It grossed $25 per day
at Universal (a 6 -hour day):
$50-60 at Movieland (an 8 -10
hour day). Heilig maintains
that the machine can gross $80
per day in a location that is
open all day. He looks at an
amusement market of 15,000
machines throughout the coun"there are about 7,000 penny arcades and 5,000 billiard
parlors alone."
No manufacturer has, as yet,
been set. Vendo Co. made the
third machine (three have been
constructed) on a contract basis.
Heilig is open about the fact that
he is interested in investors or
possibly making a deal with a
manufacturer.
(Continued on page 54)
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MOA TALKS SET
CHICAGO

-

Noted writer,

research psychologist and lecturer Dr. G. Herbert True will address the nation's jukebox operators here Oct. 16 during the

Operators of America
(MOA) opening day business
seminars. Dr. True will talk on
salesmanship and public relations. A Notre Dame University professor, he had as a former student MOA vice- president
John Trucan, of Deadwood,
S.D.
invitations for panel members
on a games seminar have gone
out to: Ross Scheer, Bally: Ward
Johnson,
Nutting Industries;
Bill DeSelm, Williams; David
-Ralstin, 'Nutting
Associaties;
.Gene Lipkin, Allied Leisure:
David Rosen, Sega Enterprises;
Larry Berke, Midway: Mort Secore, Chicago Coin.
Music
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By BENN

Time is
money and routemen at Mitchell Novelty Co. save lots of both
with their weekly record pre-

feet deep and 6 feet high. It
weighs 700 pounds and separates into four sections. It operates off 110 AC current and
needs no special wiring. Films
rewind automatically and require
no attendant. The cost is approximately $6,000 and because of
the high tariff, Heilig says that
he will distribute it himself and
maintain ownership of the machines.
Servicing of the unit would be
from one of Heilig's distributors.
A location would receive 33 percent of the gross. Heilig and his
partners, Donald and Willy
5

Continued from page

4

advertised which could conceivably cause patrons to be attracted to. the jukebox this
would be a violation of the existing agreements with the song
licensing agencies. "This," Palmer says, "would constitute use
of the jukebox for personal gain
from other than the personal
enjoyment the patron is paying

for."
At press time, MOA in Chicago said it was aware of the
questions raised by advertising
on jukeboxes and its committees will look into the situation.

Palmer further states that
jukebox manufacturers, including his firm, have long studied

Preview Session Helps
Jukebox Programmers
MILWAUKEE

THE SENSORAMA, which offers a near -total environment for the user,
will be shown at the Music Operators of America (MOA) show Oct.
16 -18 in Chicago. The coin- operated machine untilizes three dimensional motion pictures, sound and aroma. It is marketed by Sensorama.
Inc., in Los Angeles.

Jukebox 'Commercials'
Stir MOA Controversy

view sessions.
On Friday mornings they huddle in the back shop to listen to
the week's output of new singles
rushed here by local one -stops.
By noon their chore is complete: 40 to 50 numbers have
been picked from the batch and
orders phoned in for approximately 700 -800 records. The
next day
the same day if
-these
fast breaking reeneeded

-or

OLLMAN
ords will already be earning
money in some of Mitchell
Novelty Co.'s 250 jukebox locations.
During the auditioning sessions, the men constantly refer
to a blackboard wall chart. On
it are listed by title, artist and
quantity most of the numbers
ordered by each routeman the
previous week. "We do this to
(Continued on page 55)

the possibility of advertising on
jukeboxes but have encountered
obstacles. Wurtitzer, he says,
was even prevented from airing
safety messages prepared by the
Detroit Automobile Club and
performed by such Motown artists as Diana Ross.

"We were very encouraged
and had tapes produced with
such messages as 'If you drive,
don't drink' and this type of
thing. Motown was enthused.
But the problem comes in when
the jukebox is utilized for any
product other than music,"
Palmer says.
At Rowe International, Inc.,
however, a spokesman said this
firm encountered no legal problem with a plan some time ago
which plugged the playing of
the jukebox during silent periods. It was called "Play Me"
with record acts urging patrons
to enjoy jukebox music. The
plan was not carried through
and suffered from lack of interest, Rowe says.
Sparger admits his plan is not
new, and in fact, says he thought
of it originally 15 years ago
while waiting for a friend in a
restaurant and listening to the
jukebox. Referring to another
obstacle mentioned in a Billboard survey -that of how to
control the spot messages-Sparger says Gamut is the only firm
that will produce the endless
loop cartridges.
Still other obstacles might be
(Continued on page 54)

New Equipment

2 New Pool Firms at MOA
LOS ANGELES -Two West
Coast billiard manufacturers, exhibiting at the Music Operators
of America (MOA) for the first
time this year, will both be offering innovations in ball return
mechanisms on their new coin operated tables.
Murrey & Sons will introduce
a mechanism on its coin-operated billiard tables that will only
move two inches before the balls
are dropped. Aside from the
minor movement required of the

mechanism, the simplicity of the
machine and its parts will be a
focal point.
Four -year -old
BilDelmo
liards will also be introducing a
special ball return which the firm
(Continued on page 55)

Executive

Turntable

Association Digest
ILLINOIS
ST. LOUIS -Both members and nonmembers of the Illinois
Coin Machine Operators Association will meet here Friday and
Saturday (18 -19) for the annual meeting of the ICMOA. Operators
will meet at Stouffer's Riverfront Inn.
Registration will be held from 6 to 9 p.m. Friday, with a board
of directors meeting at 7:30 and a cocktail party at 9 p.m. Late
registration and a coffee hour will commence at 9:30 a.m. Saturday,
with the two-hour business meeting and election of officers set for
10:30. The featured speaker and a report on legislative activities
will be held from 1:30 -4:30 p.m. A social hour begins at 6:30, with
the banquet and entertainment at 7:30 p.m.

NEBRASKA
OMAHA -The fall meeting of the Coin Operated Industries
of Nebraska (COIN) is set for Sept. 27 at the Howard Johnson
Motor Lodge here. Guest speakers include the president of the
Music Operators of America (MOA), A.L. (Lou) Ptacek, and the
MOA executive vice president, Fred Granger. Also slated is Clarence A.H. Meyers, state attorney general.
The business meeting will begin at
p.m., followed by the guest
1

speakers at 3, a refreshment hour at 5:30 and the banquet and door
prizes at 6:45 p.m.
SEPTEMBER 19,

BROSSEAU

DAVIDSON

James C. Brosseau, former Midwest Editor of Amusement Business, a Billboard publication, has
been named assistant director of
public relations for the National

Automatic Merchandising Association (NAMA). He will work with
Walter W. Reed, NAMA director
of public relations. He was with
Billboard Publications since 1967.
He formerly was public information director for five years in the

Air Force.
Robert E. Davidson has been
appointed general district manager
of the Ontario Division of the bnsiness and industry group of Interslate United Corp. Davidson will
be responsible for food service and
vending program in the Syracuse Binghamton,
Dunkirk -Eire and
U.S.

Buffalo area.

1970, BILLBOARD

Bally-One- Player Flipper Game
Among the several player incentive features of this new single player
flipper game called Trail Drive is one allowing the player to score as
high as 5,000 points when the bobcat in the animated three -dimension
backglass is that by the hunter. There is even a slight pistol shot
eHéct during this action. If the ball crosses the top center rollover the
bobcat feature scores 5,000 points every time the ball enters the side
kickout hole; 3,000 .points if the ball enters the top kickout hole. If
the ball goes into the top klekout hole without crossing the center
rollover button, however, only 300 points is scored. Another of the
features is the outlanes score special (occurring when the special light
is on). The left and right special lights alternate through the 00-90
unit, after "Trail Drive" is lighted by hitting the corresponding lettered
targets scattered about the playfleld. Still another feature is the "E -Z"
free ball gate (opened by a ball In the top kickout hole. the gate stays
open until it escapes through the gate or outhole). The game can be
operated with three or five balls and with or without match feature.

53
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Coin Machine News

Sensorama Amusement Unit
Offers Sight, Sound, Smell
Of particular disappointment
to him was the fact that he approached virtually every major
motion picture studio and "none
saw the potential of the machine
for opening new markets for
films." Heilig feels that although
the machines first use will be in
the amusement field, he sees
a great utilization of it in the
future for such things as sales
seminars, driving training, and
psychological testing. Because of

number for NBC -TV's Huntley- Brinkley Report. He has a
number of awards to his credit
including two Fullbright Scholarships and the NBC President's
Award.
a

ELECTRIC SCOREBOARDS

. -

er 2- p1oyai by .impie
plug switchovcr. Aho 2 for 25c ph
E
Emily
scrvked. Large metal coin box.
1- player

,

selection
of billiard
cloth, balls

Natural nnbh hardwood shin t.l
Two-toted. Scores 15 -21 and /or
I

$169.50

pis. F.013. Chicago

SIDE -MOUNT

MODEL

and cue

WInuf Formica
finish./ F.D.B.
Chicago ..$249.50
1

Heavy -fluty COIN BOX
Made of steel with dark
brown baked enamel finish. We or 25$ operation. Large coin capacity
/Ntl. Rejectors.
Size:
8" x 16" x 4 ". Electric
counter optional.

sticks-

Continued from page 53
the objection of patrons who
pay to hear jukebox music but
who may consider a commercial
as an unwanted intrusion.
Sparger says the firm is coming to MOA primarily to sound
out the industry on his idea.
"This. moratorium on television
advertising means that there
will be no audio advertising of
tobacco products at all. I think
the jukebox operator may well
be interested Its some way to

Sparger envisions advertising
other than national brands but
will concentrate in that area.
"We will try to set up a franchise in each state to coordinate
our program and this is where
local advertising will come in."
Operators may want to become
franchised outlets. (tile. Gamut
units will probably cost franchise holders $100 each, he

Write for

Terms, IA dip.,
bal. C.O.D. er S.D.

Jukebox Ads

participate."
Gamut's unit will center on
a "little black box" that can actually gauge the search period
(estimated to mn from 3 to 9
seconds). It will be free to jukebox operators and can be installed through two connections
in five minutes.

2 Models
Large

OVERHEAD MODEL

SO

A

its "low- environment" interference, he also sees it in many
more locations than the normal
amusement device.
Heilig's background is in filmmaking and writing. He produced,
directed and photographed some 50 documentary
films, many for the USIA and

Continued from page 53
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Hit Plans for

What's Playing?

1970

Catalog

weekly programming profile of current and oldie
selections from locations around the country.

Arlington Heights, IB.; Adult Location
Current releases:
Candido," Down. Bell 903:
"Solitary Mon," Neil Diamond, Bong
578;
Cnckliry Rosie;' Neil Diamond, Uni
55250;
"25 or 6 to 9;' Chicago, Columbia
4- 45194:

Wayne Hasch,

programmer,

' Out My Back Dow," Creedence
Clearwater Revival, Fantasy 695.

Entertainers, Inc.

I tenu

28'5

W.

5,31,72,, Ch ccC, III,
Phone 13127 342.2424

60647

@fPefJ

says).

The plan calls for using 10
different commercials on each
jukebox cycled automatically.
Sparger, whose firm is a sales
promotion and advertising company, says local operator Fred
E. Ayers will participate in a
test program prior to MOA.

Lnin rpu;

Ray chante.

Wichita, Kan.; County Location
Current releases:
"For the Good Times,' Ray Price, Columbia 4- 45178;
"Sunday Morning Coming Down,"
Johnny Cash 445212.

Dwight (Doc)
Clements,
programmer,
Music Service Co.,
Inc,

Hole.:

"Hallo Dania'," Conway Twitty, Decca;
"All Have to Offer Is You," Charley
I

Pride.

Lafayette, La.; Country Location
Cornet release:
Wonder Could Live There Anymore..
Charley Pride, RCA Victor 47-9853;
You Wanner Give Me a Lift." Loretta
Lynn, Decca 32693;
Removing the Shadow;" Hank William
Jr., MGM 14136.

Dominic (Bee)
Menard,
programmer,
Gerald's
Amusement
Machines

I

OldNSt
Other

n,

Loretto

Man,HO

"Hanky

-

MARVEL Mfg. Company

stop

Ames, Ia.; Kid Location
Current releases:

tine
5-

Dee Reis, programmer,

K.D, Amusement

Sane

Away" Tommy Cosh,

Epic

10630;

"Snowbird," Anne Murray. Capitol 273E;
740. es;f Clarence Carter, tlantic

2748.

OMe.:
"We'll sing
Cuiak

in the Sunshine"

N Sax," Boots Randolph.

Lake Clades, La.; Young Adult Location
C.J. Viger Jr.,

Comet releases:

operator,
Lewid Beath,
programmer;
V -J Vending
Service

"Patches," Clarence Caner, Atlantic
274E;

"Loekin' Out My Back Door," Creedenn
Clearwater Revival, Fantasy 645;
"Sunday Momin' Comin' Down," Johnny
Cash, Columbia 4- 45211.

Lawrence, Kan.; Young Adult Location
Cunene releases:

John Emick,
operator;
Galen Patterson,
programmer,
John's Novelty Co.

"Green -Eyed
56183:

lady," Sugarloaf, Liberty

"War," Edwin Starr, Cady 7101:

"Hi- De -HO,"

Blood, Sweat

Cr

Tears, Co-

lumbia 4- 45209.

Baltimore, Md.; Soul Location
Cotent relegate:

Jerry Eanet,
programmer,

EVERY TYPE OF LOCATION

"Still Water

I

Love ," Four Tops,

Motown 1170;

"I Stand Accused," Isooc Hayes, Enter-

Evans Sales and

prise 9017;

Service

"If

EVERYWHERE

Didn't Care," Moments, Stang

5016.

Haddonfield, N,J,; Kid Location
Current relea...:

Bill Cannon,

Reconditioned

0

SPECIALS

PIN BALLS

BOWLERS

B ALLY

0

LOOP -THE -LOOP,
SURFER
OP- POP -POP

ON BEAM

0

2PL.

5190
165
190

260
350
395

WILLIAMS

KICKER
GUN SMOKE, 2 -PL,
SUPER SCOPE GUN
APOLLO MOON SHOT

MEDALIST
PARK LANE

..,,

9 165
310
320
995
295
395

FULL HOUSE
APOLLO
HAYBURNERS II

5140
155
175
220

450

PREMIER
LITTLE LEAGUE

$215
210

SPACE GUN
FLYING SAUCER

430

0

Haddonfield, N.J.; Adult Location
IBO

350

I

Ill Clh

ATtlusIC-Jliwge

(04\410

2122

N.

60647.

it

Take it easy"

ERTO

ARmitaga 6-5005

Corporation
North Kerizie Avenue

Chicago.

ili inni. 10101

"Close to You,' Carpenters, AGM 11133;
"LOOkin' Out My Bock Door," Credence
Clearwater Revival, Fantasy 645;
"Sunday Momia Camici Dowd" Johnny
Cash, Columbia 4-45211;
"25 or 6 to 4," Chicago, Columbia

4-45194.

Greenville, SG; Adult Location
A.L. Witt,

operator,
Cecil Parsons,

MUSIC C01IPANY

Wi$TEEN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL

IOII

Current releases:

Harry Witsen.
operator;
Diane Kent,
programmer,
Cannon Coin
Machine

DPP

Model /442
0

lO

4.5's.

Integrated Circuits
Swing -out, Litt -out
Components
Snap -out Grill

Established 1934

ATM

SEt.ECrIQNS

03413,

Write for complete list of
Phonographs, vending and Gurnee.

Cable

"Clase to You." Carpenters, ARM 1183;
" Candida," Dawn, Bell 903.

Machine

MIDWAY

LUCKY STRIKE
TEACHERS PET

"25 or 6 to 4," Chingo, Colorable
4. 45194;

Cannon Coin

ARCADE

CHICAGO COIN

TRIO
ZAAR

/

Guaranteed

-

"LOOkin' Out My Back Door," Creedme¢
Clearwater Revival. Fantasy 645;

operator;
Diane Kent,
programmer,

programmer,
Witt Music Co.

Current releases:

"LnkIn'

Out My Back Dear," Creedenoc
Clearwater Revival, Fantasy 645:
"1

lust Can't Help Believin'."

B.

Thomas, Scepter 12283;

"Snowbird," Anne Murray, Capitol 2736.

Noe
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Coin Machine News

Preview Session Helps
Jukebox Programmers
Continued from pave 53

many

12.14 new numbers
simply because there are more
releases to chose from in this
category, according to Cottrell.
Cottrell lauds the cooperation
received from the one -stop disk

prevent overbuying or overlapping of purchases," explains
rouleman Cliff Cottrell.
Cottrell, a 21 -year veteran
with Mitchell, and Jim Martin
and Stan Sowinski, each with
four years on the routes, agree
that jukebox programming is
their chief concern.
"Each location has an individual personality and we try to
tailor the music selections to its
needs," says Cottrell. "We get
lots of new jukebox locations
simply because the owners have
heard about our effective programming."
The Friday morning auditions
have been going on for several
years. Two of the areas onestops, Third Street Radio Doctors and Record City, cooperate
by delivering freshly pressed releases in time for these sessions
by mid- morning each Friday.
The three Mitchell routemen
listen intently, while weighing
carefully the amount of air play
the new disk has already been
receiving; pulling power of the
artists; trade paper picks ('Billboard is our 'bible*" says Cottrell); and location requests.
The routemen aim at holding
down record outlays at 15 percent of jukebox receipts. Of late
the figure has been running
closer to 12 percent. Most soul
locations receive six to eight
new records every two weeks.
Pop stops get more, often as

suppliers. Seventy -five percent
of the disks ordered are delivered
by the following day.
According to Cottrell, these
weekly sessions eliminate consuming visits to record one -stops.
"We can spend more of our
time servicing locations, instead
of buying records -that's the
main advantage in these auditioning sessions on Friday mornings. We each can service at
least five to ten more locations
a week because of this time and
cost cutting procedure."
Admittedly the expert hem,

Cottrell possesses a voluminous
memory and can recall the track
records of most artists and hit
disks in the past 20 years. He
personally programs Mitchell's
black locations.
"In addition to all the charts,
radio play and the location requests," he says, "there's something intangible about picking
good jukebox records. You develop an instinct about programming that almost helps you feel
which records will be hits."
Freda Payne's "Band of Gold"
was what Cottrell describes as a
"monster hit." Ele covered all of
his machines with it. While
auditioning her latest, " Deeper
and Deeper," his reaction was,
"It ought to be pretty hard for
her to follow a big hit like 'Band
of Gold.' But we will get requests for this followup release.
So, we have to put in at least a
sample order to get reactions
from some key locations. We
can't afford to be caught short
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Bluesway Records; James
Brown on King Records; Sound
Stage Record's Joe Simon, Starr
Records' Rufus Thomas, Neil
Uni Records,
Diamond on
Three Dog Night on Dunhill
Records, and Aretha Franklin
on Atlantic Records.
Pop routes, covered by Jim
Martin, have repeatedly been
crossing over into soul and hard
rock music of late. Top coin
pulling numbers include "Looking Out My Back Door," by
Creedence Clearwater Revival
on Fantasy Records; "Hi -DeHo," by Columbia Records'
Blood, Sweat & Tears, and the
new Diana Ross "No Mountain High Enough" on Motown
which proved an instant hit,
scoring on both soul and pop
routes.
Stan Sowinski, who specializes
in Mitchell's neighborhood tavern locations, keeps in close
touch with all the new instrumental releases, and uses much
Glen Campbell and Bert Kaempfeet material. Western and polka
music is also big in family
taverns.
Location requests are helpful
but can cause programming
headaches, the three routemen
agree. Most often requests are
for numbers from albums that
have yet to be released as singles.
Little LP's? "We have them on
a lot of our jukeboxes," concludes Cliff Cottrell. "But it
doesn't look like they are ever
going to be much of a factor on
any of our routes. Singles that
appeal to the tastes of location
patrons are what keep our juke-

1

I
1

I

J

from

5115 to $1.600; table
lengths going from bumper on
up. Murrey also has an agreement with the U.S. Government
through General Services and
has supplied more than 2,000
tables to the Orient during the
past few years. (The company
is also installing its third bowling alley in Korea in Inchon.)
Both bowling and billiards are
big business in the Far East according to Gordon Murrey, head
of the company. While the initial
reaction would be that the American serviceman is the prime customer, this isn't necessarily true.
"The Japanese," he says, "have
become bowling and golf ad
diets. There's even a 400 -lane
facility in the country now."
In addition to its coin and
home billiard machines and

53

feels will be particularly applicable to the field because of the

number of solid materials incorporated into the return's design.
The return will be somewhat
more complex internally than the
Murrey table.
Murrey & Sons. a 32- year -old
Los Angeles manufacturer, will
offer there models with table
area from 36x72 to 44xAA.
Delmo's tables will be seven and
eight feet,
Both companies manufacture
tables at their headquarters in
Los Angeles. Two years ago.
Murrey moved into new facilities in South Los Angeles and
currently occupies more than an
acre of ground.
Murrey was primarily a bowling alley installer up until a few
years ago. In 1961 the company
installed a 120 lane facility -the
largest in the world at that time
Japan. Today billiards are
one of Murrey's biggest concerns
with home units ranging in price

bowling alley installation. Murrey also manufactures and sells
American Mobile Homes.
The billiard business. for both
Murrey and Delmer. has been
on a steady climb during the
past few years and Murray looks
for that climb to continue.
Delmo, which is run by the
Gurin brothers, is now selling
most of its tables out of California. "Washington." said one of
the brothers, "is rapidly becoming a big market because of its
proximity to Alaska which is one
State that has really become a
big billiard market."
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REALISTIC DRIVING!
Authentic Handle Bar Steering.
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REALISTIC RACEWAY ACTION!
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International News Reports
'Too Much' TV Play
On Fests Scored
-

MILAN
Giovanbattista Ansoldi, managing director of Rifi
Records and a member of the
management board of the Italian
Phonographic Industry Association
(API), has condemned the proliferation of televised song festivals
and contests in Italy which, he
claims, are giving an unnatural
slant to record production.
Ansoldi has asked the AFI to
discuss this claim in the AFI assembly and also to pass it on to
the Entertainments Minister and
to the management board of RAITV, the State television organization.
However,

as if anticipating An.
soldi's move, the men responsible
for TV music programs have already cut down the amount of airtime allocated to festivals this year.
The touring Cantagiro contest was
given on two showings on TV instead of the usual three; the Pesaro
Festival was indefinitely postponed
because TV time was not available;
the Festivalbar jukebox contest did
not this year have the benefit of
TV exposure for all contestants in
the form of specials, and the
Venice International Light Music
Festival -a three day event due to
begin Thursday (17) -will be televised only on two evenings instead
of the usual three.
Ansoldi says that because so
many contests and festivals are
televised, there is no room on
Italian TV for any other kind of
music program. The record industry's production, he says, is now
so tightly linked to festivals that
pressure is put on creative people
to produce facile material for a
quick sale without regard for taste
or artistic merit. He also claims
that record retailers are obliged
to invest large sums in heavy
stocks of over- promoted material
which has little intrinsic appeal.
This, in turn, creates a massive
"returns" problem for record producers.
To change the situation, Ansoldi
has drawn up a plan which among
other things calls for: I. A reduction in the number of televised
song contests and the coproduction
of special music shows by RAI -TV
and the Italian Phonographic Industry Association. 2. Complete
control by the AFI over televised
song contests. 3. Financial con-

Polydor Deal

With Sire

Set

LONDON -Polydor U.K. has
acquired distribution rights to the
Sire label, following negotiations with Sire chief Seymour Stein.
But the Blue Horizon label, which

U.

is owned in part by Sire, also dis-

tributes some Sire blues product,
and it remains to be discussed as

to how

the catalog is to be treated
here by Polydor and Blue Horizon.
Na releases have been scheduled
to date, and it is strictly a distribution arrangement. It does not
involve Polydor acquisition of the
Sire label.
Long -term effects could lead to
a stronger
association between
Polydor and Blue Horizon in this
country. Blue Horizon is distributed on its own label by Polydor in North America, and by CBS
for all other territories. But the
CBS deal expires in about a year.

iribations from the municipalities
staging song contests.
Giuseppe Velona, Rifi international manager, supporting Ansoldi's campaign, said in present
circumstances it was extremely difficult to secure participation m the
San Rcmo Song Festival by international artists.
"Unless an international artist
enters the final, he will not make
any sales in Italy," said Velona.
"But the record company has to
pay all travel and hotel expenses
Plus. usually, a fee. Such heavy
expenses, related to the small
Italian market, are disproportionate, especially since the prospect
of recouping the money by selling
the tape of the artist's performance to RAI -TV is negligible because of unrealistic payments."
Velona said a 15- minute special
taped by Vanilla Fudge was bought

for only $200 by RAI -TV.
Said Velona: "What the San
Remo Festival costs the Italian
record industry in terms of money,
time, freezing of other production
and sales for about one fourth of
the year, could only be recouped
by sales of eight million singles
of San Remo songs (slightly less
than 25 percent of all singles sales
in 1969). The best San Remo, that
of 1964, yielded unit sales of between five and six million; the
more recent festivals accounted for
unit sales of from two to three million shared among 40 competing
records. It is not worthwhile any

Pye Plans

Informal
Meet Again
LONDON -Pye, having broken
away from the traditional sales
conference this year, plans to hold
another informal talk with its sales
force next year. The decision follows Pye's meeting on Sept. 5 in
Buxton, Derbyshire, where Pye
executives held a day of talks with
its salesmen.
Apart from some presentation of
product by creative services director Peter Prince and Dawn label
executives Barry Murray and Peter
Eden, there was little to compare
with the usual style of a company conference.
General tofics spoken about at
the meeting ranged from closer
liaison between head office and
salesman and how the Dawn label
will be developed. Barry Murray
said that Dawn will keep a close
contact with the Pye force and will
send out its own sales information
away from the usual Pye data.
Pye's belief is that an informal
meeting where everyone can air
his opinions and complaints is
justified.

RUDY WOLPERT, managing director, third from left, with artists who appeared at the annual sales
convention of CBS Schallplatten in Germany. Fall product, and the quadrosonic sound system were
introduced and demonstrated at the Frankfurt convention. Left to rght, Mario Nardelli, Mary Roos, Wolpert,
Stella Mooney, Bernd Spier, Costa Cordalis, Dunja Rajter, Mike Brant, Roberto Blanco and Rene Rollo.
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TUTKA, NEW

Continued from page

SHOW, BOWS
HELSINKI- Yleisradio

inprogram,
has

troduced a new pop
Tutka, (Radar), It replaces the
weekly "Pop 70" show which was

devoted to U.K. and U.S. singles
appearing on the charts of Billboard publications.
The new program takes a critical
look at recent pop happenings and
features selected records by the
British and U.S. Top Twenties, as
published by Record Retailer and

Billboard.
Record reviews are handled by
musician and music teacher, Unde
Lebtola. The weekly 45- minute
program is edited by Penati Kamp painen and Tarleena Sammalkorpi.
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New Finnish
Cleffer Group
-A

HELSINKI
new organization for Finnish musicians was
created here on Aug. 31 when
pop musicians, restaurant musicians
and ship musicians, represented by
three separate bodies, got together
to form Musiikkialan Ammallilittojen Federaatio -the Federation
of Musical Unions.
The three separate unions left
the
Finnish
Musicians
Union
earlier this year.
At the inaugural meeting of the
MAF, Temi Byysing was elected
chairman and, Ilpo Saastamoinen
and K. Karlbergaas, deputy chairman. Also elected was a nine -man
board including members of the
three former unions.
The new body represents about
1,500 musicians.

EMI Will Release
'Snow Bird' in U.K.

-

TORONTO
Anne Murray's
North American hit single "Snow
Bird" will be released by EMI in
the U.K. immediately, along with
album of the same name.
The LP will be made up of
tracks from Miss Murray's first
two Canadian albums, "This Is My
Way" and "Honey Wheat and
Laughter." The album will be released simultaneously in the U.S.
where "Snow Bird" is in the charts.
an
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However, there is a general
confidence that the partnership
deal will go through. And what
is certain is that in pumping finances into the record division of
MGM, DGG will not only be
looking to strengthen its position
in the US. but will also be staking a claim for favorable consideration when MGM comes to allocating cartridge -television rights to
its feature films. There is also interest in a closer tie on the artist
management side.
Meanwhile, a long -term deal for
MGM representation outside renewing DGG's license in areas
where it already represents MGM,
has almost been concluded and it
is no secret that DGG would like
to take over representation in the
U.K., Canada and Italy.
Mike Curb was known to have
been highly impressed with John
Frain when he visited Polydor in
London.
Equally, DGG has confidence
in the creative ability of Mike
Curb, as evidenced by the fact
that the German group has entmsted one of its most auriferous
talents- Heintje
Curb for exploitation in the U.S. Curb argues
that if European mothers swoon
for the 13-year-old wonder boy,
then there is no reason why American moms should not follow suit.

'Note'

managing director of CBS -Israel, signs the
contract which enabled his company to release the original Israeli
cast album of "Hair" (Hebrew name "Say'Ar"). After the contract
signing, between Schmidt and two of the three producers of the show,
Jean Leyris (center) and Orged Vardimon, CBS -Israel rush -released
the show album.

concentrating on establishing a
progressive image.
The MGM deal is expected to
be the first of a number of major
DGG investments in the U.S. A
DGG spokesman said: "lust as
MGM is seeking greater penetration in Europe, so are we seeking
greater penetration in the U.S."
And the major prospecting ama
is undoubtedly in the field of
cartridge television.
The spokesman added: "We
feel that in the video field, America
will establish the some lead in
production, marketing and merchandising methods as it has in the
record industry. Therefore if we
really want to play an important
role in cartridge television we
must establish ourselves strongly
in the major market.
is

U.S. Rights to

Stereo Dimension
TORONTO -Steel River's Canadian hit of "Ten Pound Note"
has been acquired by Stereo Dimension Records in the U.S. The
deal was set up by Quality's George
Struth, acting on behalf of Greg
Hambleton, producer of the group.
Stereo Dimension will also release
Steel River's first album, "Weighin'

Heavy,"
The group is released by Tuesday
Records, which is distributed by
Quality. Tuesday's second release,
"I Believe in Sunshine" by Madrigal was issued this week.

HELSINKI- Triola,

SIMON SCHMIDT, left.

If Heintje makes an impact in the
MGM will release his reeords -and not Polydor, Inc, which
States,

-to

by

-

mark.

of both parties (Chap-

and Robbins, Feist Miller)
is not yet certain. This is one of
the big debating points in the
negotiations. Either way, no deal
is expected to be concluded for at
least six weeks because the complex structure of both groups
makes it difficult to find a mutually satisfactory basis for settlement.

pell

As Budget Line

'SUMMERTIME'
A RUNAWAY
Released by Vogue
Records on June 16, "In the Sum mertime" by the U.K. group Mango Jerry has hit the No. t spot
on the international chart, making
it one of the runaway best -sellers
of the summer.
ln just over two months the
record had sold 652,661 copies,
and is approaching the 7511,000

empires

1

Triolo Revived
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DGG to $ -Back MGM?

adriano
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elelltano

3101
tile

319

RE
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Of

once owned

Levytukku and sold to Finnlevy

some months ago, is now being rereleased on a Triola budget -price
line, retailing at 52.90.
The initial release comprises 12
albums
including
product by
veteran performers Veikko "Norm,
Metro-Tytot and Kippari- Kvartetti.
Packaged in see- through plastic
covers, the series is expected to
register good sales figures among
the more mature audience.
Another new series by Finnlevy
will be released on another budget
label -Savel. This features original
historical material collected exelusively for Finnish release.
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International News Reports

Kinney Conglomerate a 'Possible
U.K. Scene Threat'-Polydor's Fruin

From The

Music Capitals
of the World

LONDON

AMSTERDAM

LONDON

The board of Radio Veronica

Carlin Music is planning to
launch its own label, CMC, later
this year and Ray Walter has
rejoined the company as general
manager for the label and its subsidiary publishing company, Peter man Music. In London recently,
Carlin boss Freddy Bieostock revealed that he would also be opening a publishing company in the
U.S., Carbert, next June.... Tony
Hiller, who recently left the Bel win Mills company iss in the U.S.
on representation deals for his
new company Tony Hiller Music.
Hiller will visit Los Angeles and
New York.... Shorewood Packaging the sleeve manufacturing affiliate of CBS is shifting its operations
from the record firm's Aylesbury
plant to a location in Aston Clinton this week. The company has
moved to meet demands and the
site will be utilized by CBS for
expansion of tape duplicating.
Siadouzzrnan All who owns the
Twelve Grade record shops has
acquired six retail outlets from
the Keith Proviso organization plus
the wholesaling operation which
forms part of the independent
BIRD distribution network in the
U.K. The deal was set by Ali
with Peter Cadbury, chairman of
Prowse -which is pan of Westward Television.... Wayne Bickerton, label manager for Deccas
Deram label and his songwriting
partner Tony Waddington have renewed their writers' contract with
the Burlington- Palace group.
Precision Tapes jointly owned by
Pye and the U.S. GRT company
has signed a deal with Dick James
for the release of his DIM label
product on cassette and cartridge.

the fund -raising campaign for the
Dutch Kidney Foundation was
1,000,000 Dutch guilders ($30,000).
This amount was collected within
six months by the sale of two
special albums promoted by the
Dutch pirate station.... NegramDelta, with exclusive European
rights, has released recordings by
Hammond organist Rudolf Packe,
Following on the sales campaign mounted by Negram's sales
manager Ben B. Bunt during August, the label started another promotional campaign -this one for
its newly acquired French MusiNegram's mandisc catalog..
aging director Hans I, Kellerman
visited various business affiliates
in the U.S. during an Augest trip.
.. The Dutch group, Q695, made
a comback with "Sexy Legs" on
After Tea's recordNegram.
ing of "Sun" is a recent chart
entrant.... Paul Mica contracted
The Who for two live cotltens in
Amsterdam, Sept. 16-17.. , , Mojo
Productions Delft have booked
Jlml Hendrix for two Rotterdam
Local
concerts, Sunday (13).
a
Bobble
will
record
TROS -TV
Gentry program on Sept. 30 and
Bovemás new classiOct.
cal department head, Klaas A.
Pnsthoma, produced his first LP,
featuring Dutch baritone Marco
RAS HAGEMAN
Bakker.
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.
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DUBLIN

The deal is for U.K. only.
Jeff Kruger of the Ember label
.

distribution deals for
the Canadian, Australian and Belhas

signed

gian record markets. The deals are
with Transworld, Supreme Records
and W & G Records, respectively.
U.S. writer Mac Davis has been
in London to firm a deal for his
recently formed publishing company. Song Painter Music. Davis,
who was responsible for writing
Elvis Presley's "In the Ghetto."
previously published his material
through Nancy Sinatra's company.

PHILIP PALMER

HONOLULU
Alex McAngus has replaced Ed
Kenney as headliner in the Royal
Hawaiian Hotel's Monarch Room
revue.... Record man Jack Law
is back on Hawaiian soil, managing the Pat Holmes Agency.
Paul Revere & The Raiders featuring Mark Lindsay did a unenighter
Sept. 4 in Hilo, as a benefit for the
Hawaii Heart Fund.
Chicago debuts Sept. 27 at the
Honolulu
International
Center
Arena.... Singer Lucille Gabriel
doing her first musical -the lead
in the Honolulu Community Theatre's upcoming "Irma La Douce"
The Burgundy Express are
at the Hawaiian Hut club in the
Ala Moans Hotel.... The Cherry
Blend check into Alice's Restaurant
Monday (15).... The World Wide
Six doing the Sunday night shows
at Duke Kahanamaku's, and hold
forth every other night at C'est Si
Bon at the Pagoda Hotel.
A Vietnamese singer, Mimi Ng,
has joined the Tummy Young
Quintet at the Hilton Hawaiian
Village's Shell Bar.... And The
Asian Orchids-a girl trio from
Djakarta, Indonesia -are at the
Three Torches club of the Cinerama Reef Hotel.... Arte Johnson, of "Laugh In" here to promote
the fall NBC programming for
local outlet KHONTwo
new local singles: Nebulas' "A
Mind Where People Smile" and
"I Can Always Love" on Surfside,
and The Kamehameha Alumni
Glee Club's "Honolulu" on Hula.
. Dan Ho plans to do a two-part
reprise series of old Hawaiian
music.... Roger Carroll of KNBC
flew in for John Ruwles' opening
Sept. 2 at Duke Kahanamoku's.

..

of

said that the provisional result

.

.

TV....

WAYNE HARADA

The adjudicators in the pop section of this year's Castlebar International Song Contest, to be held
between Oct. 5 -9, include many
recording artists. Among than are
Big Tom, Brendan O'Brien, Joe
McCarthy, Gene Stuart and Sean
Dunphy. MC's will be Gay Byrne,
Des Keogh, Shay Healy and Frank
Hall.... Mango Jerry headed the
bill at an open air pop festival at
Dublin's Richmond Park Sept. 4.
Supporting the U.K. group were
Irish acs Grannie' New Intentions, Gypsy, White Magic, Portrait and Teddy Palmer and the
Mick Roche
Rumble Band,
Arrows,
who
came fifth
and the
in the Barbarela '70 contest in
June, are currently doing a 15-day
stint at the Barbarela in Palma.
"One Step, Two Step by their
lead guitarist Charlie Herbert,
which they featured in the contest, will be their next single. It
Spain.
will also be issued
Radio Eireann
Beginning on Oct. 8 in
will use a best -selling singles chart
when
there tyears thagodid
was over
"Ireland's Top Ten" was among
the most popular programs on the
Irish airwaves. The chart used will
be the one compiled by Irish
Marketing Surveys and whieh is
published in several publications.
The best -sellers will form part of
a new Thursday night 75- minute
pop show.
EMI Ireland released "Jimmy
Kennedy's Golden Song Book" on
its low- priced Talisman label in
the Shamrock series. The album is
mainly an instrumental affair, by
the Nell Richardson and Frank
As a reBarber orchestra.
suit of a tie -up between Irish
impresario Nelius O'Connell and
Roland Fernborg, managing director of International Entertainment
Productions, the six -piece group.
the Czech Girls, and the Spomlks
will shortly tour Ireland. There's
also the possibility of the Jim
Farley Band, which O'Connell
manages, touring Sweden during
Sean
the next few months.
McManus, the Cavan tenor, makes
his debut on the Release label with
a revival of "If Ever I Should
Leave You." Michael Geoghegan
arranged the song for a 50 -piece
orchestra.
The latest Dublin
discotheque is An Cro Discotheque.
The deejay, Sean Breathnacb, who
has had radio and TV shows on
RTE. introducm the records in
the Irish language.... John Mae Nally's next LP on CBS, "Have
(Continued on page 59)
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In addressing the
Polydur sales force at the company's annual conference, Sept. 7,
managing director John Frain
declared that the "greatest need
for development and the greatest
potential area for expansion" in
the British record market is "within
the existing retail industry."
In surveying the competitive
companies Frain made specific
reference to the emerging Kinney
conglomerate of Atlantic, WarnerReprise,
Elektra and possibly
Island as the next major threat
in the British industry. "Our contract with Atlantic runs through
until the middle of next year, but
there is bound to be some serious
thinking as to how they are going
to develop in the U.K."
Fully recognizing Polydor's own
shortcomings in the past year, with
particular reference to distribution,
Frain said he was "appalled at
the general way in which product,
and not just Polydor product but
any product, has been presented
to the public."
Frufn also said that "records
with the exception of budget material are difficult items to buy
in this country. If anything. the
position has worsened n the past
year rather than got better." He
also vowed that "Polydors main
effort through the sales force and
marketing divisions during the next
two years is to get Polydor group
product merchandised better in retail shops," an endeavor which he
said would mean "concentrating
on Polydor Sound Sellers dealers
and doing a merchandising job to
help the dealer. We are going to
become more merchandisers than
salesmen as time goes by and a
lot of retraining and rethinking
has got to go on"
Frain said the year world
be one of consolidation for the
company. "Polydor would have
launched into several more ambitious projects during the early
summer but as the whole world
knows there were distribution and
computer problems, and shill are.
and there was little point in trying to further project an image

By BRIAN BLEVINS
when we had to protect the one
we had already got."
He paid tribute to the work of
Roland Rennie, former managing
director. for the past five years
during which Polydor had made
important gains in the U.K. and
world markets, but said that "a
rapid expansion of this nature has
to lead to a situation where the
lines of communication become
stretched and it happened to Polydor during the latter half of 1969.
Our job this year has been in
strengthening these lines and making a firm base to advance from
during 1971."
Fruin's prognosis for dealers is
that they are "going to continue
to suffer, although I think dealer
margins are steadily going to improve one way or another. and
we have contributed toward this
already." He was referring to the
general price increases by all companies early this year, as well as
the Sound Sellers scheme. "I have
no hesitation in saying that Polydot's version of prices was the
most imaginative and
many
ways the biggest risk :' he said.
referring to the company's variable
price structure. "One of the great
pitfalls of the consumer ndustry
is to under -value and under -price
your product. In many areas we
have a specialized 'deluxe or
'super' product which deserves that
title and can be sold tinder that
category at a relatively expensive
price.
"The discount structure became
very much a bone of contention
with 5 percent returns being
lumped in the middle of it. We
chickened out of 5 percent returns, which are frankly a nuisance.
because we felt we had enough
troubles on our plate at that time.
But we are actively working on a
scheme to provide a considerable
extra margin to retailers who gave
a modicum of support to Polydor."
The scheme is, of course, Sound
Sellers, devised by Fruin and pat tened loosely on his earlier brainchild while EMI's marketing director,
Of EMI's Music Centers, Frain
i

i

said that there "has been a notice,
able lack of forward thinking,
which is to our advantage to
launching Sound Sellers.` The
Polydor scheme was inaugurated
in July, and at the conference
Frain reponed that it now has
700 subscribers, and that teething
problems, with the exception of
distribution, have been non- exist-

ent

But while Frain said his first
year at Polydor would be one of
consolidation. at the same time
there will be an emphasis on product acquisition and merchandising.
Marketing stress during the
autumn will be placed on the
company's impressive 'easy- listening" product, which to date hasn't
realized its full potential in the
U.K. market. In September Polydor is shipping a "Very Best Of
series featuring material by
James Last- Bert Kaempfeei. Kai
Warner and others. And in October
there will be a major marketing
campaign with a double album of
20 tracks retailing at 02.36 as a
focus.
Also in October will be the second launch of the "99" mid -price
series with IO more titles, including a sampler titled "The Age of
Atlantic" with material by Led
2eppelin.Yes, Delaney and Bonnie,
the MC5 and other major Atlantic
acts. The series will also include
product from Vanilla Fudge, James
Brown, Captain Beefheart. Dr.
John, the Night Tripper. the Bee
Gees, and another various artists
selection of progressive track called

"Supergroup Two."
In November, the company will
issue a second installment of the
"Backtrack" mid -price series- with
IO albums of material from the
subsidiary Track catalog. There
will also be the launch of twoalbum cassettes and six Christmas
boxes with two records each selling at $3.59. Material will be both
progressive rock and easy listening. Also in November- the Sound
Sellers scheme will go into its
second stage. and 12.000 copies of
the company catalog are to be

distributed.

Domestic Talent Sales Stressed
At EMI U.K. Marketing Meet
LONDON

-

Emphasis

on

strengthening the sales potential
of domestic talent, plus comprehensive promotion campaigns on
progressive and midprice albums,
backed up by heavy advertising
coverage, were among the major
topics discussed at EMI Records
marketing conference, Sept. 7.
It was also revealed that EMI
has acquired all recordings and
contracts of Major Minor (see
separate story), for issue on various domestic labels, that some
album prices are to be increased
and that composer- producer Tony
Hatch will take responsibility for
recording some EMI acts.
The association with Hatch represents a second key move by EMI
in relation to furthering the sales
of artists assigned directly to the
company. It follows the recent
appointment of Mickie Most as
advisor to the pop repertoire division.
Disclosing details of Hatch's responsibilities, Roy Featherstone,
general manager of the pop division, said that he would also be
producing for Capitol.
Another appointment to the department is that of producer Jeff
Jarrett, formerly an engineer at
the Abbey Road studios, and is
expected to figure prominently in
EMI's attempt to reverse the industry trend of near to'al reliance
on independent producers to supply
hit pop repertoire.
As a first step in this direction.
Featherstone announced that EMI
had signed the Move to a direct
artists contract.
In a conference room decorated
to represent a race meeting. to
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give point to the meetings "One
Jump Ahead" theme, Featherstone
spoke of the arrival of the time
for a 100,000- selling album to
become a reality and stressed the

for
"continual
thrusts"
through appropriate product and
effective marketing to increase the
overall market rise.
Plans in this area will begin
with a new Capitol album by the
need

Band, "Stage Fright," released last
week. This will be one of a number of releases during the year on
which the sales force will be giving
additional concentration and which
will have extra marketing and

merchandising treatment.
Reporting on the performance
of Harvest and Regal Starline, released last year. Featherstone said
that Harvest had achieved sales of
nearly 750,000 units, while Regal
Starline was well on the way to
grassing 1,000,000 unit sales.
The Harvest promotion campaign. set for October, will be
centered around six albums, among
them product by Pink Floyd.
Dave Mason, Kevin Ayers and
the Whole World, Chris Spedding,
Pete Brown and Piblokto, and the
Greatest Show on Earth.
As part of plans to boost the
midprice Regal Starline label.
which has had 15 of its 36 releases
so far in the charts- a new composite sleeve design will he introduced from December, said deputy
marketing manager Barry Green.
Green disclosed a "November
scoop'
triple album set by
Frank Sinatra, retailing at $7.17,
entitled, "His Greatest Years." and
featuring 36 tracks.
Starline release will include LPs

-a

by the Islay Brothers, Mary Wells,
the Dave Clark Five and Shirley
Ramey. In the some month there
will be a charity album in aid of
the National Kidney Fund, with
tracks by Cliff Richard. Engelhert
Humperdinck, James Last, Sandie
Shaw, Herb Alpert and Herman's
Hermits. Another October campaign will be concentrated on the
Probe label to gain an identity
for artists previously released on
Stateside -Dunhill. In the forefront
will be a 51.98 sampler with the
overall campaign title. "Handle
With Care." This will comprise
12 tracks, with 10 by artists
ncluded in the five -album campaign

-Steppenwolf, Three Dog Night.

Freedom. James Gang and B.B.
King.
For the Probe campaign a
motorized display has been produced for use in shopwindow features supplied to 250 dealers.
Studio Two releases in the
autumn will be spearheaded by a
14 -Track
$1.65 sampler, "Total
Sound." which includes five tracks
produced by Enoch Light and the
release includes product by Joe
Doss, Semprini, Franck Pourcel,
Wout Steenhuis and Louis Bellson.
Barry Green said that Studio

Two samples "Breakthrough" in
1967 achieved sales of over 200,000
before being deleted and reissued
by Music for Pleasure. Current
sales of "Impact" (1968) exceed
250,000, with "USP" (1969) having sold over 110,000 copies in
11 months.
Colin Burn. manager of pop
repertoire, played new product
(Continued on page 59)
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International News Reports

EMI Gets Rights

To Major Minor
LONDON -Major Minor boss
Philip Solomon has sold the world
rights to his label's catalog and
all contracts to EMI. Existing licensing agreements will, however,
he honored until their expiry, and

6 -Mos Sales

Of LP's in

Finland Soar

-

HELSINKI
Album sales in
Finland for the first six months of
1970

were double

those of the
last year. This

equivalent period
is reported by the Finnish branch
of the IFPI in a report published
this month. Sales of EP's showed
a continuing decline while singles
were more or less static. Sales of
prerecorded tape in Finland for the
first six months of 1970 represented 13 percent of total recorded
music sales.
Unit sales, with -1969 figures in
parentheses, were: LP's 300,000
(150,000); EP's 10,000 (17,000);

HELSINKI -Finnlevy

the announcement, made at EMI's
marketing conference puts an end
to several weeks of speculation
over the independent outlet's fu.
ture.
Solomon is to continue running
Major Minor as a registered company, possibly indicating he might
make a fresh start in the music
industry some time in the future.
But he was unavailable for comment at presstime as he was out
of the country. However, it is understood that his immediate plans
are to devote more time to his
racehorse interests in Ireland.
EMI has yet to complete outlets for MM repertoire, but EMI
assistant managing director Ron
White told Billboard that material
will be released on either Columbia or Parlophone while some
budget albums are already being
earmarked for Regal Starling and
Music for Pleasure.
EMI experts to release the first
Major Minor product at the end
of this year.
White would not disclose the
final sum which EMI has paid
Solomon for his acts, although
he said it was "a lot of money."
Artists in the MM stable include
Malcolm Roberts. Karen Young,
and Neville Dickie, all of whom
have had product in the charts.

Singles 190,000 (200,000); Cassettes
20,000; 8 -track 11,500.
Finnlevy sales manager Osmo
Ruuskanen attributed the trend to
album buying as due to "people
who, while in their teens in the
Into 50's bought singles and who,
today, are attracted by budget albums featuring much 78 r.p.m.

LONDON -Entry of the London
Management agency into record
production is indicated by the appointment to the board of exNems Enterprises director Bernard
Lee. Lee will take control of LM's
record production and publishing
interests and will be responsible
for negotiations with both U.K.
and U.S. disk companies for the
independent recording of some of
the organization's artists.
He told Billboard, "I am having
discussions with a number of re c.
ord companies at the moment. It
is possible that ultimately, London
Management will launch its own
label."
Meanwhile, the Eric Winston
Organization, the agency and
management group founded by
bandleader Eric Winston, has become a subsidiary of LM.
Michael Sullivan, a director of
London Management, has been appointed managing director of the
new
with
Michael
subsidiary
Grade, Billy Marsh and Eric Winston serving as directors and Henry
Cantwell as company secretary.

BARCELONA
Blues singer John Lee Hooker
gave a recital at the Palacio de la
Musics. His appearance there drew

capacity attendance. Hooker a
few months ago gained popularity
in Spain, partly due to the Johnny
a

Rivers hit recording of "Ode to
Al
John Lee" (Hispavox).
Banc and Romina Power (Odeon)
visited Barcelona on a promotional
tour and to prepare for future
Spanish recordings.
.
J.M.
Seem (Edigsa- Novola) sang at
New York's FAO (Food & Agriculture Organization for the UN)
on Sept.
II -12, sponsored by
Spanish composer Pail Casals,
who wrote "El Cant dols Ocells"
(The Singing of the Birds), which
Serrat planned to include in his
act. Before his FAO appearance.
Serra concluded a successful
South American tour.
Last
.
summer the new dance craze was
the Casatschok; this summer it
is
the Balapapa, launched by
Georgia Dann ( Discophon) and
Mika Zara' ( Better).
,
Marisa
Medina, one of the most popular
female program
presenters
at
Spanish TVE, has signed a recording contract with Better. Her first
record includes her own composition, "Las Noches Alegres" (The
Happy Night).
.

.

.

Hebrew `Hair'
Drawing Full
House; LP Out
TEL AVIV -The U.S. musical
"Hair" opened recently -sung and

spoken in Hebrew by an Israeli
cast. The show was produced by

Orgad Vardimon, together with
non -Israelis Michael Hirst and
Jean Leyris. The show was translated and adapted into Hebrew by
Ehud Manor and directed by Patrick Garland.
The musical is playing daily before full houses at the Oasis Theater in Ramat -Gan. CBS -Israel
rush- released an album with the
Israeli cast, complete with booklet
containing the lyrics in Hebrew.
The album has competition from
the original Broadway cast LP on
RCA which was released two years
ago.

SEPTEMBER
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MADRID
lus Mites (Hspavox),

one of
groups from
Northern Spain, has replaced lead
singer Tony Landa with Ramon
Elorrieta, Landa will continue his
career, on the same label, as a
solo singer. First Los Mitos recording with Elorrieta as vocalise is
"Suena una Guitarra" (A Guitar
Sounds). Tony Landa has made
his debut as a solo artist with the
single Wan Feliz" (So Happy).
the

most

popular

MADRID -During the summer

experiment. the
record industry has released a larger number of recordings than ever before.
Never had so much product by
Spanish artists appeared in such a
short space of time on the national
market.
Labels and artists figuring in
these summer releases include: Ac-

months,
Spanish

as

an

By ROMAN WASCHKO

-

WARSAW
The 10th International Pop Festival, which took
place at Sopot, Poland, on Aug.
27.30, resulted in top awards going
to artists from Canada, Britain,

Spain, Russia. Italy -and Poland.
On the first day of the festival
International Day
each per-

-

-

former sang a song from his or
her native country. The international jury awarded first prize to
the Canadian song " Ordinaire,"
music by Robert Charlebois and
P. Nadeau, lyrics by C. Monfette
and Charlebois and performed by
the latter.
Runner -up was the Yugoslavian

.. Mike Kennedy (Barclay-Movieplay) has released a double LP,
recorded during his recital at the
Zarzuela Theater, Madrid. It has
the same title as the show -"Special for People Under IS Years
Zafiro is launching
of Age."
a new singer, Ignasi Serra, who
After
.
sings in Catalonian.
two year's inactivity in the record
world, the singing duo Manolo y
Ramon has signed with Productora
CPI (distributed by Movieplay).
Manolo y Ramon, pop pioneers
in Spain, were responsible for the
1968
Eurovision Song Contest
The
winner, "La La
duo's latest release is "Adios,
Adios, Goodbye."
Joan Pardo ( Manola), composer singer- producer, appeared in concert as a solo artist for the first
time. He was previously with the
. RCA is
duo Joan & Junior..
issuing the second single by Stevie
Wonder singing, in Spanish, "Por
Primera Vez" (For Once in My
Life).
. Fonogram has released
an LP by Tara, recorded live during one of her performances at the
J&J discotheque. Her first single
"Happy." .
sung in English
Thanks to vocal group Agua Viva
Span(Accion), Rafael Alberti
ish poet who now lives in Rome
entered the Spanish Top 10. His
poem, "Poulos Andaluces" (Andalusian Poets), put to music by
Menlo Diaz and recorded by
Agua Vivi, has achieved hit -parade
status. The record, too, has focused
the public's attention on Spanish
poets, record -wise. Now, Ague
Viva has recorded an LP using
the texts of several Spanish poets
-Bertolo, Leon Felipe, Alberti
Johnny
and Garcia Lorca
Cash (CBS), featured in the film.
arrived in Spain for the shooting
Billie Davis
of "Gunfight."
is presently
Espanola)
(Columbia
touring several Spanish cities, followed by gala performances in
Francoise Hardy is
Madrid.
back on the Spanish record market
after two years' absence. She has

...
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hit!
France,
der the new title

(Son). un-

"Sol:' , . Anwho has been
French
singer
other
recording in Spanish is Guy
Mandel ( Movieplay). He recorded
"Amelia."
First-ever Spanish
tour for Mireille Mathieu (Movie play), with shows in Madrid and
on the Mediterranean coast.
.

"Is There Anything More
Beautiful in the World," music by
Nikica Kalogjera, lyrics by Miro
Ungar and sung by Tema. Third
song

prize went to the Polish song "A
Colorful Caravan Is Rolling" (music by Stefan Rembowski, lyrics by
Jerzy Ficowski, sung by Maryla
Rodowicz).
The second day of the festival
was termed "Polish Day." Each
foreign performer had to sing, in
their own language, a Polish song
with votes for interpretation rather
than song quality.
Adjudged by the jury the best

interpreter was the U.K:s Friday
Brown. She sang "Be With Me."
Second place went to Bulgaria's
Emilia Markowa ( "Autumn Is
Walking Along the Park "), and
Lourdes Gil, from Cuba ( "How
Can I Keep You ") was third
Third day was "Record Day"
the presentation of singers representing record companies. This
year's Grand Prix prize was won
by Spanish singer Manole Escobar
(Belted. This is the third consecutive year that Better has won
top prizes at this festival. On the
second day another Spanish singer,
Jaime Morey, received a special
prize for
Am Waiting for
Love." This award was made by
the Polish Authors' Agency. A special Journalists' Award was made
to Italian singer Farida (RCA).
The award made by the audience
itself went to Polish singer Malin.
Kunicka. The prize offered by the
daily newspapers Glos Wybrzeza
went to Maryla Redowicz, also
from Poland. Another special
award -on behalf of the Polish
Jazz Association -went to Russian
singer Walentyn Baglajenko.
On the last day of the festival
an
"Anniversary concert" took
place. At this, the 1970 prizewinners were presented, plus some
of last year's winners. Included
were: Donald Lautree (Canada),
Gerry Wolf (West Germany), The
Hearts of Soul (Holland), Henri
Des (Switzerland), Muslim Mage'
majew (USSR), and two top Polish
singers Ewa Demarczyk and Anna
Germany. Czechoslovakia's Karel
Gott appeared as a special guest.
Other guest appearances were made
by the U.K. group Christie and

-

of the World
You Tried Love ?" will be issued
mid-September. It includes Jim
Webb's "Someone Is Standing Outside," "If I Were a Rich Man"
and "Loss of Love," the Bob
Merrill -Henry Mandel theme from
the
movie
"Sunflower." Mac Nally's RTE TV series begins at
the end of September. The shows
were pre -recorded
at
Dublin's
Abbey Theatre. KEN STEWART

High During the Summer

Six Nations Divide
Polish Fest Awards

Music Capitals
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Into Disks?

starting
a major drive to promote sales of
the Sanyo, all- tramistorized record
players, retailing at $22.
The main promotional activity
will take place in the period immediately prior to Christmas. Two
low- priced albums -one by Tom
Jones, and one featuring music
from "Hair" -will be offered as
special sales incentive along with
each individual purchase.
is

From The

material."

London Mgt

Spain Product Output at

Finnlevy Pitch
On a Player

.

JOAQUIN LUQUI

1

Joan Baez.
This year's Anniversary Festival was the biggest ever. All 5,000
seats at the unique Forest Opera
were sold many weeks before for
all the <omens. The Records Day
created such interest That not all
the record companies who wished
to participate could be accommodated. The final list of participants
included -Barclay, Better Discos,
CBS, EMI, RCA Italian, Phonogram, Supraphoe. Melodija.
The Polish Artists Agency Pagan, organizers of the festival. organized a "Promo Show." starring
top Polish performers. Following
this, many singers and groups were
booked for appearances abroad.
All the concerts were recorded
live by Eurovision and Intervision.
Much praise was given to the excellent work of TV director Jerzy
Graze. Artistic director of the festival was jazz musician Andrzej
Kurylewicz. The singers were accompanied by the Radio and TV
Orchestra, conducted by Henryk
Debich and Irenensz Wikarek.
Honorary Guest of the Festival
was the veteran singer Mieczyslaw
Fogg. All 10 Sopot festivals have
been organized by producer Lud-

wik Klekow.

cion: Adolfo Llanos, Joe -Luis.
Reloj de Cuco: Ala 4 Vents: Auges
de Regaliz, Musica Dispersa, Verdee; Better: Altamira 3, Betty
Misiego, Continuados, Luc Barrett,
Marisa Medina; Columbia: Alfonso
Paso, Tickets, Vainica Doble; Ekipo: Cerebrum, Circules; Fidias:
All & Nothing; Fonogram: Tara.
Hispanos: Jose y Manuel, Tony
Landa; Movieplay: Abel, Camilo
Sexto, Daniel Tomey. Danny Daniel, Diana, Dulces, Anos, Emilio
Varela, Ideas, Jackie, La Masco,
Lino Morgan. Nueva Democracia,
Palabras de Cuerda, Pepe Munoz,
Peque, ',timer Wagon, Simun,
Tony Wells; Odeon: Antonio, Leandro; Presa: Horacio Marco. Luis
Gordillo; RCA: Borys. Morucha:
Zafiro: Ignasi Serra, Micky: Barclay: Pedro-Rey Blas.

Stress Sales
At EMI Meet
Continued from page 58
from the Invictus and Hot Was
labels and the new Paramount
label Famous also presented items
from the general catalog.
On Tamla Motown. Brian Hopkins said that the 35 albums being
released to mark the label's 10th
anniversary keep EMI well supplied into 1971 and plans were
announced for a new marketing

operation in February. Following
the 200,000 sales of the third
volume of "Motown Chart Busters." a fourth collection will be
cut in October. Other October
Motown albums include recordings
by Diana Ross. Stevie Wonder
taped during his recent "Talk of
the Town" season -and Jimmy

-

Ruffin.
The increase in album prices
affects material packaged in the
color folder type of cover. In
future this will be priced at 55.40.
Among presentations by EMI's
distributed labels was a hard -hitting pitch by Nathan Joseph, head
of Transatlantic, a new client of
the U.K. major. Pointing to the
company's consistent figures in recent years, Joseph urged the sales
force not to dismiss the potential
of some releases just because they
were by talent unknown to the
general
record buying public.
Transatlantic makes a specialty
of recording ethnic material and
Joseph gave as an example the
popularity in Scotland of Hamish
mlach who has recorded two
50,000 sellers and three which
have topped 30,000. Also singled
out was the achievement of
Pentangle, a leading folk act,
whose last LP sold 100,000 copies,
and the group's lead guitarist John
Renbourn who sold over 30.000
copies of his last release.
"Very few of the LPs we release
sell under 3,000 copies and the
majority of our artists sell over
5,000 copies of each album. This
compares very favorably with sales
achieved by average pop artists.
So although you may never have
heard of some of our artists, don't
look down your noses at their
chances. We have a track record
of remarkably consistent sales over
the years," he stated.
The Liberty /UA presentation
centered largely around plans for
the first release on Oct. 9.12 mid price Sunset albums, among them
recordings by Shirley Bassey. Jan
and Dean, Eddie Cochran. Vikki
Carr and Slim Whitman.
Future full -price issues will incorporate albums by the Buddy
Rich Orchestra, Canned
Heat,
Buffalongo, plus new compilations
of "Great Western Film Themes"
and the "From the Vaults" series
of vintage rock material.
Apple detailed its autumn release schedule and then screened
a film in which the Beatles, Mary
Hopkin, Plastic Ono Band were
featured, while Island, another of
EMI's newcomers. contributed a
stylish slide presentation mentioning past hits and future releases
on the label and also the Trojan
Reggae label.
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Canadian News Report
Para in 250G Deal to
Handle Biscuit in U.S.
By

RITCHIE YORKE

TORONTO -Love Productions
has signed a three -year deal for
$250,000 with Paramount Records
for the U.S. distribution rights to
material by the King Biscuit Boy
and Crowbar. The contract also
involves Japan and South America.
Frank Davies, vice president of
Love Productions, said he believed
it is the largest amount ever paid
for an unknown Canadian act.
King Biscuit Boy's debut album,
"Official Music" will be released
in the U.S. Oct. 8 on the Paramount logo. It was released in
Canada in July on Love's Daffodil
label. The single from the album
"Corinna" is expected to be rush released in the U.S. The deal was
negotiated by Davies and Famous
Music Corp.'s executive consultant
IIIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIP

NEW LOGO
FOR QUALITY

-

TORONTO
Quality Records
has introduced a new logo for their
Quality label. The logo now has
a unified background utilizing a
design of 80 small Q's in a check
boed lineup Initial releases will
be David Jensens "Ira Lost Without You" and the Poor Soul's
second single, "Comte' Round."
The design was supervised by Mel
Shaw, national promotion coordinator for Quality,
-
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on business affairs, Neil C. Reshin.
Davies said a powerful promotion campaign has been planned to
launch the group in the U.S., and
that he was talking with agents
regarding Crowbar's first U.S. tour,
tentatively slotted for October and
November. Davies also said that
he was completing European and
Australasian distribution deals.
Original songs by the group are
being published internationally by
Love- Lies -Bleeding Music (BMI), a
subsidiary. of Love Productions.

List of New
Canadian Disks

of U.S. network shows. In addition, a Swedish TV special is being

negotiated. Al Mair, director of

Music Capitals

New Canadian releases this week
include "Louis Riel, Louis Rebel"

-Doug Hutton -London M 17388
(no U.S. deal); "Beautiful Second
Hand Man " -Dinette Reno -Par-

rot PAR 40053 (U.S. release
through London); "Ruin Chilliack -Parrot PAIL 2535 (U.S. release through Parrot);
Comin'
Round" -Poor Souls-Quality Q1980 (no U.S. deal); Pm Lost
Without You" -David Jensen

"-

-

-erful

Waond

"Leather- Qualty Q-

1982 (no U.S. deal): " Pappa Told
of Temptation
Quality Q -1983 (no U.S. deal);

Me"- Brink

(Continued on page 61)

Lightfoot to Embark on
Busiest -Ever 3 -Mo Tour
TORONTO -Gordon Lightfoot,
will embark on the busiest -ever
three months. A Canadian tour of
18 concerts in Winnipeg, Regina,
Saskatoon, Edmonton, Calgary,
Vancouver and Victoria will start
shortly, produced by Early Morning Productions. Following the
Canadian trip, which is an annual
affair, Lightfoot will start a U.S.
tour, produced by Tascon Productions of Detroit, which will include concerts in Philadelphia,
Boston, Hartford, Los Angeles,
Chicago and Detroit.
TV appearances will include
"Nashville North" and a number

From The

Early Morning, says that Light foot's LP "Sit Down Young
Stranger" has qualified for a Canadian gold album award. Gold record awards for sales exceeding
100,000 on his first three albums
have already been presented, and
Mar says the fourth and fifth are
close to qualification. A repackaged "The Best of Gordon
Lightfoot" will be issued this
month. A recording of his second
Reprise LP will commence soon.
CKLW -FM in Windsor produced "An Evening With Gordon
Lightfoot" on Aug. 29 which included a Lightfoot interview, and
discussions with other artists including Ronnie Hawkins, Ian &
Sylvia, and Leonard Cohen.

of the World
TORONTO
London has pulled "Rain"
from Cbilllwadrs new Parrot LP,
at the suggestion of several Western radio stations.... Dick Dam roa, Canadian country artist, is
picking up action with his new
single, "Countryfied" (Apex)..
The Canadian Talent Library is
releasing three new albums this
month -product by folk singer
Karen Jones, classical guitarist
John Perrone and country group
the Mereey Brothers. For the first
time, CTL will issue a simultaneous single and album with the
Nell Kemp Mercey Brother*.
fer- Stocker, director of Gargoyle
International, who has been pushing New Zealand group, The
Plpps, is now working on Switzerland's Tusk and Spain's Evolution.
Neil has serviced all MLS stations
with product.
Warner Bros. pushing hard on
two new Atlantic albums, "yell
the Truth" with Otis Redding and
Iron Butterfly's "Metamorphosis."
Label is also scoring with
Aretha Franklin's "Don't Play
That Song" which might be her
biggest in Canada since "I Say
a Little Prayer."
Quality's single of the week is
Kama
" Candida" by Dawn..
Sutra's Sha Na Na set to play with
Steel River at Waterloo University
Sept. 14.
. Quality hosted a
party
for
cocktail
the Filth Dimension on Thursday (3) to mark
.

...

.

group's appearance at the CNE
Grandstand Show.
Earlier in
the week, Ray Charles drew 10,000
to the outdoor event.
. Poly Lori
Bruner
in
town
for
dor's
promotional purposes.... Capitol
reported that "Official Music" by
King Biscuit Boy broke out in
Montreal, following heavy exposure on both CFOX and CKOMFM.
A&Ms Liam Malian arranged
a special weekend window display
(Continued on page 61)
.
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Donald Office
For

Halifax

-

MONTREAL
Don Tarlton.
president of Donald K. Donald
Productions of Montreal, is opening
an office in Halifax which will be
run by Halifax native pop singer
Harrison Tabb. Tarlton stated that
the branch's purpose will be to
work with, develop and market
Maritime entertainers across the
country, as well as to present current attractions throughout the
four East Coast provinces.
Tarlton headquarters in Montreal and is also president of Music
Confederation, an association of
Canada's strongest agents who
book acts across the country.
The Atlantic division of Donald
Tarlton will be located at 1710
Granville St., Halifax. Phone number is (902) 425 3610.

Classical Music
Mefl stofel e Opens
Col Bows 2 -LP
4
City Opera
Season
"Requiem Pkg
-

NEW YORK
Columbia
Records is issuing a two-LP
package of Verdi's "Requiem"
this month with soprano Martina Arroyo, mezzo-soprano
Josephine Veasey, tenor Placido
Domingo and bass Ruggero
Raimondi. Leonard Bernstein
conducts the London Symphony
and chorus.
Two five -LP sets also are
being issued as the IstominStern -Rose Trio offers Beethoven's complete piano trios,
and a Pablo Casals package contains albums recorded over a
long span of his career. Casals,
as cellist, performs with pianists
Blas -Net, Otto Schulhof and

Mieczyslaw Horszowski, the
London Symphony under Sir
Landon Ronald, the Prades Festival Orchestra under Eugene
Ormandy, and with violinists
Isaac Stem and Alexander
Schneider, violist Milton Katims,
and cellist Paul Tortetier. Casals
also conducts the Marlboro Fes rival Orchestra. A bonus LP of
Casals talking and is 40 -page illustrated booklet are included.
Stem plays Sibelius with Ormandy and the Philadelphia Orchestra, while Ormandy and the
Philadelphia also have two disks
in their "Fabulous Philadelphia
Sound" series. Bernstein conducts the New York Philhar-

YEHUDI MENUHIN, second from left, is

feted by

HMV /EMI in Auch.

land, New Zealand. Among those attending were A. Glass., left,
Auckland's deputy mayor; A.J. Wyness, second from right, managing
director of HMV /EMI, New Zealand; and Dennison Smith, a New
Zealand retailer.

munie with cellist Lorne Munroe
and violist William
Organist E. power
Power Biggs has
a Handel set, pianist Philippe
Entremont plays Chopin, and
harpsichordist Anthony Newman has a program of Bach,
Rameau, Haydn, Couperin and
himself. A program of string
music by Andre Kostelaneu and
his orchestra completes the Mas terworks release.

Louisville Unit
Cuts Fees on

Subscription

-

LOUISVILLE
The Louisville Orchestra is reducing its
annual six-price subscription fees
to $4.98 from $10.88 for sub scribers for its First Edition Records in conjunction with next
month's release of the 100th
disk since its formation in 1954.
The Golden Edition next
month continues the orchestra's
tradition of first recordings as it
pairs Phillip Rhodes'"Lament of
Michael," a Louisville commission featuring soprano Phyllis
Bryn- Julson and Richard Strauss'
"Six Songs, Op. 68" with soprano Rita Shane. Jorge Mester,
music director, conducts.
The price change is a bid for
volume market to offset rising
costs. Subscriptions under the
new prices are available through
the Louisville Orchestra, 211
Brown Bldg., Louisville. The
new recommended retail list will
be $5.98 a record, usually on
special order.

60

1

NEW YORK
The New
York City Opera opened its
52d season, Sept 9, with Baito's
" Mefistofele." New productions
slated are Donizetti's `Roberto
Devereux" and Janacek's "The
Makropoulos Affair."
The former premieres Oct. 15
with Beverly Sills, Beverly
Wolff, Placido Domingo and
Louis Quilico featured. Julius
Rudel, the company's director,
will
conduct
"Mefistofele,"
"Roberto Devereux." Massendt's
"Mann," Ginesterás "Dann
Rodrigo" and Debussy's "Petleas and Melisande" during the
10 -week season.
II
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Gabor Otvos will conduct
"The
Makropoulos
Affair,"
whose first performance is
listed Nov. I. Featured will
be Maralin Niaka, Barbara Blanchard, Kudith Anthony, Chester
Ludgin, Nice Castel, Edward
Pierson, John Lankston, Gary
Glaze and David Hicks.
Norman Treigle, Carol Neblett,
Nicholas di Virgilio, Beverly
Evans, Mary Cross Lueders,
David Clements and Joaquin
Romaguera were the principals
in the " Mefistofele," The first
week also saw the debut of
conductor Giuseppe Morelli,
(Continued on page 61)
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ANGEL FETE MARKS 1ST
CHICAGO -GIULINI DISKS
CHICAGO -Angel Records presented its first recordings by
the Chicago Symphony under Carlo Maria Giulini at a champagne
breakfast for Chicago's music critics and the orchestra's management. Robert E. Myers, Angel's general manager, hosted the breakfast late last month, two weeks before current general release of
the disks.
Angel will promote the albums with an extensive merchandising
campaign, which includes press kits, sales kits, consumer mailing
pieces, point -of- purchase displays, and co-op tools.
A pre- release kit with reviews of Angel's previous American
recordings and a promotion piece for the Giulini sets was mailed
to the label's 600 accounts, a radio list of 400 and a press list of
more than 200 plus all field sales and promotional personnel. A
full consumer ad campaign also is in the works.
A second kit was mailed to the same list with a sampler album,
a Giulini biography, and a profile of the Chicago, photos, national
ad reprints and a brochure on recordings on hand.
The three sets are devoted to music of Brahms, Berlioz and

Stravinsky.
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1970, BILLBOARD

nd the people said

bring us together.
And they said give us
Whitfield and Strong,
they who wrote "Ball of
Confusion" and they who
wrote " War."
Then the people said give
us the temptin' Temptations,
with the voices of silver
and the records of gold.
And to Whitfield and Strong,
and to the Temptations. the
people said, "Unite the World."
So they got their heads together.
And so it was written. And so it
was sung.
And it was called as the people
had said "Unite the World."
Then they said let us unite.
And let us make it another Temptations
million seller.
And so it will be.
"UNGENA ZA ULIMWENGU"
(UNITE THE WORLD)
Sick Minds, Sad Sights, Never Ending Sleepless Nights,
Have Been Excepted as an Everyday Thing
Wire Tapping. Kidnapping. Will the Russians Push the Button
1 Tell You People.
Our Thoughts and Values Have got to Change
They Say Love is the Strongest Force, on This Earth
But to me, Peace Among People Surpasses Love. in Worth
People. Jobs Don't Come no Bigger Than the One We Got to do
If We Don't Give Peace a Chance. What do You Think is Gonna
Happen to Me and You, Think About it
That's Why I'm Reaching Out My Hand to be Your Friend
This Unrest Between Races Has Gor to Come to an End
Don't Let the Color of My Skin Contuse You.
I Swear on a Stack of Bibles I Won't Misuse You
So Put Your Hand in Mine
We're Gonna Form a Human Chain Mightier Than a Hurricane
And Walk This Land. Hand in Hand, Day and Night Black and White
Walk This Land, Day and Night. Hand in Hand Black and White
Unite the World

Ding Dong Ding Let the Freedom Bell Ring
The Good Lord Made You and Me What He Wanted Us ro be
Free All Those People
You Gor Chained Up in Your Mind
There is Truth in What l'm Saying
We Gotta Stop the Games We're Playing
Two Wrongs Ain't Never Made a Right
Hung Up. Tipped Out, Whatever You May Be
Now is the Time to Set Yourself Free
Put Your H nd in Mine, Come On and Let's Walk
We're Sono Walk This Land. Day and Night, Hand in Hand, Black and White
Walk This Land. Day and Night. Hand in Hand. Black and White

G7102
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IGmssboy,

praying

winner.

Sae

e

Francine Al

TRINITY-Lbtm Here (3:34) (Prod. Brian Aer) (Writer:
Harris) (Hargrove, BMI)-A hard rock instrumental tell marks Auger's
e tu the label
la.
and is sure to 9tmar mud, airplay and

BRIAN ALOIS 6
RCA

740331

TAEBRWON- Jubllea (1:26) (Prod. Christian Wilde b Rein Seam
Jr.) (Writer: Greenbaum) ¡Gnat Honesty, eMII- Change of pate rhythm
item
Norman Greenbaum
Quid bring him back to the
ateling charts.

GLENN

PLENTY -land

OF

CHILDREN

San the Saul on

Brooks) (Writer:

Powerful

potential.

message

Metromedia

w0OLERT -year

eal

A

Bound for Glary
amuoh Chart
Offers much t

Soy

(Musical
should

be

190

'CHUCK
Woman (3:43) (Prod. Billy) Shemll)
(Writers: Holiman.Eenhenbaum) (Gallico /Algee, (IMO-Goad new
with potent ballad material that should briny him top chart honors,
Easy Listening and Hot 100. Columbia 415384
Name

h

FISHER- CalltwY Callan'
(2:161
(Prod, Don
Costa)
Fisher -Clyde) (Don C. /Akbestal, WOl-Smooth rhythm ballad
h airplay
equally fm
h
treatment should garner

DAVE

',WAYNE NEWTON -Faiths' (1,30) (Prod. Bob Cullen) (Writers: NidinoCawe114Aace1 (Golden Egg, PM-Newton rawer t
Capitol with a
inner and
beat
ballad
bang
back "le
best selling chain.

CpleolSII

RING -Sp
(Screen

Me Roof (3:461

Fischbach) (Writer:
hit
early
tlyo llracting nattentúnn va the Laura Nym fv hen
a powerful
by the composer, and N could easily mprove a
winner. Ode 70 66006

'CAROLE
King)

en

Prod.

John

CLIP -Wild World 13,35) (Prod. Cal Stevens) (Writer: Stevens)
composed by
IMO-Produced
'Wonderful World,
smooth
kouut
the
rhythm ballad
Beautiful People" artist. A5M 1201

JIMMY

'GARDEN VARLET -El Condor Pow (3:01) (Prod. Iry Siegel) (Writer:
Robles) (Marks, BMD- Currently riding the Hot 100 and EasiLlstening chan. via the Simon b Garfunkel vocal version, this swinging
instrumental, in the r n of the Village Stompers, offers much for
pro gr ma ming and sales GET 29
FEYIE SOas -LM the Limelight In Taut Eras Lw/ Me Oa
(3:02) (Prod. David Axelrod) (Writers: ShelromKeller) (Cologne, ASCAP)pr
newa
sound
hot ecoontendere for Top 40 and the Hot 100 chart Smooth
Prey.

TENNESSEE

with

a

-today- heal. Calico 3910

sales

winner.

Label

handled

MANHATTANS
LORE

DE

O.V.

-

ANA.

From

d

by

of

Spade

Pella MAYFIELD- Weakness

12:201
la

(Da, FMI).
ThId9

-a

CHILDREN -From

Me Very Starr (3:00) (Prod. Lou Adler) (Writer: Perron)
(Hallenbeck,, BMII -000d new rhythm ballad with a lop production by
Lou Adler makes this a sure bet for chart action. Ode 70 66005

Active Prod.) (Writers: Saunders -Mona.
Omni (Panso /Active, IMO -Culled from their current LP, this rousing
rocker is destined to prow a big programming and sales Item.

JULIE

BODE -Then

N

(Prod.

EUSd AI. 12.35) (Prod.

Bernstein) Writers:
BMI)- Stylist comes

Herb

SPor'Oarrr-Greenwich)
Kr
(Trio /Mother Bertha,
strong with this first rat
revival of the Crystals
sixties.

Could

make

it

big.
big

hit

of

Man

615

SEAT

(Ninandy,

12:411

740379

RCA

POOL-Den'Y Lay Tow Funky Trip
WNI2 620

SENOR

on

Shot, BAD.

Me (3:191 (Hot

Monkey Doesn't
Monkey) 12:531 (Prod,
artist
eat'uock (Catalogue,
e that
should make a
easy
charts. Maker 1423

DAßMonkey

REDEYE -Ramas

EMO -Solid
beet

the

early

916

GRIFFIN -Thank Teo Nee (2:391 (Prod. James Griffin) (Writers:
Grll(In.Wilson,ROyer) (Stone Canyon, EMIT- Produced, written and per,
formed by Griffin, this initial entry should m n be riding on the
programming end best seller
Viva 642"

(2:34)

(Prod.

Schmitt)

AI

IECRaay

Hodgkins)

folk rocker culled from the group's current

top

programming

and

sales.

on

impact

(Writer:

Label

(mer

Dahrr000g)

ba

(Dimension,

I

LP,

handled

best

by

n
Vin.

for

11274

ABC

BACO

Called

E

(2:361

ASCAP).

(Pincus,

prove

MGM.

aCPop01iukebovnitem

FREEDOM -Nobody

13:241

Goodbye

129

WRIGHT -Ace

BMU.

te

(Writers:
with an

I

and

Predicted to reach the
SOUL SINGLES Chart

CHARTSpotlights

Love (Wall
ì
uóBIMO-Marking

NEIL DARROW -Moroin

artist
to tutee charts.

with

Ca91t.1

strong
2995

(Prod.

rhythm

Boris Venal)) (Writer: Sullins)
the exciting

ballad

Mat

e

hout

him

JAMES

RKHARD

(charts.

F(SloneNBri
Bridge, ASCAP)-Top 3)rhorhm material penned
y Neil
Diamond
nd beautifully performed by Mainegra
should prove an
instant winner. Super 12293

64

All records submitted for review should

ad-

dressed to Record Review Department, Billboard,
165 W. 46th Sheet, New York, N. Y. 10036.
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The pestioai is now
as it was them. ...

will you
"LAY A LITTLE

LO VIN' ON

Find out inside the al
Little Lovin' On Me," th
led follow up to the hit sin

;01

4440:.

-

,
'

4,,

`

-q

-

1.

-'

7,:17;'
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ME"

For Week Endinn
September 19, 1970

(*

Awarded RIAA seal for sales of 1 Million dollars et maewl aoh,ers level RIM seal
audit available and Wiener to all mnelaaaers. (Seal indicated with ,N bullet).

STAR PERFORMER -LP's on chart 15 weeks or less registering 9reatat proportionate upward program this week.

t

Y

g
amiss
Tile, Lebel,
1

1

Number (Distributing Label)

CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL
Cosmo's Factory

S

3

gTitla,SS

9

36

36

2

Co
tiU,,SD
3

4

AIM
8

WHO

53

5

6

3

10

8

9

7

6

**16

38

39

Tommy

5

40

25

DXSW 7205

CHICAGO
Columbia KGP 24

40

32

13

RARE EARTH

41

38

JETNRO TULL

Marls*
52

10

BAND
Stage Fright
Capitol ST 425

3

WHO
Live at Leeds
Deuce DL 79175

17

GRAND FUNK RAILROAD
Closer to Home
Capitol SIUO 471

11

CROSBY, STILLS, NASH
Deja Vu
Atlantic 50 7200

&

YOUNG

25

43

34

43

29

45

48

46

35

13

9

45

2

12

11

49

18

19

15

32

7
ENS

9002

JACKSON 5
ABC
Motown MS 709

16

ISAAC HAYES
Enterprise

23
1010 tS/ao/Volt)

RARE EARTH

50

idh

R5 514

(MOhwn)

DUNA ROSS

Jas

22

*14

64

-

46

S

IRON BUTTERFLY

4

Mamorphosb
93339

Aton SD

23

24

ERIC KURDON DECLARES WAR
MGM

24

25

26

18

4663

SE

PAUL McCARTNEY

20

*
27

27

P(

o
o
o

Apple 5TÁ0 3363 (Capitol)

28

STEVE WONDER

Victor

28

ORIGINAL TV CAST

PETER, PAUL & MARL'

Columbia

31

30

CS

3

23

SIEVE WILIER BAND
Number 5

19

al

89

ORSON WELLES
The Begetting of the President
Medians 41.2

5

14

02

84

QUINCY JONES
Gula Matara
AGM SP 3030

3

11

83

86

CONWAY TWITTY
Decca DL 75209

32

84

87

GARY PUCKETT & THE UNION GAP

Compiled from National Refill
Stetes by the Music Popularity
Chart Department and the
Record Market Research
Department of Billboard.

An

1
Tli

20

AIM

96

1042

_

Reprrice

41

RS

Columbia

24
88

57

1

87

69

24

JONI MITCHELL
Ladies of the Canyon
Reprise

OTIS REDDING/
MAI HENDRIX EXPERIENCE
Live at Monterrey

30111

C

6376

RS

30

FUP WILSON
The Devil Made Me Buy This
Little David LD 1000

88

60

press
21

DIONNE WARWICK
I'll Never Fell in Low Ageln
Scepter SP5 581

20

89

70

GUESS WHO
American Women
RCA Victor 150 4766

32

57

55

MOUNTAIN

28

91

BB

BURT RACHARACH /SOUNDTRACK
Butch Cassidy & the Sundance Kid
ARM SP 4227

43

Climbing
Windfall

59

4501

/BO

CACTUS

**137

9

Atm 50 33.510

NEIL DIAMOND
Shllo

2

Bang 221

53

*f

STEPPENWOLF
Live
Dunhill DSO 50075

23

93

199

GRPENTERS
Close to You
ARM

56

5P

95

62

63

65

SIMON A GARFUNKEL
Bridge Over Troubled Water
RONNIE DYSON
(If You Lat Me Make Lave Ta
You Then) Why Can't
Touch

32

95

90

**119
65

51

3

66

67

74

**176

30223

76410

6

FLACK

4

1569

SD

96

61

97

103

4249

CHICAGO TRANSIT MINORITY
Colombia GP e

66

70

72

ST

SUSAN SINGS SONGS FROM
SESAME
Pi

ET

a

44

JOE COCKER

101

CHARLEY PRIDE

47

Best of

n

RCA

102

91

Victor (SP 4223

SANTANA
Columbia

54
CS 9791

106

CROSBY/sSNU3/NASH
Atlanlic 0 8229

9

127

SIMMERS

20

linden)

65
a

Come Saturday Morning
ADM

Tom

66

Rib

10I

103

TOM JONES

71097

2

JOHNNY RIVEN
7
Slim We Slider
Impede! IP 16001 (Liberty/United Article)

451

PAS

DEAN MARTIN
My Women, My Woman, My
Reprise RS 6403

102

61264

MERLE HAGGARD & THE STRANGERS
Fighlin' Side of Me
Capito,

23

TEN TEARS AFTER
Cricklewood Green

IRO

5

Gasoline Alley

69

1058

CS

14

ROD STEWART
SR

12

DAY

ARM 5P 4214

a

FREDA PATNE
Band of Gold
invictus ST 3701 IC4001)

Mercury

11002

ITS A BEAUTIFUL
Marrying Heiden

Scepter

99

LEE MICHAELS
SP

LOT

Derain DES 18038 (Landau)

Chapter Two
AFlentic

2

V0111

Barrel

66

96

46

IJ

CANNED HEAT
Future Blues

Columbia

LRABBGARLOAF

somas

LED ZEPPELIN
Atlantic SO 8236

many

4271

Colombia KCS 9914

68

12

3

MARK LINDSAY

24

6383

BUDDY MILES
Them Changes
Mercury SR 61280

4266

SP

BOBBY SHERMAN
Here Comes Bobby
Metromedia MD 1028

67

NEIL YOUNG
Afte the Gold Rush

6

Silvmbird

FOUR TOPS
Still Waters Run Deep
Motown MS 704

MM

ERIC CLARION
Atoo SD 33.329

SPOOKY TOOTH /MIKE HARRISON
Last Putt

11

ABC ABOS 711

33

12

Hello Darlan'

BAVE MASON

C

JAMES GANG
Rides Again

Reprise

75

Ceplrol 5KÁ0 436

33

55

S

OunhIll 0XS 50063 Raper,
SRM 20261

SP 4261

I

9

63

90

10th Album
Vidor LSP 4367

32

80

11

RCA

31

74

SLY & THE FAMILY STONE

ENGELBERT HUMPERDINCK
We Made It Happen
Perrot PAS 71008 (London)

5

10

34

GRAND FUNK RAILROAD

44

19,1.7.1

CHARLEY PRIDE

GP 26

Epic BN 26456 (Colombia/

46

2552

PROCOL HA9UM
Home

CS

19

MILES DAVIS
Bitches Brew

56

62

14

79

Buddah BPS 5060

1069

THE LAST POETS
Douglas

30

BS

MÉLANIE

4

9

81

(Calunb

30125

The Sesame Street Book and Record

29

78

4959

DONOVAN
E

58

10

HOT TUNALW

49

Signed, Sealed, Delivered
QUICKSILVER MESSENGER SERVICE
lust For Love
Capitol MAO 498

25

TEMPTATIONS

yUyyNDTRACK
Rider

55

61

Tamia TS 304 (Motown)

You óMiinnd 330

éroBBlo

Stand

ELVIS PRESLEY
On Stage, February 1970
RCA Victor MP 4262

59
17

6

Time)

Gordy GS 947 (Motown)

79

54

19

BEATLES
Let It Be
APO, AR 341001 016*tey/UNl.d Amsh)

73

30050

S4

50

McCartney

37

PUB,

Reprise MS 2029

11

TEMPTATIONS
Live at [0.60W. Talk of Ute Town
Gordy GS 953 (Motown)

BELFONICS

Capitol SKAO 406

6349

RS

Columbia

11

Motown MS 711

21

77

2

Grand Funk

Candles in the Rain
21

75

glue Thumb BTS 19

R

20

FREE
Fire A Water
A6M SP 4268

Greatest Hits

DOORS

Rat.

21

Alone Together

51

74076

LENS

19

78

Colombia

NEIL YOUNG & CRAZY HORSE
Everybody Knows Thies Is Nowhere

AIM

50

the Waten

Eteklra

14

39

2e

Absolutely Live
17

74

948 (MOlown)

GS

12

COX

Wainer Bros.

7

BREAD
ENS

MUNGO JERRY
lanes HS 7000

77

10 Years Together

Die

JAMES TAYLOR
Sweet Baby James
Wainer Bros. WS Ica

Melon

16

47

11

TRAFFIC

On

80

3

EDWIN STARR
War & Peace
Gordy

21

BOB DYLAN

Open

48

United Artists UM 5504

15

73

76

1161 HENDRIX, BUDDY MILES,
BILLY COX
Band of Gypsys
Capitol STA0 426

Epic

(London)

lobs Barleycorn Must
**17

*

2

THREE DOG NIGHT
It 0111 Easy
It 0itll OE
78

RCA

Question of Balance
3

5

ELVIS PRESLEY

Didn't

ARENA FRANKLIN
Spirit in
Dark

Columbia

47
MOODY BLUES

Well gZ
3

20

Seri Portrait

5

Number (DlprlbWina

Psychedelic Shack
42

44

NEIL DIAMOND

laW,

99

6400

RS

b

Elvis' Worldwide 50 Gold Award
Hits. Vol. 1
RCA Victor LPM 6101

1R

SD 11266

Benefit

BLOOD, SWEAT & TEARS 3
Columbia KS 30090

mshold TIM

2

GRATEFUL DEAD
Worldngman's Dead
Warner Bros. WS 1669

Reprise

85

71

Rare Earth RS 507 (Motown)

Unl 73084

13

71

33900 (liberty/United

SC5

Get Ready

Gdd
11

Ttl

19

KING CRIMSON
In the Wake of Poseidon

Atlantic

a

6002

SP

Dena

42

3.500 (Atlannc /Aho)

10E COCKER
Mad Dogs & Englishmen

Number IDMdbutina Label)

FIFTH DIMENSION
Saul Oty
Artists)

16

SOUNDTRACK

lab,

Greatest Hits

Fantasy 84102
2

1

105

105

SP

4262

ORIGINAL CAST

112

Ha
RCA

Victor

LOC 1150

(M),

LSO 1150 (S)

(Continued on page 68)
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Just heard your album "MEASURE THE VALLEYS." It is an absolute gas. "Something" and "Games"
have sent the writers of this telegram through the wall. Better get the record co. to send us extra
copies. WBZ will play the hell out of this. The best album we've heard in a long time.
WBZ -BOSTON

"Games People Play" from Keith Textor album
KSHE -ST. LOUIS

a smash!

This is the best album we've heard in years. Love

it

.

.

.

playing it constantly.

WSRS- WORCESTER
Top 40 action: KJK

KNUZ

KTAC

WP

"GORGEOUS!" NBC Monitor

great new album
great new single

-

THE
KEITH TEXTOR
SINGERS

J/Vleasure

A&R RECORDS NEW YORK

theValleys
ARL- 7100/001

Manufactured and distributed

tv

ARL -7100/500 (single)

Mercury Record Productions, Inc.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Billboard

49

A -Z (LISTED BY ARTIST)
Alpert a the Tilwna Bross..

H erb

1.

Association

10]

el, MI

Burt badlands

Rand
B
Beatles

POSITIONS 106 -200

Continued from page 66

x,

SebWh

B lack

Tun

Bleee, Sm.t
mum Iman

104,

nef

lx

{

1N
le

B reed

Brotherhood or Men
James Brown
Bela Renton a War

ARTIST

Title, Lebel, Number (Distributing Label)

106

100

3
38

B. J. THOMAS

r
139

3
t-

140

Raindrops Naey Feilin' on My Head
Scepter SPI SBD

107

83

108

93

109

94

ASSOCIATION UVE
Warner aros. 2005 1868

10

BEATLES
Abbey Road
Apple SO 383 (CepitaO

49

Reprise

110

92

26

6379/M8M

RS

SE

4654

RAY STEVENS

THE JIM NABORS HOUR
Columbia

112

110

Amie
98

113

27

ISAAC RAYES
Hot Buttered Soul

76

Sou tory
197

33901

SCS

*

126

195

65

124

177

*-

11

LETTERMEN

176

160

3

Reflections

177

496

149

6

(Libedy /United

104

115

146

147

148

SOUNDTRACK
Paint Scut Wagon

4B

149

3

SOUNDTRACK
On a Clear Day You Can See Forever
Columbia S 30086

9

157

JOE SOUTST H'S GREATEST HITS
Capitol
450

2

136

GRAND FUNK RAILROAD

132

On

1001

114

FIFTH DIMENSION
Age of Aquarius

69

150

153

182

170

SOUNDTRACK

11

MASH

151

134

41

45

120
121

122

123

121

107

112

108

BLOOD, SWEAT 6 TEARS
Columbia CS 9720

86

THREE 00G NIGHT
Was Captured Live et the Forum
Dunhill DS 50068

43

153

142

SMITH

12

182

191

200

165

16

CHARLES EARLAND

11

154

151

164

Prestige

124

131

PR

THE BAND
'Capitol 5TA0 132

49

MEN CAMPBELL

18

N

156

JIM NABORS

ISO

a

15

.

Ìa Ba:MWl

Columbia

125

118

C

MICHAEL PARKS
Long Lonesome Highway

157

127

120

128

CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL
Green River
Fermo 8393

BOB McGRATH
From Sesame Street

Affinity
128

125

130

IRON BUTTERFLY

163

54
159
6

*

152

130

131

113

109

SD

161

138

179

Sonny
mmy

30

9963

JOHNNY MATHIS
Raindrops Keep Faille' on My Head

33-318

41

FIFTH DIMENSION

20

133

134

135

136

137

133

123

116

111

144

BLACK SABBATH
Werner Oros. WS 1871

MOODY BLUES
On the Threshold of a Dream
Derain OES 18025 (Landon)

68

Kirshner

138

124

165

15

ARCLIES

169

166

167

4

ANDY WILLMMS
Raindrops Keep FaHin' on My Head
Columbia CS 9896

161

166

174

178

190

'4

BILL COSBY

196

22

THREE DEGREES

189

11

2

23

158

171

190

155

191

-

192

194

91

193

183

Wpm)
67

9768

TOMMY JAMES 8 THE SHOMDELLS
Best of
Roulette SR 42040

35

MERLE HAGGARD
Ohio From Muskogee

35

CREAM

194

195

196

384

ST

21

33.230

197

JOHN MAIALL

-

-

53

as

fn

ara

M ocarl°h

168

United We Stand

16

Daran DES 18046

169

156

2

129

ST

7

198

114

199

Gordon

SOUNDTRACK
2001: A Space Odyssey
MGM SIE

170

()

13

SOUNDTRACK

13

200

Norwood
Capitol

SW

x

Ìa0e

65

a.ne

475

68

198

-

6

12, 174, 132

2

tü

Elvis Pros lm
cM1Y

19

fu
Ice,
Ìp
fie

Poro'
R4

46

taWama Nreat

Micheal Parke
B irte Paul
Froda marne
sul a AYry

ó

Prla

Ìa0

.I. Pna

rePUC'kiñ

Q uicksilver

A Nra

5t

Union San

rMNOner Senn.

27

i

CNN Refi nWeirn1 Hendrix anela
Johnny Riven
;CZ?
RaaiR
the Plret Ldlf6n

7637

53
100

110

Ganapinre
wnrene

FIRESIGN THEATER
Don't Crush That Dwarf, Hand
Me the Pliers
Columbia C 30102

1M

Jehn seasNen
Bokbv sherm.n

N,

aiman a Qarbnlrel
FSeytIB rM1a Family 1bnF

SéunM1h:

LOVE

:á'r

óúw

BILLY PAUL
Ebony Woman

On et

RAY CHARLES

°d

Cynr Danr

Can 5

Aiw
.meet
strawberry statement

Neptune NIPS 201 (Chess)

.

toa

ioreYar..14)

"]

í01s01.

3

Love Country Style
ABC ABCS 70

J.
ape'kY

TpMlMllu

orf

PAUL MAURMT
Gone Is Love
Phllipo PNS 600345 (Mercury)

ÑaC

214

,

N4MSOlf

If, 1x

a

10

SÑwaR
re

eo

ñ'imwMnd
supremos

1.11

Sosen

ROD MWINER

Greatest Hits, Vol. 2
Warner ems.

WO

2560

! l.

Tan WM181 °Ave

O. B. SMITH

Grcetest Hits
Colunbia

BILK

C

30227

OWENS
Kansas City Song
Capitol ST 476

Tiiomñeter

Three

On

DEEP PURPLE
In Rock
Warner Bros. WS 1877

bnlsriar

Tiwwrsoly

SONNY JAMES
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Hot south of the border.
ANNE MURRAY HAS HIT IT BIG SOUTH OF HER NATIVE
CANADIAN BORDER.
HER HIT SINGLE ON ALL CHARTS, "SNOWBIRD" IS NOW
THE TITLE OF HER NEW ALBUM WHICH INCLUDES THE SINGLE
TOGETHER WITH EIGHT OTHER HOT NUMBERS.
"SNOWBIRD (ST 579) ON CAPITOL. HOT ON WHICHEVER
SIDE OF THE BORDER YOU'RE ON.

o

Capitol.
A SUBSIDIARY OF CAPITOL INDUSTRIES. INC.
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Late News

Mfrs Press for $ Rise
Continued from page

1

cially with the exchange situation today -are higher. It could
be that we may ultimately have
to do it.

"However, if you can control
these liabilities, you can still operate viably; it's certainly time,
though, that the industry took
a more realistic view of its way
of doing business." He said that
the record firm that hasn't been
careful in its business practices
would definitely be inclined toward a price increase "but maybe a price increase isn't the best
answer for them."
Uttal Agrees
Larry Uttal, president of Bell
Records, said he agreed that a

price increase is necessary. "I
think the suggested list price
should be $5.98. The costs of
doing business are up, artist and
producer royalties are up, and
packaging is no longer simplistic
and has gone up. We're also
faced with increased pressing
and shipping costs and the discount squeezers." He said it was
more difficult than ever to make
a suitable profit today and that
many record companies were already increasing the price of certain viable packages.
A CBS spokesman pointed
out that CBS Records has been
using a variable pricing system
with great effectiveness on certain Bob Dylan, Simon & Garfunkel, and Blood, Sweat &
Tears album sets. "A lot of albums deserve a higher price
and it works. The response has
been superb."
Larry Harris, president of
Ampex Records, favors a price
hike in albums, but suggests that
this is not the best economic climate for such a move.
Commenting on a recent suggestion by Buddah President
Neil Bogart, Harris said that
even though he favors a $5.98
price tag on the long -play disk,
he feels the additional revenue
should be channeled back into

-

artist promotion campaigns. He
also suggests a total reevaluation of disk product before such
move is made.
"Artists should no longer be
released just for the sake of releasing them," he said. "There
should be closer screening if a
credibility gap, that would eventually develop into adverse consumer reaction, is to be avoided,"
Although Harris agreed that
a
price hike of disk product
would almost certainly bring LP
records more in line with the
price range of prerecorded cassette and cartridge product, he
does not believe there will be an
overnight swing to tapes.
"Undoubtedly more people
would be tempted to buy tapes,"
he admitted, "but this would not
necessarily mean records would
a

be

hurt."

The Ampex executive also
discounted the possibility of a
mad consumer rush to budget
product. "People buy records because they want a particular
song, or songs by a particular
artist, and it is very unlikely
that they will swing to budget
product merely to economize.

Noble Bell, executive vice
president of the Shelby Singleton Corp., said that he personally felt a price increase was
called for. But, "in view of the
economic situation today, it
might be bad to raise prices.
People can't pay us now for
what they've already bought. We
must have $2 million in receivables.

"However, the record industry is a victim of inflation like
every other industry
it's just
a matter of time until a price

...

increase comes at the pressing

plant."
He felt a 5 percent increase
might be enough to take care
of inflationary trends at the moment, "but if all companies
don't do it, then the theory is
that those who do will suffer in
sales."
Art Talmadge, president of

'Globetrotters' Hoopla Debut
NEW YORK -"The Globetrotters,"
half -hour CBS-TV
show, debuted Saturday (12)
along with both a single and an
album on RCA Records. Music
connected with the Hanna -Barbera TV cartoon series is being

produced by Kirshner Entertainment Corp. headed by Don
Kirshner, noted for millions of
record sales through the Arch ies and the Monkees, two of his
previous projects.

Schwartz Net Sales
Continued from page 8
Schwartz has noticed that customers like to spend a good
deal of time in a large record

and tape store -the stores are
a growing attraction in suburban shopping centers. And
the in -depth stores themselves
have mushroomed out from the
big centers of New York and
Los Angeles to many other
states.
Although many of the young
will come to look over instruments and sound equipment,
Schwartz pointed out that the
New Jersey store that far exceeded first -year expectations.
"does 65 percent of its business in records and tapes."

The

of

12

firm reported earnings

cents per share on 760,-

000 common outstanding, for
the first half of 1970, as
against 17 cents a share on
546,666 shares for the first

half of 1969.

Jeff Barry is writing and producing most of the tunes connected with the show; the album, "The Globetrotters," and
the single, "Gravy" b-w "Cheer
Me Up," were released last
week. Meadowlark Lemon, star
clown of the basketball team,
actually performs on record.
RCA introduced the show last
week (Sept. 8) to the press at
the Felt Forum in New York
to what might be called a great
response (1,000 more people
attended than invited). The label
is introducing mobile displays,
buttons, window streamers, and
various other promotions behind the album product which
will be keyed to the TV series.

Program 1 -Stop
To Bigger Site
NEW YORK -Program One
Stop has moved to larger
premises
from Springfield,
N.J., to nearby Greeley Ave.,
off U.S. 22, Union, N.J. (201)
964-3434. The new premises
encompass 5,000 square feet
and program executive Ralph
Schechtman
said
that they
would be carrying a complete
line in addition to disk and tape,
including audio equipment accessories.
Program is now handling
Masterwork, Audio Vox, Dyne
Sound and E.V. Games plus
related products.

-

Musicor Records, felt that a
price increase is "a damned good
idea."
A spokesman for Elektra Records said that sooner or later
the industry will have to raise
prices. "I think it's being discussed by most record executives. It's gotten to the point
where the record is the only
thing in the world that hasn't
been raised in price."
Morris Levy, president of
Roulette Records, said: "If RCA,
CBS, and Capitol decide to raise
prices, the whole industry will
raise prices. Who are we to
argue7"

Electric Lady: Studio
With Fingertip Control
NEW

YORK -Today's stu-

dio must be designed so that
the contemporary artist and his
producer and engineer have
everything at their fingertips,
according to Ed Kramer, chief
engineer at the Electric Lady
Studios. "All our equipment is
interchanfeable between studios," said Kramer. "And the
that
be
equipment
cannot
moved from one studio to another can be patched in. This is
necessary today because the
modem rock musician likes to

Bessie Smith Sales Action

Sparks Col Product Look
NEW YORK -Sales figures
of over 25,000 so far for the
Columbia Bessie Smith twoalbum set has encouraged the
company to "take a hard look at
this kind of product," said John
Hammond, director of talent
aquisition, who is in charge of
the Smith reissue project.
Columbia and Bamaby Records (distributed by CBS) are
releasing seven vintage blues
packages including a second Bessie Smith set. Product includes
material by Robert Johnson,
Bukka White, Huddie Ledbetter
and an anthology, "The Story
of the Blues" compiled by blues
on
authority Paul Oliver
Spann
Columbia -and by Otis
and Lightnin' Hopkins on Bar naby.
Commenting on the Smith release, Hammond said: "We are
treating it like a contemporary
blues or rock album. Bessie is
now appealing to a whole new
generation of buyers. She is

-all

being reviewed and discovered
by the underground press."
The Johnson album "King of
the Delta Blues Singers, Vol. 2"
is the second to be released by
the company and, together, the
albums represent the complete
recorded works of the singer.
The Bukka White material,
recorded 30 years ago, was originally cut on a "royalty free
basis" but Columbia is giving the
singer 5 percent royalties on the
sale of the album, "Parchment

Farm."
The Ledbetter album, "Lead belly," is produced by Frank
Driggs and, like the Johnson
package, contains material previously available on 78 r.p.m.
singles. The Oliver anthology ties
in with the author's book of the
same name. The Bamaby releases were previously available
briefly on the Candid label, together with some unreleased
product.

MCA Performer Fetes Aim
At Top 40 Tight Playlist

NEW YORK -MCA Records is capitalizing on a series

of coast -to -coast luncheon and
dinner performances of key acts
in order to dent the tight play list barriers at Top 40 radio
stations. Tony Martell, vice
president of marketing and
creative services for MCA Records, pointed to a Thursday
(10) luncheon performance in
New York at the Playboy Club
as very well received at all
levels. Not only were representatives of press and radio
and television in from as far
away as Boston and Philadelphia, but representatives of
"The Ed Sullivan Show," "The
Tonight Show," "The David
Frost Show," and "The Merv
Griffin Show" were on hand.
"We also invited local college radio students," Martell
said, and "I must have received at least, five telephone
calls from students commenting how much they like the

performers and that they were
going to play the albums."
MCA presented performances
by Ken Lyons, the McKendree
Spring, and Elton John and distributed albums by the three
acts to everyone who attended.
Elton John was set to perform
Friday night (I1) in Philadelphia at a similar function. Besides other such promotional
luncheons in key cities, MCA
is launching national time buys
and a concentrated promotional
effort at the college market behind the three acts.
Reason for the promotional
luncheon performances, Martell
said, "is that it's hard today
to exploit new talent because
of the tight playlist situation
on most radio stations. We feel
these live performances are a
method of bringing attention to
certain acts and we're doing
several more of these for artists that we strongly believe in."

Barclay in Refinancing

-

PARIS
Barclay Records,
France's major independent record company is undergoing refinancing and has reclaimed a
$1.5 million loan from a foreign bank, repayable over 18
months.

It was in August when various companies were bidding
to buy the Barclay group, that
the company was discovered to
be short of money. Involved in
takeover talks at that time were
reported to be Atlantic, Philips,

70

and Pathe- Marconi, the French
EMI affiliate, according to

Gregoire Katz, Barclay general
manager.
The people who have made
the loan have not acquired any
interest in the company and in
fact the interest rate on the
loan itself is very low because
the backers realize it would be
undesirable for the industry as
a whole for a major independent like Barclay to be absorbed
into one of the great international record companies.

and improvise on
the spot. We want him to feel
as comfortable as possible and
I think this type of setup is

experiment

just perfect"
Located below street level in
the heart of West Greenwich
Village, the
Electric
Lady,
which is owned in part by Jimi
Hendrix, hence the name, features Ampex equipment and
sports a moog synthesizer. Studio A is really three studios in
one, according to Kim King,
Kramer's assistant. "We have a
live side and a dead side separated by Goboes that separate
the two sides. We can accommodate 80 musicians. We record all acoustic instruments,
strings, horns on the live side
and all the heavy rock 'n' roll

electric instruments, including
the drums for which we have
set up hyper-dead corners in
both studios, on the dead side,"
said King.
The console in both studios
are virtually the same. There is
a 36- channel console and three
Ampex tape decks in Studio A.
The consoles were designed by
Kramer and built from new
Data Mix Modules by Shimon
Ran, chief maintenance engineer
who came to Electric Lady from
the AdeR studios. Each studio
console has automatic process
faders and there- is one Studer
Tape machine which floats between the two studios. There
are also 50 microphones which
float between the studios, according to the musicians' needs.
There are five Newmann microphone models and Reyer,
Sennheiser, AKG, Norelco and
a few old RCA Ribbon mikes
which were bought still in the
crates. "The variety of microphones enables us to command
the total spectrum sound," said
King. The ribbon mikes allow
us to duplicate the sound of the
1930's if we want to. This is
important to a musician. He
doesn't worry about equipment.
The Studio B console is
slightly smaller, have only 30
channels on a 16 -track machine. Both consoles, however,
are recording and mixing consoles.

There are also three cue systems, five stereo EMT echo
vintage
and
one
chambers,
mono echo chamber for both
studios. "We can patch in the
chambers from one studio to
another if we need them," King
said. There is also a special
booth for the vocalist in each
studio. Studio B, which is the
newest of the two studios, is a
completely dead sound studio.
"Our capacity between both
studios is at least 110 musicians
plus a crew," King commented.
All the walls in both studios
are concrete with fiberglass and
a sound- absorbing cover. There
is a two -foot space between the
sand- filled concrete walls of the
studios A and B. Also the ceiling is actually three ceilings to
block out the sound from the
movie theater housed on the
main floor of the building.
There is also closed circuit
television for use between studios, as well as to announce
visitors at the door of the building. The entire complex is an
electronic heaven, lavishly decorated and comfortable for all
visitors. Electric Lady has hosted
Led Zeppelin, Jim Hendrix.
Jeremy Steig, H. Rap Brown,
the Voices of East Harlem, the
Patterson Singers. Irene Reid,
other popular
Zephyr,
and
artists.
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J&s
RECORD ENTERPRISES
Proudly ,Announces Their Current Release L y

Pugsley Munion

"JUST LIKE YOU"
b/w

"SLUMBERLAND BLUES"
000,

Soon To Le Released A Stereo LP [3y

Pugsley Munion

"JUST LIFE YOU"

Contact Your Nearest Distributor

or

J &

S

RECORD ENTERPRISES
1650 Droadway
New Yorh, N. Y. 10019
(212) 489 -9820
Pros: Zell Sanders
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Introducing the Groovie Gooliesthree extremely persuasive individuals
who'll help you sell a lot of records.
Orders please, for the single:
Drac, Frankie and Wolfie make up an
unbelievable new rock group that has a lot
"Save Your Good Lovin' for Me" ( #74 -0383)
more to offer beyond mere good looks.
and the album:
In addition to their recording and live
"Groovie Goolies" (LSP -4420)
own
non
appearances, their music and voices are also
featured in the great new Saturday morning
Records
animated cartoon show, Groovie Goolies.
and Tapes
They're insanity and gags galore. And
they're going to be a big hit with the kids.
So will the new Groovie Goolies single and
album, which, even though they don't have to,
sound great.
(After all, who among
you would take a chance
on offending these guys,
by not stocking their

RCA

ViCTOR

records ?)

million kids saw the Groovie Goolies debut on CBS TV,
Saturday morning,September 12. And they'll be watching every week.
81/2
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